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I.

Of the Composition and Resolution of Numbers : Or , The Dofirine
oj Lrime and Composite Numbers j with that of the Commenfurability and Incommensurability of Numbers.

(j. i . Containing the General Principles and Theory.
definitions.
I.

N' E Number is said to measure, or be a Measure of another , when it is
contained in it a certain Number of Times precisely ; so that being taken
out of it as oft as possible, there shall nothing remain over. Thus , 4 mea¬
sures 12 ; because it is contained in it precisely 3 Times . Observe also , that one
Number is said to measure another by that Number which is the Quote : So 4 mea¬
sures 12 by 3 ; and reciprocally, 3 measures 12 by 4 : And hence any Number with
the Quote , by which it measures another, may be called the reciprocal Measures of
that Number.
COROLLARIES.
j. Every aliquot Part of a Number measures it ; and every Number which measures
another , is an aliquot Part of it.
2. Unity measures every Number by that Number it self ; and every Number mea¬
sures it self by Unity ; and these are the greatest and least Measures of any Numbers ;
which are also reciprocal Measures.
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II . A Number is called the Common Measure of two or more Numbers , when it
measures each of them : So 5 is a Common Measure of 6, 9,12 . And if it’s the great¬
est Number that measures them, it is called their Greatest Common Measure3 as Uni¬
ty is their least.
III . A Number is called a ‘Prime Number , which has no Measure, but it self and
Unity 5 as 2, 3, 5, 73 and which consequently is the Product of no other Numbers.
IV . A Number is called a Compofite Number ., which has some Measure besides it
self and Unity 3 and which consequently is the Product of seme two other Numbers:
For every Measure has its Reciprocal , and their Product is the Number measured by
them , from the Nature of Division. Thus , 3 measures 12. by 4, and 3 Times

4 is 12.

V . Two or more Numbers are said to be Commensurable, when they have some
common Measure besides 1. Thus , 6 : 9 are Commensurable , because 3 measures
them both3 and 5, 10, 15, because 5 measures them all.
VI . Two or more Numbers are said to be Incommensurable, when they have no
common Measure besides 1, as 3, 43 or 4, 5, 6. Such Numbers are also said to be
‘Prime to one another , or among themselves 3 though none of them be really Prime
in it self.
Corol

. Two or more Prime Numbers are Incommensurable , because they have no

Common Measure but 1. And hence again 3 if several Numbers , A, B, C, tstc. are
Commensurable , no two of them can be Prime Numbers 5 and if one of them is a
Prime , it must be the common Measure of the Whole , else they have no Measure,,
since that Prime has no other Measure besides r.
Schoi, . Tho ’ Unity is a common Measure of all Numbers , yet the Notion of Compo¬

sition and Commcnsur ability is limited so as to exclude 1 from being a Measure : For
since 1 measures all Numbers , if this were admitted , there would be no such Distincti¬
ons as Prime and Composite, Commensurable and Incommensurable . Is we take
Compofition in the largest Sense, then Unity is the only Number which we can call
Simple 3 all others being Collections or Compositions of Units : But this Consideration
is too general and simple to be of any Use in discovering the Properties of Numbers 5
and therefore the Composition here treated of, is that particular Kind whit ■depends
upon Multiplication , taken in its more proper and strict Sense, as applied to the Re¬
petition of Numbers , or multiplying them by a Number greater than Unity 3 because
Unity apply ’d as a Multiplier , makes no Alteration of the Number to which it is
apply ’d.
Observe also, That Integral Numbers only make the Subject of this Chapter : .
For if Fractions were admitted , then there is no Number , either Integral or Fractio¬
nal , but some Fraction will measure it. For Example 3 Let A be any whole Num¬
ber 3 take any Fraction whose Numerator is r, as
it will measure A 5 the Quote
n
being nk.
Quote

Again , set

being

- be any Fraction , ’tis measurable by this .Fraction

Bn

the

Again observe, . that the Distinction of Fractions into Sim¬

ple and Compound , explained in Book II . is nothing like this Distinction of Prime
and Composite 3 even though Multiplication is concerned in that Composition 3 ser
that is merely a Distinction of two different Forms of expressing the fame Quantity:
Thus , ~ of —, and iL , are but the same Thing differently conceived and expres¬
sed : So that if we take the Notion of Composition in General , as the Effect of Mul¬
tiplication .,
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tiplication , then — is a compound fractional Number , tho ’ exprefled ina simple Form :
And in this Sense we can call that only a Simple Fraction which is not the Product of
two real Fractions, proper or improper (excluding such improper ones whose Value is an
Integer , and not a mix d Number ) and such only are all Fractions , whole Denomina¬
tors are Composite Numbers . Example : — is a Simple Fraction , both in Form and
in its Nature ; because no two Fractions produce it , or it is not the Fraction of a Fraction ;
but this — is Simple in its Form , and in its Nature Compound ; for it is J _ of -L.
U
5
3
and —— — of - i or s of — : And this Simplicity and Composition is what belongs
to Fractions , but has nothing to do in the Subject of this Chapter.
VII . A Number is called Even, which is Measurable by, or is a Multiple of z j as
a, 4? 6) &C.
VIII . A Number is called Odd, which is not Measurable by, or is not a Multiple
of 2 j as 3, 5, 7, fc.
COROLLARIES.
1. An odd Number divided by 2, leaves 1 of Remainder.
2. Take the natural Progression r . 2 . 3 . 4, and
beginning at 2, take every
other Number , i . e. take one and leave the next continually , and so you have the
whole Series of even Numbers , 2 .4 . 6 . 8 . 10, fye. for the Series, r, 2, 3, ££?<;.
having x for the common Difference , the Difference of any Term , and the next
but one, is 2 5 consequently beginning at 2, and taking every other Term , we have a
Series differing by 2 3 which beginning with 2, is therefore the Series of Multiples of
2, i . e. of all even Numbers . Hence again, if we begin at 3, and take every other
Term , as z, 5, 7, 9, f£ c. we have the Series of odd Numbers 3 which proceeds also
by the common Difference of 2.
3. If we take the natural Progression, 1 . 2 . 3, and
double each Term of it, the
Series of Products is the Series of even Numbers 3 because it is the Series of Multi¬
ples of 2. And taking the lame natural Progression, if we take the Sums of every
two adjacent Terms , thus , x-j- 2 : 2-j- 3 : 3- ^-4, Vf - these make the Series of odd
Numbers 3 : 5 : 7, &c. for the first, 14 -2= 3 is the first odd Number , and the Se¬
ries proceeds by the constant Difference of 2 ; because every two adjacent Sums
have one Part common, and the other Parts are either two adjacent odd Numbers , or
two adjacent even Numbers 5 which differing by 2, therefore the Series of Sums differ
by 2 5 and because the first is 3, they must make the Series of odd Numbers.
4. 1 added to any even Number or substracted from it , makes the Sum or Remain¬
der the next greater or lesser odd Number 5 and 1 added to or substracted from any
odd Number , makes the Sum or Difference the next greater or lefler even Number . Again, 2 added to or substracted from any even or odd Number , gives the next greater
or lesser Number which is also even or odd.
5. All even Numbers have 2, 4, 6, 8, or o, in the Place of Units if they exceed
8 5 for they proceed from the continual Addition of 2 to it self, and to every succeed¬
ing Sum ; but the first of them are these 2 . 4 . 6 . 8. 10 , and consequently the lame
Figures must circulate continually in the Place of Units . Again , all odd Numbers
above 9, have in the Place of Units , one of these Numbers , 3, 5, 7, 9, or 1 ; for all
odd Numbers proceed from the constant Addition of 2, first to 1, and then to the Sum,
making the first 5 odd Numbers these, 3,5 , 7, 9, xi , ; whence it ’s plain, that the
fame Figures will continually circulate in the Place of Units,
5. All
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5. All even Numbers , except 2, are Composite. But
of odd Numbers some are
Prime, as 5, 5, 7, and some Composite, as 9, 15, 21. And since the two Series of
even and odd Numbers comprehend all Numbers , it follows, that,
5. All ‘Prime Numbers are odd, except the Prime 2.
ScrtOL. An odd Number may measure an even, as 3 measures 12

But an

even

can¬

not measure an odd. Also
the Product of two even Numbers , or an odd and even,
is always even 3 as the Product of two odd is odd the
;
Reasons of which you will
learn afterwards.
And upon these Things are founded the following Definitions ;
whereby all Composite Numbers are divided into evenly even, oddly even, and oddly
odd- Thus:
IX . An even Number is called evenly even, which an even Number measures by an
even Number , or is produced by two even Numbers , as 12= 2X6', and 24= 4X5.
X . An even Number is called oddly even, which an odd Number measures by an
even or
;
is produced by an odd and even, as 18= 3X5.
XI . An odd Composite Number is called oddly odd 3 because an odd Number mea¬
sures it by an odd, as 15= 3X5j or it is produced by 2 odd Numbers.
Observe, Because no even Number measures an odd 3 therefore odd Composites are
but of one singular Species, viz . oddly odd 3 therefore to call an odd N umber Compo¬
site, implies oddly odd5 but of even Numbers there is a Variety : Also besides the pre¬
ceding two general Distinctions, it ’s remarkable , that some of them are evenly even
only, i . e. they are not also oddly even as
;
8= 2X4, which no odd Number can
measure . Some of them are oddly even only , i. e. which are not the Product os two
even Numbers , as 14= 2X7. Lastly, some are both evenly and oddly even, as
12= 2X6= 3X4.

Again , observe, That though 1 may answer to the general Definition of an odd
Number 3 yet it ’s excluded in all that follows especially in what relates to the three
last Definitions ; because these Names imply Composite Numbers , in which 1 is no
Component Factor in a proper Sense. It ’s true indeed , that if we apply r as an odd
Number , in some of the following ITheorems they will still be true 3 but then it is to
no Purpose , because they will coincide with some other Thing.
XII . A Number is called PerfeEl, which is equal to the Sum of all its aliquot'
Parts 5 as 5= 3-{-2-J- r, which are all the aliquot Parts of 5.
. XIII . A Number is called Abundant , the Sum of whose aliquot Parts exceeds it 3
as ir , whose aliquot Parts are i -f -2-f-3- j- 4-4-5= i5.
XlV . A Number is called Deficient 3 the Sum of whose aliquot Parts is less than
it 3 as 8, whose aliquot Parts are x—
)—2.—4= 7.
AXIOMS.
If a Number , A, measures each of the several Numbers , B, C, D,
it will
measure their Sum . And if it measure them all but one, it cannot measure the
Sum.
id. The Number A, which measures the Sum of two Numbers , B-f- C, if
it mea¬
sures one of these Numbers , it will measure the other also 3 or, if it measures the
Sum of several Numbers , and also each of the Parts to one, it must measure that one
also.
Conor . The Sum of two Numbers is Commensurable with each of them 3 or it is
Incommensurable with each of them 3 and cannot be Commensurable with the one,
and Incommensurable with the other : And the Comtnensurability or Incommensura¬
bility of the Sum with each of them , is according as they are to one another Commen¬
surable or Incommensurable 3 and reversely , as-the Sum is Commensurable or not to
each os them , so are they Commensurable or not to one another.
3J., The
tst.

gi8
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3J . The Number A, that measures another , B, measures all the Numbers that B
measures, i . e. all the Multiples of B j and what is measured by A, is so by all the
aliquot Parts of A.
COROL
L ARIES.
Number can measure any odd Number 3 for then 2, which measures
all even Numbers , would measure an odd Number , contrary to the Definition of an
odd Number.
z. If a Number , A, is a Multiple or aliquot Part of another , B,
which is a Multiple
or aliquot Part of another C, which is so of another , D, and so on ; then is each lesser
of these Numbers , a Multiple or aliquot Part of all the greater , i. s . A of B, C, D,
CSV
. B of C, D,
3. Prom this and Ax. 2 . follows, that if one Number , A, measures each of two other
Numbers , B, C, it will also measure the Remainder aster B is taken out of C, as oft
as possible.
4 th. Of whatever Factors any Number is compos’d by Multiplication , it is resolva¬
ble into the fame by Division ; i . e. it is measurable by each of these Factors, or the
Product of any two or more of them ; and the Quote is always the Product of all the
rest of them : Thus , if N — dX^x^xd, then N -"r -a — bcd, and N ~^- ab— cd.
x. No

even

Schol . A Number

may be distributed

into Parts , so that though another Number

can measure none of these Parts ; yet it may measure the Whole : But if it measures
the Whole , it’s always possible to separate it into Parts , each of which that Number
will measure . Again , if a Number measures none of -the Parts, or not all of them,
and yet measures the Whole , it must measure the Sum of all the Remainders that
happen upon the Division of the several Parts 5-for these being taken away, it mea¬
sures what remains ; and measuring the whole, therefore it measures the Sum of these
Remainders , which is the other Part of the Whole.
PROBLEM
I.
Of all the odd Numbers , not exceeding a given one, to distinguish which of them
are ‘Prime , and which Composite; and consequently to find whether any odd Number
is ‘Prime or Composite.
Rule. Begin with the Number 3, and take the Progression of odd Numbers
3, 5, 7, 9, 11, §§c. till you have the given Number : Then beginning at 3, the first
iPrime odd Number , set some Mark , as a Point or Dash over the third Term after it,
and over the third Term after this, and so on till you have not 3 Terms within the
given Limit . Then begin at 5, and number 5 Terms after it , setting the same
Mark over the 5th, and over the 5th aster this, and so on continually as long as you
have 5 Terms ; do the fame from all the following Terms 7, 9,
till you come to
one after which you cannot find as many Terms as it expresses. And observe that
where , in the Course of the Work, you find a Mark already , you need not put a new
one. The Numbers thus marked , are all Composites, the others not marked being
all ‘Primes.
Exam. To find all the Primes from 3 to 79, they are these ; 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17,
}9, 23 , 29, 31, 37, 41, 43, 47, 53, 59, 61, 6j, 71 , 73, 79j as you see them
marked
in this Scheme ;
; . 5 . 7 . 9 . 11 . 1; . 15 . 17 . I9 . 21 . 2; . 25 . 27 . 29 . 31 . 33 . 35 . 37 . 39 . 41 .
43 . 4j . 47 . 49 . 51 . 5; . 55 . 57 . 59- . 61 . 63 . §5 . 67 . 69 . 71 . 73 . 75 . 77 . 79 .
Ad

anon-
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an odd Number

cannot

be measured

by an even ( Cos oil . I

. Ax. Illd .)
therefore if an odd Number is composite, it is a Multiple of some lesser odd
Number
by some other ; and hence ’tis plain , that if we can distinguish all the
odd Numbers
within the Limits of the Question , which are the Multiples of each odd
every other , we have all the Composites within the Limits of the Question .Number by
Now that
these are truly found by the Rule , I thus prove :
The common Difference in the Series of odd Numbers is 2 ; therefore a
Term di¬
stant from any Term , as far as this Term expresses (r. e. the third Term
after
3 5 or
fifth after y, S5V.) is the Multiple of that former Term by 3 ; for it
exceeds that for¬
mer by as many Times 2, as its Distance from that former, i . e. by the
Multiple
former by 2, or of 2 by that ; and consequently it is 3 Times that former . of that
Going
one Period further , according to the Rule , the next Term we mark
exceeds the
Term last marked,by the fame Difference as it does the first Term , i . e. by 2
Times that
first Term ( because equidistant Terms taken out of an
Arithmetical Progression, are
equidifferent .) But the last,marked is equal to three Times the first, and that
now
marked exceeds the preceding by two Times the first, and therefore it is
equal
to
3-J- 2, or 5 Times the first For the fame Reason the next marked will
be
5+
2,
or
7
Times the first ; and so on in the Progression of odd Numbers , i . e. the
several Terms
marked in numbering from every Term , are the Multiples of this Term
by all the
Terms of the odd Series from 3. Wherefore we have found all the
, not exceed¬
ing the Limits of the Question , of every odd Number by every oddMultiples
Number , i . e. all the
odd composite Numbers required ; and consequently what are not marked
are all prime.
Scholiums.

That the Rule and Demonstration of this Problem might not be too
embarassed and
difficult, I have left some Things to be explained here , by which the Work is
made easier.
ist. Of the Series of Composites numbered from 3,
mark the second, which is ij,
with a double Point or Dash ; then from that one begin the Numbering
odd Number 5, and mark the second of this new Series with a double by the next
Mark ; then
from this one begin the Numbering by the next odd Number 7, and so on
the rest. These Terms doubly marked will all follow one another in through all
order , and
therefore ’tis always the last double Mark at which we begin for the next Step.
Thus
you see them marked in the preceding Example.
The Reason is this : Take any Term of the odd Series, its Multiples by
each of the
preceding Lester coincide with the Multiples of each of these by this one.
The Multiples of 7 by 3 and y are the some as the Multiples of 3 and y by Example:
7 ; whence
it is plain , that if all the Multiples of all the Terms preceding any given
one
are mark¬
ed , then we have so many of the Multiples of this one already marked ,
as do not ex¬
ceed its Product into the preceding Term ; and so we need only to begin
duct in numbering by this Term . But again, it is plain , that the Product at this Pro¬
of any Term
into the preceding , and its Product into the following, will have but
one Composite
betwixt them , viz. the Product of that Term into it self ; therefore the
Product of
any Term into the preceding is the second after the Product of that
preceding
preceding ; hence , Lastly, if we mark all the Multiples of 3, the first odd into its
Number,
and begin numbering by 5 at the second Composite from 3, we shall have
all
the Mul¬
tiples of y; and beginning the Numbering by 7 at the second os these
numbered
by y,
we shall have all the Multiples of 7 ; and so on.
2d. We may yet save a good deal of trouble in writing down the Series
of odd Num¬
bers, by this Method:
Suppose the given Limit be 99, write down the Numbers, *!, 3, y, 7, 9 in one
Line,
reckoning each of them as simple Units ; in a Column on the left Hand of these,
write
the Series 0, 1. 2. 3. 4 . y. 6. 7 . 8. 9, reckoning each of these as so
many io ’s ; then
U u
draw
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draw Lines separating them , as in the annex ’d Scheme : the Spaces
made by the crossing of these Lines , taken in the continued Order
of the odd Number ^ from the first Space in the upper Corner on the
0
left , against o, and under i , and numbered to the Right through
I
Line , and st>successively through the rest of the Lines , are the
that
- .
Z[
Places in which all the odd Numbers , let down one after another
•
.
3,
in order from r to pp, would stand : And without writing them
down , their Places are known thus ; take the Figure in the
4'
.
Place of ig ’s of any Number in the Column on the left Hand,
_5_j
the Figure in the Place of Units in the upper Line ; then
and
6>
— — — the Space where the Line of Spaces from the Figure in the Place
7'
of id ’s, and the Column of Spaces from the Figure in the Place
8
of Units , do meet , is the Place of that Number . Wherefore if
— -we begin at the Space under 3 in the first Line of Spaces, and
■
9i
number the Spaces in order from this towards the right Hand
through every Line , and mark the Spaces as before we did the
Numbers represented by these Spaces, we shall have the Primes and Composites the
same Way distinguished ; with this plain Advantage of Ease in the Work, that we
have not the Trouble of writing down all the odd Numbers separately . There are
other Advantages of this Method , which you’ll learn afterwards.
Again , If the Limit be ppp, carry on the odd Numbers upon the upper Line to pp ;
and the Series o . r . 2 . 3 . 4 . 5 . 6 . 7. 8 . 9 on the Left , represents ioo ’s.
By this you’ll easily perceive, how the Table may be made to any Limit . After¬
wards (see Probl. III .) you’ll find a Table carried to ppp, with other Work upon it,
to serve other useful Purposes.
3<f. When you begin to number by any Term , see first if it be a Prime or Composite,
which the Table wul strew, according as the Place of it is marked or not 5 for all the
Composites within the Limits assigned, which do not exceed the Product of this Term
into the preceding (and in some Cases seme that do exceed this Product ) are already
marked ; and therefore if this Term is Composite it is already marked : Then if the
supposed Term is a Prime , you must go on by the Rule 3 but if it is Composite, all
its Multiples are already marked , because they are also Multiples of any of its compo¬
nent Parts , and all the Multiples of these are already marked : Only it will be neces¬
sary to number out the first two Periods, , that the second Composite in numbering by
this Term may be doubly marked , in order to know where to begin for the next
Term.
4 th. If it be proposed to find, Whether any given odd Number be Prime or Composite,
it will not be always necessary to find all the Primes and Composites within that Li¬
mit 3 for if in the Course of the Work the Mark of a Composite falls upon the given
Number , we have the Question solved, and there we may stop. And if you have al¬
ready a Table made , there you have the Question solved for all Numbers not exceed¬
ing the Limits of the Question . Afterwards (see Coroll. Pr obi III .) you’ll see ano¬
ther Method of finding whether a Number be Prime or Composite, without carrying a
Table se far as the given Number.
y/A.The last Remark I make on this Question is, That all Numbers which have 5 in
the Place of Units , as 15, 25, 35, Syc. are Composite Numbers measurable by 5 3 for if
that 5 in the Place of Units be taken away, what remains has o in the Place of Units,
and se is a Multiple of 10, and consequently a Multiple of 5 3therefore 5 which measures
both the Parts does also measure the whole 3 se 5 measures 140 and 5, therefore it
measures 145. Again, a Number which has any Figure , except 1, in all its Places,
is a Composite measurable by that Figure3 so 333= 111X3. 7777= 1111x75 but if 1
is
1
I

3 ! 5 7 .9
!
1-

I
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is in all its Places, the Number is Prime in some Cases, and in some Composite 5 so I,
is Prime , in is Composite, for it is = 3X37.
PROBLEM
II.
To find if two or more given Numbers are Commensurable or Incommensurable j
and what is their greatest common Measure.
Cafe I . For two Numbers.
The Rule and Reason os this Cafe we have already explain ’d [Book II . Chap. II.
‘Prohl . V.] where it is taught how to reduce a Fraction to its lowest Terms by first
finding the greatest common Measure to its Numerator and Denominator . I Ihall there¬
fore refer to that Place , and draw from it these Corollaries.

COROLLARIES.
1ft. Whatever Number measures any two Numbers A, B, it will also measure their
greatest common Measure . If you look back to the Rule and Operation referred to,
this Consequence will be evident . For whatever measures the given Numbers , i. e.
the first Dividend and Divisor, measures also the first Remainder (Cor. III . Ax. III .) and
consequently it measures the second Divisor (which is the first Remainder ) and the
second Dividend (which is the first Divisor) and so on through all the succeeding Di¬
visors and Dividends to the last Divisor, which is the greatest common Measure.
Exam. The greatest common Measure of 84 and 156 is ir ; and because the Numbers
L, 3,4 ,6 do measure both 84 and 1j 6, therefore they measure 12
id Two Numbers, whose Difference is i , are Relative Primes, for their greatest com¬
mon Measure is r , this being the very first Remainder . And for the same Reason any
Series of Numbers differing continually by 1, are relative Primes , since no two of
them , whose Difference is 1, can have any other common Measure.
3d. Two odd Numbers differing by 2 are Incommensurable ; for the first Remain¬
der is 2, and the second is 1. Hence also any Series of odd Numbers differing by a are
Incommensurable.
oph. If two Numbers, A, B, are Incommensurable
, then when any Multiple of the
lefler, A , as «A, is taken out of the greater , B, the Remainder B—«A is either 1, or
a Number Incommensurable to A : For is any Number measure A, it will measure nA 3
and is it also measure B—nA it will measure B ; and so A, B would be Commensurable,
contrary to Supposition.,
Rule.

Find

Cafe II . For more than two Numbers.
the greatest common Measure to any two of them ; then find the

same for the Number now found, and any other of the given Numbers ; and again,
for the last found , and another of the given Numbers 5 and so on, till you have gone
through them all , and the last found is the Number sought.
Exam. The greatest common Measure of 24, 40, 52, is 4, found
24 : 40 : 52
thus
5 the greatest common Measure of 24 : 40 is 8, and that of 8
8
4
and 52 is 4.
Demon . i ° . Since m Measures A , B, and n measures
A . B . C . D . &c.
m,
C , therefore n measures A, B, C (Ax. III .) Again, 0
m . n . o . Lse.
measures n, D , and n measures A, B, C, therefore 0 mea¬
sures A , B, C, D ; and so it proceeds for ever, i . e. each Number found in the Ope¬
ration is a common Multiple to all the given Numbers.
20. The Numbers found are the greatest common Measures of the given Numbers;
for, what measures A, B measures m, and what measures in, c, measures n , ( Cor. I.
U u 2
Cafe

zzr
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Cafe I.) therefore what measures A, B, C, measures », and consequently it is not
greater than n, which is therefore the greatest common Measure of A, B, C. Again,
what measures A, B, C measures nby
( the last Step) and what measures n, D measures
o ( Cor. I. Cafe I.) therefore what measures A, B, C, D, measures o, and consequently
is not greater than o, which therefore is the greatest common Measure os A, B, C, D.
The same Reasoning is manifestly good from one Step to another for ever $ from
which we have plainly gained the following Truth , viz.
Coroll

. 5th. Whatever

measures any Numbers

A , B, C , %
$ c. measures

their great¬

est common Measure ; so that all their other common Measures are aliquot Parts
greatest.
Schol . An Integer being divided by a mixt Number

of

the

less than it self may quote an

Integer , and upon that Account we may say, that the mixt Number measures the
other ; so that a mixt Number may be the common Measure of two or more Integers.
Tor Example, 18 and 24 being divided by 1 | or 4 quote ir , itf. But from the pre¬
ceding Demonstrations we learn these Truths :
COROLLARIES.
6th. A mixt Number can never be the greatest common Measure of two Integers;
for it’s shewn, that this must be an. Integer , viz. the last Remainder of a Division
of Integers : Hence again,
7th. No mixt Number can be the greatest common Measure of any Number of In¬
tegers , for then it might also be the greatest common Measure of two integers.
8th. Two Integers which have not another common Measure in Integers but r , have
not one of any kind , except , perhaps , an aliquot Fraction , (viz. such as has 1 for its
Numerator ) or some equivalent one ; for 1 being their greatest Measure, no other Num¬
ber can measure them , except it be a proper Fraction ; but no other than an aliquot Fra¬
ction can do it : For suppose any other , as — , if it measures A, B, it measures also their
n
greatest Measure 1, which

is

impossible ; because the Quote of 1 by —
cann is —,which
a

not be equal to an Integer precisely , for then - would be equal to an aliquot Fra¬
ction , i . e. suppose - —r or
then is
, contrary to Supposition
a1
n
r
yth. Integers
that have a mixt common Measure, have also an Integral one
greater than 1 ; for their greatest must be an Integer , and it must be greater than 1,
because a mixt Number , which is always greater than 1, is supposed to measure them.
But observe ; Two Numbers may have an integral common Measure greater than i,
and yet have no mixt common Measure.
Theorem
I.
>rime Number , A, is Incommensurable with every Number , B, which it does

not meaiure.

A— 5 . B= 8
Coroll

Demon . If A, B, are Commensurable , then either A or some other

Number measures them both 3 either of which is contrary to the Sup¬
position.

. Ot several Numbers

A , B, C ,

£5fc.

if one of them , as A , is a Prime , it is

the common Measure of the whole , else they are Incommensurable . And is it do
measure the whole, it is their greatest and only common Measure , because it self has
no other Measure but 1.
The-
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II.

Is a Number , A,measures one, B, of two Numbers , B, C, that are Incommensurable ;
it is Incommensurable with the other , C.
A= 3

Demon . Is any Number

measures both A and C , it will also mea¬

sure B, which A doth measure ( /& . 3.) therefore B, C are Commen¬
surable , contrary to Supposition.
Observe, The Reverse will not always hold ; for tho’ A is Incommensurable with C,
it does not follow that it will measure A 3 because it may be Incommensurable to both
A and C 3 as in Cafe A be = 5.

B—§. C= 7

T H E OR EM III.
Numbers a, b, c, &c. that are least in their Ratios , are like aliquot Parts of, or do
equally measure , any other Numbers , A, B, C,
that are in the same Ratios respe¬
ctively , that is, a Measures A, and b measures B, &c. equally . Also, the Number
by which they measure them is the greatest common Measure of A, B, C, &c . Re¬
versely, The
greatest common Measure os certain Numbers A, B, C,
measures
them by Numbers a, b, c,c & . that are least in the same Ratios.
Demon . i q. Since , a : b A
: :
: B, and b : c : :
A B c D
B
:
C,
then
alternately
a
A
:
: : bB
; , also b. :
Dividends , 6
24
9
B : : cC
: , £5>c. hence ^ = —= —, &c.
3
j ' 8
Divisors, 2
abc
c , d
Now if we suppose that these equal Quotes are
1not Integral for if a does not measureA, isc.) yet
Common Quote q—3
I because they are equal , therefore the integral Part is
the same, and so also is the Fraction . t Let the Remainders of the Divisions be r , S,
r_ s
t, & c. then these Fractions are, a b — —
c , &c. but being proper Fractions the
Numerators r , s, t , & c. are less than their Denominaators a , b, c, and
being equal
Fractions they are respectively in the same Ratios, i. e, r : S : : a : b, and s : t : : b c ;
hence a , b, c, & c. are not least in their Ratios , contrary to Supposition 3 and therefore
a, b, c, Ssc. must measure A, B, C, equally. Again, the Quote q is the greatest
common Measure os A , B, C, tsc. for whatever it be, it measures A, B, C, &c. by the
same Numbers which were before the Divisors, viz . a , b, c, &c, (from the Nature of
Division.) But if A, B, C,
are divided by any Number , the Quotes are also in the
fame Ratio (from the Nature of Ratios .) Also the greatest common Measure must give
lesser Quotes than any other Measure, and therefore either q is the greatest common
Measure , or a, b, c are not the least in their Ratios : But a , b, c,c& . are least in their
Ratios , therefore q is the greatest common Measure.
The Reverse of the Theorem is manifest from the Nature of Division.
Schol . Though Numbers a,b , C, d, do equally measure others , A , B, C , D , and
so are like aliquot Parts of them , it does not follow that they are least in their Ratios 3
for in order to this, they must measure them by their greatest common Measure.

COROLLARIES.
is. Numbers that are not least in their Ratios are Equimultiples of such as are so,
because these are like aliquot Parts of the others.

2d. Here we have another Proof that a Fraction can never be the greatest common
Measure os several Integers ; for then the least in their Ratios would not measure other
Numbers in the same Ratios , as they must do by what has now been shewn.

3d.:
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3d. We learn here how to find Numbers that are least in the fame Ratios with other
given Numbers , viz. by finding , the greatest common Measure to these given Num¬
bers , and by it dividing them , the Quotes are the Numbers sought ; so the least in
the same Ratios with 9 : 1; : at , are 3 : 5 : 7, for the greatest common Measure of
the former is 3, and the Quotes are 3. 5. 7.
T h e o R e m IV.
Numbers a , b, c, d,c& . that are least in their Ratios , are Incommensurable ; and
the Reverse , Incommensurables are least in their Ratios.
Demon . If a , b , c, d, are Commensurable , then being divided by
a, b, c, d, their
common Measure, the Quotes will be in the same Ratios, and al2, 3, 6, 7,
so lesser Numbers 3 therefore a , b, c, d, are not the least , contrary to
Supposition.
For the Reverse , If the least Numbers in the same Ratios with a , b,c & . are lefler
than they , then will these Numbers equally measure them by their greatest common
Measure (stkeo . I.J But a , b,c& . being Incommensurable , have no common Measure $
therefore they are least in their Ratios.
COROLLARIES.
1(I. Since Numbers being least in their Ratios , and being Incommensurable , do neces¬
sarily follow from one another , we may put any of these in place of the other in any
Propositions ; particularly in the preceding Theorem 3 so that if Numbers a, b, C, 8iC.
are Incommensurable , they do equally measure any others in the same Ratios A , B, C,
and hence all the following Corollaries.
2 d. If Numbers a , b, c,c & . are Incommensurable , others in the same Ratios A,
B , C , iRc. are Commensurable , and also all Compositesfor
;
a , b, c,c& . do equally
measure them , and the common Quote does reciprocally measure each of them 3 which
therefore are both Commensurable , and all Compofites. Hence
again,
3d. Is four Numbers are : : I, a : b A
::
: B, no three of them can be prime Num¬
bers , nor consequently the whole 3 [ or thus , to three prime Numbers a fourth : : I can ’t
be a whole Number ] for if a , b, are Primes , they are Incommensurable , and so A , B,
are both Composites . Whence again, if three Numbers are : : A , B, C (or A : B : :
B : C) none of the Extremes with the middle Term , nor consequently all three , can be
Primes [ *'. e. to two Primes , A , B, a third : : I can ’t be an Integer ] for if A , B, are Primes,
therefore B, C, are Composites , so that B is both Prime and Composite ; which is
absurd.
In another Place ( see jT’heo. XXII . Cor. III .) you’ll fee it demonstrated , that betwixt
two Primes there can’t be a geometrical Mean , either in whole Numbers or Fra¬
ctions.
Theorem
V.
If any Numbers A , B, C , &c. Incommensurable , are measured by other Numbers
S, b, c, & c. (i . e. A by a, and B by b,c& .) these last are neither in the , same Ra¬
tios with the former, nor do they measure them equally , nor, Rosily, are they Com¬
mensurable.
Demon , a , b, c, can ’t be in the same Ratios with A , B, C , &c. for since they mea¬
sure them , it would follow , that they measure them equally 3 because if a : A : : b : B
then —= -5 - 3 and whatever the common Quote , is it will reciprocally measure A , B,

a

b.

C , w ;ich consequently are not Incommensurable .

a, b,

c,

Again , whatever be the Ratios of

if they measure A, B, C, equally, the Quote will reciprocally measure A,B,C,
which
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which therefore are not Incommensurable . Lastly, If a , b, c, are Commensurable,
their common Measure must measure A , B, C , which they measure ; consequently A,
B, C, are not Incommensurable . And observe , that this last Article does also prove
the first ; for if a , b, c, and A , B, C , are both Incommensurable , they can’t be in the
same Ratios.
Theorem
VI.
If a Number , A , measures the Product of two others , B, C, and is Incommensura¬
ble to one of them , it will not only be Commensurable with the other , but also mea¬
sure it.
Demon . Let A measure BC by D , then is it A : B : : C : D 5 but if A , B, are
Incommensurable (or least in their Ratio ) therefore A measures C , and B measures D
equally , by the last.

COROLLARIES.
If a Number , A, measures the Product of two Factors B, C, (i .

e. if four Num¬
bers are : : I, A : B : : C : D ) then will it either measure one of these Factors , B or C,
or be Commensurable to each os them ; for if it ’s Incommensurable to any one of them,
it measures the other . But if A is a prime Number , and measures BC it will ne¬
cessarily measure B or C5 for is it do not measure B, it is Incommensurable to it (by

ist.

L’beor. I .) and consequently measures C , by this Theorem.
id. If a Number , A, is Incommensurable to each of two Factors B and C, or if it’s In¬

commensurable to the one , and does net measure the other * it cannot measure the
Product (/ . e. A , B, C, being Integers , and A : B : : C : D , then A being Incommen¬
surable to both B and C , or Incommensurable to the one , and not measuring the
other , D is not an Integer ;) for if it measures the Product (/ . e. if D be also an In¬
teger ) and is Incommensurable to one os the Factors , it measures the other , and so is
not Incommensurable to it : Both contrary to Supposition . Hence again,
3d. If A is Incommensurable to B, it can’t measure the Square of B, i . e. a third : : I
to two Numbers A , B, that are Incommensurable , can’t be found in Integers.
Schol . As A ’s being Incommensurable to both B and C is a certain Consequence of
their being all three prime Numbers , so Coroll. 3 d. L'heo. IV . is in effect comprehend¬
ed in the preceding Coroll. id.
Again , though three Numbers be Incommensurable ( which is a different Thing
from one of them being so to each of the other two ) yet D may be .integral , as in these
2 : 3 : : 4 : 5.
Further , in the various Circumstances of A , B, C , being all Composite Numbers , or
only Commensurable , Observei ( °) That though they are all Composites , yet a fourth
in Integers may be impossible , because A may be Incommensurable to both B and C,
which is consistent with their being all Composites , as in these 4 , 6, 9 . ( 2.0 .) Though
they are all Composites , and also Commensurable , yet a 4th Integral may be im¬
possible ; as in these , 6 10
:
: : 14 , to which a 4th is 13 -§•. But to understand the
general Reason of this , and what Circumstances of their Composition makes it so, de¬
pends upon some other Principles than we have yet heard , and which you will find af¬
terwards ( see Schol. III . L ’heo. XXIII . ) where I so all Ihew you the general Character
upon which depends the 4th 's being Integral or not . Lastly, observe , That
the three given Numbers being Commensurable , if the first of them , A , is a prime
Number , then is. D always an Integer j for in this Case A is the common Measure,
and because it measures B and C it will also measure BC so that D , which is the
Quote , is an Integer.
Theo-
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Theorem
VII.
The least Number A, which measures any composite Number B, must be a prime
Number.
£_

I

Demon . If A is a Composite , then its component Parts will mea-

''
5I
sure B (Ax. 3 .J and consequently A is not the least which mea¬
sures B, contrary to Supposition.
COROLLARIES.
Some prime Number measures every Composite ; or, every Composite is mea¬
sured by (i . e. is the Multiple of ) some Prime 5 for there must be a least Measure,
and that must be prime.
id. Every Number is either a Prime, or may be measured by seme Prime.
31i. Commensurable
Numbers have some prime common Measure $ for their com¬
mon Measure is either a Prime , or some Prime measures it , which therefore will mea¬
sure these Composites : And hence also, if they have several common Measures, the
least of them is a prime Number . Reversely , Numbers that have no prime common
Measur e are Incommensurable.
ist.

Theorem
VIII.
There are an infinite Number of prime Numbers : Or thus , no Number of Primes
can be assigned, but another may be found different from all the given ones.
Demon . Let A , B, C , £5"c. be any Number of Primes,
AxBxC , &c. a = P
whoso continual Product is P, to which add r ; then if P-j- i
P+ i ; z
is a Prime , ’tis plainly different from the given ones ; but if
it be Composite, some Prime , as z, measures it (Corr . is . T' heo. VII . ; and this is a
different Number from any of the given Primes 5for if it be tne fame with any ot these,
then it will measure P their Product (Ax. 3 ) but 'tis supposed also to measure
P + i , therefore it must measure 1 (Ax . 2.) which is absurd.
T h e o R e m IX.
Take the greatest Number of Factors, a , b, c,c & . of which any Number , N , can
be composed (or to whose Product it is equal ) they will be all prime Numbers.
Demon . If any of them be Composite , the component Parts of it
ay.bY.c- N
are also Components of the given Composite N (Ax. 3 .) and so the
3X5X7= 105
proposed Number of Factors is not the greatest whose Product makes*
N , contrary to Supposition. So if a— nyr, then is N= »xrX £x<;.
Coroll

. Every composite Number is equal to the Product

of a certain Number

Primes , viz. the greatest Number of Factors by which it can be produced.

of

Theorem
X.
A Number , M, which is the Product of a certain Number of given Primes , a , b, c, d,
&c. whether they are all different Numbers , or some of them oftner than once invol¬
ved , can be measured only by one of these prime Factors , or the Product of any two,
or more of them ; that is, it cannot be measured by any other prime Number , nor by
any Number which has in its Composition any other Prime , i . e which is the Multiple
of any other prime Number 5 nor, Lastly , by any Composite, which , though it have
in its Composition no Prime different from any of these that produce M, yet has any of
the fame Primes oftner involved , i . e. is the Multiple of a greater Power of any of these
Primes than what M is 5 as, if M has in it only the Root or Square of a, and this other
has in it the Cube of a.

Exam.
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ax5X7X11 —462 ; which Composite4^2, cannot be measured
5, which
is a different Prime 3 nor by 15, the Multiple of j 3 nor by 9, the Squareby
of 3.
Demon . 1st. That M is measurable by any one, or the Product os any Number of
its own Component Primes , is plain, by Axiom 4 . And,
id. That it can be measured by none other, i . e. by none of these
described in the
Tbeor. which plainly comprehend all others, is thus Remonstrated.
(i ° .) It cannot be measured by any other Prime , as x.
For x is Incommensurable to a and b, because both are Primes different from x 3
therefore it cannot measure their Product ab by(
Cor. 2. ’Tbeor. VI .) and so is In¬
commensurable to it (Ebeor . I .) and being also Incommensurable to another Prime 5,
it cannot measure the Product abc (Cor. 2. Tbeor. VI .) and hence is
Incommen¬
surable to it (Tbeor. I .) and being also Incommensurable to another Prime d, it can¬
not measure the Product , abed. And so the Reasoning proceeds for ever.
Or thus also. Let d be any Prime different from ac, or the Product os any Number
of Primes all different from x 3 then , upon Supposition that x cannot measure d, I
say
it cannot measure the Product of one Prime more, i . e. dm (m being also a
Prime
different from x 3) for if x measure dm, let it be by v, therKis x : d : : mjjy. But
x being a Prime, which does not measure d, then are ac,J, Incommensurable
(Tbeor. I .)
and so x measures
(Tloeor. IV . Cor. j .) which is absurd , because m is a Prime,
and different from ac. But s cannot measure another Prime ; therefore , by what is
now shewn , ' it cannot measure the Product ,of two others, nor consequently the Pro¬
duct of three others, and so on, i. e. it cannot measure the Product of any Number
os others.
(Exam.

(z ° .) It cannot be measured by the Multiple os another Prime ; for then that Prime
would also measure it (Ax. 3 .) which is contrary to the last Article.
(3 0.) It cannot he measured by any Number N, which tho ’ it has in it no other Prime,
yet has any one of the fame Primes oftner involved. For suppose any one or more
of them is oftner involved in N than in M 3 then imagine all the Prime Factors
of
N , that are also in M, to be taken put of both, i. e. let both of them be diN ) M vided by the continual Product of all these common Prime Factors, and
call
A) B the Quotes A, B, they will bp iii the faepp Ratio , or.N : M ; : A : B. But
now,
of those Primes that were not so oft involved in N as in M. what were more
of any of them in M than in N, and what were not at all in N, will remain in B ;
and what were more in N than in M, will remain in A ; ( by Ax. 4 .) but none of
these will be in B 3 for because there were sewer of them ip M than in N, therefore
they were all taken out of M 3 consequently there will be some Prime in A, which
is not in B, and therefore A cannot measure B 3 for then that Prime would
measure B,
contrary to what is shewn . Therefore lastly, N cannot measure M, because N : M : :
A : B. And if A cannot measure B, neither can N measure M.
COROLLARIES.
Of two Composite Numbej-s, A, B 3 if there is in the Composition of the one,
any Prime which is not in the other , or any the fame Prime oftner involved, these
two Numbers cannot be equal t For in these Circumstances, the one cannot measure
the other, and consequently they cannot be equal.
id. M , the Product os a certain Number of Primes, a, l\ c, d, (stc.
cannot be equal to
(or' the seme Number with ) N, the Product of any greater Number of Factors, whatever
they be 3 nor to the Product of any other Choice' of an equal Number of Factors 5 nor'
lastly, to the Product of a lesser Number of Factors, which are all Primes . For ( 1.) A
greater Number of Factors are-either ,all Primes , or are resolvable into a greater Num¬
ber of Primes 3 and therefore , among them there must neceflariJy be found,some Prime'
X x
different
ist.
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different from any os these in M, or some os these oftner involved ; and so N cannot
measure M, and so not be equal to it : (2.) For another Choice of an equal Number of
Factors , they are either all Primes , and therefore must have some different Prime , ora
greater Power of some Prime ; and so they cannot be equal (by the first Cor.) or
;
is
any os them be Composite, then being resolved into their Primes , there will be a greater
Number of Factors ; and so it coincides with the first Case. ( 3.) For the last Case,
’tis already demonstrated in the first 3 where it’s shewn, that a greater Number of
Prime Factors cannot produce the same Number as a lesser 3 the Reverse of which is
the present Case, which we may also prove in this Manner, viz. A lesser Number of
Primes must either have some different Prime , or a greater Power Fof some of the
same Primes ; and so’N cannot measure M, and therefore cannot be equal to it : or, the
Factors of N are a Part of the same Primes that compose M, and so N will be only a
Part of M. Hence again reversely,
3d. The same Number , M, cannot be resolved into a different Number os Prime
Factors . For Exam. It cannot be resolved into 3, and also into 4 Prime Factors :
Nor into any one Number of Prime Factors , with a Variety of Choice : But every
Composite has a precise limited Number of determined Primes ; so that neither in
the particular Primes , nor in their Number , can there be any Variety.
4 th. Two

unequal

Composite

Numbers

may be composed , either

of a different

Number , or the fame Number of Primes : But in both Gases these Factors are either
all or part of them different Primes , or some Prime common to both , is oftner in¬
volved in the one than in the other . But then observe, That the lesser Composite may
have either the lesser or greater Number of Factors3 for that depends upon the Num¬
bers themselves ; thus , 42= 2X3X73 and 221= 13X17.
5th. A Number , M, which is the Product of any two or more Factors, whatever
they be, as AxBxO , &c. being resolved into its Primes , these can be no other than
the Primes into which the Factors, A, B, C, SSf. can be resolved j for else the same
Number could be composed of different Primes , contrary to Cor. 3. And hence again,
There is no Prime in the Composition of any Power , but those which compose ,the
Hoot.
6 th. No

Numbers

can measure any Power of a Prime Number , but either the

Root it self, or some other of its Powers 3 for every other Number has in it some other
Prime.
7th. Whatever

Prime

Number , N , measures any of the Powers of any Number,.

A , as A", the same will measure the Root A, and all the other Powers ; for since
N measures A", it must be one of its Component Primes , r, e. one of the Primes that
compose A, by Cor. 5 . therefore N measures A, and all its Multiples , or all its other
Powers. Hence again,
8th. If any Number , N , measures A", and does not measure A , it’s a Composite
Number 3 for if it were a Prime , it would measure A.
Theorem

* XI.

Of all the Component .Primes of any Number , N , only one (if there be one) can be
a Number greater than the Root of the greatest Integral Square, contained in that
Number.
Demon . ift. If the given Number , N , is a perfect Square , then it has no Prime in

its Composition, but those that compose the Root . (Cor. 5.. Eheor. 10 .)
id. It N is not a Squ are, let A be the Root of the greatest Integral Square con¬
tained it j then is A-s- r ^ greater than N : And if we take two Primes greater each
than A, they must be, the one of them at least equal to A+ i , if not-greater 3 and
the
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the other greater than this one j consequently their Product will be greater than
A-j- i 1, i . e. greater than N : And therefore they are not both Component Primes of
N, since they produce a greater Number.
PROBLEM

III.

To find all the Component Primes of any Number.
Rule i °. Find all the Prime Numbers , not exceeding the Root of the greatest In¬
tegral Square , contained in it . Then,
zQ. Beginning with z, if the given Number is even ; or with 3, if it’s an odd
Number , try isa or 3 measures it , and do the same with the Quotes , as long as the
fame Prime measures them ; but when it does not measure , apply the next greater
Prime in the same Manner ; and go on so till you have tried all the Primes , not ex¬
ceeding the Root mentioned , or till you find a Quote which is a Prime Number ; then
all these Primes , wh ich were Measures to the given Number and to the succeeding Quotes,
together with that Prime Quote , or the last Quote , to which there was no Measure
among the Primes found, by the first Article (which is also a Prime ) are the Compo¬
nent Primes of the given Number.
Exam. 1 . To find the Primes of 42 ; the Root of the greatest Square contained
in it is 6 ; and the Primes not exceeding this, are,
a, 3, 5. And trying 4a by these , I find 2. measures it by 213 but this cannot be
2) ^ a" measured by 2, therefore I try 3, which measures 21 by 7, which is a
3) 21 Prime Number ; as is also known according to the Rule , by this , that
3 nor 5 measures it ; therefore 2, 3, 7, are the Component Primes
1 neither
of 42— 2X3X7.
Exam. 2 . To find the Primes of 68796 ; the Root of the greatest
68796
contained in it is 262 ; and the Primes not exceeding this , are
Square
34398
7, n , 13, &c. and trying , I find 2 measures twice, 3 measures
2, ; ,
17199
; 5 does not measure 637, the last Quote , by 3 ; therefore I
Times
3
5733
1911
apply 7, which measures twice, and the last Quote is 13, a Prime
Number ; therefore the Component Prime Factors of 68796, are z, 2,
637
_
3, 3, 3, 7, 7, i 313

Demon . As there

is no Matter

m what Order any Numbers

are ap-

ply ’d by continual Division, since the last Quote will still be the fame :
So if certain Primes apply’d by continual Division, in whatever Order , do measure
out the given Numbers , then it’s plain , from the Nature of Multiplication and Di¬
vision, that the continual Product of these Divisors, will again produce the fame
Number : And if certain Prime Factors produce a Number , no other Variety or Choice
whatever of Prime Factors, can produce the fame Number , byj Cor. 3 . Tbeor. 10.
What remains then to be shewn is this ; that when we have got a Quote , which nei¬
ther the Prime last apply’d, nor any greater , not exceeding the Root mentioned , do
measure, that Quote is a Prime : The Reason is this ; none of the preceding lesser
Primes can measure it ; for each of these are supposed to be taken out os the given
Number as oft as possible ; and since none of the Primes , not exceeding the Root
mentioned , can measure it, none of these exceeding that Root can measure it, unless
it self be one of these Primes ; for if another could do it , the Quote would be a
Number less than the Root, and must be either a Prime , or measurable by a Prime,
which reciprocally would measure it ; consequently none greater can do it, unless it
self be one of these greater Primes ; and therefore it must be a Prime Number.
Coaoi,.
Xx 2
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Corol. By tliis Method 1we can know whether a Number is Prime , or Composite,
though we have a Table carried only as Far as the Root of the greatest Square con¬
tained in it 5 for if none of the Primes ftf this Table measures it , then it is; a
Prime.
Scholium
' s.
i ft. If a Number has o's in the first Places on the Right -hand , cut them all off
and proceed with the remaining Figures , according to. the Rule * and then among the
Primes of this Number reckon as many z's and is many 5’s as the Number of o’s cut
off ; ■because .2>s-5= to, 3 and all together are the Primes sought.
Again, if an odes Number end with 5, try if with j before 3 * because'5 will certain¬
ly measure it , thpugh 3 will not always.
id. If you have a Table of Primes and Composites extending to the
given Num¬
ber , or to the last Quote aster it is measured’ as oft as possible, by 2 and' 5 * (for
which fee the last Article j then seek every other Quote (which is not measurable by
top 5) id the Table, -, because' fhis shewS whether it ’s a ftiirie or Composite : So that
being a Pr^me, you kfoow,the Work i3 ended * and being Composite, proceed accord¬
ing to the Ruje3$. But again * we wilT often have the Trouble of trying Primes that do not mea¬
sure the given Number , or succeeding Quotes , and which wouftf bc saved, ifwe 'knew
the least Prime that measures , any of these Now this we may, know by help of the
Table of Primes aftfTComposites $ if the Spaces are so marked as to shew
the least
Component Prime of each Conjpositfe* and how this may be easily .done I shall here
explain . Thus :
,
When you die to number Spaces by any odd Number , see first whether it’s a Prime
or Composite (by the Table 3) if it 's Prime , write it in the Places of its
i . e. in the Spaces where Points are placed by the former Method , unless Composites,
some lesser
Prime stand there already * as will certainly be , if , the Composite belonging to that
Place', has in it a lesser Prime * for then it ’s-a Multiple of that lesser Prime , and' is
therefore :already masked with its least Prime : Observe also; that with this Prime you
set foiiqe other Mask, as a Point or Dash , up On the Place of the second Composite, in
numbering by this Odd Numbers in order to know where to. begin set the next . ' ;
If the Number , by! which the Spaces are to be numbered, is Composite, all its
Multiples ate already marked * only you must number out the first two Periods, that
the second Composite, in numbering by this Term , may be particularly marked (as I
have done in the following Table by a Colon :) in order to know how to begin for the
next ,
.
"
The following. Table , carried to 999 , is made up in this Manner : The Use of
which, for finding the Component Primes of afiy Number , is this *
If the Number ' is e'verg measure it by 2 as oft as possible : If it ends wish o’s cut
them oss, and reckon as many a’s and 5’s among the Primes sought ; then proceed'
with the last Quote or remaining Number (or with the given Number , if it ’s odd)
thus : See by the Table if it’s a .Prime or Composite * if Prime , the Questibftis
solved * if Composite,, you have 'its least.-Component' Prime * by which, nleafuTc it,
and seek the Quote in the Table * measure this .'by its least Component Prime , and :
so on till you have ’ a' Quote *whi<*h is a Prims y and that Quote , with
the preceding
Divisors are the Primes sought.

f.

Table

Table of T rime

and

Composite
(odd) Nrs. fmn 3

to 999

541

Observe, As the Numbers of the first Column on

i-

17 ;

the Left are carried to 99 ; so the Numbers on the
Head of the Table are to be reckoned as Hundreds :
19 11 3
SUS
So 1 is 100 5 2 is 200, &c. And for any odd Num¬
ber above 99 , take the Number of its Hundreds on
the Head , and what in it is less than a Hundred
on the Side, and in the Angle where the Lines
from each meet , is the Place of that Number : So that
in composing of the Table , the Numbering is
along the
Columns from Top to Bottom, from the first Column
lh
under o, and so on in Order , through the rest, ( which
M
is so far different from the little Table before
given,
that there the Series of odd Numbers was set on
the
Head , and so the Numbering was along the Lines,
from left to right .) If we would make a larger Ta¬
ble , then continue the Series of Numbers on the Head,
from 9 to 10, ir , r2 , Ve . as far as you please, keep¬
ing the same Column on the Left ; and reckoning
these Numbers on the Head always as expressing so
17! 3
many Hundreds ; and continue the Numbering
through the Columns in Order ; and so the Table
may be carried to any Length : For Example If
;
the
11
IS1
Series on the Head is carried tb 99, if is 9900 ; and
so the greatest Number is-9999 . If the Series on the
Head is carried to 999, it is 99900 ; and the greatest
Number is 99999.
Again, if there is a Line over any Number , in
L 1
any Space, it shews that to be the Square Root,
3I
and also the least Prime of the Number
to
13 that Space. If there are two Numbers inbelonging
any Space,
the greater is the Square Root , and the other is the
least Prime,
Observe' also, That is a Number is a perfect
Square , then we may find all its Primes , by a Table
carried no farther than to the square Root , or the
odd Number next below if, if the Number is even.
For if we take all the prime Factors of the Root
twice , these are the pfime Factors of the Square.
Another Use that may be made of this Table,
is , That by it we can easily find, whether any
Number , odd or even, is a perfect Square, , and what
is the greatest integral Square contained in it , if it is
not ; thus,
i 0'. Suppose the Number proposed is an odd
3:
ber ; seek its Place in the Table , and if it’s a Num¬
com¬
posite Number then find the Place next before, and
also after it, that is marked with a Colon ; and
take the Space that is in the Middle betwixt these
13 '
two (for by the Construction of the Table , the Num¬
ber of Spaces betwixt them is odd, and therefore has a
middle - Space.) If rhc~gfveh Number is in that middle
Space
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Space, it’s a square Number , because the Space next before it marked with a Colon is the
Place from whence we begin to number Spaces by some odd Number , which is the
Place of the Product of that odd Number by the preceding ; and the next Space mark¬
ed with a Colon is the Place of its Product , by the following ; and therefore the
middle Space betwixt them is its Square , or Place of its Product by it self. So that
the middle Spaces betwixt every two marked with a Colon, are the Places of all the
odd square Numbers . Wherefore if the given Number is not in one of these middle
Spaces, it cannot be a Square , and the greatest Square contained in it is that belong¬
ing to the middle Space next it , towards the Beginning of the Table.
If the given Number is Prime , it ’s certainly not a Square , and you find the
greatest Square contained in it the fame way as before.
Observe, If you would find the Root of any Square found in the Table , number
how many Spaces there are marked with a Colon from the Beginning of the Table , to
that one next preceding the Place of that Square 3 number as many Terms after 3 in
the Series of odd Numbers , the last of them is the Root sought 3 so if there are 5
pointed Spaces, the Root is 13, the 5th Term after 3, and the Root of 169. But as
m making the Table , these Places of Squares are the first composite Spaces in number¬
ing by the several odd Numbers , which are the Root of these Squares 3 if we not only
mark these Spaces with the least Prime , but also with their Root , it will be the more
convenient for this purpose 5 so that if any Space has two Numbers in it, the lesser is its
least Prime , and the other the square Root of the Numbers belonging to that Place.
And if its least Prime is also its square Root , we may either write it twice, or use some
other Mark to Ihow it , as a Line drawn over it , as I have done in this Table : And
thus the Places of all odd Squares, and also their Root , are known by Inspection with¬
out any Trouble.
20. If the given Number is even, seek in the Table the odd Number next lesser 3
if it ’s a square Number , the given Number can’t be a Square , because the Difference of
two integral Squares can never be 1, and that odd Square is the greatest contained in
it j but if the next lesser odd Number is not a Square , seek by the Table the next
odd Square ; take its Root , and add 1 to the double of it ; if the Sum is equal to
the Difference betwixt that Square and the given even Number , then is this a square
Number , whose Root is the even Number next above the Root of that odd Square :
But if that Sum is either greater or lesser than that Difference , the given Number is
not a Square 3 and if the Sum is greatest, that odd Square is the greatest Square con¬
tained in the given Number 5 but if the Sum is least, add it to the odd Square , and
the Sum is the greatest Square contained in the given Number . The Reason of this
is obvious from the Nature and Composition of Squares explained in Rook III . particu¬
larly this, that
A-j -i.
PROBLEM

IV.

ITo find all the different Numbers that measure any given Number.
Rule. i °. Find all the Component prime Factors of the given Number by the last
Problem 3 then,
2U. Set them all in a Line 3 but those that are oftner than once involved , set them
down but once, and instead of the rest of them set down the Series of their superior
Powers, till you have a Power whose Index is the Number of Times that that one is
involved in the given Number 5 these are so many of the different Measures sought.
And though it is in Effect the same Thing , which Prime is first set down , yet one Or¬
der may prove more convenient than another for the following Part of the Work 3
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and Composite
therefore set down first all those Primes , which are but once involved , and then those
that are ostner, with their superior Powers as above, setting those first that are least in¬
volved ; then,
g° . Beginning from the left Hand , multiply the first Number by the second, and set
the Product under the second ; then by the third ( of those first set down ) multiply all the
preceding Numbers , setting the Products under the third ; and so on, by every succeed¬
ing one ( of the Numbers first set down) multiply all the preceding Numbers , setting
the Product under their Multiplier.
But observe, That when you come*to use for a Multiplier any superior Power of
any of the Primes , you must not by it multiply any of the lesser Powers of the same
Root , nor any of the Numbers standing under them ; only multiply all the other Num¬
bers preceding these, i . e. all the same Numbers which were multiplied by the Root. .
And to get these Products most conveniently , take the Root , and by it multiply all
the Numbers standing under it , and set these Products under the Squares ; then multi¬
ply all these Products set under the Square , by the same Root , and set the Products
under the Cube , and so on.
Exam. aro ; its Component prime Factors are 2, 3, 5, 7 ; sor 2X3X5X7= 210. And;
its several Measures are these following, disposed and sound according to the Rule.
3

6

5IO

15
30

7
14
21

42
35
70
105
210

First I set down 2, 3, 5, 7, then I multiply 2 by 3, and set the
Product 6 under 3 ; next I multiply 2, and also 3, 6, by 5, and
set the Products xo, 15, 30 under 5 ; then I multiply all the pre-,
ceding Numbers by 7, and set the Products under 7 ; and all these
Numbers are ,the .Numbers sought. .

Exam. 2 d. 6552 ; its Component prime Factors are these , 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 7, 13,-.
whose continual Product is 6552, and its several Measures are these following ; found,
thus,
The Primes 7, 13, are but once involved,,
2 - 4 - 8
T • 13 - 3 - 9
and so I set them first down ; 3 is twice invol¬
LI
28
91
14
5<5 ved , and I set down 3, 9 ; then 2 is thrice in¬
63
-6
39 117
52 104
volved , and I set down 2, 4,8 . Then I begin
273 819 182 3*4 728
and multiply 7 by 13, and sot the Product 91
12
6
24
under 13. Next I multiply all the preceding
42
84 168
Numbers by 3, and set the Products under 3 ;
✓
78 i 56 312
then I multiply by 9 all the Numbers prece¬
54 <5 1092 2184
ding the Column , over which 3, the Root of 9,
18
stands, and which I do, by multiplying all the
72
36
I2tf 252 504
Numbers standing under 3 by 3 ; then multi¬
234 468,! 93 <s plying all the preceding Numbers by 2, I set
1638 3276 6552
the Products under 2 ; and for the following
Numbers 4, 8, which are Powers of 2, by them I multiply all the Numbers preceding that Column over which the Root stands, i . e.
all these which were multiplied by the Root ; and this I do by multiplying all the
Numbers standing under 2, by 2, and setting the Products under 4 ; then by the same a
I multiply all the Numbers standing under 4, and set the Products under 8.-

Bemon ....

34-4d :b : c :
ab : ac :
be :
abc :
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Demon . i ° . Suppose any different Primes , a , b , c, d, c.&
their Product abed , Sic. is measurable only by these Primes,
or the Products of any two or more of them (Thear. X .) And
to find all these Measures, we shall first suppose only one

prime Number, a, that has no Measure but it self (standing
alone in the first Column) but suppose another Prime, b, mul¬
tiplied into it, then the Product ab lxxs for Measures a, b, and
ahwhich
(
make the first and second Column.) Again, let
another Prime be invtSved, it’s evident that Product abc has
for Measures all the Measures of the preceding Product ab,
with all these, in which the new Prime can be concerned, which plainly can be no
other than c it self with its Products, into all the Measures of abwhich
(
are all the
Numbers of the preceding two Columns.^ Join another primed d, the Product abed
has for Measures all the Measures of abc, together with all these Products in which
the new Prime can be concerned, i . e. d it self, and its Products, by all the Measures
of abc which
(
are all the Numbers of the preceding Columns) and so it goes on what¬
ever Number of different Primes we suppose; which is all according to the Rule.
a0. If any os the different Primes are oftner than once involved, it’s evident that all
their Powers, to that one whose Index is the Number of Involutions of the Root, are
Measures of the given Number. Then having by the Roor multiplied all the Num¬
bers standing already in the Columns preceding it, we have all the Measures of the
given Number in which that Root is but once involved ; and to have those in which
it ’s twice or thrice involved, [ or in which its Square or Cube, £ 5V. are severally con¬
cerned, according to the different Powers of it involved in the given Number] it’s
plain we must multiply these several Powers into all the Numbers preceding the Root
(i . e. those into which the Root was multiplied) but having done this we must not al¬
so multiply any of those Powers into any other of them, nor into the Numbers stand¬
ing under these others, because those new Products would either contain a greater
Power of the fame Root, than the given Number contains, and so could not measure
it ( by "TheoremX .J or would coincide with the Products of some os the higher Pow¬
ers, by the Numbers preceding the Root. Thus , in the preceding Exam.,d- . if we
multiply all the Numbers standing in the Column, which has 2 in the Top , by 4, this
vvill be the fame as the Column which has 8 on the Top ; all which Numbers un¬
der 8 are the Products of 8, by all the Numbers preceding the Root 2, because the
Numbers under 2 are the Products of all the preceding Numbers by 2, which Pro¬
ducts therefore multiplied again by 4, will be equal to the Products of these prece¬
ding by 8, since 4X2—8. Again, we are not to multiply any of these in the Columns
under 2 or 4 by 8, because the Numbers of the one of these Columns have 2 involved
in them, (being the Products of all the preceding Numbers by 2) and the other has
4 involved (being the Product of the fame Number by 4) and consequently is these
were again multiplied by 8, they would have a greater Power of 2, than the given
Number has, in which 8 is the greatest Power of 2. But then to find the Products
of all the Numbers preceding the Root by the higher Powers, it’s evident we can find
them by multiplying gradually all the Numbers under each Power by the Root : For
these under the Root are the Products of the preceding by the Root ; therefore these
Products multiplied again by the Root are the Products of the fame preceding Num¬
bers by the Square; and so on.
Ccroll. If it’s required to find all the aliquot Parts of any Number, find all the
Measures of it 5 these (excluding the given Number it self) are the aliquot Parts
sought.
Theo-
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IF one Number , A , be Incommensurable to each of two or more other Numbers,
B, C, D , Vc . ’tis also Incommensurable to their Product B, C, D, £§c. and re¬
versely.
Demon . Since A is Incomfnensurable

to each of the Numbers

B, C , D ,

£5>c.

therefore

A has in its Composition no Prime common with any in the Composition of any of these
(Cor ; ; d. jsheor .VII .) and consequently none that ’s common to the Product of any two
or more of these ; because the Primes of these Products are no other than the Primes of
their several Factors (Cor. y . I 'heo. X .) The Reverse is plain from the lame Princi¬
ple j sor if A is Incommensurable , or has no Prime common with the Product of any
two or more of these Numbers B, C, D, £? c. then it has no Prime common with any
one of these ; scr if it had , it would also have a Prime common to the Product , since
the Product has no other Prime than what belongs to the Factors.
Schoe . Tho ’ this be the direct Demonstration , yet it may be proved very simply

after Euclid 's Way , thus : If A and B C are Commensurable , then what measures A,
one of two Incommensurables , is Incommensurable with the other , B (sEr. eo. II .) and.
because it is Incommensurable with B, yet measures B C, therefore it measures C
tstheo. VI .) and because it measures also A, hence A , C are not Incommensurable,
contrary to Supposition, and therefore A and B C are Incommensurable . For the
same Reason A and BCD (—B CxD ) are Incommensurable 5 and so on, whatever
Number of Factors you suppose to each of which A is Incommensurable.
For the Reverse ; if any Number measures A, and any one of these others , it will
also measure the Product of them all ( which is a Multiple of that one) therefore A
contrary to Supposition.
is not Prime with B C D E ,
Corol

. If any Number , A , is Incommensurable

to another B, it 's so also to all the

Powers being the Products of Numbers
Powers of that other , as B% B‘, iSc. These
they are all the same Number B, since
for
j
Incommensurable
is
A
which
of
to each
£ 2=BxB , and B!=BxBxB , and so on.
Schol . In forming the contrary to this Theorem , there must be some Limitations,
thus,
i ?. IF A is Commensurable to B, and C, £S?c. its so also to their Product B C, £5V.
for it would be so; though it were only Commensurable to one of the Factors.

’tis so also to one at least of the Factors
a0. If A is Commensurable to B C,
(for else it were Incommensurable to the Product ) but not necessarily so with them
all ; as here , 4 is Composite to 0', and to 4x9= 54, but not to 9 ; so that as in the first
Part , the contrary is larger , or requires fewer Conditions than the Theorem , in the
second Part it extends not so far, or draws not so great a Consequence.

T He o R e m XIII.
If any Numbers , A, B, C, Isc are Incommensurable , each to each of any other
then the Product of any two or more of the first Set is In¬
Numkatrs, M, N, O ,
commensurable to the Product of any two or more of the second Set. And the Re¬
verse.
Demon . This follows either from the seme Principle

as the last , viz. the

Numbers,

none
A , B, C, £S?c. having no common Prime with any of the Numbers M, N , O,
of the Products of any two or more of the one, has any common Prime with any one,
or the Product of any two or more of the other . Or we may deduce it from the last,
. by Supposition, and therefore it ’s so
thus , A is Incommensurable with M, N , O , LLse
with MN , NO , MO , or MNO ( Theor . XII .) But the seme is also true of B and
C 5 consequently each os these last Products considered now as one Number , is Incommensurable
Y y
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mensurable to the Products of any two or more of the former, that is, with A B, AC,
BC , or ABC . The fame Reasoning is equally good, how many Numbers soever there
be in each Set.
For the Reverse , viz. That if all the Products of each two , or more Numbers , ta¬
ken out of each Set, are Incommensurable to one another , so are the several Factors of
the one Set to those of the other : This is plain from hence , that if we suppose any
two of them , as A and M, to be Commensurable , then that Number which measures
each of them , will measure any Product in which they are concerned, and so these
Products will be Commensurable , contrary to Supposition.
Corole

. If two Numbers , A and B, are Incommensurable

, any Power os the one,

as A", is Incommensurable to any Power of the other , as Bn or Bm;and the Reverse,
is A11
, Bm, are Incommensurable , so are A, B.
Exam- 3 and 5 are Incommensurable , and so are 9, and 2,5 their Squares ; also 27,
a 5, the Cube of 3 and the Square of 5 3 wherefore if any Fraction ,
B' is in its lowest
Terms , any

of

its Powers is so also, as — ; and the Reverse.

Theorem
XIV.
If any Number , A, measures another B, then will any Power of A , as A", measure
the like Power of the other , Bn. And reversely, If A" measure Bn, so will A measure
B 5 and also, every other Power of A will measure the like Power of B.
Demon. A has no Prime but what’s in B, nor any oftner involved , else it could not
measure it ; but the prime Factors of A being equally involved in An, as those of B are
in Bn, it follows, that as there is no Prime in An but what is Bn, so there is none oft¬
ner involved , and consequently An measures Bn. The Reverse is plain from the same
Principles . Or we may make the whole Demonstration as simply thus.
aL
p Let ,
A measure B by D, that is, B-hA = D; then is
ax
Ri
2
A . B : : I: D , and (by Cor. nth . Theo. III . Book IV.
a j

9 Z -n j

q

Chap.

IV .)

A " : B n 1: :

: D n ; but

1 measures

D " , there-

"B _
fore so does An measure Bn. For the Reverse , Let Bn-+An=D , which is an Integer by Supposition ; then A? : Bn x: : : D. But the first 3 be¬
ing Powers of the Order 0, therefore ( by Theo . 'Xll . 'Book IV . Chap. IV .) D is a Pow¬
er of the Order n Suppose
:
it —X », so that A", B" : : 1 : X n; wherefore (by Cor. 2.
‘Theo. III . Ch. IV .) A : B : : 1 : X . But i measures X , and consequently A measures
B , and hence every other Power of A will measure the like Power of B.
T h e o R e m XV.
Is any Composite Number measures another like Composite, so will the several Fa¬
ctors of the first measure the correspondent Factors of the other.

Thus , if A, B are like Composites, and a , b two of the similar Factors ; thtJn if A
measure B, so will a measure b ; and Reversely , If a measure b, so will A mea¬
sure B.
Demon. Like Composites are in the Ratio of the like Powers of any of the corre¬
spondent Factors, that is, A : B : : an : bnby
( Theo. V . Book IV . Chap. IV .) But by
Supposition A measures B, therefore an measures b'\ and therefore (by the last) a
measures b.
For the Reverse, If a measures b then does A“ measure Bnby
( the last) but also
a" : ba A
: : ; B, and an measures bn, therefore A measures B.
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If two Numbers , A, B, are composed of an equal Number of different Primes , they

cannot be like Composites.
Demon . i ° . They cannot be so, by taking these Primes for the

A= ; X;Xiz , £Sfc. similar Factors, because if four Numbers are : : I they cannot be
£ = 2X7X11, ££?c\ all Primes {Cor. $d. Theo. V .) consequently no two os the prime
Factors of the one Compound are : : / with any two of the other 3
therefore , Lastly, Though these Compounds be similar , yet the Similarity does not
depend on the Factors being taken in that manner.
2° .They are not Similar by taking any Products of these prime Factors for the similar
Factors 3 tor any one, or the Product of any two or more of the Primes of the one
Compound , is Incommensurable with any one, or the Product of any two or more os the
Primes of the other (Eheo. XIII .J therefore let us take any two of such Products out
of the Primes of each Compound , or a single Prime , and a Product out of each, or
two Primes out of the one, and two Products out of the other , or, Lastly , a Prime
and a Product out of the one, and two Primes or two Products out of the other ; yet
these cannot be : : I, because each Couplet of the compared Terms are Incommensura¬
ble , which is inconsiifent with Proportionality ; for if a : b : : A : B, then if a , b are
Incommensurable , A, B, are Commensurable ( by Cor. rd . I ’heo. IV .J
*»
Lastly, Since Numbers can be but one particular Way composed of prime Factors,
and no other Numbers can measure them , but these or their Products 3 and since, as
we have now seen, neither these nor their Products can make similar Factors, they
can have none such, i . e. they cannot be like Composites, or they cannot be resolved
into an equal Number of similar Factors.
PROBLEM
V.
To find the least common Multiple to any given Numbers , A, B, C, D, &c. which
are all different.
N . S. For brevity we shall put xle, for Multiple3 co: xle, for common Multi¬
ple 3 and I : xle, for least common Multiple.

Rule

(i

mo .)

CafeI. For two Numbers,A, B.
If they are Incommensurable, as 4, 7, their Product A £= 28

is

their

I : Xle. But, (20.) If they are Commensurable , find the two least in their Ratio , as
a : b (by Cor. 5. Tkeor. III.) so that these are : : I, viz. A : B : : a : b, then is

Ab—aB, the Number sought.
Exam.

Demon . i ° . If A , B are Incommensurable

, then is AxB their

I : xle. It is a co ; xle • and to Ihew that it is the / : xle, let
A = 4 . B= i8
A and B measure any other Number , as N , and let the Quotes
Æ— -2 •
p
be C, D, thus , A (N— C, and B) N= D 3 but the Dividend N
Ab—aB — 36
being common, the Divisors and Quotes are reciprocally : : I,
~A I
B"
that is, A : B : : D : C 3 and A, B being Incommensurable , they
AB
measure D, C equally (ftfoeor. II .) Again , N= A C and A B N
A C : : B ; C, therefore A B : N : : B : C. But B measures C,
D
therefore A B measures N , which is therefore greater than A B,
or its equal 3 consequently any other Number than A B, which
is a CO: Xle to A and B, is greater than A B, therefore this is the I : Xle.
2<*. If A, B are Commensurable , and a : b, the least in the lame Ratio with A ; B,
then is Ab, or a B, a co : xle to A, B 3 for Ab is xle of A, and aB of B, also Ab—aB.
Again, I fay, Ab—aB is their I ; xle, for let them measure any other Number , as N,
Y y 2
by
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by C, D, so that as before, A : B : : D : C j then because A : B : : a : b, therefore a :
: C but a : b being Incommensurable , a measures D, and b measures C
::
bD
: ; and since
: , and A C= N , therefore A b : N : : b C
: C :: bC
equally ; also, Ab A
b measures C, so will A b measure N , which is therefore either the same Number , cr
greater then Ab ^ hence A b is the I: X/s sought.
Coroll

. The

least co : xle of two Numbers

, A , B, measures

all their

other

co : Xles,

which therefore are the Multiples of it ; for it ’s proved that AB , or A k, measures any
other Number , N , which is supposed to be a co : Xle to A, B.
Cafe

II .

For more than two Numbers ,

as

A , B, C, D, &c.

Rule. Find the I : xle to any two of them ; and then the I : xle to the Number last
found, and another of them ; and so on till you go through them all ; and the last sound
is the Number fought.

Exam.

Demon

. Let

A , B , G , D , be any Numbers

; and

the I : Xle

of A, B be m ; of m, C , be n $and of n, D , be O . I fay n is
the / : xle of A, B, C ; and O , that of A, B, G, D ; for,
4 : d : T ■§
therefore A, B,
i °. A, B measure m, and m, C measure
12 : 84 : r68
C measure n. Again , n, D measure O, and A, B, C, measure
A : B ~: C~ : D
n, thereforeA , B, C, D, measure O ; and so it proceeds for ever,
4m : n : o
i. e. each Number found in the Course of the Operation is a
co : xle to all the given N umbers so far.
a". They are their least co : xles ; for what is a Xle of A, B, is so of m, and what is
a xle of m, C , is so of n ( Coroll. Cafe I.) therefore what is a xle of A, B, C, is so of n,
is therefore the I : xle of A, B, C. Again,
;
and consequently it is not less than n which
( the last Step) and what is a xle of n, D , is so of
what is a xle of A, B, C, is so of nby
O (Coroll. Cafe I . ) therefore what is a xle of A, B, C, D, is so of O , and consequently
is not less than O, which is therefore the I : xle of A, B, C, D . The same Reasoning
is evidently good from one Step to another for ever ; from which we have gained the
following t ruth , vizs.
. is an
Gen. Coroll . The least common Multiple of any Numbers , A, B, C, E5ur
alijuot Part of all their other co : xles, or these are Multiples of that.
Scholium.

1/?. The preceding general Corollary may be demonstrated independently of any
Thus, Take any Number , N , which I, the l -. xle of A, B, G,
Case of this Problem . ‘■
3 c. does not measure , I say it can be none of the co : xles of A, B, C, &C. for since I
%
does not measure N , (the Quote of /) N is a mix ’d Number , suppose, A-f. Hence,
by the Nature of Division, N = A/-J-r . Now A, B, C, Tc. do each by Supposition
measure I, and consequently they mealure its Multiple As but I is the least Number
they measure , therefore they cannot measure r , which is lest than I, being the Re¬
mainder of a Division in which I is the Divisor. Lastly, What measures one Part , and
not the other Part r, cannot measure the whole Al-\ - r, which being equal to N, con¬
sequently A, B, C, &c. cannot each of them measure N , a Number which their I : Xle
I does not measure.
2d- Though it be true that m measures n, yet we cannot hence conclude , that the
I : Xle of certain Numbers is a greater Number than that of a Part of these Numbers,
because they may happen to be equal ; so m may be equal to n, as in this Example.
however is certain,
The I : xle of 3, 4 is 12, which is also the I : Xle of 3, 4, 6. This
that the I : xle of the whole given Numbers can never be less than that of a Part of
diem ; for it’s Ihewn , that m must measure n 3 or, for this obvious Reason, that the
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I . xle of the Whole is a co : x/s to any Part of them , and can’t be less than their I : xle,
which would be absurd.
Again , the Case in which it happens that the I: X/s of the Whole is equal to that
of a Part , is this , viz. when one ot the given Numbers is equal to, or an aliquot Part
of the least co : xle of a Part ; for then it 's manifest from the Manner of the Operation,
that this Equality must happen , as you’ll fee by examining these Examples:
Given Numbers
I : Xks

3 . 4 . 6
12 .12

3 . 4 . j . 12
.
12 .60 tfo

- 3. If Numbers are given, to find their / : Xle; and if several of these Numbers are
the fame, or equal , as A, A, B, C, It 's plain that we have no more to do, but
find the I : xle to all that are really different Numbers . But if we should apply the
Rule to all the given Numbers , without considering that some of them are the same,
the same Number must necessarily answer for the I : xle ; the Reason of which will
also appear from the Nature of the Operation 3 as here , the I -. xle of 3, 4 is 123 and
if to the given Numbers you join another 4, the I : xle is not thereby changed , because
12 being a xle of 4, their Ratio in lowest Terms is 3 : x 5 so that the Number found
upon joining of the new 4, must necessarily be the fame as the last, sor 12 : 4 : ;
3 : 1, and according to the Rule 12X1 is the Number sought, which is the last found
co : xle.
q.th. This Problem is to the fame Purpose with this, viz. To find the least Number
that has Parts denominated by certain given Numbers ; for a Number which has a
Part of the Denomination A, B, £5V. must be measurable by A and by B, £5c. and
the least Number which has such Parts must be the least Number measurable by (or
the least common Multiple of A, B, £5>c.
XVII.
Theorem
The prime Number which measures the I : Xle of certain Numbers , A, B, C, D, Vc.
will also measure some one of these Numbers.
Demon . i ° . Take two Numbers , A, B, if they are Incommensurable , then is AB
their I : Xle 3 and if a Prime p measures A B, it measures A or B {Cor oil. 1 . I ’heo. VI .)
If A, B are Commensurable , let a , b, be Incommensurable (or least in the same
Ratio ) then is AF—sB, the / : xle of A, B 3 and is p measure Kb and a B, and does
not measure A, nor B, it must measure both b and a ( Coroll. 1, T'heor. VI .) which .
therefore are not Incommensurable , contrary to Supposition.
20. If there are more then two Numbers , as A, B, C, D, sup¬
A . B . C . D
pose m the I : xle of A : R, and n the I : xle of : C {i. e. of A,
m . n
B, C.) Again , 0 the I : xle of n : D (/ . e. of A, B, C , D) 3 then
is p measures 0, it must measure n or D ( by the first Article ) if
not D then «, and consequently it measures either m or C 3 if net G then #, and con¬
sequently it measures either A orB; so that it must necessarily measure one of the
Numbers A, B, C, or D ; but howmany Numbers .soever there be, the fame Reasoning
will evidently hold through them all.Theorem

XVIII . -

Of certain Numbers , A, B, C,D , L5c. if each of them be separately Incommensurable
to any Number , N , so is M their / : xle.
Demon. If any Number measures N , M, then some prime Number measures them
{1 ‘heor. VII . Coroll. 3 .) which therefore ( by the last) measures some one of the given
Numbers 3 consequently each of these .is not Incommensurable to N, contrary to Suppo¬

sition.
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Theorem
XIX.
The greatest Common Measure, m, and the least Common Multiple , M, os two
Numbers , A, B, are reciprocally Proportional with them 3 thus , m : A ; : B : M.
Demon. Take a : b, least in the Ratio of A, B, then is AK— sB — M 3 and
A —ma , B= mb. Hence Ab — amb ^ M: But it ’s manifest that m : am : : bra -. barn,
that is, m A
: : : B : M.
PROBLEM
VI.
Any Number of Ratios being given, to continue them in Integers , in any Order,
and in their least Terms.
Rule. This Problem may be solved two different Ways.
Method 1 . Continue them by Problem I . S. IV . Ch. IV . and then , reduce the
Numbers found to their least Terms (by Corol. 3 . P ’heor. III .)
Observe, If the given Ratios are in their lowest Terms , then being continued in
this Manner , the Numbers found, will, in some Cafes, be in the least Terms , but
not in every Case, as these Examples (hew , viz. 3 : 8, and 4 : 7, which are in their
lowest Terms , being continued , make this Series 3 12 : 32 : 58, which has a Common
Measure, 4, which reduces it to this, 3 : 8 : 14. Again , These , 2 : 3, and 4 : 7,
make this Series, 8 : 12 : 21, which is in its lowest Terms . But if the given Ratios
are equal , or the fame Ratio to be continued , then this Method is good. But I shall
refer the Demonstration till after the second general Method is explain ’d.
Method 2 . The given Ratios being in their lowest Terms ( or re¬
A : B, C : D
duced to such.) Then suppose only two Ratios, as A : B, and
E :F : G
C : D 3 they are continued thus; Find F , the I : xle of B : C,
a :b :C
{Prob. V .) then find E and G , by these Proportions , viz. B : A : :
F : E , and C : D : : F : G 3 then are E : F : G the Num¬
bers sought.
Demon. That E : F : G , continue the given Ratios , is manifest from the Con¬
struction : For A : B : : E : F, and C : D : : F : G . And that they are the least
Numbers which continue the given Ratios , is thus proved : Suppose any other
Numbers , a : b : c, which are in the given Ratios 3 I fay, these are greater Num¬
bers than E : F : G 5 for, A : B : : a : b, but A : B are least in their Ratio 5
therefore B measures b. Again , C : D : : b : c 5 but C : D are least in their
Ratio 3 therefore C measures b 5 therefore also, F, the I: x/s of B, C, must mea¬
sure bby(
Gen. Corol. Prob. V .) Again , Since F : A : : E : S : : G : c, and F
measures b 3 therefore E and G , do equally measure a and C5 consequently a , b, c,
are greater than E , F, G , which arc therefore the least that continue the given
Ratios.
II . Suppose 3 given Ratios , A : B, C : D, E : F. Find
as before, G : H : I, the 3 least Numbers that continue the
A : B, C : D, E : F
G :H :I
2 first Ratios 5 then find M, the I : Xle to I : E . And lastly,
K :L :M :N
find K, L , N , by these Proportions, I : M : : H : I >: : G : K,
a : b : C:d
and this E : M : : F : N 3 then are these the Numbers sought,
viz. K : L : M : N.
Demon. Tis
’
plain they continue the given Ratios 3 and they are the least that do
so : For suppose any other Numbers , that also continue the given Ratios, as a : b : c -. d.
I prove that they must be greater than K : L : M : N 3 thus , A : B : : a b 3 but
A : B are least in their Ratio 3 therefore B measures b. Again , C : D : : b : c, and
C : D are least in their Ratio 3 therefore C measures b. Hence again, H , the I : xle of
B, C, measures b 3 but also H : I ; 4 b : c 5 therefore I measures c. Again , E : F : :
C : d,
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c : d, and E i F , being in least Terms , E measures c therefore
;
, M, the I: xfe of
I : E , measures c, but
and because M measures c,
therefore K , L , N , do equally measure a , b, d : Hence a , b, c, d, are greater than
K, L , M, N , which are therefore the least that continue the given Ratios.
III . Suppose four Ratios , A : B, C : D , E : F , G : H ; continue the first two by
Numbers , I : K : L (K being the l : Xle of B, C) and continue the first three in the
the
Numbers M : N : O : P , (O being the I : xle of L ; E ) then find T , the I of
P : G . And lastly, find Q , R , 8, U , by these Proportions , viz. P : T •. M : Q : :
N : R : : O : S, also G : T : : H : U $ then Q , R , S, T , U , are the Numbers sought.
Demon. They continue the given Ratios plainly $
: B, C : D , E ; F, G : H
and that they are the least Numbers which do so,
I :K :L
I prove, by shewing that any other Numbers , a , b,
M :N :O :P
c, d, e, which continue the same Ratios , are greater
Qj R : S : T U
than they : Thus , A : B : : a : b, and C : D : r
e
a ■b : C : d
b : c therefore
;
B and C do both measure b j
and consequently , K, the I : xle osB , C, does measure t>, and because K : L : : b : c, therefore L measures c. Again , E : F : : c : d,
therefore E measures c And hence again, O , the I : xle of L , E , does also
measure
c and
;
because O : P : c : d, and G : H : : d : e therefore
;
both P and G measure
d j and consequently T, the I: x/s os P , G , does measure d : But now T d : : Q _:
Æ: : R : £ : : S : f : U e and
;
because T measures d, therefore Q , R , 8, U , do
equally measure a , b, c, e. Hence
a , b, ct d, are
<?,
greater than
which therefore , lastly, are the least that continue the given Ratios. Q _, R , 8, T , U,
As I think the Progress of this Rule , and its Reason , ad Infinitum , will be clearly
perceived after what ’s explained , I (hall carry it no further ; but only make this gene¬
ral Remark , viz. That for every succeeding Series, or every new Ratio added , we be¬
gin always with finding the I : xle of the Antecedent of the new Ratio , and the last
Term of the preceding Series ; and making that the last but one of the Series sought,
we find the rest by Proportions drawn from this and the Terms of the preceding Series,
together with the Ratio added ; then the Term which was first found, is a princi¬
pal Medium for demonstrating that the Numbers found continue the given Ratios in
the least Terms.
Scholiums.

i (i. Either of these two Methods are universal, whether the given Ratios are
rent or the same ; and are indeed the only Methods that solve this ‘Problem, indiffe¬
all
Cafes ; but in that Cafe where the same Ratio is to be continued , if we take it in
its least Terms, ' and continue it by the Problem refered to in the first Method, the
Series found will be in its least Terms 5 as I have already said in an Observation af¬
ter the first Method ;and which I shall now demonstrate ; Thus,
By the Method of this
it ’s manifest, •that
Extremes of the Series are Operation
like Powers of the Terms’ of the
the
3
given Ratio ; and these being Incommensurable for in
their least TermsJ their like Powers must be so (stheor.
4 ; 6 : 9
XIII . Cor.') But the Extremes of a Series being Incom¬
2- 3
mensurable , the Whole must be so.
Or , The Truth of this will also appear from the prece¬
8 : 12 : 18 - *7
ding second Method : For if you compare this Operation ex¬
2 s 3
actly with the preceding Rule, you will find it ’s the very
same Work which woula be made by that Rule ; only in
: 24 :
: 54 s 8l
this particular Cafe it is easier Work, because of its being
the same Ratio , and in its least Terms,
Ob-
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Observe also, That the fame Series is made by the Series of the Powers of the gi¬
ven Terms of the Ratio , multiplied together in a reverse Order ; as has been ex¬
plained in Schol. to T-heor. VIII . A . IV . Ch. IV . and which is expressed in this
general Form s

A" : An--' xB ; A"- *XB1 : S$ c. A:

xB ^ " t Bn,

In J . IV. Ch. IV . Prob. I . Schol. id. I have observed, That tho’ we take all
the possible Expressions of the fame Ratio , and continue a Series by each of them,
yet this would not exhaust all the Variety of Numbers , in which a Series in the fame
Ratio might appear ; and the universal Method of finding all that Variety was referred
to another Place : And here we plainly have it : Thus,
Raise a Series from the least Terms of the given Ratio , to the proposed Number of
Terms ; then successively multiply this Series by a, 3, 4, SSV. taking the Multipliers
in the Order of the natural Series, ad Infinitum 5 and you Ihall have hereby the Se¬
ries in all its possible Variety : For it is first in its lowest Terms , and then in all the
Multiples of these ; which neceflarily exhaust all the Variety : Because a Series is
either in its least Terms , or in the Multiples of these {sfheor. I .) Therefore , if
A : B express the least Terms of any Ratio , all the possible Variety may be expres¬
sed in this general Form :
id.

" ' 'x : Bnx.
:
A"x : An" ‘Bx s A1,- *Bix : &C. AB
Where , according to the infinite Variety of Numbers , in the Order of the natural Se¬
ries, that x may represent , so will the Series be different : So x, being 1, the Series
is in its least Terms 3 because 1 does not multiply ; but in all other Values of x, the
Series is Multiple of the least Terms.
Observe also, That if x is any Number, which is a Power of the Order n (n-f- i , be¬
ing the Number of Terms of the Series) then the Series, with that Value of x, is
what would arise by working , according to the Rule in Schol. I with some of the
greater Terms of the Ratio , which are always Equimultiples of the least Terms;
P'hus, Let x = rn, then is Anx= Anr”= ArF (by isheor. I . S. III . Ch. I .) and
: , Equimul¬
B"x— Bnr"= Sn i, and these Extremes are plainly like Powers of Ar Br
of this Ra¬
Terms
greater
the
all
But
B.
:
A
Ratio
the
of
Terms
least
tiples of the
the Extremes of a Series rais’d from
;
tio are universally expressed by Ar: B r and
shews that all the Variety that would arise
:
these , are universally Arf : Er)n Which
by working with all the different greater Terms of the Ratio , is had by making x any
Power of the Order n. And lastly, If x is any Number , which is not a Power erf
the Order », then we have all the rest of the Variety , which cannot arise from workin » according to the preceding Rule ; because whatever Terms of the Ratio we work
: , the Extremes will be ArV’ : Brl", similar Powersy but x not be¬
with , as Ar Br
ing a Power of the Order «, Anx : B"x cannot be such Powers (Cor. 4. I 'heor. II.
S Observe, lastly , That in a Multiple Ratio, or whose lesser Extreme is 1, all the Va¬
riety is had by raising a Series from all the different Expressions of the Ratio ; which
in this Cafe only has the fame Effect , as multiplying the least Terms of the Series.
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T H E O R E M XX.
If a Geometrical Series is in its least Terms (i . e. all the Terms Incommensurable)
the Extremes are such like Powers of the least Terms of the Ratio , whose Index is the
Number of Terms less r . And if the Series is not in its least Terms , the Extremes
are Equimultiples of these like Powers of the least Terms of the Ratio.
Demon. This is plain from the Method of raising a Series in its least Terms , exied in the preceding
ee
Schol.
from the
Terms of the Ratio , is in its least STerms
, and theForExtremesSeries
are the n—i
Pow¬
ers of the least Terms of the Ratio ; also, since two Series in the same Ratio cannot
be both in least Terms , and consist of different Numbers ; therefore the first Thing
propos’d is manifest. Again, if the Series is not in least Terms , it consists of Equi¬
multiples of the least Terms , (fee Schol. 2 . preceding ‘Problem') and consequently the
Extremes are Equimultiples of the n— 1, Powers of the least Terms of the common
Ratio.
Schol. As every Series, not in its least Terms , are Equimultiples of the least j so, ac¬
cording as the common Multiplier is, or is not, a Power of the Order n, the Extremes will
be , or will not be, such Powers : And comparing this with the Extremes of the Series,
in its least Terms , we may observe, that the Extremes of every Series have one of
these three Qualities.
i °. They are Powers of the Order n but
;
not also Equimultiples of other Num¬
bers, which are such Powers : And this happens only when the Series is in least
Terms.
a0. They may be Powers of the Order «, and also Equimultiples of such Powers j
which happens only when the least Terms of the Series are multiplied by some Power
of the Order n or
; , when a Series is raised from any such Terms of the Ratio as are
not the least.
30. They are Equimultiples of Powers of the Order n but
;
are not such Powers
themselves : Which happens when the least Terms of the Ratio (or Series) are multi¬
plied by some Number which is not a Power of the Order n.

K

Problem
. ('
i.)

ifa

rais
’d

COROLLARIES.
1st. If four Numbers are : : A : B : ; C : D 5 and if any two of the Comparative
Terms , as A, B, or A, C, are Similar Powers of any Order ; the other two, C, D, or
B, D , are either Similar Powers of the same Order , or they are Equimultiples of such
Powers : For if A, B are Powers of the Order », they admit «—1 Means ; and so also
do C *- D ; consequently , by this ‘Theorem, they are either Powers of the Order »,
or Equimultiples of such.
2d. Two Numbers , A, B, that are like .Composites of « Factors , are either both
Powers of the Order n, or Equimultiples of such ; for being like Composites of n
Factors, theyadmit of »— 1 Means ; i . e. they are the Extremes of a Geometrical Se¬
ries of n-\ -i Terms 5 (Theor, IX . ‘B,. IV, Ch. IV .) and consequently , by this Theo¬

rem, they

are

either, &c.

Theorem
If a Geometrical Series
Extremes.

is

XXL

in its least Terms , or Incommensurable , so also are the
Demon.
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of the Ratio ; but the

least Terms are Incommensurable (stkeor. IV .) and their like Towers are also Incom¬
mensurable {'Tbeor. XIII . Coroll.)
Coroll

. If the Extremes

of a Series are Commensurable , the whole Terms are
so also are the Extremes.

so

;

for the Whole being Incommensurable,

THfeOREM
XXII.
In every Geometrical Series, whose Ratio is not Multiple , the whole Terms , ex¬
cluding either of the Extremes , are Commensurable.
Demon . By the Work of the preceding

‘Problem, as it is represented

in Schol . i.

all the Terms of the Series are Multiples of the lesser Term of the Ratio , except the
greater Extreme ; and all are Multiples of the greater Term of the Ratio , except the
Idler Extreme : Wherefore in all Cafes, these Terms are Commensurable by that
Term of the Ratio.
COROLLARIES.
t fl. AH the Terms of every Geometrical Series , except the Idler Extreme , in some
Cafes, are Composite Numbers : For if the Ratio is Multiple , the lesser Extreme
may be a Prime , and then all the other Terms are Multiples of it : But if the Ratio
is not Multiple , all the Terms are Composite Numbers j which are either Powers or
Multiples of the Terms of the Ratio . Hence again,
2No
Term of any Geometrical Series, except the Idler Extreme , can be a Prime
Number . And hence again,
;d . Betwixt two Prime Numbers there cannot Jbe a Geometrical Mean in a whole
Number , nor consequently in a mix ’d Number ; because the Mean is the square Root
of the Product of the .Extremes ; which not having an Integral Root , has none at all
(by I 'heor. XIX . A . III . Ch. I .) And more generally , betwixt two Primes there sells
no Number of Geometrical Means ; for Integral Means they ’cannot be , by this 'Theo¬
rem and
;
they cannot be Fractional, as yourl sec in:Theot. XXV.
’
T tl E O R °E Ttl XXHI .
~;f
’’If a Geometrical Series, whose Ratio is not Multiple , is in its Jcast'^Terms or In¬
commensurable, another Integral Term cannot be added, either increasing or de¬
creasing.
Demon . The Series being in its least Terms , if we suppose another Integral Term

added , then in this increased Series, the whole Terms, : excluding this new Extreme
added , are not Commensurable ; which is contrary to the last Theorem.
Or take this other ‘Demonstration Let
A, B and L , be the first, second and last
Term of a Series, in its least Terms ; to which let another Term , sr, be added ; then
is A : B : : L : ix. But A : L are Incommensurable because
;
the series stem A to L
is so sTkeor. XXI .) therefore A measures B. And hence again, A measures every
Term of the Series ; the Ratio being in this Cafe Multiple , i . e. every Term being
an aliquot Part of the next greater , and consequently of every greater 4 But if A
measures L , then A, L are Commensurable , contrary to Supposition . ..
Coroll

. To two Numbers

Incommensurable, a\' third

in Geometrical

PropOrtion,

cannot be an Integer.
Scholiums.
i ° . The

Sense

of this

Theorem

is the

same

with

this , viz.

If

a Series

is in its least

Terms (the Ratio not Multiple ) the last Term cannot be to any Integral Number in
the fame Ratio , as the first Term to the second.
i °. Though the Extremes of a Series are Commensurable, and at the seme Time
also both Composite Numbers ; yet it will not follow that another Integer can be ad¬
ded to' the Series ; as here , 20 : 30 : 45 ; the Extremes , 20, 45, are both Composite
Numbers,
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Numbers, and-Commensurable 3 yet another Term in she same Ratio is not Integralj
for it is 47 | . But-this Truth we may also demonstrate.independently of any Particular.
Example Thus , In every Series , alt the Terms , except the lesser Extreme , are both
Commensurable and Composite Numbers : And if the Series is in its least Terms,
another Integra] Term cannot be added,3 but if we take the Term next the lesser Ex¬
treme, . and the greatest Extreme, for the Extremes of a Series, they are both Com¬
mensurable. and Composite 3 yet another Integral Term cannot be added above the
greater Extreme 3, because what is added to this Series, is also added to the Series of
which it is a Part, and to which another Integral Term is stiewn to be impossible ;
because its Extremes are Incommensurable.
50. As to the special Character of a Series, which admits of another Integral Term,
it is to be deduced from 5Vheor. X . Thus-, Let A, B, L , be the first, second, and
last Terms of a Geometrical Series.3 if another Term added after L is Integral, let it
be called M ; then is A : B : : L : M ; so that A measores BxL • (for M= BL-r-A.)
Consequently there is no Prime in the Composition of A, but what is sound in the
Composition of BL (V. e. either in B or L ) nor any Prime oftner involved in A, than
it is in BL : For otherwise A could not measure BL ( by Theor. X .) and so M would
not be Integer.
Thus then we see what are the Conditions of three Integral Numbers, that admit a
fourth Proportional, which is also an Integer.
T H E QR E M XXI V.
If there beany one Choice of two Terms in a Series, whereof the lesser measures
the greater, then every lesser shall measore every greater : And if there be any twt>
Terms, whereof the lesser dees not measure the greater, then none of the lesser shall
measure any of the greater.
Demon .

ist.

Let

any Series he thus represented , A : Ar : Ar
:

2 : Ar 5, £ffc. If any

Term is divided by any lesser, the Quote is seme Power of r 5 this is manifest ; and
if the Quote is an Integer, then r is .an Integer 3 because any Power being Integer,
its Root must he so too (Theor. XIX . S. III . th. I .) Again, If r is an Integer, all
.its Powers are Integers 3 wherefore every lesser Term measures every greater.
zd. The second Part is obvious from the preceding 3 for if any lesser Term measores
any greater, all the lesser would measore all the greater, contrary to Supposition.
Coroll

. If A , the lesser Extreme

of a Series , measures the second Term , B, it is
for it measores all the other Terms,

the greatest common Measore of the whole Series 3
and is its own greatest Meafurq.
Theorem

XXV.

If A, the lesser Extreme of a Series, is a Prime Number, the Ratio of that Series is
Multiple 3 or every lesser Term measores every greater.
Demon . If A does not measure the second Term , B, then being a Prime Number,

A, B, are Incoinmenfurable 3 and consequently there cannot be a third Integral Term
(by Caroll. Theor. XXIII .) contrary to Supposition3 and if A measores B, then every
lesser Term measores every greater.
Coroll

. If the lesser Extreme

of a Series is a Prime Number , that Series cannot be

in its least Terms 3 because the lesser Extreme measores the Whole.
The or Em XXVI.
Whatever Number measores the Extremes of a Series, will measore all the mid¬
dle Terms 3 or thus, the common Measore of the Extremes is so to the whole
series.
Zz a
Demon.
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Demon . Let the Series be, A : B : C, £5>c.:L : , and suppose that m measures the
/ ; then is A : L r;
at and —=
Extremes A. L , by' these Quotes, a, I ; that is, —=
m
ra
a -. I ; and as many Means as fall betwixt A : L, so many sail betwixta -. I in the same
A~ma>
$
: : : b but
Ratio. Let the second Series be a, b, c, & c. 15 then is A : a B
therefore B~mb, hence ~ —b $ i . e. m measures B by b. In the fame manner will

m

::
the Reasoning proceed to the next middle Term C ; for, B : b C
rest.
the
all
of
so
and
and therefore C—me. and —==c
ra ;

j c j but B—rabt

Coroll . Hence we have an easy Rule for finding the greatest common Measure of
any Series, viz. by finding that of the Extremes.
Schol . This Theorem is true , whether the Series be all Integers or not , and whe¬
ther m be so or not.
XXVII.
Theorem
As many Geometrical Means as fall betwixt any two Numbers, A, L , so many there
fall betwixt each of them, and their greatest common Measure.
Demon . i °. If A, L are the least in their Ratio , then whatever N umber of Means is sup¬
posed to fall betwixt them, as a—r , the whole Series is least in its Ratio, and A, L are
Powers of the Order n {Theor. XX .) As suppose A—an, and L= £” $ now an, bn
being least in the Ratio, 1 is their greatest common Measure, and betwixt 1 : an, also
betwixt 1 :bn there fall n—1 Means (Cor. III. ‘Probl. III . B. IV . Ch. III.)
20. If A , L are Commensurable, let m be their greatest common Measure, and A-fare B : D least in the Ratio os A : L {Theor. III .) and be¬
;
W—B ; L -h»i= D then
ing in the same Ratio, therefore they admit as many Means (Theor. VII . Book IV.
Chap. IV.) But by the last Article, betwixt 1 and B, or D, there fall as many
Means as betwixt B : D , or A -. L , as suppose «— i . But again, fince A-h»2= B,
therefore m : A : : 1 : B, and betwixt 1 : B, there fall n—1 Means ; consequently there
: . And because L -h«2= D, hence m : L : : 1 : D j and be¬
fall as many betwixt m A
: , that is, as ma¬
twixt 1 : D there fall it —1 Means, consequently as many betwixt m L
L.
:
A
ny as betwixt
Schol . By the fame Reason there will fall as many Means betwixt A or L , and any
of their common Measures, as fall betwixt A : L themselves.
XXVIII.
Theorem
As many Means as fall betwixt any two Numbers, A, B, so many fall betwixt each of
them and their least common Multiple M.
Demon . Let ra be the greatest common Measure of A, Bj then (by Theor. XIX .)
: : : B : M ; and(by Theor. XXVII.) there fall as many Means betwixt ra:A
mA
: ) as betwixt A : B ; also (by Theor. VII . Book IV . Chap. IV .) as many
(or m B
betwixt B : M or A : M as betwixt m : A or m : B $ that is, as many as betwixt
A : B.
XXIX.
Theorem
Of a Series in continued Proportion, take the Series of the greatest common Mea¬
sures, or least common Multiples, to every two adjacent Terms j these are also in one
continued Proportion.
Demon.
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Demon . i ° . For the greatest

common Measures : Let I

be that of A, B, and m of B, C, and « of C, D ; alto,
let a : b be the least Terms of the common Ratio of the
I m n
a : b
first Series . Now, /, m, a do equally measure A, B, C,
they also measure B, C, D equally by b ;
;
viz. by a and
{Theor. III .) and, Reversely , a measures A , B, C by I, m, n, and b measures B, C, D
by /, m, n 5 hence I, m, n are continuedly in the same Ratio as A, B, C 5 that is, as
a : b.
z ° . For the least common Multiples : Let /, w, n be the I : xles, then is I—Ab,
: : ; C5
m—Bb, tt— Cb ; hence I : m : : Ab : Bb : : A : B, and m : n : : Bb ; C b B
therefore / : m : : tn : n.

A : B : C ; D : fSc.

Theorem

XXX.

If any Numbers , ff/,are in their lowest Terms , as A, B, C,D , and L , the least Terms
of whose Ratio are a : b j whatever Number , m, measures any Term of the Series, it ’s

Commensurable with a ot b.

Demon . The Series being in its lowest Terms , and a : b the lowest Terms of the

common Ratio , then the Extremes are A=a n and L = £" ; and any middle Term may
Schol. I . ‘Rrobl. VI .) Now, if m is Incommensurable with
(
be exprefled tfn_rx br.See
a, and b ; it ’s so with any Power of a and b, and with any Product of any Power of the
one by any Power of the other , ([sheor . XII . Corott.) wherefore it cannot measure any
Term os the Series , contrary to Supposition.
Theorem

XXXI.

are -» /, and in their lowest Terms, each
If A . B : C . D,
_
_
all the rest.
of
Sum
surable with the

of

them is Incommen¬

DEMON.Take any one of them , as, B j I fay B, and A-j- C- f-D are Incommensurable ;
for if they are Commensurable let m measure both ; and take a : b, the lowest Terms
(
of the common Ratio j then , since m measures B, it is Commensurable to a or b by

the last) ; suppose to a, and let n measure m, and a, therefore n measures a, B , and
A-f- C-j- D (because n measures m, and m measures B and A-f -C-(-D). But a, the
Antecedent of the lowest Terms of the Ratio , measures all the Antecedents of the Se¬
( these being all Multiples of A, as appears from the Work of
ries, A, B, C,
since n measures a, by Supposition, therefore
‘Rrobl. VI . as it is in Schol. if .) And
j but it measures also A+ C+ D, therefore
C
B,
it also measures each of these , A,
it measures D (Æiom 3 .) consequently it measures each of these , A, B, C, D, which
therefore are not least in the Ratio , contrary to Supposition.
If instead of a, we take b, the Consequent of the Ratio , the Demonstration will
be the same ; for then b measures all the Consequents , B, C, D , ££?c. and consequent¬
ly n measures them all; and because it measures A-J- C-f-D, therefore it also mea¬
sures A, i . e. it measures each of these , A, B, C, D, i$ c. contrary to Supposition.
How many Numbers soever you suppose, and which soever of them you take , the De¬
monstration will still be the same, from a measuring all the Antecednts , and b all the
Consequents.
Theorem

XXXII.

Of a Series -H-J, and in their least Terms, any one of them is Incommensurable to
the Sum of the whole Series.
Demon.
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Demon . Any one of them is Incommensurable to the Sum of all the rest (by the
last) and this Sum added to that one (which makes the Sum of the: Whole) ' is Incon*menfurable to any of the Parts added (Cor - Ax . id .) vm. to that one.
XXXIII.
Theorem
in least Terms , do. equally measure A : B : C :
If a : b : c : d :c& . k : I, and /,
-if r : s are the least Terms of the Ration and neither qf
;
D, Esc. K : L , by m also
them does measure »?, then another integral Term cannot be added to the last Series,
A : B : C, & r. : K : L. ^
Demon . Since a rb : c,c& . do measure A : B : C, 'iSc.. by mr therefore the last Series
is the fame as am : bm : cm, Sic. km : Im, and the first Series the fame as r " ; r n"1X5,
, so are .j", or r : k, and s ; rnor s :a. (Cor.
Scc. to S"; then r, s being Incommensurable
Term added 5 which is not Integral}
,
V-d.XllI .) Again, k?n : Ira : : lm: the
and ccmse>for 1 = 1 ,_hence
__ _— slm
_ km
— , but r is Incommensurable to both s and
■
—
;
r
k
r
k
measure
quently toil; (*fh. XII .) and also it does not measure m, therefore it does not
ilm ,■ (T'beor.’Yl . Cor. rd ) that is, the Term added. is not Integral.
Schoe . By the fame Method of Demonstration

it will appear , that if any two Num-

feers, a : b are least in their Ratio , and do equally measure, other two, A, B, by M,
which neither a or b measures , then a third ~H~1 to A : By.is impossible in Integers,} for
. But tr being Incommensurable
K= am and B=bm, and the third -H-/ is -am — —
a
to b, is so to b1, and it does not measure m, consequently does not measure b*m.
T H e o R E m XXXIV.
The Extremes of every Geometrical Series, whose Ratio is not Multiple , are. like
Composite Numbers , whose Index is the Number of Terms lest 1 : So if the Series
has three Terms , the Extremes are composed of two like factors } if the Series has
four Terms , the Extremes are composed of three Factors.
Demon . The Extremes

of every Series are either like Powers , whose Index is.the

Number of Terms lest 1, or they are Equimultiples of such like Powers ('Tbecr. XX,)
If they are Powers, the Truth of this Theorem is manifest } for like Powers are compre¬
hended under the Notion of like Composites : If they are Equimultiples of like Pow¬
ers, as xaP : xbP, the fame Truth is also manifest ; for they may be reselved into 3caxa
Xa, Sic. and xhxbxby Sic. repeating a. in the one, and b in the other equally } then
rest are all a and b.
;
it ’s plain that xa : xb : : a : b the
But now observe, That the Similarity of the Composition may be in some Cases, af¬
ter a Manner different from any of these already represented ; in which all the Factors
.in . each Extreme are equal among themselves , as when they are like Powers ; or all
except one, as in the other Case ; set in some Cases, I fay, the Similar Composition
will be by Factors, which are all different among themselves in each Extreme : And
in some Cases, though they are not alt different , yet neither will they be all equal,
except one. Now, because the preceding Demonstration represents the Extremes of a
Series, as composed after two particular Ways, though there are also others ; therefore
I shall give another Demonstration of the 'Theorem, unlimited to any particular kind os
Sinailiar Composition, and which comprehends them all : And afterwards I /hall ex¬
plain the Limitations of seme particular Cases,
Let the Extremes of a Series be A, N, and the Term next the greater Extreme (H)
he M- Then , I fay,
ist. If
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rjf. If the ‘Theorem be true in every Case where the Number of Terms is n, it is
also true when the Number of Terms is «-}- i 3 which I thus prove :

i ° . If from A to N , including both , there are »-f- r Terms , then from A to N, ex¬
truding one of them , there are n Terms 3 and by Supposition the Theorem is true,,
of n Terms from A to M : Suppose as many Terms , least in their Proportion , as the
Series A . . . M 5 the Extremes of this new Series, are, by Supposition, like Com¬
posites ; which we may represent thus , viz . ab&ic. cd&ic. supposing as many
Factors as n— 1. Dispose these under the other , as in the Margin. Then,
i ° . Since ab&ic . : cd&ic. are Similar Composites, it is
A .
M
: N I a : C: : b : d 5 and so through all the Factors, comparing them
ab&cc. . . . cd&ic. :
| in Order, the least Factor of the one to the least of the
other j and so gradually on to the greatest . Again, this new
Series being in the least Terms , and in the fame Ratio with the other Series, from
A to M, every Term in that Series will .measure its Correspondent in this equally,
and that by their greatest common Measure, suppose m -. Therefore m'Aabikc. —k,
and mxcd&cc. =M.
50. Compare the second Series from cdtkc. to as many of the other , taken from N,
towards the Left -hand , and they are also least in the lame Ratio with these 5 because
these are Part of the same Series proceeding from A 3 consequently each Term of the
Series , ab&ic.
cdScc. measures its Correspondent , in this Part of the first Se¬
ries, equally , suppose by n 5 thus , cd8cc. measures N by n 3 hence , tiXcd&ic. —N 3
so that , for the first and two last Terms of the given Series, we have new Expressions
equal to theih , which are these standing under them , in the annex ’d Scheme in the
Margin . Then,
4° . Since abSic. ccllkc. or A, M, are SimiA ... .. .. ..M
: N
lar Composites , by Supposition, it remains onMX^LLec.. . . WXedLcc
- : nXcd&tc.
ly to be Ihewn that mxab8cc. and nxcd&xc.
that is, A and N are also Similar Composites ;
which is done thus , The Series from mxab &cc. to nXcdScc. is in the continued Ratio of
m to n for
;
the two last Terms, viz . wx cd&ic . nXcdikc. are plainly so ; wherefore the
second Term of the given Series being called B, its equivalent Expression in the other
Form , is nXctb&
xc. ; but mxab &ic. : nxcd&ic. : : mxab n8tc. »Xab°&ic. B (= n,) the In¬
dex n being the Number of Terms less r. {Theor. VI . S. IV . Ch. IV .) Again,
because mxab &ic. : nXab&ic . (= B) - imm^ therefore mXaT &
xc. .■B n : : mn 3: «"
{Cor. 11. Theor. I'll . S. IV. Ch. IV .) wherefore also mxab&ic. tixcdScc. : : ma :
Hence again, ab&ic . 1 cdfkc. : : ma"' 1:
' («— being the Number of Factors in
abScc.) but by Supposition, a : c : : b 1d 3 so that —= -^ j and the like being true
ab&ic.
,
_
a b n
in the rest of the Factors 'of ab&ic. cdScc. compared,
therefore —x ^rx&c.
cd&ic.
wherefore ablkc. - cdScc. a'
c'
and abSic. : cd8ic. : : m"-' ,■
Hence st" "1c: ”"12: : » n-1 : nn"' , and a 1c 1 ra ■n {Cor. 11. Theor. III . A . IV,
Ch. IV . )_ Wherefore, lastly, mab&
ic. ncd&
xc. that
is, A , N are Similar Compo¬
sites of n—1 Factors, n being the Number of Terms in the Series 3 which is the first
Part -of the Demonstration . But,
id. The Proposition is true of any three Terms , A : B : C in a continued Series,
i. e. A and C, are like Composites of two Factors 3 which is thus demonstrated3

Take

z6v
A :B :C
a :b
c -d
ac -. cb : bd
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Take ct : b, the least in the same Ratio , with A : B and B : C •
they must equally measure A, B, suppose by c ; and B, C, suppose by

is, a
:
, ——
d, and
- and
' ~r — -c Also
a
u> “““ -rf — ti there¬
fore ac — A ; cb— B — ad, and bd = C : Wherefore , ac -. be : bd, are
in the same Ratio continuedly , since they are equal to A : B : C ; but
it ’s plain , that ac : be : : a : b, and be • bd : : c : d. Hence a : b : : c : d, that is,
ac and bd are like Composites of two Factors.
3d. Therefore the Theorem is true in all Cafes ; for it is true in Cafe of three Terms,
by Article rd ; and it follows from the ist Article, that it’s true of four Terms 3 and
from this again it 's true of five Terms , and so on for ever.
dj

that

COROLLARIES.
If the Product of two Numbers , A, B, makes a Square Number , these Num¬
bers are like Composites of two Factors 5 for if AB — x1, then A : ac: B is a continued
Series, whose Extremes , A , B, are, by this Theorem, like Composites of two Factors.
zd. If it is A .- B .- ; C : D, and if A : B are like Composites of any Number of
Factors, C, D are like Composites of the same Number of Factors ; because they ad¬
mit as many Means as A, B, or are the Extremes of an equal Series, with that of which
A, B are the Extremes.
ist.

Scholiums.

The Reason of limiting the Series to a Ratio , which is not Multiple , is, because
is the Ratio were Multiple , the lesser Extreme may be i , or a prime Number : But
as i is allowed to be a Power of all Orders , and consequently to be a Composite of i,
as a continual Factor , for it is 1X1X1, &c. If we also allow i to be a Factor in other
Cases ; then the Theorem may be taken without the Limitation.
zd. It has been Ihewn , that the Extremes of every Series are like Powers, or the
Equimultiples of like Powers j and in some Cases, that they are both . Those that
are like Powers only, and not also Equimultiples of like Powers, have a Similar Com¬
position, by equal Factors only. Those that are not like Powers, have a Similar Com¬
position only by Factors that are not all equal ; and which , in some Cases, will be all
different ; in others not. Lastly, Those that are both like Powers and Equimultiples
of like Powers, have a Similar Composition, both by equal Factors,and by such as
are not all equal . I shall explain these Things a little more particularly.
(i ° .) Those that are like Powers only, have a Similar Composition only by equal
Factors ; The Reason of which , is this ; Such a Series is neceflanly in its least Terms j
for if it is not, the Extremes are either Equimultiples of like Powers, or they are
so, and also like Powers ; and therefore not like Powers only, contrary to Supposition.
Now, " if a Series is in its least Terms , the Extremes are like Powers of the least
Terms of the Ratio ; the Index being the Number of Terms less i (Theor. XX .)
Thus the least Terms of the Ratio being a : b, the Extremes are a ", ba but
;
a :b
being Incommensurable , so are a ", b° (Coroil. Theor. XIII .) so that there is no
Prime common to an and ba for
;
which Reason they can never be resolved into any
Number of Similar Factors 5 because these Factors could be no other than the Primes
that compose them , or Products made of these Primes , which cannot be Proportional :
For suppose that ac, z, are any two Products, made of the Primes of a n; and y , v, two
made of the Primes of bn 5 these Products are Incommensurable each to each, i . e.
x to y, and 2 to v, because the Primes of an are all different from those of bn ;
wherefore ac,y , z , v, are not Proportional ; for if they are, then ac, y, being Incom¬
mensurable , z , v, mud be Commensurable , contrary to what’s already strewn.
Hence
ist.
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Hence we know how to find whether the Extremes of a Series are similary Com¬
posite, by equal Factors only, whose Number is the Number of Terms less i , viz.
by finding whether they are in their least Terms.
(2 0.) Those that are not like Powers , have a Similar Composition only by Factors
that are not all equal : This is obvious.
(9 0.) If the Extremes are not in their least Terms , and yet are like Powers of the
Order 77, it’s manifest from the two preceding Articles, that they are similarly Com¬
posite by Factors all equal ; and also by such as are not equal.
But observe, for the two last Cases, that it is not easy in all Examples to determine
whether the Extremes admit of a similar Composition, by Factors that are all different,
or by Factors that are partly different and partly equal ; or whether it may not be both
Ways. These Things only I find evident . 1. That for a Series of three Terms , whose
Extremes are not Squares, the similar Factors must be all different ; because there are
but two of them ; the Invention of which Factors is easy ; thus , s , b, being the least
Terms of the Ratio , <2% b1, are the Extremes in their least Terms ; and therefore in
the present Supposition, the Extremes are Equimultiples of these, viz . a^Xm— aXam,
and bxxjtr= bxbm. Again , 2. For a Series of four Terms , where the Extremes are
not least in their Ratio , and yet are Cubes , these have similar Factors, either all
three different , or two of them equal , and the other different from these : The Rea¬
son ofwhich , and the Invention of these Factors, you will easily understand , thus $ it has
been shewn, that such a Case happens only when the Series is raised , after the Man¬
ner of ‘Problem I . S. IV . Ch. IV . from such Terms of the Ratio which are not the
least. Suppose then the least Terms of the Ratio , a : b, and the Terms from which
the Series is raised, to be am, bm (for they must be Equimultiples of the former)
then are the Extremes , am 1, bmz ; that is, a iXmi, Fx« 5, which are resolvable into
these Factors, viz . a ’Xmi —axamxam ‘, and b'ixm i —b X
' bm'Xbm\ siniiliar to the for¬
mer ; or thus, diXm?,— aXaxam i, and b^ tn — bxbrxbm 1,, similar with the former.
(4 0.) In all Cafes where the Extremes are like Powers, yet not in their least Terms,
and the Number of Terms more than sour, they are resolvable into similar Fa¬
ctors that are not all equal , these two Ways, viz. 1. Having all the Factors equal,
except one, as shewn in the first Demonstration of the P 'heorem : Or , 2. By Factors
which are not all equal except one, yet not all different . This last will easily appear,
thus 5 The Extremes, according to the Circumstances supposed, are to be expressed
anm "andbnmn, which are resolvable in this Manner, viz . anmu=3Xam 7XaXam'xc& . and
£ "7/2" — b 'xbiwxbxbni

one, and b,

' x Sic. taking

so many Factors

in this Manner

till a and m, in

the

in the other , are as oft involved, as the Index n expresses ; or they may
be variously resolved, as thus , aamn—aXaXamXami!k.c. and b"mv—bxbXbmXb]n,Sic.
m,

Schou . id. This

P ’heorem is a kindof Reverse to Pheor. IX .

SB.

IV .

Ch.

IV.

ThEOREM
XXXV.
If betwixt any two Integers there falls a certain Number of Means, they must neces¬
sarily be all Integers.
Demon . Let the first Term of a Series be A, and
AAM
,
, AM* , AM3 a I
the Ratio in its least Terms ' be N : M ; then by
“N- jgs
'
'
'
' j the common Rules , the Series will be expressed as
in the Margin . Now the Extremes being Integers,
° AM"
by Supposition ; suppose the last of them to be
; then does N n measure AM”
(else that Extreme is not Integer ) but it cannot measure M", since ’tis Incommensu¬
rable toit .j because N is so to M (1 heor. XIII . Cor oil.) wherefore it must measure
A {-fheor. VI .) consequently all the inferior Powers of N measure A : And again,
A aa
they
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they also measure all the Multiples of A, i . e. the Denominators of all the middle
Terms , being Powers of N, inferior to N", do measure all their Numerators , which
are Multiples of A. Therefore , lastly, all these middle Terms are Integers.
Coroll.

If in the Progress of a Series , beginning

with an Integer , there comes a

Fractional Term , simple or mix ’d, there can never after that be any more Integers
in it ; because, if that could happen , then betwixt two Integral Extremes a Fractio¬
nal middle Term might happen , contrary to what has been demonstrated.

(j. III. Containing a Variety of Problems , concerning Geometrical
Progressions, considered with Regard to their Terms being Integral
or

Fractional ; whose Solutions depend upon the preceding DoSlrine.

TN a Geometrical Series there may be a Variety of Changes from Integers to Fractions
[proper or improper ] or from these to those ; all which depend upon the Relation
of the first Term of the Series to the Ratio ; and of these, considered also by them¬
selves ; as whether the first Term is an Integer or Fraction , and whether the Ratio
is Multiple or not. From whence arises a new Set of ‘Problems, relating to these
Series $ which have been referred to this Place, because the Demonstrations depend
upon the Composition of Numbers by their Primes . I shall begin with explaining
au the various Changes that can be in a Series.
PROBLEM
VII.
It is required to shew all the Variety of Changes from Integers to Fractions, and
mix ’d Numbers , and from these to those, that can possibly be in any Series of Geo¬
metrical Proportionals ; and to give Rules sor the Invention of Series under all the
possible Variety.
Solution.

This Complex Problem may be resolved into two Parts, as we consider the Series
to increase or decrease Yet we shall have only one of the Parts to demonstrate ; be¬
cause the Variety of the one is comprehended in the other . I shall first explain the
Variety in an increasing Series, and the other will easily be seen in that : But in order
to this, there is one general Proposition relating to both Kinds ; which being of Use
in the particular Parts of the Problem , I shall premise as a
Lemma

.

j

If an increasing Series begins with a Proper Fraction ever so small ; if it ’s a finite or
determinate one, and the Ratio also determinate ; then , after a certain Number of Terms
continued in Fractions , it will increase to a whose or mix ’d Number , and that too,
greater than any assignable Number.
Again , Let a decreasing Series begin with a Number ever so great ; if it’s finite,
and the Ratio so also 5 it will decrease to a proper Fraction , and that too, less than
any assignable one. The Reason of all which is evident and needs no Demonstration $
but if any call for it , they will find it afterwards in -Theor, I . and II . Ch. III.
We proceed to the Solution of the Problem.
Part

I . For an Increasing Series.

Cafe I . If the first Term of a Series is an Integer, the Varieties are these $
i ° . It may continue in Integers ; which necessarily follows from a Multiple Ratio : For
it ’s plain , that the Product of two Integers will be an Integer . That the Series can¬
not
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not continue in Integers , if the Ratio is not Multiple , the next Article will
shew,
zQ. It may change into a mix’d Number; and there it will continue; which re¬
quires and Follows from a Ratio not Multiple ; as in this Example, 4 : 6 : 9 : 13s;
20 £, &c. the Ratio being 2 : 3.
Demon . The

^ , AM , AM* . AM3 1 ^
j\ :

‘

'

jsjs

•e

.

lesser Extreme

of a Series being

A, and the Ratio , in its leal! Terms , N : M, the

I

Series

is exprefled

as in the Margin.

Now, as the Denominator still increases in every
Term in a determined Ratio , viz. 1 : N ; so it will become necessarily, after a cer¬
tain Number os Terms , greater than A (by the preceding Lemma ) and the first
Term wherein that happens (and consequently all above) will be a mix’d Number ;
AMn
let that Term be .
I fay, N " does not measure AM" ; for N , M are Incommen¬
surable j and so are N ", Mnby( Caroll. E ’keor. XIII .) But if N " measures AM", it
will also measure A ; (ptheor. VI .) i . e. a greater will measure a lesser, which is ab¬
surd ; Therefore N" does not measure AM" ; or
— is a mix ’d Number : For the
N"
fame Reason all the Terms above are mix ’d.
But again, Observe, that there may be a mix ’d Number before the Denominator is
6X3

6X9

greater than A ; as in this Exam . 6 : 9
— : - ^—— 13 f : And lest it be suppo¬
sed, that after a mix ’d Number , which comes into the Series before N " is greater
than A, there may come an Integer ; we ought to demonstrate universally , that af¬
ter a mix ’d Number , there can never be an Integer ; and this you have already
seen, in Cor. Eheor. XXXV . Where you also fee, that from an Integer there can
be no more Changes but into a mix ’d Number.
Or , the whole Demonstration may be made more simply ; thus , It ’s evident we can
chuse a Number , N , which is Incommensurable to A ; and being so also to M, no
Power of N can measure the Product of A into any Power of M 3 because these are
Incommensurable ( !Theor. X .) Hence none of the Terms of the Series, after A, will
be Integers.
Cafe

II. she first Term beinga mix’d Number, the Varieties are,

1 . It may continue in mix ’d Numbers for ever;
effected, either, 1. Bya Multiple
jjf ' g
: b :b
* C# I
Ratio , 1 : M, provided M be such, as to be In¬
commensurable with B : Or if B has any Prime
different from any of the Primes of M, or any the fame Primes , oftner involved ; for
then , by what ’s said in the last Case, B can never measure any of the Numerators . 2. By
a Ratio not Multiple, as N : M, provided N has in

A

AM AM* AM*I »

which is necessarily

A

AM

its Composition any Prime which is not

AM* AM3I

g " : "bn” : BN * '
cumstances, none

of

ic'

in A ;

or

any

I t^ie & me Prime oftner involved ; or if B has any
Prime which is not in M : For in any of these Cir¬
the Denominators can ever measure its Numerator.

BN

3: ®

Exam. 1. 3 | : iq £ : 31£ : 94 £ ; the Ratio being 1,: 3.
_

Exam.

8

40

200

2 . — :—:1

1000

:—

3 the Ratio being4 : ;.
A aa 2

a". It
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2° . It may pass from a mix ’d Number into an Integer,
and so continue for ever ; which can be effected only by
a Multiple Ratio , i : M, such, that M have in its Compo¬
sition all the Primes that compose B. I /hall first prove
that such a Ratio will bring the Series to an Integer ; which is thus evident : M ha¬
ving all the Primes that are in B j if they are also as oft involved , then it ’s plain , that
. Again, However oftner the
B measures M ; and consequently A—
B is an Integer
lame Primes are involved in B than in M, yet being more and more involved in the
higher Powers of M, there must be a Power in which they are all oftner involved than
in B ; and hence it ’s plain , that there will at last be a Term in the Series in which B
measures the Power of M in the Numerator , therefore that Term must be Integral.
Again , after an Integer comes into the Series, it must continue for ever in Integers,
because the Ratio is Multiple.
this
In the next Place , I /hall demonstrate , that no other Conditions will produce
In¬
an
to
Series
the
bring
could
it
though
,
Multiple
not
Ratio
A
.)
i
(
Variety : And ,
teger , yet it could not continue so, as has been proved in Case I. Art. 2 . ( 2.) IfMB
has not in it all the Primes of B, it cannot measure B (shear. X .) and hence also
will never measure any Power of M, because Mn has no other Primes than M, (Cor.
fsheor. X .) And since B is Incommensurable to A, therefore ( by Cor. 2 . shear. VI .)
it cannot measure A Mn, that is, none of the Terms can ever be Integers.
A
B

AM
B

AM1 I
! &c.
-g

m -i2 : 6) ; : £SV. the Ratio 1 : 7
Exam. 3 ~8 : 14JL
12 :
Observe, Examples of this Variety may be invented more simply, thus , viz. Take
any Integer , and any Multiple Ratio , whose greater Term is less than the assumed In¬
teger , and yet is not an aliquot Part of it ; by this you’ll find at least one mixt Term
below that Integer ; from which again the Series will proceed upwards in the manner
proposed . But the other Method/hews the fundamental Reason of the Cafe from the
Composition of Numbers ; and is of Use in some of the following Problems.
( ; ° .) It may pass from a mixt Number into an Integer , and from that again into a
mix ’d Number ; and so continue j which can be effected only by a Ratio not Multiple,A
as N : M ; such, that M do contain in its Composition all the different Primes of B, and of
all those of N , which must also be as oft at least involved in A as in N. The Reason
which is this ; if the Ratio were Multiple , then
| either the Series would never pass into an InteAM AM1 AM S . Sc?„
A
I ger, or if it did, it would continue so (by Case
3' °
■jj; jpjq ' “Hn^ ’ EN~
II .) Again, if there be any Prime in B, which
is not in M ; or in N , which is not in A, it is manifest (from shear. X .) that none of
the Divisors, as BNn will ever measure the Dividend AM". Also, the Primes of N
must not only be all involved in A, but they must be at least as oft involved in A as
in N ; for, if any of them is oftner in N , it will be much more so in the higher Pow¬
ers of N ; and hence (by sheor. X .) none of the Denominators can ever measure its
Numerator , i . e. none of the Terms will ever be an Integer . These are the general
Conditions : But yet more particularly , if any of the Primes of M are oftner involved in
B ; then conceive, that one of them whose Index in B exceeds its Index in N, by the
of
greatest Difference ; also conceive the least Number , which multiplying the Index
be
N
must
then
;
B
in
Index
its
than
less
not
Number
a
that Prime in M will produce
such, that taking the Prime , whose Index in N and A differ least, and multiplying its
Index in N by the fame Multiplier, , the Product shall not be greater than its Index in
in
A The Reason of which is also plain , for otherwise, before we come to a Term
which
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which the Power of M contains all the Primes of B as oft involved , which is necessary
to make an Integer , the like Power of N in the Denominator will contain all the
Primes of A as oft involved ; and therefore in all the Terms above they will be oftner
involved in N, and consequently the Denominator will never measure the Numerator, *.?,
there will never be an Integer in the Series.
These Conditions are plain enough to shew the Invention of such a Series ; where¬
as take this Example , ^
: 70 : 515 : 1—1 : the Ratio being 2 : 15 ; and that
45
9° 2.
you may compare it with the preceding Conditions, the Composition of the first Term,
represented by —,is this, ll —
, and the Ratio , — is
I.
*
B
45
3X5X5.
N
2
2
These are all the Changes from a mixt Number , because when a mixt Number fol¬
lows Integers , the Series can never pass again into Integers ; as has been shewn in
Art.

2.

Cafe

I.

Cafe III.
'The first Term beinga proper Fraffion, the Varieties are these.
[i 0.] It may pass into a mixt Number ; and continue so ; which is effected by a
Ratio Multiple or not Multiple , qualified as in Variety I . Cafe II ; for ~ may be eiB

ther a proper or improper Fraction and since with the Qualifications refer ’d to there
can never be an Integer in the Series, and by the premised Lemma it must encrcase
either to a whole or mixt Number ; therefore it will pass into a mixt .Number , and
there continue.
Exam.

r . — : — : —,

Exam.

2 . -1. :

1;

13

13

&c.

: -21m:

the Ratio 1 : 3.
, Zfic. Ratio 2 ; 5. .

29 50 Il6
232
[2 0.] It may pass into a whole Number , and there continue ; which requires a
Multiple Ratio , qualified as in Var . i . Cafe II . with this further , that supposing
M" the least Power of M which B measures, the Products of all the inferior Powers of
M multiplied into A, must be less than B ; else it ’s plain , that it will pass first into a
mixt Number.
Examples are easily invented by taking M -equal to B, or to any Multiple of it .; or
taking any Integer A,-and a Multiple Ratio . 1 : M , such, that M is greater than A ; for
then continuing the Series downwards , it will fall first into a proper Fraction , from which
it proceeds upwards in the Manner proposed.

Exam. - : — : 2 .• 6 : 18, Ifc.
9.

?

[3 ^.] It may pass first into a mixt Number, - and then into an Integer , and there
continue 5 which requires a Multiple Ratio qualified as in Var. 2 . Cafe II . with this
further , that supposing M" to be the least Power ,of M which B measures, seme of the
next inferior Powers multiplied by A shall produce a Number greater than B ; which
is easily invented ; or may be had by taking any Example of Var. 2. Cafe II . and conti¬
nuing it downwards ; for it must first pass into a proper Fraction , since there cannot be
an Integer both above and below a mixt Number in the fame Series.

Exam. 675 ; 112 — : 14— : 3 i '; —, SSfa
. Ratio 7 : r.

2
12
8 56
[4 0.] It may past first into a whole Number, *and then into a mixt , and so it must
continue, by Virtue of Theor. XXXV 5 and this is effected by a Ratio not Multiple,
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II . with this further , that supposing

V.

the least Pow¬

which multiplied by ^ makes an Integer , all the inferior Powers produce
er of
a proper Fraction . The Invention of Examples is easy, by assuming any Integer A,
is a
and a Ratio not Multiple , N ; M, such, that NA be less than M 5 for then
; A .•

proper Fraction , and

Exam.4— .-

&c.

represents the Series required.

: — : $5 c. Ratio 3 : 17.

Z
17
[5 0.] It may pass first into a mixt Number , then into an Integer , and lastly, into a
mixt Number ; which requires a Ratio not Multiple , qualified as in V. 3 . Cafe II.
with this further , that supposing ^

the least Power of

which multiplied

into

~ produces an Integer, some of the next inferior Powers shall produce a mixt NumB
berj Examples of which are invented by taking an Example of V. 3 . Cafe II . which
being continued downwards must fall into a proper Fraction , but never into a whole
Number , because there is a whole Number above the mixt.
Exam. _L£L ; fj ill
; 7o : 525 .- 2 *21, Sfr . Ratio 2 : 15.
;
2
675 45 90
Part

II . For a decreasing Series.

The Varieties here are included in the former, and therefore I need only to name
them , thus,
Cafe I . Ehe first Eerm being an Integer, then
i c . It may past first into a proper Fraction , and so continue.
a° . It may pass first into a mixt Number , and then into a proper Fraction.
Cafe II . Ehe first Eerm being a mixt Number.
i °. It may past first into a proper Fraction and continue so.
20. It may past first into a whole Number , and then into a proper Fraction.
3° . It may past first into a whole Number , then into a mixt , and lastly, into a
proper Fraction.
Cafe

III . Ehe first Eerm a proper Fra &ion.

It can only continue in Fractions.
Schol . In the following Problems , a given Ratio , or the fame Ratio , do always
comprehend a Ratio with its reciprocal 5 either of which is to be supposed, as we takp
a Series to encreasc or decrease, and we suppose a Ratio always in its least Terms.
VIII.
PROBLEM
Any whole Number being given , with any Ratio , to find how many Integral Terms
can possibly be joined in the seme continued Series with A, taking it either encreasing
or decreasing, or both Ways, in that given Ratio.

So 1, it sri on.
We must consider this Problem in two Parts, according as th ? given Ratio is Mul¬
Cafe
tiple , or not.
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I. The given Ratio Multiple. Then it’s plain that the Series proceeds encrea¬

sing ad Infinitum in Integers ; but is limited decreasing. Thus 5 let the given whole
Number be A, and the Ratio M ; 1 ; then isM is greater than A, there can be no In¬
tegral Term added ; if M—A, then there will only be one which will be 1 j but if M
is less than A, then the Number of Integral Terms that can be added is equal to the
Index of the highest Power of M which measures A ; and if M does not measure A, there
can no Integer be added 5 all which is manifest in this general Expression of the Series,
A . —
: —. :
But this Solution requiring , that every Term of the Series
M M* M*
16
1
be actually raised , we may solve it otherwise ; thus, resolve A and M into all their
Primes ; and if there is any Prime in M, which is not in A, or any the same Prime
oftner involved , then M does not measure A, and so there will never be an Integral
Term aster A : But if A contains all the Primes of M, and all of them at least
as oft involved ; take that Prime whole Index in A exceeds its Index in M
by the least Difference ; also seek the greatest Number , which multiplying the Index
of that Prime in M, makes a Number not greater than its Index in A, that Number is
the Number sought . The Reason os which is obvious, for these Terms will always
be whole Numbers , till some one at least of the Primes of A is oftner involved in the
Power of M, which is the Denominator ; and it ’s evident that this will happen first to
that Prime , the Index of whose Involution in M comes short of its Index in A by the
least Difference 5 and since any Power of M, as M“, is the Product of the like Powers of
all the Primes of M, the Truth of the Rule is manifest.
Exam. Let 72 be the given Number, and the Ratio 4 : 1; then taking the Primes
of 72 and 4, it is 72= 2X2X2X3X3, and 4= 2X2. Now there being but one Prime in 4,
whose Index is 2, and the Index of the same Prime in 73 being 3, I find that 1 is the
greatest Number , which multiplying 2, the Index of 2 in 4, produces a Number not
greater than 3, the Index of 2 in 72 5therefore there can be but x Integral Term added,
as here , 72 : x8 : 4 ^ : £S?r.
Cafe II. The Ratio not Multiple. It’s plain that the Number of Integral Terms is
limited , both encreasing ( by ‘Part I . Cafe I . of the preceding ‘Probl.) and decrea¬
sing ( by the preceding Lemma ,-) and to find the Number , take it first encreasing,
and suppose the given NumAN 3 , A N* AN
,
, . . AM _ AM* #AM *
I her A, and the Ratio in its
M3 M ’
* * M
N ' N* * N 3I
'
least Terms to be N : M j the
Index of the greatest Power
of N , which measures A, is the Number sought . The Reason of which is this j supA Mn
pose the last Integral Term to be
n so
»
that Nn measures AM11
, but it does not
measure M", they being Prime to one another , because N and -M are so5 therefore,
by (ffheor .Nl . yii" does measure A ; but it is also the greatest Power of N that does soj
for if a greater does, as Nri+f, then that will also measure AM st+*1 and so
is not
Nn
the last Integral Term , contrary to Supposition. Lastly, Because the Index of the
Powers of N shew their Distance after A, therefore the Rule is true.
2° . If the Series is to be taken decreasing, then the Index of the greatest Power of
M, which measures A,. i$ the Number sought 3 for the same Reason as was explained
in the preceding Article.
Observe, That this Case may be solved the same Way as Cafe I . by
"the
Primes of A with those of N for the encreasing Series, and with those of comparing
M for the de- creasing.
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3° . Isit ’s proposed to find the greatest Number os Integral Terms that can be join¬
ed in the fame Series with A in the Ratio N : M, taken both encreasing and decrea¬
sing ; then find separately how many can be added encreasing in the Ratio N M, and
how many decreasing in the Ratio M : N 3 the Sum is plainly the Number fought.
Exam. Let the given Number be 71= 1X2X2X3X3
, and the Ratio be 2 : 3 ; then is
the greatest Number of Integral Terms that can be joined with it, j , viz. 3 above and
2 below, making this Series, 21 >!>: 32 : 48 : 72 : 108 : 162 : 243 : 364 f . For 8 the
third Power of 2 is the greatest Power of it that measures 72, and 9 the second Power
os 3 is its greatest Power that measures 72.
ScHor,. We may make the preceding Problem yet more general and unlimited, by
supposing no particular given Ratio ; but proposing to find the greatest Number of In¬
tegral Terms that can possibly be joined in the fame Series with a given Integer in any
Ratio whatever 3 the Answer to which is an infinite Number, because with a Multiple
Ratio the Series goes on encreasing ad infinitum 3 but if we take these Limitations, viz.
i «. A Ratio Multiple and a decreasing Series 3 then though no particular Ratio is gi¬
ven, the Problem may be solved. Thus resolve
;
the given Number, A, into its
Primes, the Index of that one which is oftnest involved is the Number sought, and
that Prime it self is a Ratio which will make the Series. Example, If 72= 2X2X2X3
X3 is the given Number, then you can join in the fame Series decreasing, only three
Integral Terms, 3 being the Index of 2 in 72, and the only Ratio that can effect this
is 2 : 1, which makes this Series 72 : 36 : 18 : 9 : 4 ^. Observe also, That if there
are more than one of the Primes of A involved to the fame Power, which is the highest
of any concerned in it, then any of these Primes, or the Product of any two or more of
them, may be made the Ratio 3 so if 216= 2X2X2X3X3X3 is the given Number, the
Answer is also 3 3 and the Series may be made in any of these Ratios, and in these
only, viz. 2 : 1. or 3 : 1 : or 6 : 1, making these different Series 216 : 108 : 54 : 27 :
or 216 : 72 : 24 : 8. Or, Lastly, zi 6 .- 36 : 6 x: . Thus we learn, not only how to
solve the Problem, but to find also all the Variety of Ratios that can possibly solve it.
The Reason of which is obvious.
Again, 20. We shall suppose the Problem limited to a Ratio not Multiple, without
any determined or given one3 then is the Solution made thus, resolve A into its
Primes, and take these two, the Sum of the Indexes of whose Involution in A, is the
greatest, that Sum is the Number sought3 and these Primes are the Terms of a Ra¬
tio, in which the Series may be made 3 and if several of these Sums which are the
greatest, are equal among themselves, then the Primes to which they correspond, or
the Products of any two or more of them, make all the different Ratios in which the
Series can be made. Exam. Let the given Number be 3024= 2X2X2X2X3X3X3X7,
then is the Number sought 7, the Sum of the Indexes of 2 and 3, viz. 4 and 3,
which is , greater than the Sum of any other two Indexes 5 and therefore the Ratio is
2 : 3, which in this Example is the only one that can make a Series of 7 Integers joined
to 3024 5 which Series is this, 896 : 1344 : 2016 : 3024 : 4536 : 6804 : 10206 : 15309.
3° . If it’s proposed only to find the greatest Number of Terms that can be
joined, increasing or decreasing, separately considered3 then take the Index of the
Prime, which is oftnest involved in A, and that is the Number sought for an encrea¬
sing Series 5 that Prime, or any other as oft involved, or the Product of any two or
more of these, being the Antecedent or lesser Term of the Ratio, which can produce
the Series, to which we may take any other greater Number, which is Prime to it for
a Consequent. Then for a decreasing Series we must chuse that Prime whose Index
is the greatest, that has another Number lesser than it self, and Prime to it. So in the
preceding Example, 3024, the greatest Number encreasing is 4, the Index of 2 in
3024 j and in this Case there is tan infinite Choice of Ratios , because we may take

any
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any Number greater , and Prime to 2, for a Consequent ; but for a decreasing Series,
the Number is only 3, the Index of 3 in 3024, and there is but one Ratio , viz. 3 : 2,
which will produce the Series, because there is but one Number , viz. 2, which is
lefler than 3, and Prime to it . Take this other Example, 9261= 7X7X7X3X3X3.
To this can be joined at most 3 Terms encreasing, the Index of 7 or 3 being 3 ; and
the Series may be produced by any Ratio , whose Antecedent is 7 or 3, or 21. Again,
decreasing there can at most be added 3, 'which also can be effected by any Ratio whose
Antecedent is 3 or 7, or 21 5 which makes a limited Number of different Ratios , be¬
cause there is a limited Number of Terms lesser than these Antecedents and Prime to
them , which are these , 3 : 2, 7 : 5, 7 : 3, 7 : 2; and if 21 is made the Antecedent,
the Consequents are these , 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11,13 , 14,16 , 19, 20. But the absolutely
greatest Number os integral Terms that can stand in the same Series with 9261 is 6,
whereof 3 will be greater , and 3 lefler, in the Ratio 3 : 7, which is the only one
that will make the Series.

PROBLEM

IX.

A whole Number being given, to find a Ratio in which it is possible to join a given
Number of integral Terms , and no more , in the lame Series with the given whole
Number.
Solut . If we take the given Number for the greater Extreme of a Series, then the
Problem being possible in the Circumstances of the given Numbers , may be solved in
some Cases by a Multiple Ratio only 3 in others by a Ratio not Multiple and in others
by both : But if the lesser Extreme is given, it requires a Ratio not Multiple ; which it
does also, if we consider the given Number as one of the middle Terms . ’Thus,
i °. Let us take the given Number , A, for the greater Ex¬
A A
treme of a Series, then resolve it into its Primes 5 and if the
M M!
Index of any of its Primes is precisely equal to the given
Number of Terms , that Prime , or the Product of any two
or more ssich, or any such Product multiplied again into any of the Primes which
have a greater Index , is the greater Term of a Multiple Ratio which selves the Pro¬
blem . And if there is any Number lest than it , and Prime to it , that being made
Consequent , makes a Ratio not Multiple , which also selves the Problem . But if none
of the Primes of A has an Index exactly equal to the given Number of Terms , the
Problem is impossible, making the given Number the greater Extreme of the Series.
Exam. Given 567, and the Number of Terms 4, then the Ratio sought is 3 : r 3
for 567= 3X3X3X3X7
, and there is not another Ratio that will answer3 but take 189--- 3X
3X3X7, and the Problem

is impossible.

2 0. The given Number being the lesser Extreme , find the Antecedent of the Ratio
sov,ght the fame way, as in the preceding Case 3 and for a Consequent , any Number
greater , and Prime to it >So 567 being the lefler Extreme , and the Number of Terms
4, the Ratio sought must take 3 for the Antecedent , and any Number greater , and
Prime to it, for the Consequent.
30. Is the given Number is considered as one of the middle Terms indefinitely,
then take these two Primes of A, the Sum of whose Indexes is equal to the given
Number of Terms , and these are the Terms of a Ratio , which solves the Problem 3
and of the Terms to be added , there will be as many greater than the given Number,
as the Index of the lesser one of these two Primes , and as many decreasing as the In¬
dex of the greater.
Exam.

Given 72= 2X2X2X3X3
, and the Number of Terms 5, the Ratio is 2 -. 3,,

the Number of Terms greater being 3, and the lefler being 23 and in th s Case
there is no other Variety in the Solution . But suppose 3528= 2X2X2X3X3X7X7
, and

B bb
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the Number of Terms 5, it may be solved by this Ratio 2 : 3 or 2 : 7, with 3 Terms
greater and 2 teller 3 and if the Number of Terms is 4, then it is solved by this Ratio

Of Trime

3 : 7 with 2 Terms

greater , and 2 lesser , or with this Ratio

6 (= 2X3} : 7 with 2

greater and 2 lefler. Observe, If the Sum of no two of the Indexes is exactly
equal to the given Number of Terms , then the given Number cannot stand as a middle
Term in the proposed Circumstances.
The Reason of all this is plain , especially if it be compared with the preceding
Problem.
Schol . If the proposed

Number

of integral Terms

is

0,

That

is , to find a Ratio

with which it’s impossible to join any integral Term to a given Integer , we have no
more to do, but , take any two Numbers which contain a Prime different from any in,
A , or any the same Prime oftner involved , and make these the Terms of your Ratio 5
for then it ’s plain , that in such a Ratio you can join no integral Term , either greater or
lesser, because none of these Numbers can measure A.
Again , if the Ratio is required to be such, that the Number os integral Terms to be
added is infinite, then take any Multiple Ratio.
PROBLE
M X.
To find a whole Number , with which a given Number , and no more , of integral
Terms can be joined in the same Series in a given Ratio.
Sulut

. i ° . If the Ratio is Multiple , the Problem is plainly impossible3

for to any

Integer an infinite Number of integral Terms may be added in any Multiple Ratio,
yet if we limit it Ib as to consider the Number sought as the greater Extreme of a Se¬
ries, it is solved thus3 if the greater Term of the given Ratio has any of its Primes
involved to an Index precisely equal to the given Number of Terms , then any Num¬
ber which is a Multiple of that Power of that Prime , is the Number sought 3 but if
none os its Primes is so oft involved , then is the Problem also impossible.
20. Is the Ratio , is not Multiple , raise its Terms to the Power whose Index is the gi¬
ven Number of Terms less 1 ; and these are the Extremes of a Series in that Ratio,
having the given Number of Terms , and to which it is impossible to add another in
Ihtegers {\theor. XXIII .) And these Powers^ or any of the middle Terms of the
Series , whereof they are the Extremes , which are easily found (vid . ‘Pro/A.Vl . Schol. I .)
are Numbers which solve the Problem , and are indeed the only Numbers that do
so. And observe, if it’s proposed to find the Number scught , so that it shall be
any one of the Extremes , or any one of the middle Terms , it ’s easily done by what ’sshewn.
Exam. The Ratio 2 : 3, and Number of Terms 6 3 I take the 5th Power of 2 : 3,
viz . 2X2X2X2X2
= 32, and 3X5X3X3X3
= 243, and these are Extremes of the Series3
the middle Terms being composed of the Powers of these, according to.this form AJ ;
A4B : Assi1 A
: ' B3: AB' : Bh
Scholiums.

I. If the proposed Number of Terms is 0, then with a Multiple Ratio the Problem
is impossible, if the given Number is to be made the lesser Extreme 3 but if we make
it the greater , then we may take any Number lefler than the Antecedent of the Ratio,
or greater , provided it has not all the different Primes of the given Antecedent , or
has some of them left involved.
Again , with a Ratio not Multiple , we have no more to do but take any Number
which has not in its Composition aU the Primes of either of the Terms of the Ratio,
or has any one of each of them less involved.
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II . Is there is no particular Ratio given , nor any Limitation , i . e. if we demand an
Integer , with which can be join ’d only a certain Number of integral Terms in any Ratio,
then the Problem is impossible, because in a Multiple Ratio there may be an infinite
Number of Terms encreasing ; but suppose these general Limitations,
i °. That the Number sought be the greater Extreme os a Series $ then it may be
found , thus 5 of any prime Number take that Power whose Index is the given Num¬
ber of Terms ; or take any Multiple of such a Power, provided it has no Prime
involved to a higher Power ; and to that Number can be joined the given Number of
integral Terms decreasing , in any Ratio whose Antecedent that Prime is.
Exam. Let the Number of Terms be 3, then 8 is the Number fought, and the
Ratio 2 : 1. Or 8x5 = 40, and the Ratio 2 : 1; but 16 is not such a Number , because
it admits of 4 Terms in the Ratio 2 .- i . Again , 27= 3X3X3 is a Number answering
the Problem , and the Ratio is either 3 : 1, or 3 : 2, making these Series 27 : 9 : 3 : 1,
or 27 : 18 : 12 : 8.
20. Suppose the Limitation is to any Ratio not Multiple ; then take , as before , that
Power of some Prime , whose Index is the given Number of Terms , and that is the
Number sought ; the said Prime being the Antecedent of a Ratio which solves the
Problem , encreasing, any greater Number and Prime to it being malt the Consequent.
Also, if there is any Number lefler than it, but greater than 1, that being made Conse¬
quent will be a Ratio which will folve it decreasing. LaJUy, If you take any two
Primes , and involve them each to such a Power , that the Sum of their Indexes be equal
to the given Number of Terms , then the Product of these Powers is a Number to
which the given Number of Terms , and no more , can be added , taking part of them
greater , and part lefler ; which may also be distributed in any Proportion ; for what¬
ever Index the lefler Prime is raised to, that will express the Number of Terms greater
than the Number fought , and the Index of the other is the Number lesser, these two
Primes being the Terms of a Ratio that answers the Problem ; and in this Case the gi¬
ven Number of Terms is the greatest Number of integral Terms absolutely that can be
joined with the Number sought.
Exam.

Given Number of Terms 5. I take 3X3X3X3X3
= 243, which is a Number

to which can be joined 5 integral Terms , and no more increasing, the Ratio of which
must have 3 for its Antecedent , and any Number greater , and Prime to it, for a Conse¬
quent as 4 ; and decreasing it can also admit 5 Terms , but limited to this one Ratio
not Multiple , viz. 3 : 2, because 2 is the only lesser Number prime to 3. Again,
108 s= 3X3><3XrX2) can have joined with it only 5 integral Terms in the Ratio 2 : 3,
whereof 2 will be greater and 3 lefler, as here , 32 : 48 : 72 : 108 : 162 : 243.
III . If it be proposed to find an Integer , to which it is impossible to join any Integer
in the fame Series, in any Ratio , the Problem is impossible 5 because to any Integer
can be joined at least another Integer.
PROBLEM
XI.
A
Any Fraction , proper or improper , ~ being
given, to find how many fractional Terms
fi ,
can possibly be joined with it in the fame Series.
SontrTiON.
If there is no further Limitation of this Problem , the Answer is an infinite Number .^
for if the Fraction is proper it admits an infinite Number of fractional Terms , decrea¬
sing in the seme Series in any Ratio whatever ; and if it’s an improper Fraction , then
also an infinite Number of fractional Terms can be joined encreasing or decreasing, or
both Ways j for the Series -being continued both Ways, there can’t be one Integer
Bb b a
above
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above and another below ; ( by Theor. XXXV .) therefore the Series will continue in
Tractions one or both Ways.
But as the Number sought may be limited on one Side (though it can’t on both) jve
shall enquire upon what Side it is limited , and to what Number of Terms . Thus,
Cafe I. The given Ratio Multiple , as i : M, Then ,
(|x° . ) The Series will continue for ever in Fractions decreasing : If the given
Fraction is proper , this is manifest ; and if it ’s improper, , you see the fame Truth
from this Consideration , vizs. That if ever there comes an Integer into the Series,
from that reversely it will continue upwards to a mixt Number (from whence it pro¬
ceeded downwards) which is impossible in a Multiple Ratio , because every Term is
the Product of two Integers . Therefore , there , can no Integer come into the Series.
But,
(2 0.) Take the Series encrcasing from the given Fraction , and the Number of fracti¬
onal Terms that can be added , will in some Cafes be finite , and in some infinite,
which the following Rule will discover, whether the given Fraction is proper or im¬
proper Thus , resolve M and B both into their Primes ;
and if there is any Prime in B which is not in M, then the
A AM , AM1 j
Number of Terms required is infinite ; for B can ne¬
' g ‘ ^-'c' j
1 ' 1
ver measure any Power of M , and being Prime to A, it
cannot measure any of the Numerators (Cor. 2. Theor .VI .) Again , if all the .different
Primes of B are found in M, and as oft at least involved ; then is B an aliquot Part of M,
and hence B is an Integer , therefore there can no fractional Term be added . Lafily, If all the Primes of B are in M, and some. of them also oftner involved in B than
in.M, then take all of these, whose Indexes in B and M have the fame Difference , and
that , the greatest of any other of them ; and chusing that one of these , whose Index is
greatest, , find the greatest Number , which multiplying its Index in M, will make a
Product less than its Index in B ; that Number is the Number fought,; for it ’s the Index of
the greatest Power of M which B does not measure , since B measures none of the Pow¬
ers of M till you come to one which has all the Primes of B, at least as oft involved ;
but any Power of M is the Product of the like Powers of all its Factors ( as follows from
Theor. I. Rook. III . Chap. I.) Hence the Truth of the Rule is clear.
Exam. 1. — or IT , and the Ratio 1 . 7; there can never be any integral Term , bex5 . *5 .
r
taufe all the Primes of if, which are 3, 5, are different from 7.
added,
Term
fractional
no
can be
Exam. a . — or -1 , and the Ratio 1 : 6. There
3,3
because 3 is an aliquot Part of 6, whereby the very next Term will be an Integer -,
Exam . 3. — or II , and the Ratio 1 ; 6.
24

Here 24= 2X2X2X3 and 6= 2X3 ; then

24

the Index ,of 2 in 24 is 3, and in 6 it is i,and the greatest Number , which multiplying
1 will produce a Number less. than 3 is 2 ; therefore there can be but 2 fractional
Terms joined with the given one ; as here , — : — : 2— : -■?*.- =s=63 : And here , —
24
24
24 24
,
J 24
. E : 2100 i Ig 20Q^ 75,
24
24
24
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II . T’be given Ratio not Multiple, as N .• M, which we Jball again subdivide
according as the given Fr a si ion is proper or improper.

si 0 .) If the given Fraction is proper, it ’s already shewn , that the Series must con¬
tinue for ever in Fractions decreasing , but will not in all Cafes do so encreasing ; and
the Number fought may be found thus ; resolve A , JB, N,
A
AM , AM 1 , orf
I M , into their Primes , and if there is any Prime in N
IT ' BN * BN 1 I *
'
which is not in A , or the fame Prime oftner involved ;
or again , any Prime in B which is not in M, then the Se¬
ries will continue for ever in Fractions '; because the Denominators can never measure
any of the Numerators . But if none of these 'Circumstances happen , i. e. If there is no
Prime in B which is not in M, nor in N which is not in A , nor any the fame Prime
oftner involved in N than in A , then if all the Primes of B are at least equally involved
in M, the very first Term afters B, is an Integer . But if any one or more Primes of
B are not so oft involved in M ; take all of those whose Indexes in B and M have the same
Difference , and that too , the greatest of any other of them , and chuse that one of these
whose Index is greatest ; then find n, the greatest Number which multiplying its In¬
dex in M , produces a Number less than its Index in B, and that is the greatest Num¬
ber of fractional Terms ; supposing there can be an Integer ; the Reason is easy : And
to know is there can be an Integer do this ; take all the Primes whose Indexes in N
and A have the fame Difference , and that , the least of any other , then chuse that one whose
Index is greatest ; and if the Product of its Index in N , multiplied by «+ i , produces a
Number not exceeding its Index in A , then the # -}- iTerm afters - is an Integer , and n
is the Number sought ; but if it ’s greater , the Series will continue for ever in Fra¬
ctions.
Exam. i .

and ^j.= —= —- —or

^Here
.

the Series

B
55 5X11
N
22 2Xji
N - 43 3X3X5
will continue for ever in Fractions.
M. :275 5- - X5X 11
- 4 -2 Exam. 2.
■and
Here the very first Term as¬
n"
B 55
5X11
21
3X7
A
75 orii ^
42.
xf ^ ^ io hy taking away comter — is an Integer , viz. x—

B

55

LI

5X11

3X7

man Factors , out of the Numerators and Denominators.
A _ 80 _ 2X2X2 X2X5 and, M_
105 _ ?x 5 X7
‘
Exam. 3
Here there will be 3
B
567
3X3X3X3X7
N
A
fractional Terms after —which
I find thus 5 5 is the Prime in B, whose Index cxB
ceeds its Index in M by the greatest Difference , and no other have the fame Difference ;
also 3 is the greatest Number which multiplying 1, its Index in M , makes a Product 3
less -than its Index in B, which is 4 .. Again , as there is but one Prime in N ; viz. 2,
whose Index is only 1, this multiplied by 4 (= /z- f- i ) produces 4, a Number not ex¬
ceeding 4 , the Index of 2 in .A ; therefore 3 is the Number sought . But is we suppose
A to be 40= 2X2X2X5, then because the Product 4 exceeds 3, the Index of 2 m A,
therefore the Series must continue for ever in Fractions , because the n- J- i Term after
— is the first that could possibly be an Integer , upon the Consideration of the Primes

of B compared with the fame in M.

But then this is hindered by the Consideration of
the
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the Primes osN , compared with the same in A . For at the n-\- i Term , there is a
Prime in N , whose Index is greater than its Index in A 5 and consequently cannot
measure it , nor can it ever aster ; because its Index in N is still increasing.
(z °.) If the given Fraction is improper, the Number of fractional Terms in the Se¬
ries after is either increasing or decreasing, is found the same Way as in the last Ar¬
tide . And observe, that if the Number is limited increasing, then it ’s certainly infi¬
nite decreasing ; but if it ’s found infinite , increasing, it may be either finite or in fini ty
decreasing.
Scholiums.

1st. In proposing to find how many fractional Terms can be join ’d to a given Fra¬
ction , we have not distinguilh 'd betwixt proper and improper Fractions ; but that I
shall here consider. And,
i ° . It ’s plain , that from an improper Fraction , all the fractional Terms , increasing,
must be improper ; but decreasing, they may be partly proper and partly improper 5 and
if there stands an Integer below the given improper Fraction , all the intermediate
Terms are improper Fractions.
a0. From a given proper Fraction , all the fractional Terms ddtreasing , are proper but increasing, they may be partly proper , partly improper $ and , in some Cases, all
improper.
Hence there are but two Cases concerning the distinct Number of proper and im¬
proper Fractions, wherein a Rule is wanted : The first is to determine how many im¬
proper Fractions can be joined , decreasing, to a given one in any given Ratio . The
second is to find how many proper Fractions can be joined , increasing, to a given one
in any Ratio . Now if the Ratio is not Multiple , in either of these Cases, I know of
no Rule bur actually raising the Series ; but if the Ratio is Multiple , they can be
solved otherwise : Thus,
Question 1 . To find how many improper Fractions can be added, decreasing below
a given one, B in a given Multiple Ratio , 1 : M.
Rule. Take the integral Part of the given Number • which Integer call q. Then
take the greatest Power of M, which does not exceed q 5 the Index of that Power is
the Number sought.

A
B

Demon . The Index of M , expresses the Distance of each

A_

BM

exceeding

BMr : Lee.
q,

then

is

Term from g - ; and if M" is the greatest Power of M , not

A
the last improper Fraction .- For, if any of the Powers

of M, in the Divisors, exceeds

it must be, at least, equal to q- f- i ; and as soon as
A
that happens , we have a proper Fraction $ because, if 5- = q, with
a Remainder,
therefore

qS>

q,

is less than A, and q-j- iXB, greater than A : So that

q~\~ ixB

is neces¬

sarily a proper Fraction , and --g an improper ; Therefore , if Mn is the greatest
A
Power of M, not exceeding " q, then is
the last improper Fraction ; for a great A
er Power , as Mn+I, must be, at least, equal to q-sti and
;
since = == — is a proper

q~j~ ixB

Fraction,'
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Fraction , therefore so is
£M n+I ' and consequently
and n the Number of Terms sought.
Exam. p

13

37$

Mn is the last improper one

—=

- and M = 2, whose third Power , 8, is the greatest , not ex¬
ceeding 9 5 therefore 3 is the greatest Number of improper Fractions that can stand
in the lame Series below ££ in the Ratio 2 : 1, as here £l . £ $ . £i . £i . _£l _ .
7
7 ' 14 " 28 ' 5<f ‘ 112
Question 2 . To find how many proper Fractions can be join ’d, increasing in the
lame Series , above a given one,
B in a given Multiple Ratio 1 : M.
B
Rule. Take the reciprocal improper
Fraction , — , and find, as in the last Que¬
stion, how many improper Fractions can be join ’d to it , decreasing 5 and you have the
Number sought : For if AM -1 is the last improper Fraction , then taking the whole
AM0 A
Series reciprocally , —- — is the last proper Fraction after — increasing.
B
B
2.3 . We

may

consider

the

‘Problem

unlimited

to

any

particular

in general , suppose the Ratio is Multiple or not Multiple 3 then, given Ratio 3 only
i ° . Suppose an increasing Series such, that it comes at last to an Integer , and a
Multiple Ratio 3 (though there is no particular one given ) then find the Prime of B,
whose Index is the greatest , that Index less 1 is the Number sought ; and is the
Product of that Prime , multiplied into all the other Primes of B, is made the Conse¬
quent of a Multiple Ratio , by that you may find an Example of the Series : The Rea¬
son of the Rule is evident . But again,
2° . If the Problem is limited to a Ratio not Multiple , the Series increasing as be¬
fore 3 then take the Prime of B, which has the greatest Index , provided also that
there be a Prime in A , which has an equal or greater Index 3 the Index of that Prime
in B, less 1, is the Number sought : And you may find an Example of the Series
by a Ratio whose Antecedent is that Prime of A , and its Consequent the Product of
all the Primes of B -3 provided it be a Number greater than the Antecedent $ else,
take some Multiple of it greater than the Antecedent . Hence , if the Index of the
Prime , referred to in B, is 1, there can be no improper Fraction joined with the given
Number . ■
Example for both these Articles. A._ 405 _ 3X.3X3X3X5 Here 2 is the Prime
B
;6
2X2X2X7
in B, whose Index , 3, is the greatest 3 and therefore, 2 is the Number sought , in the
first Article , and 1 : 14 is a Ratio agreeing to this Solution.
Again, If the Ratio is supposed not Multiple , 2 is also the Number sought ; be¬
cause, according to the Rule , there is a Prime in A, whose Index is greater than
3 : And if you take for a Ratio , 3 : 14, it will agree to the Solution.
But suppose
^—
; if there comes an Integer into the Series, it
B — t0
2<S
2X13 '
5'
A
must be the very first Term after
3
because
there is no Index ,either in A or B,
B
greater than 15 for no Ratio Multiple can answer the Supposition os the Series coming

at last to an Integer , except this , t : 26 ( = 2X13) and it ’s plain , that the very
first

Term
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Term added will be 105. Again , No Ratio , not Multiple , can answer, but one «f
these in which the Antecedent is, 3. or 5. or 7. or 3X5. or 3X7. or 5X7. or 3X5X7,
and the Consequent 2X13, or some Multiple of this that is greater than the Ante¬
cedent : In all which Cafes it ’s manifest, that the first Term added will be an In¬
teger.
30. Suppose a given improper Fraction , and that a Series ought to proceed from it,
decreasing , in a Multiple Ratio : To find the greatest Number of fractional Terms,
improper , that can be join ’d : From a Table of Powers seek the greatest Power (V. e.
a Power of the greatest Index ) which is a Number not greater than q, the integral
Part of — ; and of whose Root the next greater Power is greater than q 3 the Index
of the former Power is the Number sought 3 and that Root is the Antecedent of a
Multiple Ratio , which will make a Series, having the Number of fractional Terms
found , after ~.

Exam . B~ — ——
'
90

The Number sought is

for 8, the third Power of 2,

is the greatest Power , which does not exceed 9 5 and the next Power of whose
Root (H . 16.) does exceed 9 ; And by the Ratio , 2 : 1, we have the Series,

tl .l £ .
. £l.
7 ' i4 ' r8 ' 56'

PROBLEM
XII.
A
A Fraction,
B' being given for the lesser Extreme of a Series, to find a Ratio , in
which a given Number , », of fractional Terms , and no more, can possibly be in the
fame Series above the given one.
Solution

. i ° . Suppose we are to find a Multiple

Ratio 5 then find the Prime that ’s

oftnest involved in B 5 if its Index does not exceed
then the Problem is impossible:
For M, the Consequent of any Ratio , 1 : M, which will bring the Series to a whole
Number , must contain all the Primes ofB 3 therefore it contains the Root , at least, of
that Prime which is most involved in B 5 but unless the Index of that Involution be
greater than n, M n will be equal to, or greater than B 5 and consequently the »th
Term after the given Extreme , is a whole Number 5 or, perhaps, there may be one
before this. Again , though the Index of some of the Primes of B exceeds #, yet
the Problem may be impossible 3 for to make it possible, the Index of some of
these Primes must be such, that there be some inferior Power, whose Index , multi¬
plied by n, makes a Product less than its Index in B 3 but multiplied by «—
f—
1, makes
a Number not lest than that Index 5 and then the Product of that inferior Power of
any fuel. Prime in B, multiplied continually into such Powers of all the other Primes
of B, as that their Indexes , multiplied by »—
f—1, makes a Number not lest than their
Indexes in B, may be taken for the Consequent of the Ratio sought. The Reason
of all this is manifest , by considering that an InA
AM AM1 AM 3 n teger |
can never come into the Series, till the
- 3
:jj:
: bee.
Power of M, in the Numerator , contains the se¬
veral Primes of B, involved , at least, as oft : And
as soon as that happens , we have a whple Number.
Exam.

there

is

r . ~ = — — 2X2X3X3 and *= 3.

The Problem is impossible3 because

B 175
5x5x7
no Index of a Prime in B, which exceeds z.

^

Exam.

Chap.I.
Exam.
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345 6 3XZX3X2X2X2X2X2X2X2
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and n- =3 then is the Problem

possible; because the Index of a in B, is 7 $ and if we take the second Power of a
{viz. 4 ) the Index of this, multiplied by 3, is 6 5 and multiplied by 3—(—
1, or 4,
makes 8 ; therefore the Ratio fought is 1 : ia ; and the Series is -11_3 °° 3ct’°°
.
345* 34)6 ' 345,5*
43200 _ 518400 —. t
And the Reason
3456 ' 3456
by setting it down in this Manner, viz.

of the Rule will appear in this Example,

25
25X3X2 1 L5Xz ^Xa«
25X35x2 ® 25X34X28
32Xa7 3*
'
3Xa7 : 3
3Xa7 : 3 ' XL7 ~

2 5x 3Xi -

Cafe II. Suppose
a Ratio Hot Multiple, as N : M, is to be found.
The Problem is possible only when there is some Prime in B, whose Index is great¬
er than », in the Manner described in the preceding Case 5 and when at the fame
Time there is some Prime in A, whose Index is greater than «, so much that there be
some inferior Power of it, whose Index multiplied by »-}- i , shall producea Number not
exceeding its Index in A. Then for the Consequent of the Ratio, take such a Number
as was directed in the first Case ; and for the Antecedent, take any one, or the Pro¬
duct of any two or more of such inferior Powers of the Primes in A, whose Indexes
are as above described. And observe, that if the Consequent, found by the Direction
of the first Case, is a Number less than any of the Antecedents, found by the Directi¬
on of this Rule, then multiply it by some other Prime Number, which is not in B3
so that the Product be greater than the Antecedent.
The Reason of all this Rule is to be found from the same Consideration as that of
the last Case.

Exam. —=
** 3*1*3 and n—z. The Problem is possible; because the
B
5§
7X2X2X2
Index of 2 in B, is 3, and 2X1= 2 ( 1 being the Index of the first Power of 2) and
2-4-1, or 3X1= 3. Then again, the Index of 3 in A is 3, and 3X1= 3 (r being the
Index of the first Power of 3) and sor the Ratio fought, we have 3 : 14 (= 2X7)
as in this Series,
;245
—
; which we may also represent
in the following Manner; whereby the Reason of the Rule will clearly appear,
5X33 5X35x2X7

7x2s 7X2
'

5X33X2*X74 5X3

^ 3''

3X23X73

7X2
1X3r ~ ' 7*23X33

Scholiums.

1st. If it’s proposed to find a Ratio, in which no Fractional Term can be added ;
take any Number, which is a Multiple of B, for the Consequent, and any aliquot Part
of A, or A it self, for the Antecedent. The Reason is plain.
Or, if it’s proposed that all the Terms be Fractional ad Infinitum we
;
have no
more to do, but take —, such, that N contain some Prime which is not in A, or the
N
fame Prime oftner involvedj or take M, such, that it contain not all the different
Primes of B.

Cc c

zd.
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zd. The greatest limited Number of Fractional Terms that can possibly be joined in
the fame Series with a Fraction , must necessarily lie all on one Side ; and not partly
above and partly below $ because Fractions cannot lie betwixt Integers in the fame
Series : And as the greatest Number may lie either above or below, in different Ca¬
fes 5 the Reason why I have limited the Problem to an.increasing Series , is plainly be¬
cause I know of no determinate Rule that will reach to all Cafes for a decreasing Se¬
riesThe
Reason of which seems to be this , That it does not depend only upon the
Consideration of like or unlike Primes , and their different Involutions, but also upon
their particular Quantities and Proportions ; yet we have these two Particulars to
observe :
(i ° .) That as from a proper Fraction a Series decreases in proper Fractions, for ever,
in whatever Ratio : So,
(2 .) The given Fraction being improper , if the Ratio is required to be Multiple,
the Problem is impossible ; the Reason of which has been explained in Trobl. XI.
Case I . But if it’s only required to find such a Multiple Ratio , in which a given Num¬
ber of improper Fractions, and no more, can be joined to a given improper Fraction,

B decreasing ; this we can find, thus, Take q, the integral Part of the given mix ’d
Number , and seek a prime Number , M, different from any of the Primes of A ; and
such also, that it ’s n Power (» being the given Number of Terms ) be the greatest of
its Powers, which does not exceed q and
;
that Prime is the Antecedent of a Ratio,
which solves the Question : For it has been shewn , that

is the last improper

Fraction ; and that it is not an Integer , also that none of the added Terms are so is
plain 3 because M is a Prime different from any of these in A.
PROBLEM
XIII.
To find a Fraction with which may be joined in the fame Series, increasing, a given
Number , and no more fractional Terms , in a given Ratio.
Solution.

I . Suppose a Ratio Multiple, 1 : M, and the given Number of Terms, n.
Resolve M into all its Primes 5 and sor the DenominaAM AM1 ,2^ tor |
sought, take any Number , B, composed of some or

Cafe

A
g * '

g~ b ' ~

'

*

j

all

of

the

fame

Primes

,

and

no

other

than

are

in

M

:

But let some one of them , at least, be oftner involved in
B than in M j so much , that taking all of these , whose Indexes in B and M have the
fame Difference , and that too, the greatest of any other of them ; and chusing any one
of these , whose Index is the greatest ; the Product of its Index in M, multiplied by
n, shall be less than its Index in B 5 but multiplied by n- f—
r, it shall not be less.
Then for a Numerator , take A, any Number whatever Prime to B ; and you have
the Fraction fought ; which is proper or improper , as A is less or greater than B.
Exam. M — 72, and » — 4. Trie Primes of M are 2X2X2X3X3: The Index of
3 in 72 is 2 ; which multiplied by 4 gives 8 ; and multiplied by 4+ 1, or 5, gives
10 : Therefore I take a Number , for B, which has 3 involved in it to the 9th Power;
because 9 is greater than 8, but not greater than 10 : Such a Number is the 9th Power
of 3 it self, vies. 19683 ; which we may also multiply by any other of the Primes of
M, as a, or any such Power of any of these Primes , whose Index is either not less
than its Index in M, or which does not want of it the Difference betwixt the Indexes
of the first assumed Primes in B and M. The rest of the Work is obvious.
Cafe
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Cafe II. Suppose the Ratio mt Multiple, as N : M.
Find the Denominator * B, the fame Way as before, from the Primes of M : Then
for a Numerator , take A, any Number composed of all the Primes of N (and any
other you please, provided they are none of those of B) but let them be so much oftner involved , that taking all of these whose Indexes in N and A have the fame Dif¬
ference , and that , the least of any other of them ; and chusing that one of them whose
shall not exceed its Index
Index is greatest , the Product : of its Index in N by
*
in A .
The Invention of the Numbers sought, in these Cases, has no Difficulty ; and the
Reason is contained in what has been explained in the preceding Problems, especially
iProbl. XI . And ’tis to be observed too, that this Problem is always possible, i. e.
with any Ratio , and any Number of Terms.
Scholiums.
ist. Suppose

the Number

required

ought

to be such , that the very first Term

after

it is a whole Number ; then for a Multiple Ratio , i : M, take for B any aliquot
Part of M, or M it self ; and for A, any Number prime to B. Again , for a Ratio
not Multiple , as N : M, take B, as before j and for A take N , or any Multiple of it,
so that — be not a whole Number.
B
If the Number of Terms to be added is infinite , take .B, such, that it have some
Prime , which is not in M.
id. If no particular Ratio is given, i. e. If it’s required to find such a Fraction,
that a given Number is the greatest Number of Fractional Terms that can possibly
be joined with it in the fame Series increasing, in any Ratio whatever ; then the Pro¬
blem is impossible : For no such Fraction can be found 3 because with every Multiple
Ratio , an infinite Number of Fractional Terms can be join ’d in the fame Series with
any Fraction 3 and it may be so too, with many Ratios not Multiple : But if we sup¬
pose the Series limited to this Condition , that it shall not continue for ever in Fracti¬
ons ; then,
(i ° .) Suppose a Multiple Ratio r Take for B, any Number whereof that Prime
which is oftnest involved shall have #-j - i for its Index ; and for A, take any Number
Prime to B : And to find an Example of the Series , take for M, (the Consequent of the
Ratio ) the Product of the Roots of all the Primes in B, or that Product multiplied by
any other Prime.
(2 0.) Suppose a Ratio not Multiple ; take B, as before ; and for A, let it be a
Number prime to B, and such that all its Primes be involved to the «-j- i Power : Then
the Invention of a Ratio , answering the Problem , is this 3 Take the Consequent M,
as before 3 and for the Antecedent N , take any of the Primes of A, or the Product
of any two or more of them , provided it be less than the Consequent.
3d. What has been said in Schol. ad of the last Problem , may be repeated here,
for the Reason why this Problem is jlimited to an increasing Series : Yet concern¬
ing decreasing Series, we have, to add these Particulars , viz.
(i ° .) Suppose the given Ratio is Multiple ; then for a.decreasing Series the Problem
Is impossible : For the Number of Fractional Terms will be infinite after any Fraction.
(2, .) Suppose we ought to find a mix ’d Number , with which may be ,join ’d a givpn
Number , », of mix ’d Terms , and no more, decreasing in a given Multiple Ratio,
M : I 3 it may be found, thus 3 Take the n Power of M, and then any Number,
not exceeding M".

Lastly, Take any mix’d Number, B
Ceca

whose integral Part is q j
but
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but take Care also that A be such that there be some Prime in M, which is not in A
or the same Prime oftner involved.
(3 0.) If the mix ’d Number in the last Article is required to be invented in its least
Terms 5 take for B any Number at Pleasure , which is not a Multiple of 2 (i . e. any odd
Number ) and for A, multiply B by the » Power of 2 ; to the Product add r [ or more
generally add any Number , whereby the Sum may be Prime to B 3 and at the fame
Time a Number lesser than the Product of B by the 0+ 1 Power of 2] and make
this Sum the Numerator : And if 2 is made the Ratio , ’tis evident there will be n
mix ’d Terms and no more. Again , with a greater Ratio than 2, its certain there
will be fewer mix ’d Terms3 for the Denominator will sooner exceed the Numerator :
Hence ’tis plain that B
_ is such a mix ’d Number as was required . Or fee the Reason of -it , thus 3 The Number sound, according to this Rule , is thus expressed,
S^ -+ l3 to which n Number of Terms being joined in the Ratio , 2 : r, the last of
BX2rn“4“I

them is —_ _ C_ , which is an improper Fraction ; and the very next Term would
be a proper one, viz. 5

where i a+I is manifestly greater than 2n+r.

(j. IV. Of

Numbers

Theorems

odd

and

even.

I , II , III , IV.

T N Ædition of Numbers these Things are true5
■*-

ijf. The Sum of two or more even Numbers , is an even Number 3 for 2 measures
each of the Parts , therefore it measures the Whole {Ax. 1 .) Exam. 4.—
{—(J—
(—8 — 18.
2d. The Sum of two odd Numbers is an even Number 3 for 1 taken from each of
them , leaves an even Number , but x—
{—x= 2 : So that the Sum is, the Sum of two even
Numbers and a added . Exam. 5 —
{—7 = 12= 4+ 6+ 2.

3d. The Sum of an even and an odd Number , is an odd Number 5 for 2 cannot
measure both the Parts , since it cannot measure an odd Number 3(Cor. 1. Ax. 3.) there¬
fore it cannot measure the Whole {Ax. 1 .) Or thus, 1 taken from the odd Number,
leaves an even 3 so that the Sum is the Sum of 2 even Numbers , (which is an even)
and 1, which makes an odd Number ( by Cor. 4 . {Defin. 8 .)
/Sfth. If
more than 2 Numbers are added, which are all odd Numbers, or partly
even partly odd 5 the Sum is even or odd , according as the Number of odd Parts is
even or odd ; which follows easily from the former Articles.
jExam. 3 + 5+ 7— 15, and 3+ 5+ 13 + 19 = 40. Also,
3+ 4+ 6 — 13, and 3 + 5+ 4 - 12Theorems

V , VI , VII.

In SubftraEUon these Truths are evident , being the Reverse of the former, viz.
$th. The Difference of 2 even Numbers, is an even Number : So 8—4—4.
6 th. The
1th.

Difference of 2 odd Numbers , is an even Number

: So 9— 5— 4.

The Difference of an even and an odd Number, is an odd Number: So

14— 5—9, and 19—8= 11.
Theorems

VIII , IX.

In Multiplication these Truths are evident from the first 'Their em because
;
tiplication is only a repeated Addition.

Mul¬
8th.
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8th. The Product of two even Numbers , or of one odd and even Number , is an
even Number 3 for it’s only the Repetition of an even Number , or a Sum of even
Numbers : So 4X8= 32, ana 6X7= 42.
yth. Two odd Numbers produce an odd Number 3 for it ’s the Sum of an odd Num¬
ber of odd Parts : So 3X7= 21.
Coroee

. The Powers of an even Number are all even ; and of an odd Number

are

all odd . Also the Product of more than 2 odd or even Numbers , is odd or even 5
and the Product of several Factors partly odd , partly even, is even.
Theorems

X , XI , XII.

In Division ., these Truths follow from the last ; because this is the Reverse of that.
xo th. An even Number measures an even Number by an even , or an odd , in diffe¬
rent Cases : So 12-4-4= 3, and 12—6= 2 ; the Reverse of which is, that the Mea¬
sure of an even Number may be odd or even.
11 th. An odd Number measures an even, only by an even : So 24-4-3= 8.
12 th. An
odd Number measures an odd , only by an odd : So 35-4—7= 5,
COROLLARIES.
i/f . The Roots of odd or even Numbers are all odd or even.
zd. The
Number which an odd Number measures, may be either odd or even ;
which is plain from the second and third Articles : But the Number which an even
Number measures, must be even 3 else the Product of two even Numbers , or of an
even and odd (via. the Quote and Divisor): Would be odd , contrary to Eheor. 8 3
which last Part we may also express thus , viz. An even Number cannot measure
an odd : Or also thus , There is no even Number in the Composition of an odd 3 and
so, lastly, An odd Number only can measure an odd.
Theorem
XIII.
There is no Number whatever (excluding 1) that will measure all odd Numbers,,
because an infinite Number of those are prime Numbers 3 but all even Numbers have
a common Measure, viz. 2 , from the Definition.
T h e o R e m XIV.
Two odd Numbers , that differ by.2 (r. e. every two adjacent Terms in the Series
of odd Numbers ) are Incommensurable 3. for, dividing them by the Rule for finding
their greatest common Measure, the first Remainder is a 5 and the next will be 1.3
which is the greatest common Measure,
T h e o r e m XV.
Is an odd Number measures an even , it will also measure the Half of the even
Number . Exam. 3 measures both 12 and 6.
Demon , If A , an odd Number , measures B, an even, , let the
A) B (C I Quote be C, it is an even Number (Eheor. XI .) which will back again

3 12 4 I measure B by A 5 but B and C, being both even, . are measurable by
measures
since G
measures >DB' vy
by stA,) - IstCiCIorc
2>*XillU
therefore — IHcaiuTCS
Vj » 1} «'
iNow
.xOyv - linCC
v> mCalUrCS
Z' L'

.

••

L

B
.
C
B
G
•
_ by A 3 and back again, A measures — by . — : Otherwise thus , any even Nutnber may be expressed 2N 3 and if A measures 2N by C 5 then is AC= aN, and
A : N : : 2 : c. But
2 measures C, which is an even Number 3 therefore A mea¬
sures N , the Half of aNs
. T he 0
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Is an odd Number , A, be Incommensurable with any Number , B $ it will be Ib

also with the Double of B,j or 2B.

Demon . If A and 2B are Commensurable , suppose m their common
Measure 5 it must be an odd Number , because it measures an odd
m A .&
Number (for no even can measure an odd , Cor. z . I ’keor. XII .) let
zB
the Quote be d, it is also an odd Number ^fheor. XII .) Again , 28
is an even Number ; and because m, an odd Number , measures it,
therefore it measures its Half, B (7"tar . ?XV .) consequently , A, B, are not Incom¬
mensurable , contrary to Supposition.

B

Coroll

. For the same Reason , A will be Incommensurable

with any Product of B,

multiplied into some odd Number.
T H £ 0>R e m XVII.
All even Numbers are either some Pojver 'of r , or some of those multiplied into
some odd Number.
Demon . All the Powers of 2 are even Numbers

(Cor. after *fheor. IX .)

but an even Number , which is not any Power of 2, is the Product of such
a Power by some odd Number : Suppose any even Number , A, divide it
_
by 2, and let the Quote
^
be B ; divide this again
_
by 2, and let the Quote
succeeding
the
measures
2
as
long
As
:
Margin
the
be C ; and so on, as in
Quotes , the last Quote will be either 1, or some odd Number ; for as long
as any of those Quotes is an even Number , it ’s again measurable by 2 ; and
so that is not the last Quote . If it ’s r, then A is some Power of 2 5 for it ’s the Pro¬
duct of all these Divisors ; and if it’s not 1, it must therefore be some odd.Number $
consequently A is composed of those Factors, viz. that odd Number which is the
last Quote , and 2 as oft involved as the Number of Divisions, i . e. such a Power of 2,
whoselndex is the Number of Divisions : Thus , if B is an odd Number , then is
A= 2B ; if C is an odd Number , A—2X2XC, and so on.
Or , the whole Demonstration may be made thus ; No even Number is a Prime
but 2 ; and all other Primes are odd , by Definitions $ therefore , let any even Num¬
ber , A, be reduced to its component Primes , someone , or more of those, must be
2 j else it cannot be an even Number : Then either there is no other Prime amongst
these but the Number 2 ; so that A is a Power of 2 ; or if there are also other Primes,
they must be odd Numbers ; and if there are more than one such, their Product is
an odd Number (I 'heor. IX ) Consequently A is the Product of some Power of a,
, ,
by some odd Number .
2) A
2) B
2) C
2) D
E

' M XVIII.
TheorE
All even Numbers , above 2, have. some one of these Qualities , viz. they are either,
1st. Evenly evert only, i . e. They are not also oddly even ; and such are all the
superior Powers of 2^iand none other.
zd. Oddly even only, i : ei They are not also evenly (even ; and such are all the
Doubles of every odd Number , or, the .Products by 2,,/Und hone other.
3d. Both evenly even, and oddly even ; and such are rthe Products of any odd
Number , by any Power of 2 (above 2) .and none other.
Demon . It ’s evident that all even Numbers , above 2, 'must have some one of the

three Qualities mentioned ; cand that . the fame Number can have but one of them.
WhatTs -to be demonstrated , is-therefore this ; ,Hbat the several Classes of Numbers
describ ’d, have the Qualities assigned to them 5 and that yyne other have- these Qua¬
1 • The
lities .
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i ° . The superior Powers of r are evenly even ; this is manifest : Then again,
they are not oddly even3 for z being a Prime , no Number can measure any of its
Powers , but some other os its Powers (Cor. 6. 'Theor. X . Ch. i .) which are all even
Numbers ; therefore no odd Number can measure them , i . e. they are not oddly even.
z9. The Multiple of any odd Number A by z, or r A, is odly even by the Defi¬
nition ; but it ’s not evenly even ; for if we suppose it is, let iA = BC (two even
Numbers ) then z : B : : C : A, but z measures the even Number , B ; and there¬
fore so must the even Number , C, measure the odd Number , A ; which is impossi¬
ble (T 'heor. XII . Cor. 2 .)
30. Any superior Power os 2, multiplied into an odd Number , produces a Num¬
ber which is both evenly even and oddly even : It is oddly even by the Definition 3
but it ’s also evenly even 3 for let the odd Number concerned in it, be called s, and
the supposed Power os z be m 3 then is tn equal to the next Power below , multiplied
by 2 : Call that mix ’d Power, p, so is zp= m, consequently oXm— ixpXo 3 but po is .
an even Number (viz. the Multiple of an even Number , p) therefore zxpo (~ mo)
is evenly even.
4° . There can be no even Number of any of the Qualities mentioned , but these
described3 for it ’s shewn, that none of the several Classes can be of any other of
these Qualities , but that assigned to it ; and these three Classes comprehend all even
Numbers , by (T ’heor. XVII .) Since they are either Powers of 2, or some of those
multiplied by some odd Number ; the first Class comprehends all the superior Pow¬
ers of 2 j the second comprehends 2 and its Products by all odd Numbers 3 the third
comprehends the Product of all the superior Powers of 2 by all odd Numbers.
From the Nature and Manner of producing the Species of even Numbers , here ex^
plained , the following Consequences will easily appear.
COROLLARIES.
ist. Every Number , which is evenly even , has an even Half , or is measurable by
4 ; for it’s either some superior Power of 2, as 4 . 8 . 16 . &c. each os which is mea¬
surable by 4 3 or it ’s the Multiple of such a Power by some odd Number.
zd. The
Product os two Numbers , evenly even only, is evenly even only 3 being
the Product of two Powers of 2 3 which is also some Power of 2 from the Nature ot
Powers.
3d. A Number evenly even only, multiplied by any Number oddly even only, or both
oddly and evenly even , produces a Number which is both oddly and evenly even 3
because there is in the Composition of the Product some odd Number , and also some
higher Power of 2.
4 th. A Number oddly even only, multiplied by any even Number whatever , produces a Number both oddly and evenly even 5 but multiplied by an odd Number,
produces a Number oddly e ven only 3 the Reason of both which is manifest.
5th. A Number both oddly and evenly even, multiplied by any Number whatever, „
produces a Number both oddly and evenly even.
6th. An evenly even only, can be measured by none but another such, or the Root
2 3 because it is the Power of a Prime Number ( 2) which can be measured by none
but some of the inferior Powers of that Prime 3 wherefore an evenly even only, be¬
ing measured by another such, quotes another such, or 2.
7th. A Number both oddly and evenly even , may be . measured by any Kind of.
Number whatever.
8th. A Number oddly even only, can be measured by no Number , but 2 or some
odd Number : Whence again,
9th. The
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The Number which is measured by an evenly even only, is either evenly even
only, or both oddly and evenly even ; and the Number which one both oddly and
evenly even, or one oddly even only, measures, is also both oddly and evenly even.
ro th. Is you take the Series of even Numbers , 2. 4. 6. 8 . 10. 12. 14
and begin¬
ning at 6, take every other Term , i. e. pasting one take the next , viz,. 6. xo . 14 ££+
you have the Series of Numbers oddly even only, because the Series of even Numbers
are the Doubles of the several Terms of the natural Progreflion 1,2 , 3 £f?c. whereof
every other Term , beginning at 3, make the Series of odd Numbers , and the Doubles
of those is the Series of Numbers oddly even only j so that 6 being 2X3, every other
Term after this makes the Series oddly even only.
yth.

Theorem

XIX.

Take the Series of odd Numbers from 1, then
I 3* 5*
79- it, £S?c.
the Series of their Doubles , then the Doubles of
2 6. 10.
18.
14.
22,
this Series, and so on ; as the first Line is the
Progression of odd.Numbers , so the second Line
4 12. 20. 28. 3<5. 44 , £5?c.
is the Series of Numbers oddly even only, and
8 24. 40.
5<5. 72- 88. L?c.
the first Column on the left Hand (excluding 1.2)
1(5 48. 80. 112. 144 - 176, e ?c.
is the Series of Numbers evenly even only : The
other Columns below the second Line containing
the Numbers that are both oddly and evenly even.
The Truth of all this is evident from the Definitions of these Kind of Numbers , and
the Construction of this Table j upon which this also is remarkable , viz. That each
Line (taken from left to right ) is an Arithmetical Progression, whose common Diffe¬
rence is double the first Term ; the Reason of which will be plain from these Consi¬
derations , viz. 1 ° . Because it is so in the first Line or Series of odd Numbers . 2° . By
the Construction of the Table the first Term of every Line is double the first Term of
the preceding . 30. The Product of any Arithmetical Progression is an Arithmetical
Progression, whose Difference is the Product of the former Difference by the common
Multiplier . Again, each Column from top to bottom is a Geometrical Progression in
the Ratio of 1 : 2, as is plain from the Construction . So that the whole System of Num¬
bers that are both oddly and evenly even, proceed either from the several Numbers
which (excluding 2) are oddly even only, by multiplying each of these continually by
a , making se many Geometrical Progressions ; or from the Numbers evenly even only,
by adding to these continually their Doubles , making se many Arithmetical Progres¬
sions.

T heokem

XX

The Sum of Numbers that are all oddly even only, may be oddly even only, or
evenly even only, or both ; T ’hus, if the Number of Terms added is odd , the Sum is oddly
even only ; but if it’s even , the Sum is evenly even only, or both oddly and evenly even.
Exam. 4 <>- - 10+ 14= 30, oddly even only,
<5+io
— 16, evenly even only,
6+ 10+ 14+ 18—48, both oddly and evenly even.
Demon . Let s , b, c, i, Ac. be any odd Numbers, then are 2a, zb, ac, 2d, & c.
Numbers oddly even only ; and their Sum 2a, +2H + 2C, + 2i c& .= 2X, Æ+ i+ c+ d
Ac . is oddly even only, if the Number of Terms added is odd ; for an odd Number of
odd Numbers makes together an odd Number , and an odd Number doubled makes
a Number oddly even only. Again , if the Number of Terms added is even, then
their Sum is even , and may be represented by 2 A, and therefore its double is 4A, or
4X2A, which, it’s plain , cannot be a Number oddly even only ; and therefore must be
either
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either evenly even only, or both oddly even and evenly even . That in some Cases it
will be the one way, in some the other , the preceding Examples Ihew 3 and you’ll
learn afterwards how to invent Examples of each Kind.

Theorem

XXI.

The Sum of any Number of Numbers that are all evenly even only, is both oddly
and evenly even. Exam. 4 -^-8- s- r6-j- Z2—6o^ - 2Xzo— 6X12.
Demon . The given Numbers

may be represented

thus , 2", 2n+r, a"+* 2."+* $ and

in the first Place , because 2n+r=2 nX2r, therefore 2n-f- anh>'= 2n-f- 2nX2r=2 nXj r-J- i . But
is odd , therefore 2nX2r-f *i is oddly and evenly even. This Sum we may now
represent by 2nXo (0 being the odd Number =2 r—
f—x) then is 2r,Xo-f-2n+!= 2nX2':- |- 3 ;
which for the same Reason as before is both oddly and evenly even . Call this Sum
again 2nXo, and the next Sum is 2nxp~{~2n+t=2 nX2t-4-o, which is both oddly and even¬
ly even ; and so on.

Theorem

XXII.

The Sum of any Number of Terms , all both oddly and evenly even, is either even¬
ly even only, or both oddly and evenly even 3 and particularly , if the Number of
Terms is 2, the Sum is both oddly and evenly even.
Demon . The

Sum cannot be oddly even only , because each of the Terms has an

even half, or is measurable by 4 5 whence the Sum is also measurable by 4, and con¬
sequently it is either evenly even only, or both oddly and evenly even ( of which you’ll
find Examples and Rules how to invent them afterwards ). Again , if there are but
2 Terms , the Sum is both oddly and evenly even : For every Number , both oddly and
evenly even, is the Product of an odd Number , by some superior Power of 2 3 Where¬
fore let a , 0 represent two odd Numbers , and 2", 2n+l-, two Powers of 2, then will 2"xp,
2 n+ r xa , represent

any

2 ”Xo - j- 2 n+ r XÆ= 2 nXo +

two
^

Numbers
f ;

and

both
z r being

oddly

and

even ,

evenly

2 rX # is

even
even

3 but
also , and

their

Sum

is

o-j - z rXa is

odd 3 consequently zaXo-}-zrxa or
( 2nXc-j- 2n+rx^) is both oddly and evenly even , be¬
ing the Product of an odd Number by a superior Power of 2.

Theorem

XXIII.

The Sum of any Number of Terms all evenly even only, and any Number all
both oddly and evenly even is either evenly even only, or both oddly and evenly even 3
and particularly , one Number evenly even only, being added to another both oddly
and evenly even, the Sum is both oddly and evenly even.
Demon . The Sum cannot be oddly even only , because each Part

is measurable

by

4, therefore it is either evenly even only, or both oddly and evenly even. Again , if
there is but one of each, the Sum is both oddly and evenly even 3 for the 2 supposed
Numbers may be expressed thus , 2", and 2n+rXo, whose Sum is =2 n-j- 2n+rXo= 2n><i-]- 2rxp;
but 2r is even, and 0 is odd, therefore 2'Xo is even , and therefore i + 2rX<? is odd , and
hence 2nXi-|- 2rXo is both oddly and evenly even ; or the 2 Numbers may be represen¬
ted thus , 2n+r 3 2nXo, whose Sum is 2n+1'-J- i "xo— i ”Xir- }-o 3 but a'-j- o is odd , and
2 ® even , hence

2 nX 2 r- |- o is both

oddly

and

Theorem

evenly

, even.

XXIV.

Any Number of Terms oddly even only, , with any Number evenly even only, or
both oddly and evenly even , make a Sum either oddly even only, or both oddly and
evenly even 3 particularly . i “. Any odd Number (among which reckon i) (of Terms,

Ddd

all
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all of them oddly even only, added to one or 'any Number , all evenly even only, or
both oddly and evenly even , makes the Sum oddly even only.
z °. Any even Number of Terms all oddly even only, added to one or any Number
of Terms all evenly even only, or both oddly and evenly even, make a Sum both odd¬
ly and evenly even.
Demon

. For Article

first , which

must be subdivided

thus,

(i ° .) Suppose one Number , oddly even only, added to one either evenly even only,
or both oddly and evenly even, their Sum is oddly even only ; for let o be any odd
Number , and e even, then 2X5 represents any Number oddly even only ; and if e is a
Power of 2, then zX.e represents any Number evenly even only ; else 2Xs is a Number
both oddly and evenly even ; but it ’s plain , that 2Xo-f -2Xe= 2Xs-f-s, and c-f -g is odd,
hence zX-o-^- iXe is oddly even only.
(2 0.) Suppose more generally any odd Number (including 1) os Terms all oddly
even only, added to any Number , evenly even only, or both oddly and evenly even,
the total Sum is oddly even only ; for the Sum of the Numbers oddly even only is odd¬
ly even only (T'keor. XX .) and the Sum of these that are evenly even only is both
oddly and evenly even (:I ’heor. XXI .) which two Sums make the total Sum oddly
even only ( by what’s last demonstrated .) But if the other Part consists of Numbers,
both oddly and evenly even, then their Sum is either evenly even only, or both oddly
and evenly even (Theor. XXII .) either of which added to the former, which is odd¬
ly even only, the Total is oddly even only (Case I.)
For Article second, the Sum of an even Number of Terms all oddly evert, is ’either
evenly even only, or both oddly and evenly even (T 'heor. XX .) then the Sum of any
Number of Terms , all evenly even only, is both oddly and evenly even (T ’beor.XX.l .)
Also the Sum of any Number os Terms both oddly and evenly even, is either evenly
even only, or both oddly and evenly even (T ’keor. XXII .) wherefore it ’s plain,
that what we have to consider in this Article is this, viz. What kind of a Sum is that
of 2 Numbers , both of them evenly even only, or both of them oddly and also evenly
even ; or the one evenly even only, and the other both oddly and evenly even (for of
these Kinds are the Sums of the two Classes of Numbers added ) in all which three Ca¬
ses the Sum is both oddly and evenly even , by 'Tkeor. XXI , XXII , and XXIII , the
last part of which shews the Truth of the last Cafe.
Theorem
XXV.
If there are three Numbers in Arithmetical Progression, whereof the middle Term
is evenly even only, and one of the Extremes oddly even only , the other Extreme is
also oddly even only.
Demon

. Let

the

three

Terms

be

2X0 , c n, N , the

first

being

oddly

even

only

(for 0 is an odd Number ) and the second being evenly even only, or some Power of 2,
then is 2XC“j- N= 2X2n=2 n+' ; but .since 2n+‘ is even , so must aXc-f-N ; and because
also 2X0 is even, so is the Remainder N . Let it be supposed that N= a«, then is
2n+t—1xo-j- za= zXo-j- a, but a is an odd Number , for else c-f-a will be odd (viz.
the Sum of an odd Number , and even Number ) and then 2Xo-j-a is oddly even on¬
ly , i . e. 2 n+l (= 2xo^fa) is oddly even only, which is impossible , for 2"+' is a Power
of 2, or evenly even only 3 wherefore a must be odd , and consequently N (= 2a) is
oddly even only.
PROBLEM
I.
To find a proposed even Number ojs Numbers , which are all oddly even only, and
whose Sum is evenly even only.

Rule,
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Rule 1 . If the proposed Number is 2, take any Number oddly evenonly (as A in
Exam. 1 st.,) Also any Number evenly even only and which is great-

Exam. r .
A, B, C ,
14, 16, 18 ,

er than the former Number (as B) then take a third in Arithmetical
Progeffion to A, B, as, C 3 and A, C, are the Numbers sought.
Demon . By E 'heor. XXV , G is oddly even only ; then A+ C=
sB, which is a Number evenly even only, viz. some Power of 2,

because B is such.
20. If the Number is 4, take 2 Numbers oddly even only, as A , B, Example second ;
also any Power of 2, as C, which is a greater Number
than B ; then take D : E , as much greater than C , as B
Exam. 2 .
A B: C : D : E
A are lefler 3 and A, B, D , E , are the Numbers sought.
6 iq
Demon . D , E , are oddly even only , by Eheor. XXV.
16 : 22 : z6
and B-j- D— 2C, also A-j- E —2G, therefore A-(- B-(- D- (E—4G, which is a Power of 2, because both 4 and C are so.
5^. Let the proposed Number be any even Number , above 4 3 find first four of the
Numbers sought, as in the last Cafe 5 then take the next Power of 2 above C, as G j
and below it take a Number , as F , oddly even only, and which is different from any
of the preceding , and another as far above it as H 3 then take in the next Power of 2,
as K, and take below it a Number oddly even only, and another as far above ; and so
on, till you have as many Numbers as are required.
A : B
:
6 10

C :D
:
16

22

E : F G
26 : zo

r
Z2

K L

H

I

34

6 2 : 66

H

Demon . For the first 4 we have the Demonstration already : Then for the next 2 ;
F - f-H—2 G ; But 2G—G , therefore 4 C (—A-s-B-j-D- j-E ) is — 2G , consequently
A-^-B-j- D- s-E -s-F-j-H—4G , which is a Power of 2. The Reason goes on the fame
Way to the next Two , and so for ever.
Schol . If the proposed Number is it self some Power of 2, we may work thus ;
take any Number of Terms all oddly even only, which is equal to the Half of the
Number proposed , then take a Power of 2 greater than the greatest of them , and as
many Terms above it , at the fame Distance as the former half are below it 3 thus,
to find 8 Terms , I first take 4, as A, B, C, D, then a Power of 2, as E , greater than
A, B, C, D, E , F , G , H , I
• 14 * 18 • 32 • 46 • 50 * 54 ' 58J
•
6 10
D 5 and lastly, F , G , H , I, as much greater than E , as D, C, B, A , are lefler . The
Reason is plain , for here E multiplied by the Number proposed is the Sum of the other
Numbers found 3 but E , and the Number proposed, being both Powers of 2, so is the
Product or Sum.

II.
Terms oddly even only, whose Sum
PROBLEM

is both oddly and
To find an even Number of
evenly even. s
Rule i ° . If the given even Number is greater then 2, then take as many Terms as
half the Number proposed out of the Series of Powers of 2, beginning at any Power
above 4 5 then take a Number oddly even only below each of theie , and another as far
above it 3 and you have the Numbers sought.

Ddd 2

JE'xamJ

z88
Exam.
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To find6 such Numbers3 they ate A, C, D, F, G , J.
A

. C . D

6 10.

8
B

. 14

.

.

F

. G

18

. 50

16 32
£

.

I
.

,34

H

Demon . A+ C= 2B._ Again , D + F= 2E , and ’G + I= ; H , therefore -A+ C+ D+
F- j- G -s-I— LXB+ E+ H 3 but B. E . H . being evenly even only, their Sum B-f -E
+H is both oddly and evenly even ( by Ebeor. XXI .) and so also is axB+ E+ H
{Cor. 5. Tfow .XVTIl .) and how many Terms soever you thus find, the Reason is plain¬
ly the same ; also the Reason why you must begin above 4 is, because there is not a
Number oddly even only below 4.
2". If the given Number is 2, take any Number oddly even only, as A ; then a
Number greater , as B, which is evenly even orily 5 and a Number oddly even only, C,
as far above B as A is below it 5 then lastly, take D, the Number oddly even only,
which is the next above C 3 and A, D , are the Numbers sought.
Demon . A+ L= aB, also C- f-4—D, therefore A- j-D— A
Example.
+ (^+ 4= 2B+ 4 j suppose next , that B— zx, and then aB+ 4=
A . B C D
4*+ 4= 4Xx+ i3 but x is an even Number (since B is at least 4)
10 14
therefore
x+ i is odd, and therefore 4XX+ 1 is both oddly and
8
evenly even.
PROBLEM
III.
To find a proposed Number of Terms which are both oddly and evenly even., and
whose Sum is evenly even only.
Rule i ° . If the proposed Number is even , take as many Numbers oddly even only,,
and whose Sum is evenly even only, by Erobl. II . multiply each of them by some
Number evenly even only, and you have the Numbers sought.
Exam. To find 4 such Numbers 3 they are E,F , G , H.
A
Oddly even only 10+
Multiplier
40+
E

B C
14+ 18+
4
56+ 72+
F G

D
22= : 64, the 6th Power of a.
88= 256, the 8th Power of 2.
H

Demon . Numbers oddly even only, as A, B, C, D , being multiplied by some
Power of 2, produce Numbers both oddly and evenly even 3 but A+ B+ C+ D= some
Power of 2 5therefore 4XA+ B+ C+ D is also some Power of 2. Also 4XA+ B+ C+ D
=E + F+ G + H , which is therefore some Power of 2, or a Number evenly even
only.
20. If the proposed Number is odd , take the next lesser Number which is even , and
find as many Terms both oddly and evenly .even , and whose Sum is evenly even only
(by Cafe I .) to this Sum add the Number evenly even only, which is the next greater,
and this last Sum is the remaining Term sought.
Exam. To find 3 Numbers 3 find 12 and 20, Numbers both oddly and evenly even,
whose Sum is 32, evenly even only 3 to this I add 64, the next greater evenly even,
the Sum 96 is the remaining Number sought 3for 12+ 20+ 96= 1-28= the 7th Power
of 2.
Demon.
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Demon . Let A, B, C, D ,
be any Numbers both oddly and evenly even , and
whose Sum S is evenly even only, then the next greater Number evenly even only is
aS . Also their Sum 8+ 2 8= 38—4 8—8, to which add the preceding Numbers
found, via. A+ B+ C+ D &c. or their Sum which is 8, the total Sum is 48 —S+ S=
4S , which is evenly even only, because 4 and 8 are so.

PROBLEM

IV.

To find a Number of Terms , all of them both oddly and evenly even, and whose
Sum is both oddly and evenly even.
Rule i ° . If the Number of Terms is even , take (by cPrcbl. II .) as many Terms
(as the Number proposed ) which are all oddly even only, and whose Sum is both odd¬
ly and evenly even ; multiply them by 2, or by any Number evenly even only, and
you have the Numbers sought.
Demon . The

Products

are Num¬

Exam. first , to find 4 Numbers.

bers both oddly and evenly even
(T/bsor .XVIII . Co7*.4.) and the Sum of
Oddly even only, 5+ 10+ 14+ 18= 48
the Numbers multiplied being both
Multiplier
_
2_
oddly and evenly even, its Product by
12+ 20+ 28+ 36= 96
the fame Multiplier is both oddly and
Numbers sought both oddly and evenly even.
evenly even (Cor. 5 . 'Theor. XVIII .)
and is also equal to the Sum of the Numbers formerly produced.
20. If the Number of Terms is odd , take as many oddly even only, their Sum is al¬
ways oddly even only ; multiply them by 2, or some Number evenly even only, you
have the Numbers sought.
Demon . Any odd Number

of Terms , A , B,

Example second.
A+ B+ C= S
Oddly even only 6- ■10+ 14= 30
Multiplier
Numbers sought 12+ 20+ 28= 60
All both oddly and evenly even.

C, £S"c. all oddly even only, have a Sum S
oddly even only (ifbeor. XX .) and these , or
their Sum being multiplied by 2, or any Power
of it, produce Numbers both oddly and evenly
even. (Cor. 5 .
XVIII .) Also the Sum of
these Products is the Product of the Sum of
the former, viz. A + B+ C, $3 c. by the some
Power of 2, which we have already said is both oddly and evenly even.
PROBLEM
V.
To find any Number of Terms , all both oddly and evenly even, with any Number
of Terms evenly even only, whose Sum all together is evenly even only.
Rule. Find the Number of Terms proposed both oddly and evenly even , and
whose Sum is evenly even only (by Rrobl. III .) Take that Sum as the least of the
Terms sought evenly even only ; and take the rest of them immediately adjacent to
that , and greater , in the Order of the Series of Numbers evenly even only.
Exam. To find 6 Numbers , whereof 3 are both oddly and evenly,even, and 3 of
them evenly even only 5 and whose Sum is evenly even only.
Both oddly and evenly even, 12+ 20+ 96= 128 (~ z7)
Numbers evenly even only, 128+ 256+ 512
Sum= i024 = 210
DemoiJ . By the Rule of Geometrical

Progressions , the Sum of a Progression , whose

Ratio is 2 (i . e. the Sum of.any Number of immediately adjacent Powers of 2) is equal
to the Difference betwixt double of the greatest Extreme , (which is equal to the next
greater
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greater Term in the Progressions and the lesser Extreme ( for the Sum os any Geome¬
trical Progression is thus exprefled —— but r being 2 the Sutais 2/— a) therefore if that
lefler Extreme be added to the Sum , this Sum is equal to the next greater Term in
the Progression ; for 21—a-f- a— zl. Now let any Number of Terms both oddly and
evenly even , and whose Sum is evenly even only, be
=M 5 and
let as many Terms evenly even only, be M, N , O , P ,
the Sum of these last is, rP—
M, to which if we add the Sum of the preceding Numbers, which is M, the Total is
2P, the next greater Number evenly even only.

PROBLEM

VI.

To find Numbers , as in the last, whose Sum is both oddly and evenly even.
Rule. Find the proposed Number of Terms , both oddly and evenly even, whose
Sum is both oddly ana evenly even ( by ‘Probl. IV ) then take as many Terms evenly
even only, any where out of the Series of the Powers of 2.
Exam. To find 3 Terms of each Kind.
AB
C
S
Demon . Let any Number
Both oddly and evenly even I2 - J- 20 -J - 28 — 60
of Terms both oddly and even¬
Evenly even only
<54- ]- 12 8 - j- 2 5 ^ = 448
ly even , and whose Sum is both
M

N

O

R

oddly and evenly even , bs A,
B, C, &c. and their Sum 8;
Sum both odssiy and evenly j 5o8= 2X254==4Xl27
then take the proposed Number
of Terms , all Powers of 2, any
where out of that Series, and call them M, N , O , &c. and their Sum R ; this Sum
is both oddly and evenly even (Eheor. XXI .) and the total Sum is therefore S-f-R,
both Parts of which being both oddly and evenly even , their Sum is so also (by Eheor.
XXII .)

Theorem

XXVI.

Betwixt two Numbers , both even, or both odd (whereof one of them may be 1)
there is at least one Arithmetical Mean in Integers.
Demon . The

Sum of two even , or two odd Numbers , is an even Number , and

consequently is measurable by 2, but the half Sum of the Extremes is the Arithme¬
tical Mean ; therefore
Exam. Betwixt 4 and 6, there is one Mean, 5 ; and betwixt 5 and 7 there is one
Mean, 6.
T h e o R e m XXVII.
Betwixt an even Number , and an odd (which may be 1) there are at least 2 Arith¬
metical Means in Integers , or there are none at all 3 nor can there possibly be any
odd Number of Means.
Demon . The Sum of an even and odd Number

is odd , therefore

they do not ad¬

mit of one Arithmetical Mean, because the Sum being odd is nslt measurable by 2,
consequently there must be 2 Means at least if there are any. Hence again,
there cannot be an odd Number of Means ; for then there would be one odd Mean,
contrary to what ’s last strewn.

Theorem

XXVIII.

If a Geometrical Progression is in its lowest Terms , they are either all odd Num¬
bers, or all even , except one of the Extremes , which must be odd.

Demon.
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of the Ratio of any Geometrical

Progressi¬

on 5 then will the Series be thus represented , A" : BAn_ 1:B *An~z B
: 3A°- ! 8cc.
ABn_I : Bn (Troll. VI . Schol. I . Ch. I .) Now A and B are either both odd, or
one odd and the other even ; for if they are both even they are not in the lowest
Terms : But all the Powers of odd Numbers are odd , and of even Numbers are even 3
and the Product of an odd Number by an odd , is odd , and of an even by an odd,
is even : Whence the ‘Theorem is manifest.
Theorem

XXIX.

If an even Number is a Square , it has an even Half , or is measurable by 4 ; but if
an odd .Number is a Square , then being divided by 4, it leaves a Remainder of 1 j
or 1 taken from an odd Square, leaves a Multiple of 4.
Demon . i ° . Any even Root may be expressed

2# ; and its Square

will be 4

m . a Multiple of 4 5 which shews the first Part . Again,
a° . Any odd Root may be expresied 2«-j- i , and its Square will be 4»14 ' 4»-j- i,
viz. 4X#1+^ 4 “i J which is plainly a Multiple of 4, and 1 remaining over.
COROLLARIES.
1st. The Sum of any Number of even Squares is measurable by 4 (or has an even
Half .)
ad . The Sum os 2 or 3 odd Squares, divided by 4, leaves a Remainder of
2 or 3. Universally , if the Number of odd Squares added , is a Multiple of 4 (as
4 . 8. 12 . 16 .20 c& .) the Sum is measurable by 4 5 otherwise there will always
be a Remainder 3 particularly if that Number is the Sum of a Multiple of 4, and x,
or 2, or 3 3 the Remainder will be accordingly , x, or 2, or 3.
3d. The Sum of an even and odd Square , divided by 4, leaves a Remainder of 15
and universally , if any Number of even Squares is added to any Number of odd
Squares , the Remainder will be the fame that would happen with the Sum of the
odd Squares 5 because the Sum of the even Squares leaves no Remainder.
4.th. The Sum of any two integral Squares, being divided by 4, cannot leave a Re¬
mainder of 3 3 for if they are both even, the Remainder is 0 3 since each of these
Squares is measurable by 4, by this Theorem 3 and consequently their Sum is so. If
the one is even , and the other odd , the Sum will leave a Remainder pf 1 ( Caroll 3 .)
Lastly, If both are odd, the Remainder will be 2. (Coroll. 2 .)
Theorem

XXX.

The Terms of an Arithmetical Progression are either all even or all odd ' 3 or they
are alternately even and odd 3 i . e. the ist , 3d, 5th, e5f. Terms are all even or odd 3
and the ad , 4th , 6th , &c. all odd or even. Also the Sum of the Whole is odd or
even, according as the Number of odd Terms is odd or even 3 but if all the Terms
are even the Sum is even.
Demon . This

depends all upon the lefler Extreme , and the Difference

compared

with Theorem I . Thus,
i ° . If the lesser Extreme and Difference are both even, so must-the . whole Series
be 5 because even Numbers are still added to even . So .if the Idler Extreme is 2,
and the Difference 4, the Series is 2. 6 .10 • 14, &c.
20. If the ist Term is odd , and the Difference even , all the Terms are odd 3
because they are each the Sum of an even and odd Number . So the ist Term being
3, and the Difference 4, the Series is 3 . 7 . 11 . 15, &c.
30.. If the , ist Term is even and the Difference odd , or if both are odd, the Terms
are alternately odd and even 3 because an odd and even makes the Sum odd 3 and
two odds make an even.
40. That
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4° . That the Sum of the Series will be odd or even , according as the Number of
odd Terms is odd or even , is also evident from the fame Principles ; for the Sum of
every two odd Numbers is even : So that if the Number of odd Terms is even, the
Sum of them , and consequently of the whole Series, is even ; but if it’s odd , the
Sum is odd 3 which added to the even Sum of the even Terms , makes the total Sum
odd , If all are even, the Sum is manifesty even.

Theorem

XXXI.

Take the odd Series, 1 . 3 .5 . 7 . 9. c& . The Sum of any even Number of Terms
of this Series , taken in the continued Order of the Series, and beginning at any Term,
is a N umber both oddly and evenly even (i . e. it has an even Half 5 or is measurable
by 4.) For Emm. 5+ 7= 12= 3X4, and 5+ 7+ 9+ 11= 32= 8x4.
Demon . i q. The

Sum of any two adjacent Terms is measurable

by 4 ; for it is

equal to the Double of that Term of the natural Series which lies betwixt them , and
is the Arithmetical Mean 5 but that Mean is an even Number ; and double of an
even Number is evidently measurable ' by 4 3 or is an even Number with an even Half.
Since this is true of any two adjacent Terms , it must be true of any even Num¬
ber of adjacent Terms 5 because these being distributed into z's and z' s, the Sum of
each 2 is measurable by 4 5 consequently the Sum of the Whole is measurable by 4.
Theorem
XXXII.
If out of the odd Series, 1 . 3 . 5 . 7 . 9 . &c. be taken in the continued Order of the
Series , any odd Number of Terms , beginning at any Term , the Sum of them is an odd

Number 5 whose Place , in the fame Series, has this constant and regular Connection
with the Number of Terms , and the Place of the lefler Extreme of the Terms added , vis.
that , if you take the Product of that Number of Terms , by the Place of the lefler Ex¬
treme 3 then again, Take the Half of the Square of the Number of Terms less 1 5 add
this Half Square to the former Product 3 the Sum is the Place of the Sum of the Terms
added.
Thus , if there are 3 Terms added , and the Place of the least be «, the Place
of the Sum is 3-r-j- r . If there are 5 Terms added , it is 5/j—
f—S 5 and so on, as in this
Table.
Demon . i w. That

the Sum is an odd Number

is already

3«+ 2 (= 2X1 )

proved in I ’heorem I.

5 »- j- 8

20. That
the Place of the Sum is according
to the Eheo rent, is deduced from the Rules concerning Arithmetical Progreflions 5 Thus,

( = 2X4 )

7«-j- i8 (= 2X9 )
9 « - j- 32 ( — 2X16 )
&c. Call

the Place of the lefler Extreme of the Series added,
_ n then
;
that Term it self is 2»~~i [ from the Nature of the
Series 5 for it is
—1X2— i -j- aa— 2= 2#— 1.3 Let the Number of Terms added be
a 5 the greatest Extreme added must be 2n— i -\ -zY.a— 1= zn~\~za— 3 [for 2n—1 is the
lefler Extreme , 2 the common Difference , and a the Number of Termsj then
the Sum of the Extremes is 2n—i -\ -zn-\ -za— 3— 48-3-2L- —4 5 and the total Sum is
4«-s- 24— 4X— ~zaa ~}-aa — za. Now this being a Term of the odd Series, 1 . 3. 5. c.&
suppose its Place to be N 5 then th at Term of the odd Series, whose Place is N , is it self
2N—-1 ( as above shewn for the Place » 5) so that 2N— i = zan -{-aa —2a : Add 1 to

both , and then divide by 2. and it is K~ 2an+ aa~ za+ J -~ M + —
L

s — 15==<**—'2(*-f-jr, and the Half of this is ■——
a
Jy

demonstrated
.

±ttL.

But

%

7; whence the Rule

is

evident-

Sciroi.
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Schol. The half Squares of the Number of Terms less r , are the Products of the
Series of Square Numbers , 1 . 4 . 9c& . multiplied by 2, as I have marked them in
the Table ; and that it will go on so for ever, will be plain , thus ; Let a be any odd
Number , the next greater odd Number is tf-f- i : Take 1 from each of them , the
Remainders are a—1, a- f- r ; whose Squares are al—za~f-i , ar-\- zas - i ; whose Halfs
are — —2.
m
aa ~t
; But if the first of these is the Double of any square
r
Number , the other must be double os the next greater Square ; for suppose
—

— —— 2X- ^, then is aa —za-j - i— 4X^1=2ll 1;hence

a—1= 2b. Add

2 to

each, and it is
= 2X£-f- i ; therefore a- j- i , or a*-]- za-{- 1—4Xb-\ -1%
, aa-\ - za-\ - i
,,-n— *
and — zXp-f-i a.

(j. V . Of Numbers, Perfect, Abundant,
Theorem

and

Deficient.

XXXIV.

TF the Geometrical Progression, 1 : 2 : 418, c& . is carried on till the Sum be a
-*■ prime Number ; and that Sum be multiplied by the last Term of the Series, the
Product ihall be a
Number ; thus , i -f -2— 3, a Prime , and 3X2= 5, a perfect
Number . Again , i -j- 2-f -4— 7 and 7X4—28, a perfect Number 5 for its aliquot Parts
are x-f-|2-f-++ 7+ r4= a8.
Demon . Let i -f- 2-j-4-{- 8-}-E£?t . + an—S, a prime Number ; then is 8x2" a perfect
Number : For,
i ° . If from S we raise a Series in the Ratio 1 : 2, having as many Terms as the
preceding ; the last Term of it will be 8X2", as is evident from the Method of raising
the Series.
z9. It ’s evident from the Composition of these Num1, 2, 4, 8, &c. 2"
J bers, that all the Terms of both these Series, from 1
8, 28, 48 , 88, Sic. 2nxS I and 8, are aliquot Parts of 8x2 " ; for the first Series af¬
ter 1, are all Powers of the fame Root , 2 ; which there¬
fore measure 2", and consequently a"xS ; and the second Series being only the Mul¬
tiples of the first by 8, therefore each of them also measures 2nxS.
30. By jProbl. IV . S. IV . Ch. III . The Sum of all the Terms of a Geometrical
Progression, excluding the greatest Extreme , is the Quote of the Difference of the
Extremes , divided by the Ratio less 1 ; but the Ratio here being 2, therefore

S-j-2 S-f~4 S-j- 8 S- (—
&c.= 2nxS—8, and 1—
f—
2—
f-4.—
(—
S &c.-j- 2n=S ; also 2nxS—S
-f S= 2nxS ; therefore 1—2.—
}—
4—
f—
^ &c. -)- 2n-)-S-j- 2 8-^-4 S+ 8 S &c.= 2nxS.
40. It being proved that 2nxS is the Sum of all the other Numbers in these two
Series, and that each of these are aliquot Parts of it ; it remains to shew that no other
Number can be an aliquot Part .osit . Thus , Every other Number must necessarily
have in its Composition some other Prime than 2 or 8, or some higher Power of one
or both of these than is in 2nxS ; but by Theor. X . no such Number can measure
2nxS, or can be an aliquot Part of it.
Schol

. In this ’Theorem there is a certain Way of finding as many perfect Numbers,

as the Number of Cafes in which the Sum of the Series, 1 . 2 . 4 . 8c& . can be a
prime Number ; in which observe, that there is no more to do, but from every Term
of the Series, as it goes on, to take . 1 ; the Difference is the Sum of all the preceding
Terms ; and if it ’s a Prime , then being multiplied into the preceding Term , it gives a
perfect Number . That there are some perfect Numbers found this Way, is certain j
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for such a Nu mber is 6 = i - f-i (— $) X2 ; also 28= i -f-i + 4 C—7) X4 j and 495=
(— Zl) X16 ; and 8128 —
XL4.
And ZZZZOzzSi— -4a -444 'b4 ' >^4 ' ?^'4 ^44 ' ^ ^4 '^ 5^4 "U ^'4k0244 -ro484 -4C>9L
(— 8191 ) X4096. Besides these there are but a sew more found . Dr . Harris says
there are but ten perfect Numbers betwixt r and 1,000,030,000,000 , but does not ex¬
press them . And Tacquet observes , that the Reason why more are not found , is,
That in the Progression, 1 . 2 . 4. c& . the Intervals of the Numbers , which lessened
by an Unit , become Primes , are very great ; and when the Numbers are great , the
finding whether they are Primes or not is a vast Labour . There is one Thing
more I would observe here , that it has not yet been demonstrated , as far as I know,
that .there can be no perfect Numbers but what may be found by this ‘Theorem, i . e.
that every perfect Number is the Product of two Numbers , whereof one is. a Prime,
and the Sum of a certain Number of Terms of the Series, 1 . 2 . 4 . 6rc. the other,
the last of these Terms . Again , it wants also to be demonstrated , that the Number
of perfect Numbers is infinite.
Theorem
XXXV.
Every Prime Number is a deficient Number.
Demon . A Prime has no aliquot Part but 1 $ which is less than any prime Number.

Theorem
Every Power of 2 is a deficient Number.
Demon

No Number

XXXVI.

can measure or be an aliquot Part of any Power of 2, but 1,

or the inferior Powers of 2 (Coroll. 6. Tbeor. X .) But any Power of 2, is more by r
than the Sum of all the inferior Powers and 1 f by the Rule for summing the Geometri¬
cal Progression, 1 . 2 . 4. c& .) and therefore is a deficient Number.

Theorem
XXXVII.
Every Number is abundant , which is measured by a perfect or an abundant Num¬
ber : Or thus, A perfect or abundant Number can measure no Number but an Abun¬
dant.
P
a
b
Sic.

n
r
s
Sic.
u

Demon . Let p, a

Number

perfect

or abundant , measure n ; and

let 6, b, c& . 1, be the aliquot Parts of/ >; and take r , s, Sic. in
«,
the
same Ratios to », as a, b,c& . 1 are to p ; they will all be Integers ■
for fince p : a : : n : r, then p : n : : a : r but
;
p measures n, therelore a measures .r , which consequently must be Integer ; and so of the
rest. Now because p : n : : a : r : : b : s : Sic. 1: : : u, therefore
p : ft : : d-\-b Scc.-j- t : r -}- s &c.~j- a ; but a-\ -bc& .-}- r , is either equal
to, or greater than p, as this is a perfect or abundant Number: And hence , r -j -s
&c.- f-« (which are all aliquot Parts of n, because a-j -b Sic. are so of S) is equal to, or
greater than n if;
greater , the Theorem is demonstrated ; if equal , then 1, which
is an aliquot Part of n, different from any of these , r , s, Sic. u, being added to them,
makes the Sum greater than n which
;
is therefore abundant.

COROLLARIES.
A perfect or deficient Number can be measured only by a Deficient 5 because
what is measured by a Perfect or Abundant is Abundant.
2A. An abundant Number may be measored by any Number 5 for the Multiple of
any abundant or perfect Number is an abundant Number; and what is measured by
a perfect Number is measured by all the aliquot Parts of it, which afe all deficient
-Numbers (by the ist Coroll
.) Hence again:
3d. A
lfi.

Chap. I.

Abundant
, and'Deficient.

3d. A deficient Number measures any kind
Schol . As in Theorem XXXIV

os
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Number.

. we have a Rule for finding perfect Numbers , so

from this "Theorem we have a Rule for finding abundant Numbers ; for such are all
the Multiples of any perfect Number . And from Coroll. i . we have a Rule for find¬
ing deficient Numbers ; all the aliquot Parts (except i ) of any perfect Number be¬
ing such.
Exam. i . 6 is perfect, and 18 is its Multiple, whole aliquot Parts are i-f-a-p
Exam.

a . 28

is

Perfect, and 14 its Half, whose

aliquot Parts

arei+ i -f '7= io.

Theorem
XXXVIII.
If any Number , A, multiplying a Prime , p, produces a perfect Number , N;
the same A multiplying another Number M, which is less than / >, and which does not
measure A, produces an abundant Number , O.
Exam. 4X7= 28, a perfect Number, and 4x6—24, an abundant Number, whose
aliquot Parts are 1—
f-a—
f-3—
f—
4“f“<^— J—ra = 36.
N
A

P
r

a
b

s

&c.

&c.

Demon . Let a t b ,

O
M

Sue.

1 , be all the aliquot Parts of A ; then

because N—Axs , a , b, Sic. will measure N ; and because
p is a Prime , N has no other Measure except A, a , b,c& , r.
x and
the Products of these by pas
( you see in Er obi. IV. §. I.)

m
n But
&c.

it’s also plain, that N being divided by a, b, Sue. the
Quotes are also aliquot Parts os N , and therefore must be the
same Numbers as the Products of p by a, b,c& . though not an-

1

sweting in the same Order , i .

e.

if —= r , this is not the same as ap but
;

as they

must necessarily be the same Numbers , however the Correspondence be, let us sup¬
pose —a

Sic. Then again, since 0 =AM , therefore a ,

b

sure A, do also measure O j let —~ m, ? .= #,

Sic.

wherefore

b,

Sec. which mea¬

N :O ::p M
:

r : m : : s : », Sec. and compoundly
, N : O : :p-\ -r-\-S-, Sec. : M~fSec
A-\ -a-\ -b Sic. —j
—

Sec.N
=

::

. But

; so that A-j-a-j-b Sec.-f- i is the Remainder,

after p-j-r-j-i Sec. is taken out ofN ; let x be the Remainder after
Sec. is ta¬
ken out of O (which must be greater than that Sum, since N is greater than fy -r -\ ~s Sec.)
then is N : O : : A-j- .n-j-^, Sec. -f- r : x but
;
M being less than p, O is less than N j
and consequently x is less than A-\ -a-\ -b Sec. ~| *i 5 afio
Sec. -}-x=0 ; there¬
fore M-4-m-j- ft, Sec.
Sec. -|- r (each of which measures O) is greater than
O. And since, lastly, M does not measure A, therefore M, m, nt Sec. A, at b, Sec. 1,
are all different aliquot Parts of O, which is therefore Abundant.
Theorem
XXXIX.
If a Number , A, multiplied into another , B, produces 'either a perfect or abundant
Number ; then if A is multiplied into any Multiple of B, the Product is Abundant.

Exam. 2X3= 6, a perfect Number, 2X5= 10, and 3X10= 30, an abundant Number,
whose aliquot Parts are 1—
f-i —
}—
3—
^—5—
Demon . Let

M be a Multiple

10—
}—i 5= 42.

of B ; then is B : M : : AB : AM .

And because

B measures M, so does AB measure AM ; but AB is, by Supposition, Eerfebl or
Abundant 3 therefore( by Theor. XXXVII .) AM is Abundant.
Lee
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Book V

CHAP
Of Figurate

. H.
Numbers.

H i . Definitions.

I. TV T UMBERS are called Figurate from Geometrical Figures, which they are
I

capable of representing in a certain Manner, by a particular Disposition of
” their Units ( as shall be presently explained ;) which is a Part of the antient ‘Pythagorean Speculations about Numbers and Geometrical Figures ; from the
Comparison of which they found such Likenesses and Correspondencies, whence they
pretended to discover many Mysteries and Secrets os Nature . Our Business here is to
consider these Numbers as a Subject purely Arithmetical , and upon the Principles of
Numbers only to explain their Connections and Properties ; yet it being necessary to
have Names for Things , and simple Names being more convenient than long Descrip¬
tions ; and the Geometrical Names (described below ) being still in use, we shall re¬
tain them , and explain the Reason and Meaning of them , for their sake who have Ac¬
quaintance enough with Geometry to "understand it, or Imagination to conceive it by
the following Explications ; for others, they' must take them as mere Names, by which
these Numbers are designed and distinguished.
II . Take any Arithmetical Progression, beginning with i , and whose common
Difference is any integral Number 5 then take the Sums of these Series continually
from the beginning ; and again, the Sums of these Sums, and so on for ever. These
several Series of Sums are called in general Figurate Numbers , but more particularly,
the first Sums are called plain Figurates , and also Polygons ; the second Sums are
called solid Figurates , and also Pyramids ; the third Sums are called second Pyramidals , and so on. But again,
III . Polygons are distinguished thus, If the common Difference in the Series -W,
whence they proceed, or whose Sums they are, is 1. as 1 . 2. 3 . &c. the Sums 1 . 3.
6 5c
. £ . are called Triangles .

If the Difference is 2, as 1 . 3 . 5 - & C' the

Sums 1 .

4 . 9 . L?c. are called Quadrangles, and particularly Squares, if the Difference is 3,
as 1 . 4 . 7. ££?c. the Sums 1 . 5 . 12 . &c. are called Quinquangles or Pentagons , and
so on ; the Name of the Polygon expressing a Figure of a Number of Angles, which is
2 more than the common Difference of the Series
In the same Manner,
IV . Pyramids , and all the following Sums , are distinguished by the Polygon
whence they proceed ; and thus we have Triangular Pyramids , Square Pyramids , of.
also Triangular and Square , second Pyramidals , third Pyramidals , and so on.
V . Since the Pyramidals do all proceed from Polygons, they may also be called Polygpnal Numbers ; and the whole Order of Sums be more conveniently distinguished,
by calling them Polygonals of the first, second,
Order : Thus , the first Sams or
Polygons, are Polygonals of the first Order ; the second Sums , or Pyramids , are Poly¬
gonals of the second Order . And again, for the several Orders proceeding from diffe¬
rent Series- h/, they are to be distinguished by the Name of the Polygon , which is

}

Order
, on
.

>articularly applied to the first
and so
Thus all the Order of Sums proceeding
rom the Series 1 . 2 . 3 .
arc Triangulars of the first or second, Zyc. Order . These
from the Series 1 . 3 . 5 . &c. are Polygonals of the square Kind , and so on. Observe
again, That instead of these Names Triangular
,
it will be sometimes more con¬
venient
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venient to distinguish them by first Species, second Species, £*?<:. and then the Arith¬
metical Denominations of first, second, &c. being the same Numbers as the common
Differences of the Series -4-/, these are clearly marked by this Denomination ; and
thus as all the different Series of Sums come under the general Name of Polygonal
Numbers , so these from different Series -W are distinguished by different Species, and
the different Series of Sums proceeding from the same Series -W are distinguished by
different Orders . But xn the last Place observe, that we shall sometimes use the sim¬
ple Name Polygon 3 or also particularly , Triangle , Square , £S’c. when we speak os
the first Sums, or first Order of Polygonals also
;
the simple Name ‘Pyramid for the
second Sums, or Sums of Polygons.
I shall now represent all these Series in distinct Tables , according to their Specie*
and Orders 3 and then explain the Reason of the particular Names.
'Table

of

Polygonal

Numbers.

Polygons, or
Polygonals, ift Order..

Series ~^-l

Pyramids ,
Polyg .zdOrder.

I. 5. 15. 35
I. 6. 20. 50
I. 7. 23.
"a I. 8. 30.
en I* 9- 35- 95
1. 10 . 40 . no

Triangles , 1.
2 . 3. 4
1. 3. 5. 7
g Squares , 1.
1. 4 . 7. xo &c. S Pentagons, 1.
1 . 5. 9 . 13
^ Hexagons , 1.

3. 6. 10
1. 4. 10. 10
4. 9. 16
g i > 5. r4 - 30
5. 12,. 22 ^ , I 1. 6. 18. 40
tf. 15. 28 ^ ' ^ 1. 7. 22. 30
^ ■Heptagons , 1. 7. 18. 34
1. 8. 16. 60
Octogons , 1. 8. 21. 40
1. 9. 30. 70

1.

1 . 6 . 11 . 1 6

1. 7. 13. 19

&C.

id Pyramidols
Polyg. 3 d Order.

U<*‘-

oc.

iSc.

The Reason of the Names.
A Number is called a Polygon , from the Representation of a plain Figure havingmany Angles, and such too as is Regular , or has equal Angles , and equal Sides.
Thus Triangles represent Equiangular Triangles, Squares , equal angled Quadran¬
gles, and so on. Whicb Representation you see in the following Schemes3 wherein 1
is of all Species, because every Thing is an Unit of its Kind . .

Polygons.
Triangles.
- r,

Squares.
xo

6,

h' ‘

Pentagons.

•U

%

5,

16

9

Hexagons. .
•

,

4,

•

»

•

12

1*

6.

•

<

*5

Such is the Disposition of the Units of these Numbers , from whence they are called
Triangles, c & . and so will the Representation go on as it is here begun, both as to
thet
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the Continuation of these here represented , and all the other Species. But as I meddle
no further with these Speculations , so I shall .say no more for the Demonstration of it j
only this one Thing I must here observe, That the Surps of the Series 1 . 5 . 5
viz. 1 . 4 . 9 &c. are not only square Numbers , but they are the Series of Squares
of the natural Progression, 1 . 2 . 3 So
far as the Series is here carried you lee the
Truth of the Observation j and that it must continue so for ever may be easily per¬
ceived from the Consideration of the Numbers , and the Manner of disposing their
Units . But I shall not leave the Demonstration of it merely upon this ; in another
Place I shall propose and demonstrate it distinctly by it self • and till then , consider
these Numbers only as the Sums of the Series 1 . 3 . 5SV.
£

Pyramids.
triangular

•

I>

•

4>

10,

.

Square.

20

5,

14

By conceiving the Planes of each of the Polygons which compose a Pyramid to be pla¬
ced parallel over one another , and disposed, with respect to the Situation of their An¬
gles and Distances, so that the respective Angles of each Polygon be in a right Line with
one another, and with the vertical Point or Unit 3 this does in a Manner represent a
‘Pyramid, and hence the Name.
The other Orders of Pyramidals have no such Representation , and are mere Com¬
binations of the preceding , called Pyramidals only for a Distinction from the Pyra¬
mids whence they proceed.
VI . The Place of any Term in any Series of Polygonals, which is the Number of
Places from the beginning to that Term , is called the Root or Side of that Polygonal j
because in the Polygon, represented it is the Number of Points or Units that makes the
Side of the Figure ; so 10 is the 4th Term of the Triangles , and 20 the 4th Term of
the Triangular Pyramids ; wherefore 4 is called their Root or Side 5 or we may as well
call it the Place of any Term.
VII . Polygonals that stand in the some Places of their respective Series, are called
Collaterals {i . e. having the same Side .)
VIII . The Product of any two Numbers is called also a plain Figurate Number 5
and is particularly a Quadrangle , because it can represent such a Figure ; and the two
Factors are called the Sides of the Figure , as in the annex ’d
Examples
. And observe , that though Squares are Quadran¬
" 6— 2X3
gles, yet because every Quadrangle is not a Square , there¬
fore they may be distinguished by applying the general
Name Quadrangle to all the Species excepting Squares.
. 12 = 3X4
But the Difference will be better marked by distinguishing
them into Oblongs and Squares. Yet
again, observe, that
the Name Oblong is more particularly applied to that kind
wherein
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wherein the Sides differ by i , which are the only Oblongs we consider here, because
of their Connection with the Figurates above deseribed ; the whole Series of which
Oblongs is made out by talcing the natural Series 1 . 2 . 3, EFc. and multiplying each
Term into the next, as here,
i
Oblongs

.' 2.
3.
2 . 611 .

41.
5.
<5 Sstc.
. 20“ 30
L§c.

IX . The Product of any 3 Numbers is called also a solid Figurate Number, and
particularly a Prism ; and yet more particularly it’s a Quadrangular Prism; for the
Product of two Numbers is a Quadrangle, and the Product of this by the remaining
Factor makes a Prism ; because by taking any Quadrangle (or other plain Figure) a
certain Number of Times , and conceiving them all placed parallel to one another at
equal Distances, and so situated, that their respective Angles are in a right Line , they
do in a manner represent what in Geometry is called a Prism. But again, in this Do¬
ctrine of Figurates, if we take the Product of any of the above described Polygons
multiplied by its Side , that is called a Prism (though some of them are not composed
os 3 Factors; and such as are so, yet are not considered in that Manner.)
These Prisms are also distinguished by the Polygon whence they proceed. Again,
taking the Sums of these Series of Prisms, and the Sums of those Sums, and se on, we
have new Scries, which may be called in general Prismatick Numbers, to be distin¬
guished the same Way as Polygonah , by different Orders and Species, as in the fol¬
lowing Tables.
Again, Prisms being multiplied by their Sides, produce a new Kind of Prisma ticks ; and these again multiplied by their Sides, produce another Kind, and so on ;
all which we may distinguish by the Names of different Degrees, calling the Products
of Polygons by their Sides, Pristnaticks of the first Degree $ the Products of these
again by their Sides, Prismaticks of the second Degree , and so on. Observe also,
That these several Degrees of Prismaticks are the Products of their Polygons by such
a Power of their Sides as expresses that Degree 5 for a being any Polygon, and n its
Side, the Prismaticks of the several Degrees proceeding from this Polygon are aXn.
axnxn.—axnn. aXnnxn—aXnnn. Sic. Again , the Sums of Prismaticks of any Degree
make also different Orders of Prismaticks of that Degree. Lastly, By the simple
Name of Prisms always understand the first. Degree , or Product of Polygons by their.
Sides.
Polygons.
Pricing, i .z. 6.10
Square 1 .4. 9. 16 ^
Pentag. t .5.12.22 0
Hexa. 1 .6.15,28

Prisms , or
Prismaticks us the

>

r (I Degree and ist Order, j

Pr lung.
Cubes,
Pent. i
Hex.

1. 6.
1. 8.
.ro.
1.1.2.
isc.

18. 40
27. 64
36. 88 uc ‘
45.112

2d Degree , ist Order,

Pricing.
i .l2 , 54, (60
cytb Powers \ .\ 6. 81.256
Pent.
1. 20.108.352
Hex.
1.24.135.448
e ?c.

Prismaticks ,
1st Degree , 2d Order.

j. 7. 25. 65

I . 9 . 36 .100 £
I . II . 47 -135 ^
I .13. 92 .204

&c.
id Degree , id Order.
1 13. 67 .227
1.17. 98 .354 Lot.
1.21 .129 .481 ^
1. 25. 160 .608

tSc.
SCHOL,
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Schol. We have observed already , That the Polygons of the second Species are
the Series of Squares of the Progression r . z . 3 ££>c.which
(
shall be demonstrated af¬
terwards .) And now from this and the Construction of Prismaticks , it follows, that these
os the second Species, and ist Order of all the Degrees successively, are the several Series
of the superior Powers of the fame Progression 1 . 2 . 3, Thus
, those os the first De¬
gree are Cubes or third Powers3 and universally , those of the n Degree are n-j- z
Powers . Therefore the whole Doctrine of Powers and Roots may be considered as a
Part of this of Figurate Numbers ; but as the calling them Figurates proceeds from a
Consideration which is not properly Arithmetical3 so the Order and Connection of
Things in Arithmetick required that this Part concerning Powers and Roots , which is
the most useful and necessary, should be particularly handled in another Place, as it
is in Book III . and several Properties of these and other Composite Numbers (which
aye all Figurates ) you have in Chap. I . of this Book.
We proceed now to explain the Properties of such Figurates as have not been yet
handled , and some remaining Properties of those that have been in part considered
already.

H 2. Of Polygonal Numbers.
Theorem

I.

Tj’Very Number is a Polygonal of every Species, and also of every Order whose Denominations are less than it by 2, or by any greater Number.
Exam. 5 is a Polygonal of the Third , and of all the preceding Species and
Orders.
Demon . The first Term in every Species and Order being 13 the second Terms in

the several Orders of the same Specks , and of the same Order in all the different Spe¬
cies, are, by the Construction , in Arithmetical Progression, with the common Differ
rence 1. Again , the second Term of the first Species in every Order is more by 2
than the Denomination of that Order , and is the least Number , except 1, of all the
other Polygonals of that Order 3 comparing these Things , the Truth proposed is ma¬
nifest.

L E MMA.
Let any Number of different Series, a . b. c. d.c& . e. f . g . h.c & . as in the Margin,
be such, that each collateral Column , as d, ht m . q.c & . is an Arithmetical Progres¬
sion. Also, let A . B . C . D S5?c. be the Sums of the [former , thus , a—A.
and se on. Then are the Collaterals of this last Table also -H , and their common Dif¬
ference is the Sum of the Differences of all the collateral Columns of the first Table
backwards , from that which is in the same Place with any given Column of the second.
Thus , let e—a—x. f —b—y . g—r= e , and h—d= v, whose Sum call 8 3 then is D .
H . M . Q_in the common Difference 8, or H—D= S (= x-f ^ -f -3-f-z;.)

A
E
. •k . I .m I
.0 . p . q N
.b.c. d
h

B
F

C D
G H
L , M

Demon .

a-\ -b-\-c-\ -d-\ -S 3

for

S= e—A-\ -f —b-\ -g—c-\ ~h—d 3 also
£>
and so of the other Series 3 then
K
because ’D~ afb -\-c-\ -d, H —e-\ -f -\ -g-{-h. M— i
O P ,
Q ~n -\ -o-^rp -\ -q, therefore ’tis evi¬
dent that H= D+ S. M—H-fS . Qf =M+ S, and
se on: The Reason is the fame , how large
soever the Tables are, and which soever
Column we chuse.

a

Theo-
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Theorem
II.
The Collaterals of the several Series —I whose
(
Sums make Polygons) are also —I,
whose common Difference is the preceding Term of the first Dine ; so 4 . 7 . 10 . 15
have the common Difference 3.
Again , the Collaterals of the several Species of any Order of Polygonals, are -4- J,
whose Difference is the preceding Term of the first Line or Triangular Species ; so In
the first Order , ro . 16 . 2r. 28. differ by 6.
Demon . i ° . For the Collaterals

of the Series

the first and least Term

of each

Series is 1 ; and calling the Difference in any Series d, the « th Term is i -j- «— ixj
(by the Rules of Progressions-f-/.) But in the several Seri es the Differences are gra¬
dually 1 . 2 . 35V
£ . wherefore in the Expression i - |-n —ixi , Abeing successively r .
2 . 3 £5?c. it follows that the Collaterals expressed universally i -f -n —ixd , are these
i-j-»—1 :
—1X2: i-)-«—1X3 Vc. which is a Series in the Difference
n—r,
which is the Term of the first Series preceding 0, the Place of the Collaterals.
20. For the Collaterals of the several Orders of Polygonals, the Theorem follows
plainly from the preceding Lemma : For the Polygonals of the ist Order proceed from
the Series -H , whose Collaterals are — therefore , by the Lemma , these last are al¬
so
and their Differences are the Sums of the Differences in the corresponding, and
all the preceding Columns of the .other : Also these other Differences being the pre¬
ceding Term ofthe first Line , their Sum is tho preceding Term of the first or Trian¬
gular Species of the first Order of Polygonals, or of the simple Polygons. For the
seme Reason, the Thing proposed is true in the second, and all the following Orders
of Polygonals.
Corol . A Polygonal Number of any Order and Species is equal to the Sum of the

Collateral Polygonal of any preceding Species of the seme Order , and the Product of
the Distance of these two Species (/ . e. the Number of the Species, less 1, from the one
Species to the others ) multiplied by the preceding Polygonal of the first Species.
This is manifest, because it is nothing but the Rule for expressing the greatest Term of
a Series -f-/, by means of the lesser Term , the Number of Terms , and the common
Difference . Thus , for Example , in the first Order , 28 is in the 4th Place of the
4th Species, and 28— the Sum of 16 ( the 4th Term of the rd Species) - f” Ia
(the Product of 6, the preceding Triangular , and 2, the Distance of the 4th and
rd Species.)
General Scholium.
In order to find the Sum of any Series of Polygonals, or any Term of any Series of
Polygonals, it is plain that we want only a Rule for finding any Sum , or Term of any
Series of the ilt or Triangular Species ; because thereby we can find any Term of the Col¬
laterals of the Order given, by Coroll. preceding . Jlzain observe, That any Polygonal
of the first Order being the Sum of an Arithmetical ^ regression, we know how to find
any of these by the Rules of Progressions, and what we want is a Rule for the other
Orders ; but there is one general Rule which comprehends them all ; in order to the
Investigation of which, and to make it the more simple and easy, we must consider
the natural Progression 1 . 2 . 3. from (
which the Triangulars proceed ) as the
Sums of a Series of Units 1 . 1 . 1 . 1 . £J?e. for the Sums of these continually from the
beginning are 1 . 2 . 3 . 4.
Let us then begin with the Series cf Units , and take the Series of their Sums, and
the Sum of these Sums, and so on ; and thus we shall have, from the most simple Ori¬
ginal, the whole Orders of Polygonals of the Triangular Kind 5 and though , properly
F ff
speak-
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speaking, the Sums of the Series 1 . 2 . 3. & c- are the first Order of Triangulars , yet
it is convenient that we distinguish all the Series of the following Table by different
Orders , calling the Series 1 . 1 . 1 .
the first Order , and r . 2 . 3 . ifc- the second ;
for they may be also call’d Triangular Numbers , because what are more properly fa
proceed from them . It is true indeed , that by this Means the numbering of the Or¬
ders is different from the Method already laid down, but that will cause no Difficulty,
because this Way of numbering the Triangulars is used only with relation to the Rule
we are now investigating , and has this constant Connexion with the other , that the
Number of the Order in this Method is always 2 more than that in the other Method j
and besides, by adding two Words we can save all Ambiguity 3 thus , when we speakof any Order of Triangulars , far Example , the fourth Order , say the faurth Order from.
Units , and then all is clear ; and if that is not added , you are to understand the Order
number 'd from the Series of Triangles (or Sums of the Series 1 . 2 . 3 as
•
in all
the other Species the Orders are constantly number ’d from their Polygons.
Prom the Constructs
on of this Table I make
'Table of Triangular Numbers
’■'3 v
from a Series of Units.
this useful Observation.
Q
Every Term of every
i
I
1
l :
l :
I
1
I■
Order is equal to the
2
L
Sum of the Collateral
9
6 7:
:
8
4
5
3
10
6
45
21 ; 28 :
36
15
Term of the preceding
3
4 10 20
56 : 84 : 110
35
165
Order , and the preceding
Term of the fame Order.
495
70 126 : 210 : 330
5 U
35
21 5<5 126 252 : 462 : 792 1287 - Thus , 3j ,(the 5th Term
6
28 84. 210
7
442 924
:
: 1716
2002
of the 4th Order ) is= x5>
(the Collateral or 5th
Term of the preceding or 3d Order ) + 20 (the preceding or 4th Term of the fame 4th
Order .) The universal Truth , of which Observation is manifest from the Constru->
ction.
Tbiosem

^III.

The Series of -Numbers of any.Order of the Triangulars , deduced from a Series of
Units , is the fame Series as the Series of Collaterals, the Number of whose Place from
the beginning is equal to the Number of the Order of the other . . Thus ,the Collaterals
in the 6th Place are the fame as the Triangulars of the 6th Order , viz. 1 . 6 . 21,
ifc.
Demon . The Truth of this Theorem *appears in the preceding Table , so far as it
is carried ; and- the . Construction of the Table attentively consider’d will make the
Universality of it plain. But to remove all Difficulty, I shall prove it thus,
1° . Every Term of any Collateral Column is equal to the Sum of all the Terms of
the preceding Column , from the fame Order upwards. So in the Collaterals of the
4th Place , the Term 35= ;i 5+ 10+ 6+ 3+ 1, the preceding Column . And the Uni¬
versality of this is manifest from the Observation made above upon the Construction osthe.
Table ; for the ist Term in every Column is the same, viz,. 1 ; then the 2d Term is
the Sum of the first Term of the fame Column , and the ad Term of the preceding
Column ( by that Observation ) i . e. the Sum of .the ist and ad Terms of the prece¬
ding Column ; the 3d Term is the Sum of the preceding , or ad Term of the fame
Column {viz. the Sum of the ist and ad Terms of the preceding Column ) and the
corresponding or 3d Term of the preceding Column ; and so on.
2° . From what is last shewn it is manifest, that the several Collateral Columns are
also the Sums of Numbers taken continually from a Series of Units , which is the ist Co¬
lumn 5
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lumn ; and thence it appears plainly , that the perpendicular Columns at any Distance
from the ist Column of Units , must be ad infinitum the fame as the transverse Lines
or Series of Numbers , at equal Distance from the Series of Units , which is the first
Line.
Coroix

. The Term

in any Place of any Order of Triangulars

sin the preceding

Table ) is equal to that Term whose Place is the Number of the Order of the former,
and of such an Order whose Number is the Place of the other . Thus , the ; d Term
of the 5th Order is equal to the 5th Term of the 3d Order ; and universally , the aTerta
of the b Order , is the fame as the b Term of the a Order.
PROBLEM
I.
To find the Triangular Number in any given Place, of any given Order (from
Units .)
Rule. Let the Order be call’d a, and the Place bor(
contrarily the Order b and
the Place <r) then take n~ a-\ -b—2, and carry on this Series 1 X- x - — - x _~ fi&c.
12
3
to

- I j the continual Product
Exam. To find the 5th (=

(—n) 7 =

of all
b)

these Factors is the Number sought.

Term

of the 7th (— a) Order ; then is a~\~b—2

— 5—2= 10 ; and the Number sought is 1 xi ? xJLxiLxJLx
1
2
3 4

-£- X -L :=
j
6

21 °.

Demon . i ° . The first Thing in order to the Demonstration

of this Rule , is to ob¬

serve, That it is the very fame Thing in effect as the Rule for finding the Coefficient
of the a Term of a Binomial Power for Power of a Binomial Root) whose Index is
or a-\ -b—2, for which fee Rook III . Chap. II . So that what remains to be prov’d is
this Correspondence of Coefficients and Triangulars , viz. that the b Triangular (or
Triangular in the b Place ) of the a Order , is the fame as the a Coefficient (or Coef¬
ficient of the a Term ) of the n—a-\ -b— z Power of a Binomial Root . And to shew
this let us,
2U. Compare the Table of Coefficients (Rook III . Chap. II .) with this Table of
Triangulars , and it ’s manifest they are the very fame Numbers , only disposed in ano¬
ther Manner . For it is plain, they are the fame Numbers taken in their perpendicu¬
lar Columns, as being produc ’d the fame Way from the Column of Units by continual
Addition , i. e. what are there called similar Coefficients are the fame Numbers as
what are hers call’d Collaterals, being taken at equal Distance from the Beginning or
Column of Units : The Difference being this, that in the Table of Triangulars the
first Terms of every perpendicular Column stand in one Line , and so do the ad Terms,
and so on ; but in the Table of Coefficients the first Term of the ad Column stands in
a Line with the ad of the first Column, and so on j whence it ’s plain, that Coeffi¬
cients in different Places, and different Powers, are the fame Numbers under a diffe¬
rent Name , with Triangulars in different Places and different Orders 3 and for their
mutual Correspondence let us consider what is (hewn , Rook III . Chap. II . viz.
30. The a Coefficient of the n Power is equal to the n—a-f-2 Coefficient of the fame
Power , reckoning from either Extreme ; also that the n—a-j- z Coefficient of the n
Power is the fame as the n—a-j- z Term of the similar Coefficients in the a Place of dif¬
ferent Powers, i. e.by( what is before shewn ) the Triangular in the a Place of the
n—aA^ z Order ( for the different Places in the Column of similar Coefficients answer
to the different Orders of Triangulars ; and different Places of the Coefficients of the
fame Powers answer to different Places in the fame Order of Triangulars .) Now supF ff 2
pose
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is n^= a-\ -b—z ; wherefore the a Coefficient, and the b Coeffi¬
pose n—then
cient of the n Power are the same. Also the b Coefficient of the n Power is the b
Place of different Powers , equal to the a
Term of the similar Coefficients in the
Triangular of the b Order : But the a, or also the b Coefficient of the n Power is
which must therefore be the a Triangular of the
so- —fa—i
—
I xX
a Sic.
i -—
b Order (or b Triangular of the a Order ) as it is, according to the Rule , which is
therefore good.
Another Rule for solving the preceding Problem.

For the fake of a particular Use of it , I give you here another Rule for the preceding
‘Problem ; which is this,
Let a express the given Order of Triangulate , and « the Place of the Term fought &c. to n~^~a , z, j s
then the continual Product .of these Factors, , i xil X fflL- X
the Number sought.
Exam. To find the 5th Term of the 7th Order ; it is, 210 = 1x

1

a

3

4

£x .£2.
6
5

Demon. In the Demonstration of the former Rule it is shewn, that the b Term of
the a Order, is the a Coefficient of the n= a-jrb —a Power ; and if instead of b we put
«, then the n Term of the a Order is the hr Coefficient of the a~\~n—r. Power ; which
tfc. to -JL -,
2
3
which is the fame as the preceding Rule for Triangulars (e. e. for the n Term —t-of1-T the a
ft T
•
•
*
&c.
Order ; ) but this Series is the fame in effect as the other Series 1 X^- X J
by the Rule of Coefficients is, 1 X

I

x

' 12

tj-j -a—*! p orj - . ^ ^nisest that the Denominators are the fame , and the Numerators
a—r
both the
also, only in a reverse Order (which makes no change in the Productfor
Series have the seme Number of Terms , as the Series of Denominators does clearly
soew ; and for the Numerators , the first and last of them are the seme Numbers in
both , only the first in the one is the lait in the other ; and since their Progression is
by a continual Difference of 1, it follows plainly , that they must be the seme Num¬
bers only in a reverse Order ; consequently this Rule is good, since it is the fame (on¬
ly in a different Form) with the former, which is demonstrated to be good.
But observe, That this last Rule may also be demonstrated independently of the
other, , from the immediate Consideration of the Triangular Numbers , without any
Comparison of them with Coefficients. I 'huSy
The n Term of the a Order is the a Term of the n Order (Cor. Eheor. III .) and
therefore it is the seme Thing to which of these we apply the Rule ; but for the pre¬
sent Demonstration we must take it, the a Term of the n Order ; and then , I fay, if
the Rule is good in one Case, or for one Order of Triangulars , as the n Order , it
will therefore be good in the next Cafe, or the 0+ 1 Order , and consequently it is
good in all superior Cafes ; and to prove this , first consider the annex’d Series, where¬
in, because 1 does not multiply ^ therefore I have omitted it in every Term as useless,
:
,
Except in the first Term , which is it self 1.
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Triangulars of the Order ft, according ^ T n
n vf«- -i n +„ # r v+* 2 x -°^
to ine rvuic,
The Equivalents to these 3 ( the Nu¬
«-j- r v n «-s- r v n-f-r
merators being only in a different
Order)
Trianeulars
of the Order
accord- "<? »-f- i »-fi s -f 1 m-\~xv»-f-a vf#- - 3
.
O
_
_
lit
I «—« — - • - mn A - >- »> • wA .
A . .
. Wl"
ing to the lame Rule .
J
1
12
12
3
Now ’tis plain , that the Terms of the last Series are the Triangulars of the Order
according to the Rule 5 and that they are truly the Numbers sought, upon
Supposition that those os the former Series are the Triangulars of the Order a, I thus
shew . By the Observation made upon the Construction of the Table of Triangulars,
every Term of any Order is the Sum of the Collateral Term of the preceding , and the
preceding Term of the given Order 3 but comparing the ad and 3d Series (i , e. the
Series for the Order n, and that for the Order s -j- i ) it ’s plain that the last is compos’d according to that Property now mention ’d 3 thus 1= 1, the first Terms 3 1 -j- —
x

e.

the

and ist Term

ad Term of the Order n-si equal to the ad Term of the Order n,

of the

Again , dt 1. Xn±l

Order n-\ - r 5) »+ i x n 1 »+ r
x £ + H
±1

:«4j
»+ r y »+ *

X

and so on 5 for it ’s manifest, that according as these two Series proceed , they
3
must always have the fame Connection, viz. that any Term of the last is the Sum of
the Collateral Term of the former, and the preceding Term of the fame last Series.
Wherefore if the former is the Series of Triangulars of the Order n, the last must be
that of the Order
But the Rule is true when apply’d to the first Order or Series of Units 3 for
here »= i 3 and hence it’s plain that the Numerator and Denominator in every
Factor are equal , and therefore they are each equal to 13 hence every Term of the
Series is 1.
Lastly, The Rule being good for the first Order , it must therefore , by what was
first proved , be good for the second Order , and so for the third , and all the following
for ever.
Observe, Lest any body should think the universal Connexion of the two Series, for
the Order n and
any thing obscure, I (h-ill make this universal Demonstration
of it, viz. That any Term of the last is the Sum of the Collateral Term of the former,
and the preceding Term of the fame last. Thus , any Term of the Series for the Or¬
der *-+ ■1 may be expressed
X
& c. to
inclusive 3 and the preceding
Term is therefore

la

the Series for the Order n is

t, & c. to
1

a

a.: ■

exclusive 3 also the Collateral Term of
to - , inclusive : Now the
a

Sum of
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= * rx f!±l &c. x~ !L = *_±I *
. x ». is±_

»± £x *!±i £fr. and2±ix2±iefe
c.

a

a i

a

I

-r

la

12
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Thing to be proved,

the

et

Sciiol . As this ad Rule has been demonstrated

independently

of the Rule for Co¬

efficients 5 so the Rule of Coefficients may be also demonstrated , by Means of this
Rule , for Triangulars , with the Correspondence betwixt the two, as above explain ’d.
fci £5’c. Thus , the n Term of the a Order of Triangulars , being ixlx
a— r
a

r

let us only invert the Order

of

Total Product , and it is

the Numerators , which does not alter the Value of the
Again, Take m
&c. X
—i x
— I

2S

I

—n-\ -a—a , and the Series is tX — X —— - .£§e. X^ —a3
I

K-— I

2

~jL,

which is the Rule for

the el Coefficient of the m Power , as it ought to be ; since it is shewn that the n Term
of the æ Order , of Triangulars , is the ÆCoefficient of the 0-f-Æ—a Power , i . e. of the
m Power.
Hence we have also a new Rule for Coefficients, which is this ; Let n, or a, be
the Place of the Coefficient, and a~\ ~n—a , the Index of the Power ; then is
the Coefficient ; for this is the a Term of the n Order
-—
££fc. xfif a—i
,x ^ x ^±f
a
i
of Triangulars ; which is equal to the » Coefficient of the a-f *j?—a Power, as already
shewn . Also the n Coefficient of the a-\ *n—a Power, is equal to the a Coefficient of
the a-\ *n—*z Power ; for if you call a-\ -n— z— b, then the n Coefficent of the b Pow¬
er is also the b—n-\ ~z Coefficient of the b Power (as has been shewn) that is, the
a-j- n—a— n-j -z (— et) Coefficient of the a-j -n—a Power.
In the last Place we shall set before us, in one View, these two Rules , as they re¬
late both to Coefficients and Triangulars.
,
xX^ X ^TIx

^

&c. X ^

a—i

ix ^. x^±ix £ ±i &c. x £±±rini
123

et,

(
or also theq Coefficient of the n—

—b
t-f-a
±: V " n—et-}-1 (~ b) Ja -}-b— z) Power.
± }.=

a '— i

==

) a Triangular of the b Order , or b Trian¬
gular of the a Order.
n or a Coefficient of the ba)(= #-}-#—
Power.
n or et Triangular of the el or » Order.

II.
PROBLEM
To find the Polygonal Number in any Place , of any Order , and of any Species.
Rule. Find , by the last Problem , the Polygonal of the given, and also of the
preceding Place , of the given Order of the first or triangular Species. Take the Num¬
ber of the given Species, less x ; by which multiply the Polygonal found of the pre¬
ceding Place ; to the Product add the Polygonal found of the given Place ; the Sum is
the Number sought. But here observe, That in every Species, except the first, the
Orders are number ’d from the Polygons, or Sums of the Arithmetical Series, whence
they proceed r “Whereas in the first Species they are number ’d from the Series of
Units ; so that their Number is always more by a than that of the other Orders, at
the same Distance from the Polygons. Wherefore in finding the preceding Polygo¬
nal of the first Species , and of the given Order , from Polygons, add a to the Number
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os the given Order , and find the Polygonal for that Order , according to the pre¬
ceding Rules , which will give a Polygonal at the fame Distance from the first and
simple Polygons as the given Order is.
Exam. To find the 4th Term of the 3d Order of the 5th Species ; I find the 3d and
4th Terms of the 5th Order of the ist Species, which are 15, 35 ; then the Number
of the given Species is 5, and 15X4= 60 ; to which add 35, the Sum is 95, the 4th
Term of the 3d Order of the 5th Species. (See the ‘Table .')
Demon . The Reason of this Rule is manifest from Cor oil. to Theor. II . and needs
no farther Explication.
Scholium,
relating to Problem I and II.
From these general Rules of Probl. I , and II . we may easily deduce particular
Rules for particular Series : I shall apply them to two Cafes, by which all others will
be easily understood.
i °. To find the Sum of the Series of Triangles to any Number (n) of Terms , i . e.
to find the n Term of the Series of Triangular Pyramids or Polygonals of the ist Spe¬
cies, and 4th Order from the Series of Units ( which is, the rd Order from the sim¬
ple Polygons.) The Rule is,
To twice the Side or Place of the Term fought , add its Cube , and thrice its Square j
the 6th Part of the Sum is the Term sought, via. f
. or by the general Rule
of Problem I . this Term sought is ix - x _
12

x—

3

n
'

6

2° . To find the Sum of Polygons of the 2d Species, or Squares, to any Number of
Terms , i . e. to find any Term of the Series of square Pyramids , or Polygonals of the ad
Species and 4th Order from the Series of Units (which is the ad Order from the simple
Polygons.) The Rule is this :
To the Number of Terms added , or Place of the Term sought, add thrice
its Square , and also double its Cube ; the 6th Part of the Sum is the Number
sought. Thus , if the given Number of Terms is », the Number sought is
: The InveJUgation of which is this ; the n Term of the 4th Order of
Triangulars (from the Series of Units) is = —
preceding , or n—1 Term is 1 x ^lll xil x

6

( by the

last) and the

= ^!lZ ? j but ,

by Coroll. Theor. II.
6
the n Term of the ad Species is the Sum of the n and n—1 Terms of the ist or Triangu¬

123

lar Species 5 i . e.
Theorem
IV . !
Take the Series of simple Polygons of any Species, after the ist ; to any Number of
Terms ; and take the Series of Triangulars of any Order after the ist (numbering the Or¬
ders of these from the Series of Units ) to the fame Number , of Terms ; place these re¬
versely under the other , and multiply the corresponding Terms (as they are plac’d)
of the one into those of the other ; the Sum of the Products is equal to a.Term stand¬
ing in the Place exprefs’d by the given Number of Terms , ot the Order express’d
by 1 more than the given Order of Triangulars , and of the given Species ot Poly¬
gonals.

Exam.

408
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Exam. The Sexangulars to the 4th Term of the ist
Order , are 1 . 6 . ij 28
.
5 the Triangulars of the 5th
Order (from Units ) are 1 . 5 . 15 . 355 which placed
under the other , and multiplied as in the Margin, pro¬
3 5+ 9° + 7 5+ ^8 — 228
duces 228 5 which is the 4th Sexangular of the 6th Or¬
der from the simple Hexagon ( which is here the ist Or¬
der ) for this is 1 . 6 . 15 . 28 3 the 2d Order is r . 7 . 22 .50the 3d Order is 1 . 8 . 30 . 80; the 4th Order is r . 9 . 39 . 119 5 the 5th Order is
1 . 10 . 49 . 168 the
;
6th Order is 1 . 11 . 60 . 228.

1 . 6 . 15 . 28
35 . 15 . 5 ■ r

Demon . The Reason of this is plain from the following Table

5 wherein , if r . ^ .

b . c . cl .c& . represent the Polygons of any Species, the several Orders of Sums pro¬
ceeding from these, are evidently as in this Table.
I

a
b
c
d
Sic.

I
I+ Æ

11
2- -a
I+ S+ Æ
3" - 26- -b
4~ - 34- -2 b-\-c
I+ æ+ £+ c
I+ 4+ #+ £+ ^ 5- -4 a- -3 ^+ 2t+ i

&c.

Si

c.

I
3 + 4!

io + 6s+ 3^+ c
15+ ioÆ+ 6£+ 3f-j- d
Sic.

And it is plain also, that the Terms or Sums in each Order are according to the
in the 2d Order they are the Sums of the Series of the first Order,
multiplied by a Series of Units (which is the ist Order in Triangulars ) then the Multi¬
pliers in all that follow, are manifestly the Sums of the preceding continually, from
the Series of Units.
Coroll. Hence we learn a new Practice for finding the Polygonal, in any Place , of
any Order and Species after the ist , viz. by having the Series of the ist Order of any
Species (after the ist ) and the Series of the Triangulars of the Order 1 less than the
other : But this not being so easy a Practice as that in the preceding ‘Problem, I have
chosen to express the Rule in the Manner of a Theorem, regarding it only in general,
as a Connection discovered betwixt the Triangulars and the other Species of Poly¬
gonal.
‘Theorem 5 because

Theorem

V.

If we take the Progression, 1 . 2 .3 . 4c& . and the Series of Triangles , which are
the Sums of the former , 1 . 3 . 6 . 10 . 15c& . then take the Series of Ratios of the
several Terms of the ist Series, comparing each Term to the following, in a continued
Order , as, 1 : 2, 2 : 3, 3 : 4, &c. Also take the Series of Ratios of the 2d Series,
beginning at the ed Term , and proceeding difcontinuedly 3 thus, 3 : 6, 10 : 15, Sic.
These two Series of Ratios are the same 3 thus , 1 : 2 : : 3 : 6, 2 : 3 : : 10 : 15, and
so on.
Demon . I have in the Margin placed the 2 Se-

1 : 2, 2 : 3, 3 : 4, &c.
3 : 6, 10 : 15, 21 : 28, 8cc.

ties according to the proposed Correspondence of
their Ratios 5 and so far as it is carried , the Truth
of the ‘I’heorem is plain. But to shew the Reason
of it , and that it must be so for ever ; in the first Place observe, that the Antecedents
in the several Ratios of the ist Series (1 . 2 . 3. dec. ) express the Places of these
Terms from the Beginning 3 and the several Antecedents of the Ratios taken in the
ad Series, stand in the several even Places of the Series, i . e. in the ad, 4th, 6th,
£Se. Places ; but the Series of even Numbers , 2 . 4 . 6c& . are the Doubles of the
respective Terms of the natural Progression, 1 : 2 : 3: c& . which being all Antece¬
dents of the Ratios taken in the ist Series, it follows, that the Antecedents of the
several
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several Ratios in the 2d Series are in such Places of that Series as are expressed by
double the Antecedent of the correspondent Ratio (number ’d from the Beginning of
the Series of Ratios ) in the ist Series ; thus, 3 : 4 is the ; d Ratio of the ist Series 3
and the 3d Ratio of the ad Series, is 21 : 28, whose Antecedent , ri , stands in the
<yth(= 2X3) Place of the Series. Now to shew that these correspondent Ratios are
equal , take any two Terms adjacent in the ist Series ; they may beeexpressed n B
: + r,
which make the 8th Ratio in the Order of Ratios , as they are taken out of the ist
Series : And by what is last shewn , the Antecedent of the 8th Ratio of the ad Series,
according to the Manner of taking them there , stands in the 28 Place of that Series ;
and consequently it is the Sum of the ist Scries to the 28th Term 3 which, by the
_ _ _ 2# _
Rule of Progressions, is 28+ 1 X— = a«-j- i Y.n= w z-\ -n 3 and the Consequent or
next greater Term in the Series of Sums must be this Sum , with the following Term
of the ist Series, which is 28+ 1 ; so the Consequent is
-j- 28+ 1— 2«1+3B + i.
Then lastly, » ■8 + 1 - : 2B2+b : 28^+ 38+ 1 3 because the Product of Extremes
and Means are equal , viz. 28 3+3» i+ »*

Theorem

VI.

Take the natural Series, 1, 2, 3, &c. also the Series of its Sum , or Series of Tri¬
angles , 1 . 3 . 6. c& . the Series of Ratios proceeding from the Comparison of every
Term of the ’ ist Series to the ad from it, or next but one, as 1 3, 2 : 4, 3 : 5,c.&
are the fame as these , which proceed from the Comparison of every Term of the ad
Series to the next , as r : 3, 3 : 6, 6113 , &c.
Demon . Let » be

Series.

3- 4 - 5
10

any Term of the ist Series , and

8+ 2 the ad above it 5 then is the n Term of the ad
15

6.
21 .

Ratios.
1 : 3, 2 : 4, 3 : 5 , 4 - 6.
1 : 3, 3 : 6, 6 : 10,10 - 15.
the Thing to be proved.

Series w~^~lX_ , and the next Term above it , or the 8+ r
Term , is

3 but it ’s plain , that n 8: + 2 : :

n x 8-j- i : 8+ a x 8+ 1 3 or as

THEOREM

i •

VII.

Take any three adjacent Triangles , and betwixt the lesser and the middle one,
place the Number next lesser (viz. by 1) than that middle one 3 and these sour are
Geometrically Proportional : Thus for Example, 6 . 10 . 15, are three adjacent Tri¬
angles , and 6 : 9 : : 10 : 15.
Demon . Take three Triangles standing in the 8— i , 8, and «+ i . Places3
,
8X8 1 8+ 1X8 8+ 2X8 + I r 1 .
-iji 8
+ 1X8 , ,
they are 3
5 —L-L
_ 5 from the middle one —Jtake 1,
Jz
2.
22
the Remainder is «±L X
_«“ ± 3 and ± ^ EL EE
2
2222
as will appear from the equal Product of Extremes and Means 3 and to do this more
easily, because the Denominators are all equal , we may cast them all out 3 and then
also observe, that 8+ 1X8 : »+ iX »+ r : : 8 8: + 2 3 wherefore we need only try the
Proportionality of these, nXn —1 : »+ i X8—2 : : n 8: + 2, i. e. »n-—n : 88+ 8—2
: : 8 8: + 2, in which 88 —8X8 + 2 = 88+ 8—2X8 3 therefore the 4 are v . l, i . e.
the Numbers proposed are

G gg

COROLE.
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Corole . The Product of any two Triangles , betwixt which there lies but one
other Triangle , is an Oblong , whose greater Side is that interjacent Triangle,
Lemma.

Take the natural Progression, r , r z, Lie. and afterrthe ist Term i , take the Sum
of every two successive Terms , thus% i , 2-j- 5, 4+ 5, 6+ 7 &c. you have hereby a Se¬
ries of Numbers , -W with the common Difference , 4. Thus the preceding Series
is 1 . 5 . 9 . 13 . &c.
Demon . The Reason is plain from this, That every Term in the natural Series,
§ . exceeding the preceding , by 1, betwixt any Term and the next
1 . 2 . 5. cc
but 1 for the ad after itj the Difference is 2 j consequently the Difference of the
Sum of any two adjacent Terms , and the Sum of the next two adjacent Terms , must
be 4 ; therefore the Series of these Sums are in a constant Difference of 4 ; which is also
the Difference of 1, and the ist Sum 2+ 3.
T h e o R e m VIII.
Every Hexagon is also a 'Triangle ; and particularly , all the Triangles in odd Pla¬
ces, as the ist , 3d, 5th, Lcc. make the complete Series of Hexagons : As here,
1 . 2 . 3 . 4 . 5. 6 .7 . 8 . 9
. 15 . 21 . 28 . 35 . 45 ^
.
Triangles 1 . 3. 6 10
: 28 : 45 ^ Cr
15
Hexagons 1 : 6 :
1

.

5

.

9

.

13

.

17

whose first Term is 1, and the
Demon . Hexagons are the Sums of a Series
common Difference 4 (as i . 5 . 9 &c.) and the Triangles are the Sums of the natu¬
ral Series (1 . 2 . 3. c& .) but taking this last Series in the Manner mentioned in the
preceding lemma , viz. 1 : 2+ 3 : 4+ 5 : Lcc.. we have a Series beginning with 1,
and proceeding with the Difference 4 ; consequently the Sums of this Series are Hex¬
agons j but it ’s plain , that they are also Sums of the natural Progression taken to
every odd Number of Terms ; for they are 1, 1+ 2+ 3, 1+ 2+ 3+ 4+ 5, Lcc. and
consequently they are all the Triangles in odd Places.
you number the odd Places of any Series by themselves , and
;
Otherwise thus If
compare the Number in any odd Place, with the Place of that Term , as it’s number ’d
with all the Terms of the Series ; then if to the Number of the Place, in which any
odd Term stands in the whole Series, be added 1, the Half of the Sum expresses
what Place it stands in among the odd Terms number ’d by themselves j thus, The
9th Term , in the Whole ,

is

the 5th

Term of the odd Places numbered by

themselves ; the Reason of which is obvious. Again , Any odd Number may be ex¬
pressed 2»+ i , and if the Sum of the natural Series is taken to the 2»+ i Term , it is
H + I X~ ikE =:l ^ i ^^i ^ = i »/;+ 3«+ r , which is a Triangle . Then to the last
2
2
Term ( or Number of Terms ) added in this Sum , viz. to 2»+ i , add 1 ; the Sum is
2»+ 2, whose Half is #+ 1 ; which , by what’s shewn,is the Place of the Number 2*+ i,
among the odd Places of the natural Series, number ’d by themselves ; wherefore , find
the #+ 1 Hexagon , and it is a»«+ 3«+ r, which is the Triangle already found in the
is 4 j
a#+ l Place : For Hexagons proceed from a Series -H , whose Differencewhere-
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that Series i? i -f-48 ; and hence the Sum of the Series to
2

2

IX.
Theorem
8cc. are taken continually from the
7
.
5
.
3
.
1
Series,
odd
the
of
Sunj£
the
If
Beginning , they are the Squares of the natural Progression, 1 . 2 . 3 . 4 . &c. Or thus;
Every Square Number is the Sum of the Terms of the odd Series taken from 1, to a
Number of Terms equal to the Root of that Square.
Odd Series - —- 1 . 3 . 5.
-- ‘/ "heir Sums 1 . 4 . 9.
Square Roots of the Sums 1 . 2 . 3.

7 - 9 - 11 . 13 . 15 . &c.
16 . 25 - 36 . 49 . 64 - &c.
. 8 . & c.
4 - 5 - 6 7.

Demon . The Truth of this Proposition you fee so for as the Series are carried ;
and that it will be so for ever we have already demonstrated , in Cor. 4 . ‘Probl. V.
&c. is the
Cb. II , tSc. where it is shewn, that the Sum of the odd Series, x . 3 . 5 .
Terms.
of
Number
Square of the
But there is another more natural Demonstration of this Truth , deduced from the
Consideration of square Numbers , and their Composition . Thus ;
i °. Take the natura1Progression , 1 . 2 . 3. & c- and the odd Series, 1 . 3 . 5c.•&
the Number of
&£•
the several Terms of the natural Series, 1 . 2 . 3. express
Terms from r to any Term of the odd Series, or to any Term of the Series of their
Sums 5 but from the Nature of Progressions, and particularly of this odd Series, any
Term of it is equal to the Sum of 1 ( the leflcr Extreme ) and 2 (the common Diffe¬
rence ) multiplied by the preceding Term of the natural Progression (which is the
Number of Terms Ids 1.)
20. The Difference of any two square Numbers , whose Roots differ by 1 (and such
are every two adjacent Terms in the Series, 1 . 2 . 3 . 6cc.) is equal tothe Sum of x,
differ by
; so that tf1, and
and double the lesser Root j thus ,
2Æ+ 1. Hence,
3" . If the Sum of the odd Series, carried to any Number of Terms , is the Square
of the Number of Terms (i . e. of the correspondent Term of the natural Progression,
1 . 2 . 3. C& -) io will it be if carried to one Term more 5 because that next odd
Term is equal to the Sum of x, and double the preceding Root (or Term of the
Series, 1 . 2 . 3. &c0 which is also the Difference of two Squares, whose Roots dif¬
fer by 1 ; as it is in the present Case. But we see the Truth proposed as for as we
have carried the Series j therefore it must go on se for ever.

COROLLARIES.
The Difference of any two integral Squares is equal to some one, or the Sum
of some two or more Terms of the odd Scries : More particularly , it is equal to the
Sum of all the Terms of the odd Series comprehended betwixt that Term (inclusive)
whose Place in the Series is the Root of the greater Square , and that Term (exclu¬
sive) whose Place is the Root of the 1ester Square , i . e. all the Terms from that one
(inclusive ) which stands over the greater Square , and that one (exclusive ) which
stands over the lester. So if « represents the Place of any Term in the odd Series,
and m the Place of any lesser Term ; then are », in —1, the Roots of two Squares,
which differ by the Sum of all the Terms comprehended betwixt these Extremes , in¬
cluding both . Exam. 49—9--- 7+ 9+ 11+ 13. Hence,
ist.

G gg 2
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23. %cannot be the Difference os any ftwo Squares ; because it is not any Term,
nor the Sum of any Terms of the odd Series, the two least being r-j- 3—4.
3d. If the Difference of two Squares is equal to the Sum of all the Terms of the odd
Series, from 1 to any afligned Term ; the greater of these Squares cannot be that
corresponding to the assigned Term , i. e. it cannot have for its Root the Place of
(or Number of Terms from the Beginning to) that Term ; because no lesser Square
can differ from that greater one, by the Sum of all the odd Series, from z to that
greater . Hence again,
4 th. 1 cannot be the Difference of two Squares, nor 4 ; because x—
{—3 cannot be
the Difference of two Squares , whereof the greater corresponds to 3 ; nor is 4 any
Term of the odd Series, or the Sum of any two or more Terms of the odd Series,
other than
5th. Every odd Number above 1, and the Sum of any Number of Terms adjacent
in the odd Series, whereof the lesser is greater than 1, is the Difference of seme two.
Squares, whose Roots are found as in the first Corollary,
6 th. If we take the natural Series , z . 2 . z . Ac.

to any Number of Terms , and under it set the Se¬
ries of odd Numbers , 1 . 3 . 5 Ac
. . in a reverse
Order
5
then
multiply
each
Term
of the one into
XI-f-l8 - )- 2Z-f-20—
f- z5-}- 6the
corresponding
of
the
other
;
the
Sum of these
z—
f- 4-f- 51-j- id -j- z5~f~36"
Products
is equal to the Sum of the Squares ot all
9 1these Terms of the Series, x . a . 3 . &c.
Schol . That neither z
Ox4, can be the Difference of any two Squares, may
be easily shewn otherwise thus, n1 and n-j~i z differ
by z/t-j- i, which,
it ’s plain , can neither be z . 2, nor 4 3 and the least it can be, is 3, viz,, when »— z.
If we take two Roots differing more than z, as n, n-\ ~A, their Squares differ by
a
; which , it ’s manifest, exceeds 4 ; for eld is here , as least, 4 d being
greater than z.
.
A particular Use and Application of some of these Corollaries you’ll find after¬
wards.
iz

Theorem

X.

Take the Series of Triangles , z . 3 . 6 zo
.
. &c. Then take the Sum of every two
adjacent Terms continuedly , thus , z—
f~3»
&c. The Sums are the Series of
Squares of the natural Progression after : as in the Margin.
Demon . This

follows from the last,

6 Nat . Series

compared with Cor. x . Theor. II . For
the Sums of the Series, z . 3 . 5 . Ac.
21 "Triangle
36 Squares
are the Squares of the natural Series,
x . 2 . 3 . &c. by the last, and by Cor. r.
Theor. II . the Sum of every two adjacent Triangles is the Term of the Quadrangles
(or Squares ) collateral with the greater of these Triangles.
But I shall also demonstrate this Theorem otherwise 5 thus , Triangles are the Sums
of the natural Series, z . 2 , 3 , Ac. the Sums of which , to n, and 0-f-z Terms , are
2

an(j

2

which are therefore the two adjacent Triangles in the n and .

*+ z Places ; but their Sum is znn.is -- ~$ll s

T H E O-
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Some Triangles are also Squares : And if beginning with the Numbers , r g,
you make another Couplet out of them , thus , Take the Sum of these two for
one Term (viz. 2+ 3= 5) then to that Sum add the lesser Term of the same
Couplet (viz. r .) and make this Sum ( 5+ 2= 7) the other Term : Then out of this
last Couplet , 5 : 7, make another Couplet in the same Manner as before ; which will
be is : 17 (viz. 5+ 7= 12, and 12+ 5= 17.) And goon in this Manner for ever.
Again , Take the Squares of both Terms of each of these Couplets ; the Products of
the Squares of the two Terms of every Couplet , are all Numbers which are both
Squares and Triangles : As in the following Scheme ; where 36 is a Square, whole
Loot is 6 3 and it is a Triangle , the Sum of the ist 8 Terms of the natural Series.

Squares
Troduffs

2
4

-

3>

-

9.

12 : 17 , Sic.
144. : 289, Sic.
41616

.

& C.

Numbers here produced are Squares ; because they are the Pro¬
Demon , i The
ducts of two Squares (Theer . S. III . Ch. I .)
20. They are also Triangles , or the Sums of the natural Series to a certain Number
of Terms 5 which I prove by these Steps.
(r .) If any two Numbers , a , b, are such, that £= 24+ 1, or 2a—1 ; then is ab
the Sum of the natural Series, from 1 to 2a, in the Case of b== 2^+ 1 ; or from 1 to
b, if b— za —1 : For if b— za-\ - i, then are 2a, and b, two adjacent Terms in the na¬
b—zaA^ i the Sum of
;
tural Series ; and the Sum of the Series to 2a, is ab because
Extremes , and a is the Half of 2a, the Number of Terms : Again , If b— za —1,
then also are b, za, two adjacent Terms in the natural Series, and the Sum to b is
ab j for 2a is the Sum of the Extremes , whose Half, a, multiplied into the Num¬
ber of Terms , b, gives the Sum : What remains to be shewn is, that the Squares of each
Couplet (as 4 : 9, or 25: 49 ) are such Numbers as a , b are here . supposed to be ;
which is made out thus :
now represent any of the Couplets of the
(
(2 .) If any two Numbers , a, b,which
let a, b, again represent the next
;
first Line ) are such, that zaa -^ i is —bb then
it was 2aa —1 —bb in the former,
if
,
:
Or
—bb
—r
aa
2
be
will
Couplet ; and here it
it will be zaa ~\ - i — bb in this. Which I thus demonstrate : The Terms of one Coup¬
let being called a , b 5 the Terms of the next , made out of the former acc ording to
I fay, that i X+ ^ — 1» or 2 X+ f + i
;
the Proposition, are sl+ £, and 2a-\ -b and
is = 2L+ S+ according as zaa -j- i, or 2as —1 is —bb in the former Couplet : For
substituting zaa -\~i for bb)
2 x + f+ — 1=zaa -j ~4.ab-\- ibb — i — 6aa -\ -\ ab-\ -i by(
+ 4<tfi+ i (by th e same Substitution .) Hence it
=
also ~za- fb *— 4aa -\-4.ab-j -bb6Æ3
1—1 = za-\-b~■Again , 2 XA+ + +l = zcta-\ -xab-\ -zbb~\ ~t
is plain, that 2X+
*= -6aa -\ -\ ab —1 (by substituting 2act— I sor bb) and 2 a-^- b1 — \aa -\ -\ ab-\ -bb
— 6aa -\ ~4.ab —1 (by the same Substitution ) whence 2 Xa + ^ + i = 2a-\ -b .
(3 . ) The ist Couplet , 2, 3, is such, that putting 2— a and 3—b, then is 2aast- t
= ££ : And therefore in the next it is 2aa —1 = £&; and so on alternately , by what’s
shewn in the last Step.
Lastly, From all these Premises it follows, That the Product of the Squares of
each Couplet is a Triangle 3 for by the first Step it is shewn , That if 26+ 1, or 26—is1
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is —/>, then is ab a Triangle . Or , which is the fame Thing , substitute aa , bb, for
a , b ; and since it is every where zaa -s ^i, or 2aa— i —bbby
( the ad and ; d Steps) there¬
fore aaxbb is a Triangle ( by the ist Step .)
Schol . As the Truth

contained

in this Theorem

is a plain and direct Solution of

this Problem , viz. ‘To find a Square Number , which is also the Sum of a certain
Number of Terms of the natural Series 1 . 2 . 3. c& . So we have here also learned
the Solutions of the following Problems.
Coroll

. 1. ( ‘Problem ) To find a Number of Terms, ' to which if the natural Series is

carried , the Sum is a Square Number.
Rule. Take any of the Couplets of Squares of the preceding Scheme, as 4 : 9, or
25 : 49 . Double the Idler Square , and if this Double is less than the other Square , it is
the Number sought j but if it ’s greater , then the other Square is the Number
sought. Thus , 8 (= 2X4) is such a Number as is required , because 8 is less than 9 :
Again , 49 is such a Number , because 50 (= 2X25) is greater than 49 ; and so on through
all these Couplets , double of the lesser Square , and the greater Square , are alternately
Solutions of this Problem.
The Reason of this Rule is plainly contained in the Demonstration of the preceding
Theorem ; for it ’s shewn that the Product of any of these Couplets of Squares , as
rfxi >% is a Triangle , or the Sum of a certain Number of Terms of the natural
Series ; which was deduced from the Supposition that b’— zXT-fi, or zXa1—1 j
whereby it ’s plain , that bz and 2a1 differ by 1, and consequently stand next together
in the natural Series, 2a1 being less than b1 in the first Case, but greater in the other ;
whence the Sum of the Series to 2a1 Terms in the one Case, and to bl Terms in the
other , is, by the Rules of Progression, a2x£\
Coroll

. 2. ( ‘Rrobl .) To find two Squares

( or two Numbers

whose Squares are)

such, that the greater Square , and the double of the lesser, differ by 1.
Rule. The Solution and Reason of this Problem is plainly contained in the Theo¬
rem j for the several Couplets of Squares (or their Roots) whose Products are both
Squares and Triangles , solve this Problem , because it ’s Ihewn , that «2xK2 is a Tri¬
angle , for this very Reason, that 2aa-j - i, or 2aa —1 is ~b l.
Coroll . 3. (’fProbl.) To find a Number, which added to its Square, the half Sum
is also a Square.
Rule. Any Number which solves the Problem in Cor. 1. solves this also ; for there
it is (hewn , that if
is a Triangle , it ’s the Sum of 2a* Terms of the natural Se¬
ries, supposing b7=zXa *-{~i ; or, the Sum of bz Terms , if N—z-ar —1 ; but the Sum
of the natural Series carried to any Number , as n Terms , is .. z V. , which in the present Case is also a Square.

<j3. Of Prismatick Numbersfee
(
the Tables after the 9 th Defn. $1 .)
Theorem
XII.
HP H E Collaterals in any Place , of any the same Degree and Order of Prifmaticks,
•*- are in Arithmetical Progression.
Demon . i ° . It ’s so in the Collaterals of every Degree

of the ist Order , because

they are, by the Construction, Products of the Collaterals of the seme Place of the ist
Order of Polygonals, multiplied by such a Power of the Side or Place whose Index is
the Degree ot the Prifmaticks . But the Collateral Polygons are in Arithmetical Pro¬
gression 3 and any such Progression being equally multiplied , the Products arc also
a° . Since
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20. Since the Collaterals of the ist Order are —
7—
/, it follows from Lemma 1. that
it is so in all the Orders of Sums proceeding from each of these Degrees.
Theorem
XIII.
The Prismatick in any Place of the ist , or Triangular Species, and ist Order of any
Degree , is equal to the half Sum of these two Powers of the given Side or Place , whole
Indexes are the given Degree - f- i , and + 2 5 thus in the 8th Place of the ; d Degree,
it is the | Sum of the 4th and 5th Powers of 8.
Demon . Let # be the Side or Place
of
any Triangle , and the Triangle it
10 ‘triangles
self is —
6
18
Lastli
2 j also by the Conftructi40 . triangular
12
Nrd 1
54
160 ( ‘Prifmaticks
on of the Prifmaticks , that in the n
24 162
640 ? oftheistOrPlace
of the ist Degree , and ist Order
0 . 3d K 1
4™
th [i 48 486 2560 - der.
is
i —. In the » Place,
ad Degree and ist Order , it is —
L

L

j and

Place of the ist Order and m Degree it is 1L 1Llt ^UL .
2
the annex ’d Scheme.

so

on.

Universally ., in the »

Of which take Examples in

Theorem
XIV.
Take the Series of Prifmaticks of the ist Order of any Species, and any Degree , to
any Number of Terms ; also, take the Series of Triangulars of any Order [ numbering
from the Series of Units ] to the fame Number of Terms ; place this Series under the
other , in a reverse Order , and multiply the corresponding Terms together , the Sum
of the Products is the Prismatick of the given Species and Degree , which stands in the
Place exprefled by the given Number of Terms , and of the Order expressed by 1
more than the given Order of Triangulars ; or it is the Sum of the Series of Prifmaticks
of the given Species, Degree and Number of Terms , and of the fame Order as that
of the Triangulars.
Example. The Prifmaticks of the ist Order, ad Degree, ist
12
54
Species,
to 3 Terms , are 1, 12, 543 the Triangulars of the
1
zd Order [from Units , which is the Order of simple Triangles)
are 1 . 3 . 6; and these multiplied reversely into the other,
6-f- 36-f"54—
produce 96, the 3d Term of the Prifmaticks of the ist Species,
2d Degree and 4th Order , as you’ll find by carrying on the
Sums ; for these of the ist Order being 1 . 12 . 54, of the ad Order they are 1 : 13 :
67 ; of the 3d, 1 . 14 . 81 and
;
of the 4th , 1 . 1j . 96.
Demon . The Reason of this is the fame , as what has been explained in Scholium
to Probl. 1 . for finding the Polygonal in any Place of any Species, and any Order after
the ist ; as you’ll easily perceive by supposing the Expressions there assumed, viz.
j . a . b . c . d,c & . to represent the Series of Prifmaticks of the ist Order of any Spe¬
cies and Degree ; for since the different Orders are the continual Sums of the prece¬
ding in Prifmaticks , the fame way as in Polygonals, the Conclusion must be the
fame too.

Theo^
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Theorem
XV.
The Difference in any Column of Collateral Prismaticks of the ist Order , and of
any Degree , is equal to the Product of the precedent Triangle by such a Power of the
Side of the given Collaterals, whose Index is the given Degree of the Prismaticks . Or
also, it is equal to the half Difference of these two Powers of the Number expressing
the given Place, whose Indexes are the given Degree more r and more 2.
Exam. The common Difference in the Collateral Prismaticks- in the 8th Place, ist
Order and 4th Degree , is ehual either , i ° . To the Product of the 7th Triangle mul¬
tiplied by the 4th Power of 8. Or , z° . To the half Difference of the 5th and 6th
Powers of the Number 8.
Demon . i q. The Difference in any Column of Collateral

Polygons , is the prece¬

dent Triangle (E ’heor. II .) and the corresponding Collateral Prismaticks of the ist
Order , and of any Degree , are the Products of these Collateral Polygons, by such a
Power of the Side or Place, whose Index is the Degree of the Prismaticks (by the
Construction of Prismaticks .) Hence the Difference in these last Collaterals must be
the Product of the Difference in the former (viz. of the precedent Triangle ) by the
lame Multiplier.
20. For the 2d Part , since by the 13th T’heorem, the Prismatick in the n Place of
the 1st Species and 1st Order

of

the m Degree is- —— -2

, and that in the » Place

of the ad Species is »m+1, Abstracting the former from this, the Difference is »m+s

12

2

ft

2w—

2

1 f}m^a—

1

2

Coroee . The Prismatick in any Place of the ist Species , and ist Order , of any De¬
gree , is an Arithmetical Mean befwixt these in the fame Place of the ad Species and
ist Order , of the fame and the preceding Degrees ; for as that in the given Degree is
»m+1, so that in the preceding , or m— i Degree , is »m~* +1= #'n+' , and the half Dif¬

ference of these is the Difference betwixt any one of them and their Arithmetical
Mean.

Theorem
XVI.
Take any Term of the Triangulars of any Order £numbered from the simple Tri¬
angles 1 . 3 . 6. £5>f.) and the Collateral Terms of the fame Order , of the ist , or Tri¬
angular Species, of as many Degrees as you please, from the ist successively of Prisma¬
ticks ; place these orderly in a Series ; and under them set the Series of the Coefficients
belonging to that Power of a Binomial Root, whose Index is the last Degree taken of
the Prismaticks ; multiply the corresponding Terms of these two Series together $ the
Sum of the Products is the common Difference in the Column of Collateral Prisma¬
ticks of the next higher Place of the fame Order , and last Degree taken in the Pris¬
maticks.
Exam. The Triangular in the ; d Place and zd Order is 10 (viz. 1 —
j—5^ —Cs
) Also
the Prismaticks in the 3d Place , ad Order , ist Species, and of the ist, ad , and 3d De¬
grees, are 25, 67, 187. Again , the Coefficients of
10 . 25 . 67 . 187
the 3d Power , are 1 . 3 . 3 . 1 ; which multiplied
1 . 3. 3
.
1
into the former produce 473 , thq common Difference
-.
in the Collateral Prismaticks of the 4th Place, zd
10+ 75 + 201 -j- 187—473
Order and 3d Degree ; as you’ll prove by carrying
-—on the Tables of Prismaticks to the 3d Degree and ad
Order.
Demon.
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in any Column , as that in the n Place of

Collateral Prifmaticks , ist Degree and ist Order , is equal to the Product of the pre¬
ceding Triangle multiplied by (») the Side of the Collateral Prifmaticks (by I 'heor.
XV .) But that precedent Triangle multiplied by n—x produces the precedent , or
H—1 Prifmatick , ist Species, ist Order , and ist Degree ; also if that precedent Tri¬
angle , s , is added to it ’s Product by n—i (r. e. to the precedent Prifmatick ist Spe¬
cies) the Sum is the Product of that precedent Triangle by n 5 or, it is the Difference
in these Collateral Prifmaticks.
2,0 . Let the Triangle in the 0 Place be called a, and the several Prifmaticks in the
n Place of the ist Species, ist Order , of the several Degrees from the ist , be b, c, d,
£S?c. then by the Construction it will be b—na . c= -nb. d—nc, Sec. Now the Difference
in the 0+ 1 Column of Collateral Prifmaticks , ist Order , ist Degree , being a-\ -bby(
the ist Article ) the Difference in the «-f -i Column of the rd Degree , is the Product of
the last*Difference a-f -b, by the Side 0- f- i [because the Terms of this Column are
Products of 0-j- 1 by the Terms of that Column in the ist Degree , whose common Dif¬
ference is d-j- b] i . e. it is a-}-bKn-}-a-\-b—»a~\-nb-\~a-{-b but
;
na —b, and nb—c ;
therefore it is ~a -\ -zb-\ -c. Again , the
a
a
a
a
Difference in the n-\ - 1 Place of the 3d De¬
zb-\ -na
4b
3b-\~na
gree is the Product of the last Difference by
. nb
c-\ -ztib %c-\ -^nb 6cc.&
n~f- i , which is a-j- zb-j- cXn-^ a~f- zb-j- /,=
.
nc
d+ inc 4.d
aa
-j-znb-j- nc-j- a -\~zb-\ -c= a-\ ~^b-\ ~y -\ -dt
■
.
nd e
and so on, as you fee ordered in the annex ’d
Scheme ; the Manner of continuing which,
ist
4-th
shews plainly the Truth of the Theorem j
for the Numbers multiplying a , b, c, d,c.&
in the several Differences, are evidently the
Coefficients of the Powers, whose Indexes express the Degrees of the Prifmaticks ; so in
the ist , a , b, are multiplied by 1, 1, the Coefficients of the Root or iff Power of a
Binomial . In the rd Degree , a, b, c, are multiplied by 1, 2, 1, the Coefficients of
the rd Power . In the 3d Degree , a , b,c , d are multiplied by 1, 3, 3,1 , the Coeffi¬
cients of the 3d Power ; and so it 's plain they must go on for ever, by the Order of
Construction.
30. That the fame Thing must be true in the rd and all the following Orders of
any Degree of Prifmaticks , is evident from the Construction of these Orders , viz. from
their being the Sums of the preceding $ with this Consideration, that the Difference in
the Collaterals of any Order is the Sum of the Differences in all the Collateral Columns
of the preceding Order from the corresponding one backwards.
Schol . Besides the Method of finding the Difference in any Column of Collaterals,

contained in this Theorem , there is another Method deducible from ^theorem XIV,
which is this : Instead of the Series of Prifmaticks of any Degree , ist Species and ist
Order , take the Series of Differences in the several Columns of the ist Order of any
Degree , and multiply them by the Series of Triangulars mentioned in that Theorem,
and in the Manner there explained 3 the Sum of the Products is the Difference sought:
The Reason of which is the fame as that for finding the Prifmatick of that Degree , Or¬
der and Place ; because the Difference in any Column is the Sum of all the Differences
of the Columns of the preceding Order from the corresponding Place backwards, and
therefore have the fame Connection and Dependence as the Prifmatick Numbers them¬
selves ; so that the fame Demonstration may be apply ’d to this Cafe, only the first Diffe¬
rence being 0, we are to keep out the 1, which is the ist Term in that Demonstration,
Hhh
and
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and make a, b, c,c & . represent the several Differences in the preceding Order 3 and
then the Demonstration will be in all respects the same.
COROLLARIES.
1. The Difference in any Column of Collateral Prisms (or Prifmaticks , ist Degree,
ist Order ) is the Product of its Side into the preceding Triangle ; for that Side being
0, and the preceding Triangle a> the preceding Prism is n-—lXa, and the Difference
in the Collateral Prisms of the n Place , is, by this Theorem , a-\ -n— iXa= a-}-M —a—na.
Whence again,
2. If to the Triangular Prism in any Place be added the Product of these 3 Numbers,
the preceding Triangle, , the Side of the given Prism , and the Distance of any of
its Collaterals, the Sum is the Collateral Prism at that Distance.
Theorem
XVII.
Is to any Triangular Prism be added double of its Collateral Triangle , the Sum is
equal' to $ times the Collateral Triangular Pyramid.
Exam. The 4th Triangular Prism is 40 ; the 4th Triangle is 10, whose Double is
as ; then 40-^-20= 60= 3X20, and 20 is the 4th Triangular Pyramid . Take other
Examples out of the annexed Table.
Demon . The

Triangles r

. 3 . 6 13
.
. 15
‘Pyramids 1 . 4 . 10. . 20 . 35
Prisms
i. 6 . 18 . 40 . y-j

(for it

2

tural

is

Triangle

in the n Place

the Sum of « Terms of the na¬

Progression,)

and

the correspondent

Prism is ——7h.
g.a , to which add double the Triangle , viz . nn-\ -n, the
L

^ nnn+ nn+ znn+ in^ mn+ inH+ zn

2

L

2

A-

rsmid in the n Place is, by Problem ist, 1X—X
123
which is equal -to
Corole

is

Sum is

theTriangular

+ ,?*??? } Triple
6

py_
of

r

. Hence we have a particular

Rule for finding the Sum of the Series of Tri¬

angles, i . e. any Term of the Series of Triangular Pyramids , which is this ; Take the
third Part of the Sum of the corresponding Triangular Prism , and double the Tri¬
angle , it is the Sum fought.
Theorem

XVIII.

If to any Triangular Prism be added its corresponding Triangle , the Sum is equal
to the Sum of the. Collateral Triangular Pyramid , and Square Pyramid.
Exam. 40 is the 4th Triangular Prism, to which add 10, the 4th Triangle3 the Sum
i? 50= 30+ 40, the 4th Square and Triangular Pyramid.

Triangles
Squares
Tr . Pyram.
Sq. Pyram.
Tr . Prisms

3
4
4
5
6

6
9
10

14
18

lar Pyramid is ix L xSt
1236

Demon . The n Triangular

10
16
20 L/c.
30
40
1 x ttt

to which add ——\
2
Sum is
a

Prism is ?- ~fa l,

the n Triangle

3 the

Again , the n Trianguand the 0 Square Pyramid is
2a 3
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L»^-s-z« “H* ^as you fee in Schdl, Trobl. II.) the Sum of these two is
6a

s 2 lh

2£± ? , by dividing Numerator and Denominator both by 3.

Coholl .’ Hence may be deduced a particular Rule for finding -the Sum of the Series
of Squares r, 4, 9, Sc. i . e, for -finding any Square Pyramid (or Polygonal of the ad
Species and ad Order Lorn the Squares .) Thus ,' find the corresponding Triangular
Pyramid (by the particular Rule explained in the CoroU. of last Theorem) and substract this from the Sum of the corresponding
is the Number sought.

Triangle

and its Prism 5 the Difference

Scholium.

As the particular Rules contained in the Corollaries to this and the preceding
Theorem, for finding the Sum of Triangles and Squares, depend immediately upon
these Theorems , so they suppose the Truth of some other Rules for finding the fame
Numbers ; which Rules are used in the Demonstration of these Theorems ; and there*
fore to have these Rules demonstrated independently of other Rules for the fame Pro blems , these Theorems must be demonstrated another way ; but what I design here is
only to observe, That amor® ,the antient Writers there is no such Thing as a general
Rule for all the Orders and Species of Polygonal Nunibers ; they have only these two
particular Rules for Triangles and Squares, and these they deduce from the fame two
Theorems , which they demonstrate from the Contemplation of the Schemes or Figures
into which the Numbers are disposed.; as they have been already explained in the
Definitions , and which, ! shall here represent iq the Manner they are formed , to make
out these Demonstrations.
ola the ,ist Part of this ' Scheme you
For Theorem XVII
have the Triangle 6 taken twice, with
its Prism 18 ; the lower Triangle in
its Prisin with the Parts cut off from
T 'iaugle
the upper , lying towards the left Hand,
do plainly make the Collateral Trian¬
gular Pyramids ; and the remaining
, Units on the right , with the two upper
" Triangles added , make two Pyramids,
each equal to the former ; as the id.
Part of the Scheme thews , in which
the fame Lines of Points are only dis¬
posed in another Form.
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In the ist Part of this Scheme you
have the Triangle tf, and its Prism 18 ;
the lower Triangle of which, with the
Points cut from the left Hand of the
two upper , make the Collateral Pyra¬
mid ; and the remaining Points, with
the Triangle added , make the Colla¬
teral Square Pyramid , as the ad Part of
the Scheme thews.

1Triangle
f

Frifm

XIX.
Theorem
The Series of Triangular Prisms is the fame as the Series of Pentangular Pyramids,
*
as in the annex ’d Scheme .
- -7" 1 . 2 . 3 . 4.
Seriesr
.
. 3 . 6 10
Triangles 1
. 6 . 18 . 40
(Prisms 1

. 4. . 7 . 10
. y . 12 . 22
. 6 . 18 . 40

-r-i r

Series

(Pentagons 1

(Pyramids 1

Demon . That those two Series will continue to be the tame for ever , I thus thew :

, the Pentagonal Pyramid

The Triangular PriGn in the n Place is n- Again
2> .

in

the

Place , is the Sum of the n Triangular Pyramid , and the Product of the n—1 Trian¬
gular Pyrarnid multiplied by 2, the Distance of the Pentagon from the Triangle (Cor.i.
11

Theor. II .)

But the n Triangular

— = a and

Pvramid is 1 X—

multiplied

the n—1 Triangular Pyramid is 1 X—Fl X— Xwhich

by

1236

2 produces

Sum is -ifLilfL

to which add the former , viz. the

XX.
Theorem
of their Squares ; and beginning
Series
the
then
;
Triangles
of
Take the Series
with 1, take the Series of the Differences- betwixt each Term and the next of them
Squares ; they are the Series of Cubes of the natural Progression, as you fee in the
annex ’d Scheme.
Demon . The

I

Natural Frogeffion
Triangles
Their Squares
Their Differences
•which are the Cubes of the ijl

3-

6,

4

xo8 c.
100
27 H
Series.

Sums of the 1st Se¬

ries taken to a— 1, and » Terms , are
? and—"i ?; and the Squares of
2-TZ

theft

4

,and £ t ?i± - ‘i
4,
whose
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whose Difference is plainly — —n l. Now , since n—i , n, may be any two adjacent
4*
, the universal Truth of what is proposed is demon*
Progression
Terms of the natural
strated.

COROLLARIES.
1. As every Cube Number is the Difference of some two Squares, (viz. whose Roots
are the Sum of a Number of Terms of the natural Series, equal to the Root of the gi¬
ven Cube, and the next lesser Sum) to were it required to find two Squares, whole
Difference shall be some Cube Number, which is neither known nor assumed, we
have here a plain Rule for it $ and observe, that I supppse the Difference neither
known nor aflumed, to make this Problem different from another, which you’ll find
afterwards, wherein two Squares are sound, whose Difference is any given Number.
2. The Sum of the Cubes of the natural Series 1 . 2 . 3. &c. to any Number of
Terms , is equal to the Square of the Sum of the same Series taken to the tame Num¬
ber of Terms. Or thus, take the Cubes of the natural Series continually from the be¬
ginning, the Sums are all square Numbers, whose Roots are the Sums of the fame na¬
tural Series taken so far.
Schoi, . As the last Corollary follows plainly from the Theorem , so if that Corollary
is demonstrated another way, the Theorem will as clearly sollow from it ; and as to the
Demonstration of the Corollary independently of this Theorem, I have found one, which,
though not so simple as the preceding Demonstration of the Theorem, yet is curious
enough, and therefore worth the explaining here.
—
The Thing then to be demonstrated is this, viz. that i 34“aM- 3}+ 43>

1st. From the Nature of Multiplication it’s plain, that the Square of any Multino¬
mial Root (i . e. a Root consisting of many Parts) is equal to the Sum of the Squares of
each Part of the Root, and twice the Product of every Pair of Members of the Root 5
+ d, Scc.
c
as in the annex’d Scheme, wherein a-\-£-}being squared, the Square is the Sum of all the Squares
af- -£ - f- c ct - dc., &
and Products set under it $ and by the Order in which
d ~^ b4* “ cj - - d j &c.
they are disposed, you see the Square is composed of as
4- d1
4* c~—
many Members as the Root, each of which is equal to
the Square of one Member of the Root, and the Sum of
bc-\ - zed
zab 2
2ac-Y 2 bd
the double Products of that into all the preceding Mem¬
bers (on the left Hand) which evidently comprehends
the double Products of every Pair of Members of the Root.
2d. If the Parts of the Multinomial Root are the several Terms of the natural Series
1 . 2 . 5. & c- l^en suppose the Square of it is taken in the Manner of the preceding
Scheme, I fay that each Member of it (i e. the Sum of the Square of each Term ot
the Root, and the double Products of that Term into all the preceding Terms) is
equal to the Cube of that Term . For fixam. The Cube of 4 is 64, equal to the
Square' of 4 (viz. 16, ) more 2X3X44-2X2X4- 1-2X1X4 (—24-4-15-1-8= 48.) And
that it is se universally I thus prove, ( i ° .) It’s plain, that to
i -t- 2-b 3-}- 4, &c.
multiply any Term of the Root into each preceding Term
i -d- 2-f- 3 -j- 4, &c. .
severally, the Sum of the Products is equal to the Ptoduct
H- 4+ TTT5
of that Term into the Sum of all the preceding Terms 5 and
because we must double all these Products, therefore we
4 -4x24 - 24
must take double the Sum of the preceding Terms, and
8
_
multiply it into the given Term . Then , ( i u.) This Pro¬
duct is equal to the Square of the given Term multiplied
14 - 8+ 27-4-64
into

H.22
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into the next preceding Term , by the Rules of Progressions; for Example,
tfXiX

i—)—
2.—

3—
{—4.—
f—
5=

6X5x5

j because 1—f—
2.—
}—

'5 == -- L
- -- ; and this mul-

plied by 2, produces 6X5. Universally , Call the Term next preceding any given
one, I, that given one must be i -j-/ ; which is also the Sum of the Extremes of that
Series, whereof I is the greatest Extreme, i . e. of the Series to be summed 5 but this
Sum is r- f-/X —
L (/ being here the Number of Terms) and the Double of this is
1—
f“/X/ , which multiplied into the given Term , i -j- /, produces 1 -f xl. But,
(3 0.) Its manifest that
(the Sum cfftwice the Product of i -fthe
given
Term , into all the preceding Terms ) added to x-j- / (the Square of the given Term)
makes x-j- / 1x IJ- - 1-}- /i = 1-j- /1 X1-4- / = 1
the Thing to be shewn.
3d. Since the Square of the Multinomial, x-s- r-s- 3-l -q., &c. is resolveable into as
many Members as the Root, each of which is prtived to be equal to the Cube of a dif¬
ferent Member of the Root 3 therefore that Square is equal to the Sum of the Cubes
of the several Members of the Root, i . e. i J-f-23+3 3&c. — i -i- 2-}- 31 &e.

ThSoIieh

XXL

Take the Series of square Pyramids (i . e. the Sums of the natural Series of Squares)
multiply each of them by 3 ; and from the Series of Products, take the Series of the
Sums of the 2 Series of Triangles and Squares, as in the Margin3 the Series of the Diffe¬
rences is the Series of Cubes of the natural Progression.
Demon . The n Square Pyra3 . 4 .
5 Natural Series
mid is ~ by 6 ■
(
Trobl.
, . 6 . 10 . 15 ‘triangles
II. Schol.) which multiplied by
4 . 9 . 16 . 25 Squares
5 . 14 . 30 . 55 Square ‘Pyramids
3 produces a”'+ 3»*+ » The „
15 .42

. 90 . 165 Their

7 . 15 . 26 .

TroduEl

by

3

40 Sumoftrian . and Squ.

xuare
Triangle is ———, and » Squ
Z

8 . 27 . 64 . 125 Cubes
?— 2

is nn

• which taken from the former, leaves plainly

2 XT

Then
■n'\ And

, »»+ »
because n

may be any Term , therefore the theorem is true.

Theorem

XXII.

Take the Series of Heptangular Pyramids, and to them add the Series of Triangu¬
lar Pyramids in this Manner, viz. The ist of the Triangulars to the 3d of the other j
the zd Triangular to the 4th of the other 3 and so on 5 i . e. universally , the n Hep¬
tangular Pyramid added to the n— 2 Triangular. All these Sums are Cubes 5 and
prefixing the first two Heptangular Pyramids, 1 . 8 ( which are Cubes) you have the
whole Series of Cubes.

Demon.

Chap . II.
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Series
Triangles

6

io

5
r;

6

11

7

18
26

16
34
60
4

21
55
IX5
10

8

1

Cubes

mid isand

5»3-f-5»1—2»

I

2

f- 2«

z

Pyra¬

the

-r— i

6

Schol.')

But the Distance of the Heptagon
from the Triangle , is 4 3 therefore
(by Probl. II .) the a Heptangular
Pyramid is £±l £6 ±B
Again the n—r Triangular

6

, >Æ= ?x ?= fx £j

-2z
« Triangular

Term is ——- (Probi. II .

i . 8 . 27 . 64 . ir;

-4»

4

Demon . The

4

3

Series -+-1 i
Heptag. i
Hept . ‘Pyramids i
Priang . Pyramids

ffigurate Numbers.

+ i 6= !‘x4=
Pyramaid is

5 to which add the » Heptangular Pyramid , vim.

5»3—f~
3«a—2 « ,
j the Sum is —- = «?.
6

Theorem

XXIII.

Take the Series of Octangular Pyramids , and from them substract
the Series of Tri¬
angles ; thus , The ist Triangle from the rd Octangular Pyramid
,
universally , the n—i Triangle from the n Pyramid ; the Series of and so on, i . e.
Differences is the
Series of Cubes after i.
Series ~^~l i
OBogons 1
OBog. Pyramids i
!Triangles
Cubes

7

r3

8

21

9
1

30
3

19
40
70
6

i . 8 . 27 . 64

«5—n v .

.»5-f *?»*-f*2«-f5fl?—5;
H2-»
which is —

Triangle,

the

Demon . The

n Triangular

£+ 3? *+ .*”, and Æ 6
mid is

Pyramid

1 Triangular Pyra-

Therefore

the » Octangular

Pyramid is (by Probl . II.)

.<5>;;-f~3

is

-4-

from which , substract the n—i

Difference is <f#34 ~381

■3

*

•30

6

CoRor.n. From this it is plain , That if we take a Series, —
beginning
with 0, and proceeding by the Difference 6 3 then
6
take the Sums of this Series 3 and then the Sums of these Sums
6
3
and to this last Series of Sums add the natural Series, 1 . 2. 3 Lcc.
I
2
.
the last Sums make the Series of Cubes . The Deduction of the
universal Truth os which from the present Pheorem , is easily
27 . 64
made 3 thus , In the Scheme of the Pheorem, each Term of the
ist Series is 1 more than its Collateral in the rst Series of the
present Scheme 3 therefore each Term of the ad Series of the
former Schemes, ex¬
ceeds the Collateral of the ad Series of this Scheme , by as many
Units as the prece¬
ding Number ofTerms . Hence again 3 Each Term of the 3d
Series , former Scheme,
exceeds the Collateral in the 3d Series of this Scheme , by the Sum of
as many Terms
of the natural Series, as the Number of preceding Terms :
Whence
all the rest is
plain .
From
O
o
o

6

12
18
24
3

18
36
60
4
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From this last, again, it will easily appear , That if we take
rz
18
the Series, o . 6 .12 . &c. and taking the Sum of it, add 1 to
I - 7
19 . 57
each Sum ; and then of this Series of Sums take the Series of
i . 8 27 . 6/\. Sums
; these are the Cubes of the natural Progression 3 for
by taking the Sums of the Series, o : 6 18
:
: 31s; &c. after r
is added to each (7. e. the Sums of 1 . 7 . 19. Scc.) it ’s plain the Sums at every Step,
will be more than the Sums taken without these Units (t. e. than the Sums of the Se¬
ries, o . 6 .18 . Ac .) by as many Units as the Number of Terms added : So that it
will be the same as if taking the Sums of this Series, o . 6 . 18 . 36, we add to the Se¬
ries of the Sums the natural Series, 1 . 2 . 35 as in the preceding Scheme.

o.6

Theorem
XXIV.
Take the Series of odd Numbers , 1 . 3 . 5. c& . and out of this make another Se¬
ries 5 thus, Take the ist Term 3 then the Sum of the next 2 Terms 5 again, the
Sum of the next 3 Terms , after the last 3 and so on, taking in at every Step , one
Term more 5 so that the Number of Terms taken at every Step, are the natural Se¬
ries, 1 . 2 . 3 . 6<c. The
Series thus composed, is the Series of Cubes of the natural
Series 5 each Sum being the Cube of the Number of Terms added together.
1 . 3 . j . 7 . 9 . 11 . 13 . 15 . 17 . ip . 21 . 23 . 25 . 27 . 29
Cubes
Roots 1

1.
.

3 .
2 .

27 .
3 .

64
4

.
.

125
5

Ac.

Demon
By T "heor. XX . Cor. 2. the Sum of the Series of Cubes , is the Square
of the Sum of the natural Series taken to the same Number of Terms : But the Sums
of the odd Series are the Squares of the several Number of Terms summed {‘I ’heor. IX.)
And in this Scheme there are always as many odd Terms from the Beginning, as the
Sum of all the Roots 5 therefore the Sum of all these odd Numbers being the Square
of the Sum of all the Cube Roots , is the Sum of all the Cubes. Again, That the
Sum of the several Terms , distinguished in the Series of odd Numbers , are the parti¬
cular Cubes of the Number of these Terms , is evident ■because 1 is the Cube of r,

and 1+ 3+ 5. the Sum of the Cubes of 1 and 2, by what ’s first strewn 3 therefore
3+ 5 is the Cube of 2. Then since 1+ 3+ 5+ 7+ 9+ 11 is the Sum of the Cubes of
1, 2, 3, therefore 7 + 9+ n

is the Cube of 3.

And so on.

Another Demon . This Iheorem may also be demonstrated independently of
I ’heor. XX . by the Consideration of the odd Series. Thus,
i ° . If the Root of any Cube is an odd Number , its Square is also an odd Number 5
and is therefore a Term of the odd Series : Then taking as many adjacent Terms of
the odd Series, as the Root of any Cube expresses, and whereof the Square of the
same Root is the middle Term 5 it ’s plain the Sum of all these Terms will be the
Cube 5 because, being an Arithmetical Progression, the Sum of every two Terms,
equally distant from the middle one, is double that middle one, and consequently the
whole Sum is equal to as many Times the middle Term as the Number of Terms ex¬
presses 5 but that middle Term is the Square 5 and the Number of Terms the Root j
therefore the Whole is the Product of the Square by the Root , i . e. the Cube.
20. If the Root is an even Number , then we can find in the odd Series two adja¬
cent Terms 5 the one exceeding the Square by 1, and the other wanting 1 of it 5 con¬
sequently , taking as many Terms as the ' Root expresses, whereof these two now
mentioned are the two middle Terms 3 the Sum of the Whole is the Cube 3 for the

Sum
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Sum os the two middle , and os every other two equally distant from them , are each
double the Square ; and so the Whole is equal to the Product of the Square by the
Root , i . e. is the Cube.
30. Representing the two preceding Cases in the annex’d Scheme [ wherein a be¬
ing any odd. Number or Root , the ist Series represents a Number of adjacent odd
Numbers , whose Sum is a 3and
;
a being an even Number , the -rd Series is a Num¬
ber whose Sum is a 3; understanding these Series to contain as many Terms as the
Root has Units , whereof
is the middle one in the ist , and a1—r , d -j- r , the two mid¬
dle ones in the ad Cafe.] Hence it will be evident , that the least and greatest Terms
in the particular Se8ic. d —6 s: ''— 4 : d —2 : d : d- f- 2 : fP-f-4 : d- j- tf : &c. I ries of adjacent odd
&c. d —5 d —3 : d —i :
: d -\ -%: d -\- $c : & .
j Numbers ,
whose
Sum is the Cube of
the Number of Terms , are thus expressed, viz. The least
—a, and the greatest
d -\ -a—1 : For the Root being odd, the Number of Terms is odd 3 and there are
as many Terms on each Hand of the Middle , d, as Half the Root —1 or a 77— ;
2
and the common Difference being 2, the Number fubstracted from, or added to d in
the Extremes , is equal to 2, taken as oft as -— - expresses : But flZI x 2 — a—1 ;
2
2
therefore the Extremes are d —a—x , and d -\-a—1, which are d —a- f-i , and
d -\ -a—1. Again, If a is an even Number, the two middle Terms being always
d —1, d -\ - i, and the Number of Terms below d —1, and above d ~\ -i t being half
ofrf— 2, or -— - ; it follows, that the Extremes are d —i , wanting the Product of 2
2
by

, which Product is a—2 3 and d -j- 1, with the fame Number added to

it 3 which Extremes are therefore d —1—a—2 = d — i —a-\ -2 — d —L-j- x, and
-a —2 =d -}- et—1.
4° . Take any two Roots differing by 1, asa, and a-{- 1 ; the greatest Extreme of
the Series of odd Numbers , whose Sum is the Cube of at is , by the last, d -\ -(i—1.
And the least Extreme of the Series, whose Sum is the Cube of Æ-f- x, is ( by substituting
a-\- i instead of a, in this Expression, d —a-\- i ) — a-\- d —
— d -\-za-j- i—a
—d -j -a-j- i. Compare this with the former, viz . d -\ -a—x, it ’s plain their Difference
is 2, i. e. the greatest Term of these adjacent odd Numbers whose Sum is a 3, and
the least of these whose Sum is ct-j- i ’, differ by 2 j and so they are two adjacent odd
Numbers ; consequently the Series for the one Cube begins at the Term next after that
one with which the other ends ; and therefore the Series of Cubes are found in the
Manner prescribed in the ‘Theorem.
Schol.

As this Theorem is demonstrated

by Means of Theor. XX . so. that is de¬

monstrable by Means of this , and Theor. IX.
Theorem

XXV.

Take the Series of Pentagonal Pyramids , and multiply each of them by 3 3 then
take the Series of Squares, and multiply each of them by 2 Substract the last Series of
Products from the former 3 the Differences are the Series of Pentagonal Prisms.
k

IIi

Series

*
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Series -+-1
‘Pentagons
Pent . Pyramu
Pro Au Els by 3
Squares
ProduEis by 2
Pent . Prisms

I - 4.
7 I • 5 - 12 .
I . 6 . 18 .
3 . 18 . 54 1 ■ 4 - 9 ‘
2 . 8 , 18 .
1 . 10 . Z6 -

and this multiplied by

produces

»th Triangular Pyramid is
—-6

IQ
22
40
120
16
32
88

V.

Numbers. Book

Demon . Pentagons proceed from the
Series,. 1 . 4 . 7 . &c. whose common
Difference is 3 5 os which therefore the
#th Term is i -f -n —1X ; — 3n—2 ; and
the Sum of the Extremes is 3#'— 1.
Lastly, The Sum of n Terms is 3n—1 x .

)

2 fp "— Jj

— = 22

•

, which is the n Pentagon 5

the n Pentagonal Prism.

Again , The

and the n—1 Triangular

Pyramid

j the . Distance of the Triangle and Pentagon is- 2, and - K X2

is

_2»’—2n

n^r in
wherefore (by Cor. shear. II .) the n Pentagonal Pyramid is —~\~2>
62

!L • from which take.
lfg^r n__ . which multiplied by 3, makes 3—lhl
2

a/; 1, the Remainder is —— —, the n Pentagonal Prism.
General Schoihim.
Though there be no general Canon, that I know, for finding the Sum of any Series
of Prfmaticks of any Degree , Species and Order , excepting what is contained in the
XlVth Theorem, which supposes the Series of Prismaticks of the ist Order of the
fame Species and Degree , and to the fame Number of Terms , as that whole Sum is
fought3 yet for the Sums of the Prismaticks of the 2d Species, ist Order , of any Degreej
i . e. for the Sums of Powers of the natural Progression, from the Cubes and upwards, we
can, by Means of the preceding Theory of Polygonals, investigate particular Ca¬
nons for every different Power 3 whereby the Sum may be found, having only the
Number of Terms.
In order to which ohfen ie, That as the Invention of these Canons, for any Degree,
depends upon the Canons for the preceding Degrees 3 fo, though Squares are Poly¬
gons, and not Prismaticks , yet it will be necessary to take the Squares within the fol¬
lowing Problem, that we may more easily, by the two first apd most simple Powers,
understand the Method of Investigation for all the superior Powers.
Again , observe, That we have already explained the particular Canons for the
as you fee in
Sums of Squares and Cubes 3 that for Squares, being
the ad Article of the Scholium after Problem II. and that for Cubes, being
»*-j~zn3-f-nn
for by Theorem XX . Goroll. 2 . the Sum of the Cubes of the natural
Progression, to the #th Term , is the Square of the Sum of the Roots 3 but this Sura
But the Method of investigating Rules for
is —_h —, whose Square is
'
4
'
_
L
the higher Powers being different from the Method , by which these Rules for Squares
and Cubes have already been invented , and depending alfo upon a new Method , by
this
which the . fame two Rules may be investigated : Therefore we must explain other
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•other Method for Squares and Cubes 3 and this being done, the universal Method for
all other Powers will be easily understood.
Observo in the last Place, That there are several Methods of finding these Canons,
so as to make the Invention of the Rule for any Degree, depend upon the Rules for
the preceding Degrees 3 but I confine my self to that which is most natural in this
Place, viz. which depends upon the universal Rule for the several Orders of Polygo¬
nal of the Triangular Kind. You’ll find another curious Method in Rvnayne 's Al¬

gebra.
PROBLEM
III.
How to investigifte Rules for finding the Sums of the Series of Powers of any De¬
gree of the natural Progression
, 1 . 4 . 3. having
the Number of Terms only
given.
SOLDTIO

N.

ifl. For the Sum of the Squares, 1+ 4+ 9+ &C. t0 the 0th Term .
The #th
Triangular of the 3d Order (from Units) i. e. the Sum of the triangles, to the
«th Term , is 1 X—X
(by the ad Rule for ‘Probl. I . with the
1
a — ——a

to ’j’heorem III. 1Or , seethe Scholium after that Rule.) Again, Take 0,
successively equal to I . a . 3 . dec. and applying this Canon, we have —
%
2•' •
^
———,
&c. which express the Series of Triangulars of the 3d Order, to
a
a
_
any Number of Places given 3 which Number being called 0, the Sum of this
Series .+ tfre 4.th Triangular of the 4th Order 3 but the n Triangular of the
4th Order is, nby■ the fame general
Rule, i X—
- - 2,#
■■
*. ' * x 3 = nf
3*+ ?
■+
which is therefore equal to L-il -+
Sic. carried to n Terms 5 and this
Coroll.

L

L

K

is — a of i 2+i + 2a+2 + 3a+3 c& . — a of i + aH - 3* Sic,fa-

0f 1+ 2+ 3 &c.
00+
0
Now 1+ 2+ 3 &c. to » Terms, is== — - + . 3 therefore f of it is = ^' .ZL!L
3 conse.
2
44
03+ 3»2'+ a» . + of i + a^+ 31 & c. + ^ ±l
and substracting
quently
-4
4
fr,om both

Sides, the Remainders are equal, viz. a of i1+ 21
+3 ac& . —
-

0a+0 ^ 4 ^ + L20+ -80- ^ a-^

24 •

6

—

_4 sP+ ^ + 20 , and multip ]ying the first and
24

last Expressions, both by 2, the Products* are i + 2,+3 1c& . =
20,+ 301+0 3 which is the Rule for the Sum of the Squares,

viz-

24
l + 2a+f &c.

2d. For the Sum of the Cubes, or r'+ T+ f + Zcc. to the 0th Term . The 0th Trian¬
of the 4th Order (from Units) i. e. the Sutn of the Triangulars of the 3d Order to
the 0th Term , is 1x x
x
3 and taking0, successively equal
gular

Iii

to
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to i,2,3, &c. the SeriesofTriangularsofthe

3 + 3* 3

4thOrder are,L ~k^ xr k" 2Xl

~f"

6

6 '

2Xl

§cc. to any Number of Terms ; which Number being called n,

the Sum of this Series is the -rth Triangular of the 5th Order ; which, by the general
Rule , is equal to 1 x » x 2± £ X5±_ 2 x £±1 =
but the x^ mer
1234
24.
Series (equal to this ) is the Sum of these 3 Parts , viz,. of-§- 1—
)—13—f
—5sc& . +
of
&c. (==—,4s

6

*i~ n, by the last) -j- 4 of 1+ 2+ 3 &c. ( = £5+ 1 } and
--

\

%

S

taking the last two Parts from both, we have n*^ ' 6n + ri; ^ -j-S» j— . or a Gf
24
lliil/irl

— £ or -§• of 5_dl5 = -| 0f i+ 23+ 33&
c . And reducing the first Part

to the most simple Expression, by the common Rules of Fractions 3 and then multi¬
plying both Parts by 6, there will come out i+ 23+5 3c& . = 5..~^~2gk" * . - the
4
Rule for Cubes.
Now for all superior Powers, the Investigation of Rules , by the fame Method , will
be plain and obvious to such as understand the first two Cafes, how they depend upon
one another , and upon tne General Canon for Triangular Numbers : For we gradu¬
ally express, by that Canon, the «th Triangular of the Order (from Units ) expres¬
sed by 1 more than the Index of the Power (as above, we took the 3d Order for
Squares, and the 4th Order tor Cubes ;) and taking n, gradually equal to r, 2, 3, &c.
we empress the several Terms of the Triangulars of that Order , according to that Ca¬
non, to any Number of Terms , as zrj and the Sum ' of all these Terms will resolve in¬
to as many other Series (connected by Addition , and in some Cafes, some of them
substracted ) as there are Members in the Numerator of the General Canon, and
whereof one ot them will be some Multiple or aliquot Part of the Sum of the Series
of Powers sought, to n Terms 3 and the other Parts are some Multiple or aliquot Part
of the Sums of as many Terms of some of the inferior Powers (of the fame natural
Progression, 1 . 2 . 3. & c-) which we must express by the Rules already invented for
these inferior Powers $ then we consider that the Sum of this Series, thus exprested,
is the «th Term of the next Order of Triangulars ; and this we express by the fame
General Rule as before we. did the nth Term of the preceding Order : And then
comparing these two different Expressions of the fame Number , we find, after a due
Reduction , the most simple Expression for the Sum of the Powers sought.
I shall here give you the Canon for Biquadrates , and leave the Investigation and
Proof of it to your Exercise.

The

Canon

is , l + 2«+ ;4+ + §cc. = l5 !±lll

!±I £5!= 5.

3°

H. III . Of Oblongs , and some remaining curious Propoftions
Squares.
Theorem

concerning

XXVI.

TF we take the Series of even Numbers , 2 . 4 . 6. c& . and then -the Series of their
’*■Sums, 2 . 6 . 12. c& . these are the Series of Oblongs.
Demon-
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is also the ist Oblong , 2.

And that all the other Sums are the other Oblongs, is thus
2 . <5 . 12 . 20
plain . By the Nature of -H Progressions^ the Sum of the
even Numbers to n Terms is
1X0, which is
I . 2 . 5 . 4 .
therefore an Oblong 3 and taking 0, gradually greater by 1,
it ’s plain that n^ ixn becomes gradually the next Oblong.
2 . 4 .

6. 8

Theorem

XXVII.

Double the several Terms of the Series of Triangles (i . e. of the Sums of the natu¬
ral Series 1 . 2 . 3. E^ c.) and the Products are the Series of Oblongs.
Demon . Take

1 . 2
1 - 3
2

n,

. 6

3
6

12

any 2 adjacent

Numbers

0 , »-f- r ;

in the natural Series ; their Product is an Oblong , and
it is also double the Sum of the natural Series, to n

10 triangles

20 Oblongs

Terms 5 for that Sum is — z
gradually 1 more, we have the whole Series of Oblongs.

Theorem

$ consequently taking

XXVIII.

The Arithmetical Means betwixt (or half Sums of ) every two adjacent Oblongs,
make the Series of natural Squares after 1, the Root ot each Square being the lesser
Side of the greater Oblong , and the greater Side of the lesser 3 and is also the common
Difference betwixt the Square and each of these Oblongs.
Demon . Take

3 Terms

in the natural

Series n— x. n. n-j- i. the two adjacent Ob¬
Obi. 2
. 6 . 12 . 20 . 30
longs produced from these, are n— 1X0=
1 . 4 . 9 . 16 . 2;
nz—0, and
and their Sum
is 201, whose half is 0% the Arithmetical
Mean . Now n being the middle Term of 3, assumed in the natural Series, which in
the first 3, (viz. 1 . 2 . 3) is 2, whose Square is 4 ; and every successive Term os the
natural Series being the middle Term of the next three , from which the two next ad¬
jacent Oblongs proceed 3 hence ,the universal Truth of the Theorem is clear.
1 . 2 . 3

- 4

• 5 • 6

COROLLARIES.
1. The Sum and Difference of any Square and its Roof , are the 2 Oblongs next
greater and lesser than that Square.
2. Take the Series of Oblongs, and of Squares from 4 5 the Differences of the cor¬
responding Terms of these Series arc the natural Progression of Numbers , from 2 3 thus,
4 —2— 2. 9—6— 3. 16—12—4. and so on.

Theorem

XXIX.

The Series of Oblongs is the Series of Geometrical Means betwixt every two adja¬
cent Squares, (see the preceding Scheme.) The common Ratio of that Mean, and
these Extremes , being that of the Roots of these Squares, which are the Sides of the
Oblong.
Demon . Betwixt any two Squares AA , and BB, the Geometrical

Mean is AB (for

AA : AB : .- AB : BB, the Ratio being A : B) wherefore if the Roots A, B, differ by
1, the Geometrical Mean AB is an Oblong 3 and thus consequently we have the whole
Series of Oblongs.
CorOel,

430
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CoROtt . Take the Series of Oblongs and of the Squares ; compare the ist Square,
j , to the ist Oblong a ; and the rd to the rd , and so on. The Ratios are the conti¬
nued Ratios of the natural Progression, viz ., i : r . 2 : 3. 3 : 4. &c.

Theorem

XXX.

Take the Series of Squares and of Oblongs 3 out of these make another Series, thus $
Take the ist Square 1, then to this Square add the ist Oblong , then to the ist Ob¬
long add the rd Square , and so on, adding each Square to the next Oblong,
and each Oblong to the next Square3 I fay the Sums are the Series of Triangles , each
Sum being a Triangle , which is the Sum of such a Number of Terms of the natural
Series, as is equal to the Sum of the Places of the Square and Oblong added , in their
respective Series : Thus , 16 is the 4th Square , and 12 the 3d Oblong , and their Sum
is 16+ 12= 28, the 7th Triangle .
Demon . It is plain that the
Nat . Series
Places of the two Terms added
4
3
5
16
9
in their several Series, are alter¬
!Their Squares
25
ir
2
. 6
20
Oblongs
nately equal , and then differing
1 . 3 . 5 .10 . 15 . 21 . 28 . 36 . 45
‘triangles
by 1, the Place of the Square
being the greatest Number } for
the ist Square is added to the ist Oblong , then the ist Oblong to the rd Square , and
so on } therefore the Thing to be proved is, universally that the n Square -j- n Ob¬
long, is the Sum of 2n Terms of the natural Series ; and that the n Oblong -j- «+ i
Square , is the Sum of 2#+ i Terms of the natural Series : Which is shewn thus } the
n Oblong is »x#+ i= #»+ #, to which add nn, the Sum is 2nn-\ -n 5 and the Sum of
the 2n Terms of the natural Series is r «+ iX -L-= 2-i + iX«—r ««+ «}which

is

the first

Thing . Again , the n Oblong being »« + #, and the n -\- i Square being 0# + 2«-f- i,
their Sum is a.
3»—
f- r 3and the Sum of 2# + 1Terms of the natural Series is zn f -rx

22.—=
2»+ iX#-{-i= 2»a+3#+ i ;
2

which

is

the second

Thing.

Or the Demonstration may be made thus 3 each Square is the Sum of as many
Terms of the odd Series, as the Root exprefles (T 'heor. IX .) and the Oblong in the
next lower Place is the Sum of all the intermediate even Numbers 5 alfo the Oblong
of the fame Place is the Sum of all the intermediate even Numbers , and the next great¬
er even Number {T’heor. XXVI .) whence the Theorem is evident . See the follow¬
ing Scheme, wherein 9— 1-P3 -3- 5, and 6— 2+ 4, therefore 9+ 6= 1+ 2+ 3+ 44 - 5 ;
also 16= 1-4- 3+ 5+
7 * and 20= 2+ 4 + 6+ 8, therefore 16 + 20= 1+ 2+ 3+ 4+ 5
-1- 6 + 7 j and so of others.
Odd Series r Even
r
Squares
1 .
2
Oblongs

Triangles

3 . 4
4 .
. 6

5. 6
9 .
. 12

7

-

9

. 8
16
.
. 20

1 . 3 . 6 .10 . 15 . 21 . 28 . 36 . 45

Theorem

XXXI.

Take the Sum of every two adjacent Oblongs , and add it to the Double of the
Arithmetical Mean for Interjacent Square ) these Sums make the Series of Squares of
the even Numbers after 2. Thus , 2+ 6+ 8= 16, the Square of 43 then 6+ 12+ 18
=36 , the Square of 6.
'
Demon.
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Demon . The Sum os every two adjacent Ob¬
longs being double the Arithmetical Mean, or interjacent Square , which call nn 5 therefore double
that Square added to that Sum , is 4 Times that
4 * 6 . 8
Square or 4nn but
;
4 and nn being both Squares,
their Product 400 is also a Square , whose Root is
20 , an even Number 5 also the first Value os n being 2, in that Case 2n is —4 5 and
the following Values of n being gradually 1 more (because the Roots of the Squares
added are / . 2 . 3, £5+ ) therefore 2n is at every Step 2 more than in the preceding}
and so they make the even Series, 4 . 6 . 8, L+
i
Oblongs
Squares
Roots

Squares

16
. 6 . 12 . i20
/6 . 36. H
4 - 9-

T H E OR E M XXXII.
Take the Sum of every two adjacent Squares, and twice the interjacent Oblong
(or Geometrical Mean) the Sums make the Series of the Squares of all odd Numbers
after 1 ; thus 1+ 4+ 4= 9, t^ie Square of 3 ; also, 4+ 9+ 12= 25, the Square of 5.
Demon . Let 0, 0+ 1, be two adjacent
/6
. 25
Numbers in the natural Series, their Squares
Squares
20
6
12
2
are 00 , 00 + 20+ 1, and the Sum of these two
Oblongs
8r
49
9
Squares
is 200 + 20+ 1 ; again, the interjacent Oblong
Roots
9
7
3
5
being the Geometrical Mean, is the Product
of the Roots 0X0+ 1—00+ 0, the Double of
which is 200-4-20, which added to 2004 20+ 1, the Sum is 400 + 40-+ 1 j and this is
the Square of 20-j- i , an odd Number , because 20 is even ; but 20-+ 1 being in the
ist Step 3, and 0 encreasing gradually by 1, therefore 20 encreases gradually by 2,
and so also must 20-+ 1 ; consequently the several Values of 20-+ 1 are the Terms of
the odd Series, 3, 5, 7, Lso.
Theorem
XXXIII.
To the Product of every two adjacent Oblongs add the interjacent Square , the
Sums make the Series of Biquadrates , or 4th Powers, of the natural Series after 1 }
thus , 2X6+ 4= 16, the 4th Power of 4 ; also 6X12+ 2—81, the 4th Power of 3.
Demon

. 0 — 1 , 0 , 0 + 1, express

any

Squares 1 . 4 . 9 . 16 .
25
Obhngs 2
6 . 12 . 20
.30
Siqua.
16 . 81 .256 . 15000
Roots
2_ . 3 . 4
.

3 adjacent Numbers in the natural Series, and 0X0— 1= 00—0 also 0X0+ 1
—00 + 0, two adjacent Oblongs, and
their Product is n1—0% to which add
00, the Sum is 015but in the / st Case n
is — r , and it encreases gradually in all the following Steps by x 3 whence the Truth
proposed is clear.
Theorem
XXXIV.
The Product of two adjacent Oblongs is an Oblong, whose greater Side is the
Square ot the lesser Side of the greater Oblong multiplied , (or ot the greater Side of
the lesser Oblong .)
Demo n . 0 — 1, 0 , 0 + 1 being

3 adjacent

Numbers

, then

are 0 — 1X0 — 00 — 0 , and

0X0+ 1= 00+ 0, two adjacent Oblongs ; and their Product is —0^= /? — 1X0%which
is an Oblong whose greater Side is 00 , the Square of 0, the lesser Side of the greater,
and greater Side of the lesser Oblong.
Or thus, Let a, b, c, be 3 Numbers dickering by 1, then are ab, be, two adjacent
Oblongs , and their Product is ab^ bc—ac'^ bb but
from the Nature of Arithmetical
Progreflions, when the common Difference is 1, then is ac= bb~~ 1, for a , b, c may be
repre*

4Z2
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represented thus , a,a -j - i , a-j- z. then is axa -j- z= a"~j- za. and a-j- i - T -j- za-j - i, whence
a '-j- ia —a^-j- za-j -i —i , that is, (? = bb —i , therefore acXbb is an Oblbng.
PROBLEM
IV.
One Oblong given , to find another such, that the two admit of one Geometrical
Mean , i . e, such that their Product is a square Number.
Ritk. Multiply the given Number by 4, and its Square by 16 (the Square of 4)
the Sum of these Products is the Number sought . Thus , the given Oblong being n,
that sought is iCnb-j -^ n.
Demon , i
is —4»X4»-f- i , which is plainly Oblong ; and to shew that n,
i <Vst-j-4// admit one Geometrical Mean ; or that nY.\ 6nl-\ -iitn (— len ^-j -^ T) is a
square Number ; let us suppose jf= ab, and a- b-j - i ,- then is 4n— ^ ab= zaXzb ;
but since a~ b-j - i, then is a—5—1, theref ore za—ib — i and
;
an Arithmetical Mean
betwixt za and zb is a+ b so
;
that za—a-j -b— 1 (= a—b.) Then also is a-fb"1—
zaXzb-j-i —^ab-j^i by
( taking 2a-j- i—a-j- b, and a-j-z= zzb wherefore
■
f.œbxa-j- b3, is an
Oblong . Also q.abXq.abXa-j-b1 is a Square , whose Root is ^.abxa -j- b, so that 4abxa -j -bz is
the Number sought, when 4ah is the Number given But ^ab—^ n, and a-j -T —^ab-j-i
~4 »-f-i , therefore 4.abXa-\ -b~—\ nXifn-\ - \ — i6n l-lr t\.n.
Schol . As to the Invention of this Rule , it may be traced in this Manner : The Sides
of a given Oblong being a , b, then , i °. To find a Number which multiplied into ab wi!l
produce a Square ; it is obvious that if we multiply ab into any square Number , as nn,
the Product abnn, is a Number which multiplied into ab produces a Square , viz.
ab xT —abn But
.
then , z9. The Question is, whether abxnn be also an Oblong;
which depends upon the Choice of nn ; as to which , it is plain in the first Place , that
ab , nn , cannot be Sides of an Oblong ; for, by the Nature of Oblongs, and their
Connection with Squares, the next Square to ab is ab— b, or ab-j -a Vid
(
. Theorem
XXVIII . Cor. I.j either of which has a greater Difference from ab than 1 ; where¬
fore if nn is the greater Side of an Oblong , the other must be greater than ab: Also,
in order that the Product of that Oblong by ab may be a Square , the other Side of the
Oblong sought must be the Product of ab by some square Number , which if we sup¬
pose to be xx, then the two Sides of the Oblong are abxx= axXbx, and nn. But 3“.
The Question still remains , What Numbers we shall chuse sor ac and n, so as axxbx, and
nn, be Sides of an Oblong ? In order to which it may readily occur, that if 3 Num¬
bers are -~ l, differing by 1 ; then the Product of the Extremes , and Square of the
Mean differ by 1, [ as in the Demonstration of Theor XXXIV . we fee ac= bb —1] and
so are Sides of an Oblong ; wherefore it follows, that in the present Case, ax, n,
bx, must be -H differing by 1 ; and consequently x must be 2, because a—b= t, and
hence 2a— zb— z so
;
that betwixt 2a , zb there is one Arithmetical Mean in Integers,
viz a -j- b, the common Difference being 1 ; wherefore it ’s plain , that n must be
an Arithmetical Mean betwixt 2a and zb, i . e. n—a -j -b.
From this Investigation the Rule may be expreffed in this Manner , viz. Take the
given Oblong , viz . ab, and multiply it by a-j-b the
(—«)
Sum of the Sides (which
is the Arithmetical Mean betwixt the Doubles of the Sides, viz. 2 a , zb,) the Square
of the Product is the Oblong sought , abn . But
observe, that this Rule requires that
the Sides of the given Oblong be known, whereas the former Rule requires only the
Oblong it self
PROBLEM
V.
To find 3 square Numbers in Arithmetical Progression, i . e. that the middle one
exceed the least as much as the greatest exceeds the middle 3 thus , we are to find ax,
Zst, c\ such that a%
—b*—b%
—c".
Rule.

*
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Rule. Take any two Square Numbers, which call

d\ and let them be such that
at* be greater than d1 ; then is the Difference , viz . zcl—di , the lefler of the Roots
fought ; to the Sum of the lame Numbers , viz . zc1-]- d1, add zdc, and the Total
zc1-j- dd-\- zdc, is the next greater Root sought. Again, to this last Root add also zdc,
and the Sum zf -^-dd-^-ndc is the greatest of the Roots sought.
Exam. Take c= a, and d— i, then is c!=4 and d1=i : Again , zcx—es—8— 1— 7,
the lefler Root . To the Sum of 8+ 1= 9 add zdc— 4, the Total is 13, the next
Root . Lastly, To this Root 13 add zdc= q., the Sum 17 is the other Root sought : For
7X7= 49, 13X13= 169, and 17X17= 289 ; and 289—169= 169—49= 120.

Demonstration and Investigation of this Rule.
If you take the 3 Numbers 2c1—d* ; zc1^f~d1-\ -zdc ; zc1-\~d1-f±dr, and find their
Squares by the common Operations 3 then it will be found to be in Arithmetical Pro¬
gression 5 but the Truth of this we shall see by the following Investigation.
Suppose the 3 Roots sought represented thus , viz . a , a-\ -h, a-\ -b\ -c ; their Squares
are a “ ; a1-\-b'~-\ -zab ; a 2-^-bz-{~c2-j- zab-f- zac-}- zbc ; the Difference of the ist and ad
is Ef - zab, and of the ad and 3d is c^-\ ~zac-\ ~zbc and
;
these two Differences are,
by Supposition , equal , i. e. E -j- zab= c1~f-zac~f- zbc whence
;
this Proportion is evi¬
dent , viz . b-f- za : c-j~za~j- zb : : c : b, but the ad Term is greater than the ist , and
therefore so is b greater than c 5 and consequently 2ab is greater than zac. In the next
Place then , from each of these Equals , vtz . E -j- zab—^ f -zac-j- zbc, take b^f -zac,
the Remainders are equal , viz . zab—zac- c^-^-zbc—b13 divide both these by zb— zc, or
2Kb— c, the Quotes .are equal , viz . a— cf"" 2^
^ which
is the lefler Root
zb— zc
sought . But now to make this a possible Solution , it ’s manifest, that cL-\ -zbc must be
greater than b1, and if we chuse b and c, so as they have this Condition , and b also be
greater than c, it ’s certain from what is shewn , that we have all the 3 Roots sought,
viz . a, a-\ -b, a-\ ~b-\ -c. What remains then is to shew, how to chuse b, c, with these
Conditions , in order to which suppose b= c-\- d, then is E = f -\ -<E -\ ~zcd, bc= c1-dr cd,
and zbc= zc‘i-^ zcd hence
;
^ + 2be—b2=c %
-^- zc1-j- zcd—c1—d1—zcd= zc1—dz 3 and
because b—c— d, therefore zb—zc= zd, so that a—
^ j
_, wherein
zb —2c
2d
zc1 must be greater than d1; and to chuse c, d so, has in it no manner of difficulty; for
it ’s easily done , whether we take c greater or lesser than d ; wherefore having aflumed
c, d according to the Conditions mentioned, we have all the 3 Roots, for a —
then because b—c-A- d, therefore a-\-b——f~ ~ -\ -c-\~d = — =
zc'+ d^ zdc .
zd 2

a1f0j „ Jr hJ r r =

i f + A1+zdc
d

, (. r= zc--}-d'--\- zdc+ zdc__
zd

In the last Place , since the Squares of these fractionally expressed
Roots, are in Arithmetical Progression, so must the Squares of the Numerators be , be¬
cause the Denominators are the same ; but these Numerators are the same Expressions
as in the Rule , which is therefore demonstrated.
Schoe . If in all Cases we make d— 1, then the 3 Roots are, zcl—i ; 2C1+2f + 1 ;
zf +4C + 1 ; that is, assume any Number c, and from double its Square take 1, the
Remainder is the lefler Root sought ; to double its Square add double the Root , and
1, the Sum is the next Root sought ; then to double its Square add 4 Times its Root,
and 1 (i . e. to the preceding Root found add double the assumed Number ) the Sum is
the greatest of the Roots sought.
Kkk
Lemma.
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Lemma.

The Difference of two Integral Squares is either some odd Number "greater than x ;
or, it is an even Number greater than 4, and also a.Multiple of 4.
Demon.

si

° . ) If it ’s an odd Number

it must

be greater

than

1 ; this

is strewn in
as is

4 . I 'bcor. IX . (20.) If it’s an even Number it must be greater than 4,

H

strewn in Cor. ad and 4th . T’heor. IX . But again, it must be a Multiple of 4, which
is demonstrated thus, by Coroll. i > Theor. IX . The Difference of any two Integral
Squares is either some one, or the Sum of some two or more Terms adjacent in the
odd Series, whereof the 1ester is greater than 1. If it ’s one of these Terms , or the
Sum of an odd Number of them , then it is an odd Number ; and if it is the Sum of
an even Number of Terms , then it is an even Number ; and I fay all these are Multi pies of 4. For any two adjacent Terms in that Series , whereof theleffer is above 1,
may be represented thus , ia -j- 1, and LS-j- z, whose Sum is 4S+ 4= 4X-r-]- i3 which
shews the Truth proposed, if the Squares differ by the Sum of any two adjacent
Terms above r . If the Difference is the Sum of any other even Number of Terms,
then the Sum of every Pair of them at equal Distance from the midcfle Pair , is equal to
the Sum of the middle Pair , because they are in Arithmetical Progrestioh3 but the
Sum of the middle Pair being adjacent Terms , is a Multiple of 4, consequently so is
the Sum of each of the other Pairs . And hence , Laftly, The total Sum of all the
fairs must be a Multiple of 4, since each of the Parts , i . e. each of the Pairs is so.

-i
i

Cor.

]
’
'*

;

PROBLEM
VI .
,
■
;
Having any Integral Number , to find two Integral Squares, whose Difference is !
equal to that given N umber .
1
Rule. The given Number being an odd Number greater than r , or an even Number
greater than 4, and measurable by 4 ( as required in the preceding Lemma ) take any
two different Integers , whose Product is equal to the given Number , i . e any two of
its reciprocal Measures [and mind , that if the given Number is odd , we admit of 1 for ;
a Measure, whose reciprocal Measure is the given ‘Number it self ; but if the given j
Number is even , the reciprocal Measures must be both even] then the half Sum and
half Difference of these two Numbers , are the Roots of two Squares , whose Differenc . is the given Number $ and thus by taking every Pair of reciprocal Measures of i
the given Number , you’ll find all the potfible Solutions of the Problem.
Exam.

1 . Given 15= 1X155
= 3X55 there are two Solutions, viz. =——— 7>and
or 1— 2=i 5and llt ?= 4.

2.

2

2

For 7X7= 49 , 8x8= 64, and 64—49—- 15;

also, 4X4= 16 and 16—1= 15.

Exam. 2. Given 105= 1X105= 3X35= 5X21= 7X15, which make 4 Solutions, viz.
105

2

*1 +

1 —:52
„„ , and I °5+ I=53 , oril

a

5—

Exam.

3>or

2

-Z 5 =i6 , and ' 52±l

= i9 , or ii " >- : 8, and

:4, and ' 5+ 7= 1xM

3 . Given 20= 2X10- whence
*2

We

have this one Solution —— - — 4, and

—if2 —— 6 5 nci;' other Pair■'of the reciprocal Measures
of 2,0 being , both even
’ ‘"
Numbers .

J‘ ‘ 1 ••

'•

’

;, . '

Exam.

Chap. II,
Exam. 4 .
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Given, 111—2X56, = 4X18, = 8x145 whence we have three Solutions,
29, or 12 and 16, or 3 and xx.
Demonstration.

1. Let the given Number be called D, and any of its reciprocal Measures a,, »
two Loots, whose Squares differ by D=
that is, D= s « ; then are 2
. 2

Difference is

aft . for these Squares are nJ±l ast±B and *? 72*?± **t whose
plainly an.
2. Again, it is evident that as a,

n,

are supposed to be qualified, —will
odd Num¬

#,
be both Integers :’For D being an odd Number, all its Measures, as, a, are
bers, and soa—#, a-\ ~n,

are both

even ( as explained in

Ch\ .4§- .) consequently -—

are both Integers 3 if D is even, a, n, must both be even, for if the one is even, and
the other odd, , the Sum and Difference are both odd, and so have not an Integral
both even, the. Sum and Difference are both even, and conse¬
«,
half 3 but a, being
Integer.
an
is
Half
quently their
3. Thus it is demonstrated that all the Numbers found by this Rule are true Solu¬
tions of the Problem 5 but observe, that it does not from hence follow, that there can
be no other Solutions than these, i . e. is D= x1— ( two Integral Squares) it remains
to be demonstrated, that x, y, must be one of them the half Sum, and the other the

that an —D (the given Number)
»,
half Difference of some two Integers, at such
which I thus demonstrate.
Let x be . the greater Root sought, the ' other, y, may be expressedx— nt whose
Square is k1— ixn-j- n* 5 hence x"—x—n — zxn-—»1=D , and dividing both by «, it is
supposed to be so, i. e. n
«,
ix —;;= —, which must be an Integer, because x, are

n

measures D.

Suppose then that ~n = aso(

which is
2
Root, according to the Rule.

a-4 -n, and

the

that D—an) then is 2x—n— a, and ix—

one Root4alsoj= x—ft— 2

«= -—
2

the

other

I.

Scholium

In the preceding Demonstration you have also the Investigation of this Rule after
that Method which is called Analytical, by supposing x, and x—», the two Roots
sought. And we have also a Demonstration of the Rule , as a Solution ot the Problem
taken more universally, without respect to Integers5 for whether D be Integral or
, —I—, a true SoluFractional, any two Numbers, a, n, such that an—D, make 2r

2t

tion ; and all the possible Solutions are got in this Method, because x and x—n may
represent all the possible Roots.
But there are other Methods whereby this Rule might be discovered, of the Rind.
we call Synthetical, wherein we proceed from some known Truth 5 and these being
also worth knowing, I lhall explain them.
Kkk

2

Second
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V.

_Second Method of Investigating the preceding Rule.
This Rule might be owing to the Consideration or the Squares of a Binomial and
Residual Root . Thus , having observed that the Square of a-^ n is aa -\ -ian ~\ -nn, and
the Square of a—n~ aa —o.anf -nn ; also, that the Difference of these two Squares is
4-r« ; it was obvious to conclude , that if the Difference of two Squares was a Multiple
of 4, it may be expressed by \b, and b be expressed «x», (a , n being any two Numbers*
whose Product is =b .) Again , it might easily occur, that though the Difference of every
two Squares is not a Multiple of 4, yet the Difference ofany two Squares may be repre¬
sented by the Product of two Numbers , as an ; and then , considering that
4

an ; which being the 4th Part of the preceding Difference 4an (= 4b) therefore it
must be the Difference of the 4th Parts

of

the preceding Squares , viz .

of aa f~

ian ~\~nn

and ——

~nst }whose Roots are —whence
an universal Rule is dif4
2,
2
covered for finding two Squares , whose Difference is any given Number , provided
always that 6, n, be difserent Numbers , for otherwise a —n is nothing . What other
Conditions are necessary, upon Supposition that D is Integer , are also obvious,
viz t that a, n be both Integers, and Both odd, or both even.

cthird Method of Investigating the preceding Rule.
The last Method seems to be rather by Chance , than that one is naturally directed
to the Consideration of Binomial and Residual Squares, as a first Principle that should
lead to the Solution of the Problem.
But after the Invention of itheor. IX . we have a more easy and natural Principle afford¬
ed ' us for the Solution of the Problem , as limited to Integers ; which , though tedious,
yet is very curious and not difficult ; thus,
By Coroll. 1. T
' keor. IX . The Difference of any two Integral Squares is either some
one, or the Sum of some 2 or more Terms of the odd Series, 1 . 3 . 5. SV
£ . and the
Roots of these Squares are the Indexes of the Places of the greater Term , and of that
next below the Idler of these Terms , whose Sum is equal to the given Number . It is
hence evident , that we have no more to do, but from the given Number , and the
known Properties of an Arithmetical Progression, to seek an Expression in known N umbers
for these Roots ; and all the Variety of them that have the fame Difference ; and this
we must distribute into a Cases.
Cafe I. The given Number being an odd Number greater than 1. In this Case the Pro¬
blem has at least one Solution ; for D being a Term of the odd Series , whose Place
call n, then is D the Difference of two Squares, whose Roots are n and n—1 ; and
these being expressed according to the Rules of Arithmetical Progressions, are

Pi.1, andn—i=P~—
^j
£

2

for

if the greater Extreme of an Arithmetical

the lesser a, and the common Difference

d,

then is the Number of Terms

But in the present Cafe I= D, a= 1, and d—i 3 hence n-

n—i= Pil

2

— 1= P

2

Series

I ; and these RootsP —
2

.D- -i - j- a

is

/,

a
D+ x

and

2

Pi 1, are manifestly two Exam2

pies of the preceding Rule , because 1XD—D-

Jgain ,
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Again, To find if there can be any other Solutions, and what they are : Consider,
That if there is another Solution , then , by Coroll. i . T’heor. IX . the given odd
Number , D , must be equal to the Sum of some odd Number of Terms greater than i,
standing next together in the odd Series, and whereof also the least Term cannot
be i : And in this Cafe the Place of (or the Number of Terms from i , to) the
greatest of these Terms , and the Place next below the lesser of these Terms , are two
Roots , whose Squares have the given Difference (which is the Sum of all these Terms .)
Wherefore it ’s plain , That as many different odd Numbers of Terms as there are , whose
Sums are [each equal to D (of which the least is greater than i ) so many, and no
more . Solutions has the Problem : And to discover these, consider again, That from
the Nature of Arithmetical Progressions, when the Number of Terms is odd , it ’s an
aliquot Part of the Sum ; for the Sum being D, and Number of Terms n, the middle
Term is — ; which being , by Supposition, an Integer , n must measure , or be an

n

aliquot Part os D ; whereby it’s evident, that as there can be no Solution of the Pro¬
blem but one for every odd Number of Terms of the odd Series, whole Sum is — D,

and whereof the least Term is greater than i ; so, because that Number of Terms is
alto an aliquot Part of I), it follows, that there cannot be more Solutions than there
are different Measures of D . But yet again, I fay that all the Solutions amount only
to one for every Pair of Reciprocal Measures (and not one for every Measure :) And to
demonstrate this, and also find the general Expression for them all , agreeable to the
Rule , we proceed thus 5 D being the Sum of an odd Number , n, of Terms of the odd
Series, — is the middle Term ; and then having —, the middle Term , and

a

n

2, the common Difference, we may find the Extremes thus ; Suppose*the middle
Term , —,
n to be a lesser Extreme , with respect to the greater Extreme sought
(which in general call I) and a greater , with respect to the Jester Extreme sought
(which call A ;) then , since the Number of Terms , from A to I, is n, the Number
of Terms less r, from A to —, and from — to I, is
and hence, by the

n

n

common Rules , we find I- :2 + > X ^

n2

— ——n-1-1 ; then the Places ofthefe Terms
«

and A =

= £ + „_

n

in

the odd Series, are

a

D

■ix

n—1

the Place of I ;

which is also the Root of the greater Square sought 3 and 4 ii , the Place of A,
A— r
from which take 1, the Remainder is
, the lesser Root sought 3 now putting instead
of /, and A, their Equals , — 4- »■
—1 (= /, ) and — + 1—nA)( —

n

are

Jy^ nn and D—nn
2#

Quotes

D-\ -nn
2n

2n

for

and A—1—— — n

n

n + »=
D—nn

D _
Again , Since n measures D, suppose —

■a,

-

which

these Roots
divided

3 which divided by 2, Quotes

then is B ~

an

3 and putting

by 2
D

nn
2n

an

for
D.
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an-\ -nn

an—nn
which by equal Division of Numerator and De2n
a-\ -n a-—n
are
■•I
; which Expressions comprehend also the ist Soluin

2

a—
\~n
—'—, are _D— r D+ i
22
2
2
the Rules given for that Cafe ; so that D being —an , any two reciprocal Measures of
I) , all the possible Roots which solve the Problem , are expressed in general , by
-—
according to the preceding Rule : Then , because n must be less than a,
tion ; wherein n being — i , D is

2

—a

And

hence

2 -

2

to make a—« possible ; therefore of two reciprocal Measures of D, there can be a
Solution only for the lesser of them , taken as a Number ot Terms , whose Sum is
—D . And thus is the whole Investigation and Demonstration finished , when D is an
odd Number.
Cafe II . .The given Number , D, being an even Number (greater than 4, and
measurable by 4) then the Problem has, at least, one Solution 5 for by Supposition,
D
:
_
D , . D
— is
an even Number ; therefore .-f-i , — -r,are two odd Numbers ; whichdisser2
1
2
ing by 2, Ihews that they stand next together in the odd Series ; and their Sum being
= to D, therefore the Places of —-f -i , and of the Term next below — — 1, are two
2
2
Roots , whoso Squares differ by D. Now these Places are found by the common Rules
to be D+ 4 and D~ 4 Again, Since D is a Multiple of 4, let it be =±d = iXid ;
4

then 0 + 4- ,4c/-f -4_

zd-\ -i

(= i -}"r ') and

D

4 _ 4d—4_ id —2

442
4
4
^
which strews us plainly that this is an Example of the preceding Rule.

( = d—1 )

Again, To find if there are any other Solutions, and what they are . Consider,
That if there is another Solution, then D must be the Sum of an even Number of
Terms greater than 2, standing next together in the odd Series, and whereof the least
i.s not 1, (by Cor. 1. sth. IX .) and in this Case the Places of the greatest of these Terms,
and of that next before the least, are 2 Roots, whose Squares differ by D, the Sum
of all these Terms ; wherefore it ’s plain , that as many different Numbers of Terms
as there are, whose Sums are each —I), and of which the least Term is greater than
1, so many, and no more , Solutions has the Problem : And to discover these , con¬
sider, again , That from the Nature of a Progression of odd Numbers , if the Number
of Terms is even , it’s an aliquot Part or Measure of the Sum ; for I) being
the Sum , n the Number os Terms , and the Extremes , A , L , then is D
= A-1-/X —. Hence Ast-/ — Dand
but
;
A, /, are both
12

in

-in

odd , and so their Sum is even , i . e. ——
is an
Integer $ consequently so is —,
2
n
or n measures D : Hence , if there is any Number of Terms of the odd Series, whose
Sum is — D, that Number measures D ; whereby it’s evident there can be no Solu¬
tion of the Problem , but one, for every even Number of Terms , whose Sum is D, and
whereof the least Term is greater than 1 ; and because that Number of Terms must
measure D, it follows, that there cannot be more Solutions than there are even Mea¬
sures of D : But yet again, I fay, that there cannot be more Solutions than the Num¬
ber of reciprocal Measures of D, or one for each Pair , which are both even Numbers :
And
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And to demonstrate this , and find the general Expression for them all , agreeable to
the Rule , we proceed thus ; D being the Sum of an even Number , «, ofTerms of the
f—1, express the two middle
•—i , — —
odd Series, whole common Difference is 2, then —
n
n
Terms ; for the Sum of the two middle Terms is equal to the Sum of the Extremes,
hence A -\ ~l —
n 2 ; because A -j- i * - — D> and
the Sum of the two middle Terms is also 1 -^5 .. But it is a known

which is equal

A -fso,

l 5 therefore

to

n

n

Truth , that the half Sum, more or less the half Difference of two Numbers , is equal
being the Sum of the middle Terms , —
to the greater or lc-ffer of them 5 wherefore
is the half Sum • also 2 being their Difference , 1 is the half Difference ; therefore
5 .4 -1 is the greater , and ? — x the lesser middle Term : From which , again, we
nn
may find the two Extremes , A, I, thus 5 Suppose the greater middle Term , - -}~i,
to be a lesser Extreme , with respect to / ; and 5n 1— to be a greater Extreme,
with respect to A ; then the Number of Terms , from A to I, being n, that from A
—x to I, will be - ; from which take x, the Remainder
to ——1, and from —f
n2
n
is ——x — -— - ; and from the common Rules , I is = —
n2
2
2

— ^= —
»

— x;

these being the same Expressions,
f ~Zz. —5 j- - i .—n. Now
1—2 x S
also, A———
n
n2
as for I and A, in the iff Cafe ; all the rest of the Investigation is the fame as
there ; whereby the two Roots sought are -——, sis 5 which comprehend also
the ist Solution , wherein n— i, D —4^ —adx 2 ; whence id — a, and

a—?;

id —2 ,

2d-\- z .
:i4 *i, which are the Rules of that first Solution ;
2
two reciprocal Measures of D) all the ■Solutions of the
a— t a-f- n
upon Condition also that a , n,
Problem are universally expressed by -—
z
z -,
be both even Numbers ; for else the Roots cannot be Integers : They must also be diffe¬
, in the last Place it is clear that all the
:
rent Numbers .; else a—n = o Whence
Solutions amount only to one for every Pair of the reciprocal Measures of D, which
are both even Numbers.
—1 ; also 2
any
■an(
So that D .being
■d

ScHOLl

VM

II.

In the preceding Problem , the given Difference being called D, will, in some Solu¬
tions, be less than - —- squar’d, and in some greater ; and indeed , in some Values of D,
,i

so

,

- 2

there will be no Solution , in whish B will be less than

-

squared ; And in some
Cases
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Cases these will be no Solution , wherein D is greater than
I

you will find Solutions of both Kinds .
particularly.

2.

V.

squar’d. In other Cases

But I shall also explain these Things more

Jst- If D is an even Number , then ( l .) If it ’s left than 24 , it must be 8, 12, 16, or

ao ; for no other even Number left than 24, is a Multiple of 4 : And in all these there
is but one Solution , viz. Where 2 is one of the reciprocal Measures ; because no other
Pair of reciprocal Measures of any of these Numbers , are both even Numbers ; and
the lesser Roots in these several Examples are - —- ,
^ZT2 , IfZZL (viz.
2

L

2

2

when 8—4X2, 12—6X2, 16— 8X2, 20— 10X2, are the Values of D) and the Squares of
these are all left than D, or 24 ; for they are, 1, 4, 9, 16. ( 2.) If D is 24, or greater,
then in some Values of it there will be but one Solution ; and in that , D (—axn)
will be left than -—- squared : And such are all these Values of D, whose 4th
2

Part
4th
bers
And

is an odd Number ; for since D must be a Multiple of 4, ' let it be =4 d if
;
its
Part , d, is an odd Number , it follows, that it can have no Pair of even Num¬
for its reciprocal Measures, but 2 and 2d ; so that there is but this one Solution:

here the Roots are 2

,

2T_ , which are equal to d— 1, and d-\ -i ; whose

Squa res are both greater than D . That d—1 is greater than D —4^, is thus proved j
d—1 —dd—id- f- i ; add 2d both to this Square and to 4d ; the Sums are dd-j- i,
and 6d 3 divide both by d, and the Quotes are
d , and 6 But 4d being equal
to 24, or greater , it follows, that D must be
6, or greater ; and consequently

is greater than 6 ; and hence dd-{-i is greater than 6Xd 5 also dd- 2d+ x,
greater than 6Xd—id — ^ d ; that is, d—i 1 greater than D= 4d.
In all other Values of D (greater than 24 , and also an even Number ) there will
be, at least, two Solutions ; for we suppose now, that the 4th Part of D is an even
Number ; and therefore D may be represented , 4X25I— 2X4^, which make two Solu¬
tions ; and according as d is variously compounded , so will there be a Variety of
other Solutions ; in some of which D will be left , and in some greater , than the lesser
of the two Squares.
id.

If D is an odd Number, then (1.) If it’s a prime Number, there is but one

Solution , and the Roots sought are

r , and '^ ii

. And here , if D is 3 or 5,
-2
it is greater than the lesler Square 3 for this, in these Cases, is 1, or 4. But if D is
greater than 5, then it’s always less than the lesler Square sought, viz. -Square.
2
2

For D— i 1=D 1—2 D-f -ij and

Square , — B * 2 fiJll ; compare this with
2
4
D , thus , multiply both by 4, and the Products are IV>—2
4D ; add 2D to

both , the Sums are Da+t > 61) 3 divide both these by B , the Quotes are D-f -g,
6;
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6 • but D is supposed to be an odd Number greater titan 5, that is, 7 at least, and
consequently D + -^ is greater than 6 And
:

hence going backwards , D "-{- i

than . 6D3 also D' -j- i —2D, greater than

6D

—2D —4D ; and

than D, or D less than ? — I squar ’d . ( a.) IfI ) is

an

is

greater

— — greater

4

odd compostte Number , there will

be several Solutions , according to the Variety of the Composition 3and in all Cafes, there

will be at least, two Solutions, whe reof the Roots of one will be ———, ———, both
a
2.
their Squares being greater than D 3 because D is greater than 5 ; as already strewn.
3d. Another Thing to be observed here , is, That having found all the reciprocal
Measures of D 3 if you begin with that Pair , which consists of the least and greatest
Measures of D , i . e. that Pair which have the greatest Difference 3 or also with that
Pair whsoh have the least Difference 3 and so proceed in Order : Then , is the first
Solution makes - —- squared , lest or greater than D, go on till you have a Solution
making - _ —squared, contrarify greater
2

or

lest than D 3 and after this, all the rest will be

the fame Kind . The Reason is plain 3 for let the reciprocal measures of D be repre¬
sented . as in the Margin 5 wherefore if a is the least, and
c &c.
b
a
A the greatest Measure of D, then it is plain that A—a
C &c.
A B
is greater than B—by which .is greater than C—cc.&
Therefore if ^- A. squared is greater than D , then ha-

of

/fA= £B= cC= 8tc.= D

ving proceeded till we find a Solution , wherein *—'
- 9. squared (x, y, being
any
2
Pair os reciprocal Measures of D) is lest than D, all that follow will be so too 3 be¬
cause the Difference of the two reciprocal Measures grows still lest and lest. Again,
if A —a is lest than B—b, Sec-. ( i . e. if a is the greatest Measure of D, which is less
than its reciprocal Measure) then if ——- squared is lest . than D, having proceeded
till we find a Solutiop , in whichsquared
2

is greater than D, all after this will

be so too 3 because the Differences increase. '

PROBLEM

VII.

To -find 3 Integral Squares (or 3 Integral Roots, . whoso Squares- are) such, that
the greater is equal to the Sum of the two lessor.
Rule .

Affume any square .Number , N% greater than 4 5 and-take any two of its

reciprocal Measures, as a, n 5 then are

a

'2

. the Roots of two Squares*

yvhich with N1 solve the Problem.
Exam. 1 . If we affume 9= 1X9 5 the 3 Squares sought are 9, 16, 25.
Exam . 2. If we affume 64= 2X32= -4X16 3 the 3 Squares sought are 64, 225,289,
•er

64, 36,100.

[LHJ

Demon,
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Demon . The universal Reason of this is contained in the Demonstration

of the pre*

ceding Problem 5 for the Difference of two Squares may be any odd Number greater than
1, or any even Number greater than 4, and measurable by 4, ( by the preceding lemma )
therefore it may be any Square Number greater than 4 ; because any such Square is
either an odd Number greater than r , or it is an even Number measurable by 4 (as
all even Squares are, by I ’heor. XXIX . § 4. Chap. 1.)
Scholiums.

I . By this Rule , the Square assumed is always one of the two lesser, because it is the
Difference of the other two ; and if the Problem be limited to this Condition , viz. That
of the three Squares, the assumed ( or given) one be the least, or also the middle one
of the three , then it may be done thus:
(i ° .) To make the assumed Square the least of the Three ; if you assume N*,
an odd Square , then as it must be greater than l , so the other a Roots will be
2
N1—1
and - a , which will be greater than N 5 as is (hewn in the second Article of
Schol. zd. to the preceding ‘Problem $ where it’s shewn , that if D (an odd Number)
is greater than 5, then —— - squared is greater than D , i. e. in the present Case, —-ZTLi.
a
_
r
Iquar ’d is greater than N 1 j for here N1 is at least 9. Again, if you assume N 1 an even
Number , as it must be a Multiple of 4, in order to be the Difference of 2 Squares, so it
must be the Multiple of it by some Square Number , for else the Product of it by a
Square 4 could not produce a Square Number ( by Coroll. 2 . ‘Theor. II . Book III.
Chap . I .) Suppose now, that N i=4Xa 1=2X2Æl, then are —-

- (= Æa-—1) and -KLlt?

(= r^ - j- r) two Roots, which solve the Problem in all Cases wherein N * is greater than
16 ; as appears by the first Article of Schol. 2 . to the preceding Problem ; for there
it ’s strewn, that when D ( or in this Case N 1) is greater than 24 (as it must be if it ’s
a Square Number greater than 16) then it is less than d—i 1, the lesser of the Squares
sought (which is in this Case a' — 1 Iquar ’d .) But if NP— 16, this will not solve the
==i 5, and consequently ^ = 4, and c/— 1= 3, less
Problem , because then 4.xazs
than 4—N.
(2 ° .) To make the assumed Square Number the middle one of the Three ; then find
all its reciprocal Measures, and take that Pair which have the least Difference , sup¬
pose them to be x, y j then if - —- is less than N , the Problem is possible,
and

2

?± 2 , are two Roots which solve it ; but if
2

2

is greater than

N , the Problem is impossible ; for the Difference of all the other Pairs
of reciprocal Measures being, by Supposition, greater than x —j ', therefore
being
will be less than the half of the Difference of these others 5 so that — 2
2
they
greater than N , and the half Difference of all the others being greater than
must still be greater than N, and consequently N 1 is the least, and not the middle of
the three Squares.
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the given Square Number is proposed as the greatest of the three, [ which i*
the fame Problem as proposing to divide a given Integral Square into two other Inte¬
gral Squares] the Limitation is still more difficult; and the preceding Rule is of no
use here ; nor do I indeed know any Rule better or easier than taking all the Num¬
bers less than N, and adding together the Squares of every one of them, whereby you'll
find every Pair of Squares lest than N% whole Sum is equal to N\
Is

But in seme Cafes the Impossibility of this Problem may be discovered without the
Application of this tedious Rule 3 thus, divide the given Square by 4 ; and if the
Remainder is 3, the Problem is impossible; the Reason of which you have in Cor. 4.
‘I'bsor, XXIX . § 4. Chap. I . Yet observe, that though the Remainder is not 3, or if
there is no Remainder, as in all even Squares, it does not follow that therefore the
given Square is divisible into two Squares.
Theorem

XXXV.

If 3 Numbers are such that the Square of the greater is equal to the Sum of the
Squares of the other two, the fame will be true also of any the like Multiples, or ali'quot Parts of these Numbers.
Exam. 3 , 4, 5, are such Numbers as proposed; and so are their Doubles, 6, 8, 10,
and their Triples , y, 12, 15 3 as you’ll find by Calculation.
Demon . Let A , B, C , be such that C ^ A ^+ B1, then are » A , » B, # C , such also,
viz. for
zC^ = »W tB« a-0 axBa, «Aa—;
but C*= A.H -B%
therefore their Equimultiples are also equal, viz. «1CI=» 1Aa-f >^1B1. The fame is true
of like aliquot Parts, which is but the Reverse of the former, since »A, #B, »C, may
represent any 3 Numbers which have a like aliquot Part denominated by 0.

COROLLARIES.
1. If it is proposed to find 3 Integral Numbers, such that the Square of the
greater be equal to the Sum of the other two Squares, and such too, that the Roots be
in certain Ratio’s to one another, then reduce these Ratios to a common Antecedent,
i. e. find 3 Numbers, which taken in a Series, are gradually to One another in the

Jiropofed
Ratios
(
I. IV
.
IV
.) and these
3 Numbers anwer the Problem, you have done, otherwise the Problem impossible3 for if there
by

•Probi.

‘Book

Chap.

if

is

are any other 3 Numbers in these Ratios that can solve the Problem, they are either the
least Terms of these Ratios, or like Multiples of them 3 if the least Terms, then the
like Multiples will also solve the Problem: If you sty they are some like Multiples of
the least Terms, then also the least Terms, which are like aliquot Parts of them, will
solve it 5 but the 3 Numbers first found must also be either the least Terms of the some
Ratios, or like Multiples of them 3 and therefore if they solve not the Problem, it
cannot be solved, because if any Terms of these Ratios solve it, all Terms must
solve it,

2. Having any 3 Numbers, such that the Square of the greater is equal to the

Sum of the Squares of the other two, we can find an infinite Number ot other Ex¬
amples of the some kind, by taking any like Multiples of the Numbers given.

iTrtEe-
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Theorem

XXXVI.

If the Root of any Square Number is equal to the Sum of two Square Numbers,
that Square is also equal to the Sum of two Square Numbers , whose Roots are, the
Difference of the two Squares whose Sum the first Root is, and double the Product
of their Roots.
V

Exam. 4 + 9— 13, and 13X13= 169— 144+ 25, two Squares, whose Roots are
12 (= 2X2X3) and 5 (= 9—4.)

Demon. Take any two Squares , a*, b1, their Sum is æ1+ ^*, and the Square of
a4—icfb ~-\ -b* is a Square,
;
this Sum is a4-\ -ia lbz-\ -b4~a 4—2æV'i +Æ4+4« 1£2 also
a Square , whose Root is zab.
whose Root is a*—bz 5 and 4is
Corole

. Hence

we learn

how

to find

a Square

Number

, which

is equal

to the

Sum of two Squares ; or,, another Rule for finding 3 Square Numbers , such that the
greater is equal to the Sum of the two lessor. But observe, that though we can here¬
by find an infinite Number of Answers to this Problem , yet all the possible Solutions
of the Problem cannot be found in this Method ; because all the Examples of this
Rule are of a particular Kind , viz. where the Root of the 'greatest Square is it self
the Sum of two Squares ; whereas there is an infinite Number of .other Examples not
of this Kind ; thus , 9, 12, 15, are such Roots, and yet 15 is not the Sum of two
Squares : But all the possible Examples of this Problem are to be found by ‘Probl. VII.
and therefore all the Examples found by this Rule must coincide with some of those
found by that universal Rule ; which Coincidence you may see thus : Let the assumed
Root of a Square be 2ab, its Square is $a ~bz—ia zX.2bz, and by the Rule of ‘Probl.Vlt.
—bz,i —- 2 ?—= æ1+£ 1, are two Roots which solve the Problem;
—_ 2
and of which Æ’+ i 5, the greatest of the 3 Roots , is it self the Sum of two Squares,
the Roots of the other two being the Difference of these two Squares, v\z . tf - r-b*,
to the present Theorem,
;
and double the Product of their Ropts , viz . lab agreeable
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Of Infinite Series.
DEFINITION.

AN

,i.
Terms

a
is

to
e. oil
of
be carried
an Infinite
let the Series
consisting
; so thatNumber
ever toof come
impossible
which ’tis Series
end ofSeries
theInfinite
to any assignable length, or number of Terms , it can be carried yet farther,
without End or Limitation.

A Number actually Infinite (i . e. all whose Units can be actually as¬
Scholium.
signs , and yet is without Limits) is a plain Contradiction to all our Ideas about Numbers ;
for whatever Number we can actually conceive, or have any proper Idea of, is always de¬
terminate and finite ; so that a greater after it may be assign'd, and a greater after this, and
so on, without a Possibility of ever coming to an end of the Addition or Encrease of
Numbers assignable: Which Inexhaustibility, or endless Progression in the nature of Num¬
bers, is all that we can distinctly understand by the Infinity of Number : And therefore,
to fay that the Number of any Things is Infinite, is not saying that we comprehend
their Number , but indeed the contrary ; the only Thing positive in this Proposition
being this, viz. That the Number of these Things is greater than any Number which
we can actually conceive and assign. But then , whether in Things that do really exist
it can truly be laid , that their Number is greater than any assignable Number ; or, which
is the fame thing, That in the Numeration of their Units one after another ’tis impos¬
sible ever to come to an End, - this, I fay, is a Question about which there are different
Opinions , with which we have no business in this place; for all that we are concern’d
to know here is this certain Truth , That after one determinate Number, we can con¬
ceive a greater, and after this a greater, and so on without end. And therefore, whe¬
ther the Number of any Things that do or can really exist all at once, can be such that
it exceeds any determinable Number, or not, this is true, That of Things which exist,
or are produced successively one after another, the Number may be made greater than
any assignable one ; because tho ’ the Number of Things thus produced that docs actually
exist at any time is Finite, yet it may be encreas’d without end. And this is the distinct
and true Notion of the Infinity of a Series ; i. e. of the Number cf its Terms , as it is
express’d in the Definition.
From hence again ’tis plain, That we cannot apply to an Infinite Series the common
Notion of a Sum, viz. a Collection of several particular Numbers that are join ’d and
added together one after another, for this supposes that these Particulars are all known
and determin ’d ; whereas the Terms of an Infinite Series cannot be all separately assign’d,
there being no end in the numeration of its Parts, and therefore it can have no Sum ia
this Sense. But again, consider that the Idea of an Infinite Series consists of two Parts,
viz. the Idea of something positive and determin’d, in so far as we conceive the Series
to be actually carried on ; and the Idea of an inexhaustible Remainder still behind,, or an
endless Addition of Terms that can be made to it one after another ; which is as different
from the Idea of a Finite Series as two Things can be : Hence we may conceive it as a
Whole of its own Kind, which therefore may be laid to have a total Value whether that
be determinable, or not. Now in some Infinite Series this Value is finite or limited ;
i . e. a Number is assignable beyond which the Sum of no assignable Number of Terms of
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V.

to it in such
the Series can ever reach, nor indeed ever be equal to it, yet may approach the Value
call
may
we
this
and
;
Difference
a manner as to want less than any assignable
of Addi¬
or Sum of the Series ; net as being a Number found by the Common Methodits Infinite
all
in
taken
Series,
the
of
Value
tion, but as being such a Limitation of the
the Sum would
Capacity, that if it were possible to add them all one after another,
be equal to this Number.
this by fay¬
Again : In other Series the Value has no Limitation ; and we may express than that
more
no
signifies
ing, The Sum of the Series is Infinitely Great ; which indeed
carried such a
it has no determinate and assignable Value ; and, that the Series maybe
in the first
short,
In
.
length as its Sum, so far, shall be greater than any given Number
the other
in
sense;
common
the
in
taken
Sum
Case we affirm there is a Sum, yet not a
have Fi¬
Series
of
kind
What
.
sense
any
in
Sum
Determinate
a
Case we plainly deny
follows.
nite or Infinite Sums in these senses, you’ll learn in what
THEOREM

I.

or Ratio [ ?. e. an
In an Infinite Series of Numbers, encreasingby an equal Difference
, a Term may
Number
given
a
from
]
Arithmetical or Geometrical encreasing Progression
Number.
be found greater than any assignable
Term from
Demon . i ° " If it’s an Arithmetical Progression, let the Distance of any
aster
Term
any
then
d;
the first be call’d n ; the first, A ; and the common Difference
B, is
Number
’d
affign
any
than
greater
found
be
may
this
And,that
the first is A f nd:
q is , since it is Fi¬
thus prov’d : SupposeB — d - q, then is B — dq. But whatever
or take n grea¬
suppose
may
we
therefore
nite , we can take a greater Finite Number ; and
than A -Fqd;
greater
nd
-\
A
and
;
B
or
qd
than
greater
be
ter than q, so that n d will
yet greater
but qd — B, therefore A -\- nd is greater than A -f B, and consequently
than B.
also a Geome¬
2°’ If it’s a Geometrical Progression, the differences of its Terms make
being true, in
propos’d
thing
the
But
4.)
B.
3,
.
Ch
18,
trical Progression encreasing ( Theo.
) it must necase the Differences in a Series are equal, ( as in an Arithmetical Progression
do conti¬
Differences
the
where
too,
Terms
ceffarily be so, and after a smaller number of
independently
this
prove
may
we
Or
).
Progression
Geometrical
a
in
nually encrease (as
be A, the Ratio r,
of the other, thus : Let the first Term of a Geometrical Progression
But we may take
“
<
Ar
Term
that
is
then
n,
be
ist
the
from
Term
any
and the Distance of
greater than
much
yet
n greater than any affign’d Number ; and it’s plain that Ar n will be

that Number.

COROLLARY.
’s that con¬
If the Series encrease by Differences that continually encrease, or by Ratio
fame thing
the
that
manifest
it's
,
preceeding
the
to
Term
each
tinually encrease, comparing
must be true, as if the Differences or Ratio ’s continued equal.
II.
THEOREM
lest than.
In a Series decreasing in infinitum in a given Ratio , we can find a Term
any assignable Fraction.
Number , the
Demon . The first Term being/ , and the Ratio r, a whole or mix'd
encrease in the Ratio
Series is 1: — ' —c & . Wherein the Denominators continually
I

r.

take a : I : : 1 ; m, then
Suppose then the assign’d Fraction is ~
'* But

is -p —*—
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as r», greater than any assignable Number m by
( the last) .

Hence —
is less than ffit or -Om
~
YA
COROLL
If the Terms decrease, so as the Ratio ’s of each Term to the preceding do also continual”
decrease, then the lame thing is also true as when they continue equal.
Scholium.
Some may possibly think these two Theorems might have palsd for
Axioms, because the Notion of a Series continually encreasing or decreasing, may seem to
include them ; but you’ll find ili,what follows, that a Series may have its Terms continually
encreasing, yet so that no one of them can ever be actually found equal to a certain as¬
signable Number . And for a decreasing Series, tho’ its Terms continually decrease, yet
it may be so, that no Term can ever be actually found so little as a certain assignable
Number : And here , to distinguish these different Kinds of encreasing and decreasing
Series, we may call such as encrease or decrease above or below any assignable Number,
A Series encreasing or decreasing infinitely ; and such as encrease or decrease continually,
yet so as never to reach a certain assignable Number, we may call them Infinite Series,
encreasing or decreasing Yrmitedly; and when we fay in general au Infinite Series,
that may De taken indifferently, for either kind.
Jy

T H E O R E M

III.

The Sum of an Infinite Series of Numbers all equal, or encreasing continually, by what¬
ever Differences or Ratio’s, is infinitely great ; i . e. such a Series has no determinate Sum,
but grows so as to exceed any assignable Number.
Demon

. 1° ’

If the Terms are all equal , as A : A : A , &c. then the Sum of any

finite Number of them is the Product of A by that Number, as An ; but the greater n is,
the greater is Au; and we can take n greater than any assignable Number, therefore A n
will be yet greater than that assignable Number.
2° * Suppose the Series encreases continually, (whether it do so infinitely or limitedly)
then its Sum must be infinitely great, because it would be so if the Terms continued all
■equal, and therefore will rather be so if they encrease.
But if we suppose the Series en¬
creases infinitely, either by equal Ratio ’s or Differences, or by encreasing Differences or
Ratio ’s of each Term to the preceeding ; then the Reason of the Sum’s being Infinite
will appear from the first Theorem ; for in such Series a Term can be found greater than
any assignable Number, and much more therefore the Sum of that and all the preceeding.
THEOREM

IV.

The Sum of an Ignite Series of Numbers decreasing in the same Ratio is a Finite
Number ; equal to the Quote arising from the Division of the Product of the Ratio and
first Term , by the Ratio less Unity ; that is, the Sum of no assignable Number of Terms
of the Series can ever be equal to that Quote ; and yet no Number less than it, is equal
to the value of the Series, or to what we can actually determine in it ; so that we can
carry the Series so far, that the Sum shall want of this Quote less than any assignable Diffe¬
rence.
Demon.
To whatever assign’d Number of Terms the Series is carried, it is
so far Finite ; and if the greatest Term is I, the least A, and Ratio r, then the Sum
isS = —-

- (Prob. 4, Ch.3,

B.

4 .)

Now , in a decreasing Series from

Terms we actually raise, the last of them,
-

-

A,

I,

the more

becomes the lesser, and the lesserA be
Lll

2

"

rl

-

A
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rl — A
is —- — ( for the greater the Dividend with the
therefore
fame Divisor, the greater is the Quote) : But rl — A being still less than r /,
rl.
A is still less than r r—^ i i. e. the Sum of any assignable Number of Terms of the
r — I
rl
and this the First Part of
Series is still less than the Quote mention’d, which is
rl — A is the greater, and

so also

the Theorem.

^J
r J_
Again : The Series may be actually continued so far, that - y —-- shall want of —
less than any assignable Difference ; for, as the Series goes on, A becomes less and le/s in a
certain Ratio , and so the Series may be actually contmu’d till A becomes less than any
A
—A
r I rl
assignable Number (Theor . II.) Now r —I
r—I
r— I (by the common Rules)
and -— -

is less

;
than A therefore

let any Number affign’d be call'd N, we can carry the
v 7

y /

ji

wants ofSeries so far till the last Term A be less than N ~: And because -—r — I
r — I
the Differ.

which is

r - i,

less

than

A,

which is

also less

than

N,

therefore the second

true, and r _ 1 is the true Value of the Series.
rl
i .The Sense in which — - is call'd The Sum of the Series, has
Scholium,
been sufficiently explain’d ; to which however I have this to add, That whatever Conse¬
Part of the Theorem

is also

quences follow from the Supposition of

being the true and adequate Value of the

Series taken in all its Infinite Capacity, as if the whole were actually determin’d and added
togecher, can never be the Occasion of any assignable Error in any Operation or Demon¬
stration where it is used in that sense; because if you say it exceeds that adequate Value,
yet it ’s demonstrated, that this Excels must be less than any assignable Difference, which is
in effect no Difference, and so the consequent Error will be in effect no Error : For if any

to represent the complete
*
rI
Value of the Infinite Series, that Error depends upon the Excess of -—^ over.that com¬
plete Value ; but this Excess being unassignable, that consequent Error must be so too ;
And
because still the less the Excess is, the less will the Error be that depends upon it.
— being greater than it ought
Error can happen from ~r i—

for this Reason we may justly enough look upon

to be

as expressing the adequate

Value

of the Infinite Series. But we are further satisfied of the Reasonableness,of this, by
finding in Fact, that a Finite Quantity does actually convert into an Infinite Series,
Example;
which we have already seen in the Cafe of Infinite Decimals. For
y = ..6666,I3c. which is plainly a Geometrical Series from tv in the Continual Ratio of
m
, ,
10 i: ; for iris T4 + T4-v - j- r ^ rr &C- , „ J . „
And Reversely; If we take this Series, and find its Sum by 6the
e preceeding Theorem, it
6 ; and? —, isa ? ,'
?V
comes to the fame -f ; for / — 14 , r = IO, therefore r l

rl

whence r— i

2

9

3

2. The
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2. The same Variety of Problems may be made upon Infinite decreasing Progressions,,
as before upon Finite Progressions; but with this considerable Difference, that in the Infinites the Number of Terms , and least Term , depend so upon one another, that when
the one is known, so is the other ; for the Number of Terms is always Infinite ( or grea¬
ter than any assignable Number) and the lesser Extream is o; for
[
there is not a lesser
Extream , it being inexhaustible on the decreasing side. ] And hence all these Problems
of Finite Series, wherein A and n are both given, will be unlimited, or capable of an
infinite number of Answers in the Infinites . And in these, where only A, or n, is gi¬
ven, and the other sought ; then, because that other is thereby also known in Infinites,
there remains but one unknown Number to find. But we lhall a little more particularly
consider them.
In Probl. 4 , Ch. 3, B. 4. there are given A, I, r, to find §,« .- But now if A = 0, then
is n Infinite ; or if we call the Series Infinite, then A and n are both known 5 and be¬
cause A = 0, there remain onlyI, r, by which to findS ; as below.
In Probl. 5. there are given A, 1, « to find S, r ; but A being 0, and n infinite, there re¬
mains only I'to find 5 , r, which makes the Problem undetermin’d : For whatever I is,
we may assume any Number greater than 1 for r , and then by r, 7, find S, as be¬
low.
In Probl. 7 . are given r, n with A or 7, to find S with lor A1 Now if r, », A are
given, also if A = * 0, we have only r to find S and / ; and we assumeI at pleasure, and
then find S.
Again If
;
r,n,l are given to find 5, A, then if n is infinite, we have only 5 to find
by r, 1.
In Problem 6. are given A, L, S to find r,and
if A — 0, there remains only L,S to
find r; as below.
In Problem 8 . S, r , n are given to find A, L; and , if n is infinite, A = o, and we have
£ , r to findL ; as below.
In Problem 9. we have r , S, with A or L, to find n with Lor A: Now if r, S, A are
given , and A 0= , we find L by r, S: Again given r, S, L to find A, n. If you also fay
that the Series is Infinite, then there is nothing unknown, unless it be to examine whether
all these Data are consistent.; and this we can do by taking r, L, S, and by them finding A,
which being found equal to o, the Series to which the Data r, S, L belongs is truly Infi¬
nite, otherwise ' tis Finite.
Wherefore upon the Subject of Infinite, . Decreasing, Geometrical Progressions, all the
Variety of determine! Problems depends upon these three things, t-zq. the greatest Term /,
the Ratio r, and the Sum S ; by any two of which the remaining one may be found :
To which I shall joyn some other Problems, wherein S_ L is considers as a.distinct thing
by it self, i. e. without considering S and L separately.
PROBLEM
Having 7, r to find S,
DemoN.

This

Exa . 1 = : 6, r 3==

I.

Rule * S = f1^—
— 1

we have seen demonstrated in Theorem 4.
; then is S —

9>khe Series being 6 :2 :

— Sec.

ScKOUUMi
If the Ratio is a whole Number, we cannot express the Rule for the
Sum more simply than is done; but if it is a mix’d Number, or improper Fraction then
we may express the Rule thus : Multiply the first Term I by the Numerator of the Ratio,
and divide the Product by the Difference of the Numerator and Denominator
. Exa. .lithe
Ratio -
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Ratio is h then S =r: . a
al

_

L-

r 1

6

st

b

V.

Hence again,

I —-

by taking any Integer 7 fractionally thus, — this

~
~ a_H .L And

b '

Book

the Reason cf which is contain'd in the other Rule ; for if

i

f- — . _then r Iy= - —and >•— I — rr —I

Series.

Infinite

a — b. I

Rule does comprehend the other Cafe also.
Observe, From this last expression of die Rule we also learn, that the Sum may be
found by the first and second Term , thus : The second Term being B, the Ratio is L
L>
and S •
: : I to the Difference of the first and second
that is, the Sum is a
L- £ ,
Ll
L —B : L : : L ; S.
^
Term , and the first Term ; for becauseS —qS- ~£ horefore
COROLLARIES.
1. If the Ratio is a whole Number, the Sum is such an improper Fraction ofthe first
Term , whose Numerator is the Ratio , and its Denominator the Ratio less Unity ; for
-ij — —-X- — of / : Particularly, if the Ratio is 2, the Sum is zl. Ifr= 3J, then
r— I
y I
S — y of/ . If r 4" , then S — ± of/; and so on. Whence you fee, that with no
/; for no Number but 1 can be
other Integral Ratio but 2 will the Sum be Multiple of ■
contain'd preciselya certain number of times without a Remainder , in a Number which
exceeds it only by 1 ; for in all such Cases the Quote is 1, and there is a Remainder of 1,
Hence again,
thus, A -$- 1 — A — 1, and 1 remains.
equal to the Denominator of it, then
Ratio
the
and
2. If the first Term is a Fraction,
is the Sum equal to such an aliquot part of the Numerator, whose Denominator is r — 1.
ji I

Thus , if the
ly, if the

first

first

Term is — and the Ratio r, then is S

Term is ~

of A.

Wherefore , last¬

, then is § — i.

and A ~ r 1—

3. If the Ratio is a mix’d Number ( or its Equivalent improper Fraction) the Sum is
such an improper Fraction of/ , whose Numerator is that of the Ratio , and Denominator
the Difference of the Numerator and Denominator

of the

Ratio ; thus, if r f— -

then is

by whats shewn in the preceeding Scholium. But
° / ; for it is —
a
a I
a — b of /. Hence again,
a —b
4. If the Numerator of a mix’d Ratio is Multiple of the Difference betwixt the Nu¬
merator and Denominator, ( or if the first Term is Multiple of its Excess over the second
Term ) the Sum is Multiple of the first Term.
And Observe, that this can happen in no Cafe, but when the Numerator and Denomina¬
tor ofthe lowest Terms ofthe Ratio differ only by 1, ( as indeed every Ratio is in its
lowest Terms when the Numerator and Denominator differ only by 1) in which Cafe it is
manifest that the Sum is equal to the Product of the first Term , multiply’d by the Nume¬

S= s

rator of the Ratio , thus : Let the Ratio be ■ a— then is S = ~ of /, or a /,

"

"

”

-

'

. .

* '

by

what’s

already
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already(hewn (Coral 5 .) In Numbers, if r = Xthen 5> — °>7. Again,
exceed the Denominator by more than i ; as , suppose it —— then

a a—

( Cord. z.) Now, if the Sum is Multiple of 7, then is
Let —=

an

is

let the

Numerator

S= of
—

7,

n

Integer.

then a =z. hn t Consequently the Ratio is —
^ - which is in
7Z
p I
j
its lowest Terms, because the Numerator and Denominator differ by 1. And this (hews
b,

?Z

us, that as any mix’d Ratio may be express’d ~ _~n so , if the Sum is Multiple of the
first Term, the lowest Terms of the Ratio isa Fraction whose Numerator and Denomina-.
tor differ only by 1; and therefore no other kind of mix’d Ratio’s can have this Effect,
since every Ratio having this Effect is of that kind whose lowest Terms differ by 1.
PROBLEM
Having S and r
Demon.

to

find I,

Rule . 7 —

By the last, 'S therefore
=

Exa. S = p, r — 3, then is 7—
Scholium.

If

the

last; so that S X

Ratio is

-j-

n.

T

.*

rl= SX ~

i, and 7= — ^~ -

= 6

then is 7 ——

— a, I, and therefore7- -- S-* J

——, for S —

hy

the

--

COROLLARIES.
I . If r is an Integer , 7 is such a proper Fraction of the Sum whose Numerator is
and its Denominator

is r ; thus, 7

-—r of S; for — T—- = —;

r—

1,

of1 7.

2- If the Ratio is a mix’d Number, as ~ then is Z sucha Fraction of S, whose Nume¬
rator is a — h, and its Denominatora ; thus, 7= -- a *- of
Schol.) of

S:

For 7= a —
•<

(by

S.

Ohserve; 7 is an aliquot Part of S only when the Ratio is 2 j or in case of a mix'd
Ratio, when the lowest Terms of it differ only by 1, this being the Reverse of what is
above demonstrated concerningS beinga Multiple os7.

PROBLEM
HavingS and7 to find
Demon.

By

<Frohl.

III.

u LE. r : j — 1
yI
r X 7j Hence S : 7; : —
: I : : r : r- i
Twml
i , Sc= ^ z. l
r.

R

And
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And again

divisively
, 5 —/ .- r : :r —

BookV*

Series*

(= i )

Hence r ~ ~ T!

;r.

Exa. S ~ p, 1— 6, and ys — - »« r =2.
9 —6

0

PROBLEM
Having/ and r to finds without
—/,
Rule

.

Ending first

s,as( might be done

by Pr obi.

1)

S — I — -f -

r I_
S hence
— 7- — . 1

Demon.

_
SXr —1 r—

<r— l : 2: : r - r— , ( = 1) : r — i.
Exa.
Schol.

IV.

the Ratio

is

b,

then

and S :l: :r :r 1— , and

Wherefore S — / — r—~
1—

/ — 6, r —
5 , and§ —1 — ~
If

I,

3

is S —Ij—
—/-

'

b

^ t for

a —b

b

—1z=.a~

b

COROLLARIES.
1. If the Ratio is 2, then s —l — l\ but in all other Cafesj — / is either greater
than/ . Reversely, if r is fester than 2, or if »■—1 is Jester than 1, then is
I
r~ i (— s ■— I) greater than /. Again; if r is greater than 2, r — 1 is greater
than 1 ; and hence/ -f-V — 1 ( = s — IJ is less than /.
2. IF the Ratio is a whole Number greater than 2, ^ —/ is such an aliquot Part of /, as
*•—1 denominates; i. e. S —/
of = —-—
/.
or lesser

But Observe also, that j —/can never be an aliquot Part of /, except whenr is a whole
Number greater than 2 : It must be greater than 2, else§ —7is not less than / ; as we saw
in the last Corollary. Again ; it must be an Integer: For suppose it a mix'd Number, as

2

~

( which may represent
2 n4 -a
Then isr — 1 —

any Number

a

So

greater than2, according

that,

take f 1
■I —I •— r1— = / ■ » + «
as

we

—
of /. But if n y ~2 is an aliquot Part, then is n an aliquot Part of n ■+ a ; or n
measures« -4- a, and becausen measuresn and n -\ - a, therefore also it measuresa ; so
that ^ is an Integer; and 2
[ the Ratio which makess —/
an
aliquot Part of / ]
is an Integer contrary to Supposition: Wherefore no mix’d Ratio can make a Series in
-whichs is
— / an aliquot part of /.
3. If the Ratio is a mix’d Number t- whether greater or
h
’
b
Fraction os I as expresses
,
i.
e.
S
—
of
/
=
—-a —b
a—b

S —/ — a _y — a of
~

I.

Whence agains is
—/

lesser

than 2, s is
—/

sucha

/ ; for, by the preceeding Schol.
a Multiple of /

Cases
wherein

only in such
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For suppose that is

^then

is

- - I.

4. Hence again we learn another

for findingr by I and r ; th. first finding

Rule

-f ,—</ —^ - .. Mid then adding1to it, thus, S = fifij f- / ( which added by

the

common

Rules, comes to the former Rule S —4—-— . —
’
r -r—l > , \
ScHotiuM
.. This Problem may he exprefs’d also in this manner,

viz.

of any

Quantity / let a certain Fraction,,as — betaken ; then the fame Fraction of this Fraction, and so on, continually taking the same Fraction of the prcce&hiig -4
, Then will the
Sum cf a Series of Quantities equal respectively to these several Fractious of /, be equal to
—of

a —4

« 5j

/ ; for the Series
of
•

the Fractions is

--a of / : —
of —
of f,c& . or thus, — :—rr'"
a
a
a,
a

&c. which is a Geometrical Series decreasing
•-< .
f
. ..
-

by the preceeding Rule, -

b

in the

It

Ratio 4 !
»,

whose Sum is

therefore

' '

- of /, or -— -

In what Cafes ffy
is equal to /, or greater or leffer, . also when it is Multiple, lor an
aliquot Part of /, has been already explain'd.
'
ft

PROBLEM
Having s andr to findswithout
—/ (
f ^

Rule.
Djemon.

t — / = — .,
» rI
By

Probl. %
d, r — ~'f

Exa. j__ c=qpyj and
* ^

!

S c h OLi u m.

_

If we express

V.
finding first/, as we may do by Problem2 )

..

.
■

~j

Hence

,

—— - .

,

!.

r X ‘ 1— — J>Md s ~— ^

s — / == -■■= 3 ~V *> t
T
3
at
the Ratio thus, -y then s s— / =

.

i
«
i11 t i. ,
»r
sb

.

—

.
COROL;
L‘ to
A!'R I E 8.
'
^
rX
■
*
X. If r is an Integer, s — 2 is an aliquot Art of s,~ vh{. of
•—

s ; jut in aU^ h
Cases s —'J is sucha proper fraction of Sr as t^e Reciprocal ot the Rat .0 expr:sses. 8 1
the Ratio being
then s — / — s 4
? ^—of j ; for ’tis —( by the Scbol.
~’ ’
_ ZJtt t
. o ' * •*
\
a 1
\
'
i
-?
ind s
\S’. r Hence we have another Rule for finding / by 4 and - r ; vi\ .
and then subftract— from
by

xp

for j - “-r—/ == V\ Wherefote .J-=r swhidir

tHe'lbi nmon Rules, comes to the seme expression as before, viz,
M ra m

substra
^j*

S X r 1—

PRO-
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V,

VI.

PROBLEM

from
. Then ta ke s I
§
to / find s,l, Rule. j - ? X177
Having r, s —
—
l»
r
X
—7
j
7—
,
f, the Remainder is I ; or find7 independently ok $> thus
, by/VoL 4^
Demon. By the last x— 5—— Hence s ~ r % s 1— , Again
;
J_
_
/
i — / — —— Hence Z— j —/ %r — 1.
f - - L |^
X 2 -- - 6.
3 X 3 5= ?• Also7= -3
Exa. r — 3, j — / - 3 : Andx =
a
—/
X
as
u.
.

Scholium
f x—

=

I

—hence

COROL .

If the

the Ratio is y *then is x=

IF

And , because

:u

*
— J — ZX * — ps
I
-

Integer, then is s a Multiple of s—1; but the Ratio bcin°
a mud Multiple of f — 7, exprefi’d by the Ratio ; that is,

Ratio

a mix’d Numbers - sis

-— ~—

is an

1- ;"
7; andI — ~ y - ~ off —*/.
or an aliquot-Part- or Multiple
7,
x—
to
equal
is
7
which
As for the different Cafes in
—7 is equal to / or is
thereof, fa Carol 1, 2, 3. Prob. 4. where its shewn hr what Cafess
' rls'

f of x
$—d

, or
aMultiple

aliquot Part

.
thereof

Problems.
fyeceeding
of the
■... "r .nr
•/
'
, !i d

Ta he

Soiuuons.-

• r, /

S

r,S

1

l,s

r

rj
r~ l
S X r—1

X

:>* ¥

s!7—'
:.

h*

S^l

L

r,s - l r

x, I I

- 7-

7

"c>
»
^
3
A
%tol~

_
Sa

I'
—A/
_
0r c— ; - ^ xj

a_
*- b' 7 '

—

5 *^
ini
<= o
'& -s - r

= M 1■ L
<r-—b oil - -- l — M

x
b . _c M ,
| tr * _§* ■n^ «•- -t . . b
J — *— a or xii -*-y~
x „ . .«> 5
,
,
1 .
, — *= •«• J,i : 1L

'

S^ ois- l^l^

if
t

*

, -

‘- *^

L, ^

f
xs = r\

,u: dsd g£ ticisty.qxi. i-arict all: : ait .oo.v.kA vatta-.THE
-i .n i l

O
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V.

A Series of Numbers may encreafe continually, yet so that no Term of it can cvei'-be
great as a certain assignable Number . .
,
Also a Series may decrease continually, yet so that no Term of it can ever be so small as
a certain assignable Number.
Demon,
i ®' Take
an Infinite Series decreasing from any Number 7, in any
so

constant Ratio r , as, 1 : 1 ’
From

‘ f Then

take the Sumacs this Series, repeated always

the beginning , thus, 7: 7-4 —‘ I 4 1 4 -^ -.' ? + 7

+ ~s .

Sec.

This

is

Series as was propos’d ; for the Sum of the decreasing Series 74 c^ &
r I
.
f
limited to -— - (TI feor. 4.) therefore no Term of the Series of its Sums can ever actual¬

such an enercasing
is

ly reach to —1—
r—1.
20* Take a decreasing Series Ic: — & . and suppose it such that all the Series wanting the first Term is less than the first Term ; as it will be if r is greater than 2 ; (Carol.1
trob. 4.) tlien substract the second Term from the first, and the third from the remainders
and so on, and make a Series of these remainders, beginning with 7, thus, I : I _
L•
.11
r
*
*— —— — &c. it is such a decreasing Series as was propos’d ; for the Sum of die Series
I :c- : & . wanting then the first term 7, i. e. the Sum of the Series—’
’—~c*& .is—
r
’
r • y%•r * ’
r —\
which is suppos’d less than 7; but since that Series can never be exhausted, it’s plain, That
no Term in the other Series, I : I —Lc.
l

'

can ever be so small as the Difference be1

twixt 7 and — :— because we can never actually substract: so much from I as - — the
r —I ,
Jr
x— , lHC
Sum of the Infinite Series of Numbers Abstracted.
Scholiums.
x..We may take any Number A to begin a Series, and add to it successively the Terms
of any decreasing Series, 7 : -L-\ ~ 8cc. thus, A : A j - - l : A -\ - l -\ - r, c & . and this will be
such an encreasing Series as was propos’d.
Again ; we may take any Number A greater than the Sum of any decreasing Series
I : l ~ 8cc. and Abstracting tliis out of A, make this Series A : A —I : A 7_
—
L Lc . it
will be such a decreasing Series as was propos’d. -But to begin with the first Term of the

decreasing Series 7: — Lc. makes a more regular Series.
2. These Infinite Series encreasing or decreasing limitedly, are not, and cannot be, in
a constant Ratio ; for then they could not be limited, by Theor. 1 & 2. And far-less do
the Ratio ’s of each Term to the preceeding encrease; for then they would so much sooner
than with an equal Ratio outreach any propos’d Limitation : Wherefore ’tia plain, that
<£ a Series encreasing for ever, but limitedly, the Series of its Ratio ’s, comparing each
M m tn 2 Term
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Term to the preceding , is a Series of Number? which do continually decrease: and of a
Series decreasing for ever, but limitedly ; the Series of its Ratio ’s, comparing each Term
to -the prececdtug, is a Series of Numbers which do continually ! enertase. But observe
again, that tho’of a Series whose Terms encrease continually, but limited!) , the Ratio 's
of each Term to ihe precteding do continually decrease, yet she Reverse will not hold ;
1bat is, tho ’ a Scries of encreaJing Numbers is such that the Ratio ’s of each Term to th*
preceeding continually decrease, yet it dee? not follow that the Series encreases under a
Limitation ; which one Example demonstrates : For if we'take any Encreasing Arithme¬
tical Progression, as i , 2, 3, 4, &c its Ratio 's, comparing each"Term to' the preceediiig,
do continually decrease, a:yj will do so in all such Cases ( as has
£&•.
atei . ;L_ : ± which
been ihewn Cor. Theor, Yj, Gh. 5, B. 4.)- yet we can find a Term in the Series greater than'
any aslignable Number, The like is also true as to a decreasing Series, viz. That they
in ay decrease by circreasing Ratio ’s of each Term to the proceeding, and yer be unlimited
in their decrease; of which we have Examples, by taking the reciprocal Ratio ’s of any
Arithmetical Series, and making a Sm >;t :dec'rensing according to these Ratio 's ) as in this
Jb.xamfle, 1
-f • Tj ^ c‘ where the Ratio ’s of each Term to.rhc preceeding
are 1 : 2, 2 : Z, z : 4.
,1

COROL . A Series may decrease continually, and yet have a.Surn infinitely great : For
if it decreases Limitedly, then its Sinn will be always greater than as many Terms equal
etch to the Limiting Number , since none of the Terms' can ever be so little as"that
...
■'
.:
Number .
THEOREM

VI.

Take any Geometrical Progression ertcreafing from I, which may be universally repre-.j
fented, thus, 1 : r : r x : r * : &c. then ,
I ° - Take the Sums of tliis Series continually from the beginning , thus, 1 : 1 -f- r:
1 -f r -4- r l : &c, and divide each of these-Sums By"the* last Terui added in each, thus,1 -f r 1 - f- r f - - r
$cc. and this is L Series, enorsasingsimitedly, sa,aS no Term can
ever reach to -r-— i*
2 °' Instead

of the Sums , substract ' from each Term

of tjic ^ I ( that is , from

each

Power of r) all the preceeding Term ?, and make this Series j :
—

r —

’Tis a Series decreasing,limitedly, in which no Term can ever

* » T) Lc .

reach to
Take tire Series

of

the - Reciprocals of the

first

iSeries,

- *t:
if —r
. take

viz.

Lc. ’ris a Series decreasing limitedly, in ' which no Term can ever reach to
a . - f t *~f

t -

Chip . sl
4 q * Take

Of’-Infinitf '-Smef.
the

r . >— r I—*
T~ ~ r~
I
'

the

l \ eeipcocals

. j
.r
■ 8cc*'
tis A Series

Series

of

encr easing

of { the

second

Series

, viz.

take

i

:

r

•

limitedly, ihwhiclV nS' Tffhr c*f ever reach ta

. i r!V

Dem c n. i °*Tat

the

first

Series, i r

I -+ - r

I ,J-r + r.

&£.tis’

lvo

other th;<x

the sums' of this decreasing Series , i : f : i - &c.‘ ‘added ' by the ' Common
i

if

x

i

7 =

£c . is

mUsei?r

—r

r trI*
—‘

1r i 1— i -f r^1f^

Therefore,,
r, r—

2 pt

For

Rule 's, thus,
7. I
Bus the sum .of this Series i r r x

the

' second

' Series

, i

r >— r — i

:

: &c.Tt is no other - than the , FT"

fed of taking every Term after the first of this Series , x ; ~ r~ t Stc * oiA of the first, and
r
, r r — rfc—I
out of the succeeding Remainders ; for i — 1 = - — *- and - — — - K'
■ . .
. ®
.•
*• - %r,. r ,
.
,
&c , and the Sum of the Series
: &c.- is — —
which therefore can nevet

,

y

r ri '

r>

r x,
—

He’all taken atvaj fipm x pwhence ir'r 'pilin , that noTermOf
x:an ever. reach lo low
1r as i •-

-—i — rw- i
—

this Sews of Remainders

And 01 Jserve,. that we have .in this Con*

elusion a plain Demonstration that tjie Numerators in each *1 erm of the Series,
,
x r -1— r
j.
* if
i :[if. are positive Numbers , i. e. that any Power <3f r a( whole or
mix ’d Number ) is greater ' than the Siiin <>f allThe preceding ' Terms , tcf- i ' Ffbr
Sum of -rii^ whi >k Series, -f - .- pi -,is
Term of tlie Series i :

which ,

tire

is less {hah i , pitsd therefore each

& c. isa .ifti ] ^positive Number ; which it cannot be, unless

the Numerator is a positive Number , i . e, unless r 1 is grearer than ail the preceedijjg
Terms, . But this Truth may be alfa -dvii^ontir ^ted -from : tJ>e ii uics of a (geometrical pre*
grelHon i . r . r* t Le .
*
.
.
- , v .' ’
3° *

For

the

third

Series

_
never to reach to

,

i :

—:—
; —
r

r~

— l Scc.

it

decreises

limitedly , Ib as

i rf Vi * tfr *f »'3

~ — { because if it did reach that Number , then ’tis evident that the

Reciprocal Series x ; *i- r
which it can never do by Article the First.
, 4° * Cor the fourth Series , x- : —
second , which can never decrease to -—

taust..reaxtz Tq' tlie ‘reciprocal '^ Fumbe'f -jp ^—
— ~ &c. because ' tis the Reciprocal osjlie

2 therefore
,

this encreases so, as it can never.

reach to .f —| ; for. i£ ir ccwlst, the ether Would^ ec^ ase
**Wpoffib3c in Article second .

so

j

which is
*

U\

be

Sc -.o-
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. i + r Scc. and i :
T
r I—
then each Term cf the first (after i ) is lesser than the Corresponding Term of the
I;

(3c.

It

we

compare the two

Encreasing Series,

I

second ; thus

r h lesser thaii-r^ -f —;and so on. To Demonstrate which universally*
let any Number A be Denominator of a Fraction, and A f- - B the Numerator, thus,
~ also
make A Numerator , and A — B the Denominator, thus. ——— : then is
(J
’ A - B
— ——•less than —- g : For if we reduce them to a common Denomiiiator, they are

7^

8 ( =

and A^ AB ( “ T ^ - b) ’ whereb
y ic's Plail* thefirst is

than the second, because A'- — B 1is less than A1: But A may represent any Power
os r, as r «, and B the Sum of all the preceeding Terms of the Series, ( which Stun is al¬

less

ways less than rn) ; so that•

and —-

yj -

—any Term

jfj

of

~2 ~~ may represent any Term

the Series i : -

r i—

of the

Series i : ~~~ ~~c.‘&

: &c. which finishes the Demonstration.

Hence the Value of the First Series is less than that of the other, ( i. e. the Value of any
assignable Number of Terms of the one compared to as many of the other.)
2d.

Compare

the two Decreasing

Series

i : "" j "~c& . and i :

&c.

and

each

Term of the first( after the x) is greater than the Corresponding of the other, %i %. y + r
l + r
greater than
1 &c. because the Reciprocal of that is lesser than of this ; i. e.
less

than -— — ( from the nature of Fractions) . Or

we may demonstrate this the fame

Way

the former ; for -y ^ -g *s greater than
because being reduced to one Denomi¬
A- B
A
, A' - B*
Hence the Value
nator, they are
^
A 1f - " AB _ A -\.~a
A * ~i~A B
«F the first is greater than that of the other.
as

Zd. If we take the Ratios of these several Series, comparing each Term to the preceed¬

ing , they make these regular Series:
L + r 1. + r r■+ * . l + y+ y’-FyJ
r + t*
y+ y*4 -y* ^
v— I

y* — y— I

yt —r1—y— i

r

yj. — ,

r i _ y*__ r

y + y*
i -r r + r*
y

y1— y

r — I

t * —• r — i

.

i + r ii

r —x
i

+ r -W*
&C
re
f 2— r-

r

&C

> y+
x+ r -f rM *r J
r l—r *— y ,

r ' t + r+ fd&c
re
w hertz
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Series.
Where you see the tlsod and fourth are Reciprocals of the
Series of which they are the Ratios , are so:
THEOREM

first and

second, because the

VII.

Let there be two Infinite Series of Numbers 4f 1; And let their corresponding Terms,
be multiplied together, i. e. the first Term of the one by the first of the other, and so on;
The products make.an Infinite Series, —I whose Sum is in some cases Infinite, in others
Finite . Thus,
I »- If each Series consists of Terms equal among themselves, or the one having equal Terms , and the other encreasing; or , lastly, both encreasing, the Sum. of the Pro¬
duct is Infinite.
2°* If both Series decrease, or if the one Series has equal terms, and the other De_.
creases, the sum of the products is Finite ; notwithstanding the Sum of the Series of equal Terms is Infinite.
If rhe one encteases and the other decreases, the Sum of the Products is in
some cases Infinite, and in feme Finite , notwithstanding the Sum of the encreasing onebe always Infinite : particularly, if the Ratio of the encreasing Series is equal to or Jester
*han the Reciprocal Ratio of the decreasing one, the sum of the products is Infinite ; but
if it’s greater, the Sum is Finite.
Demon.
By Theorem 3 . Ch. 4 , B 4 . The Series of Products is ~rl in the Ra¬
tio compounded of those of the Series Multiplied. So the Ratio of the one Series is
A
L
AL
— , and of the other it is — , whose product is ,— - the
A : E : C : D : Sec.'
if ’
AT ’
1 BM
£ .* M : N : O : Sec.
Ratio of the Series of Products ; Aud.because that Series
either
consists of equal terms, or it encreases or decreases
Al .- BM : CN : DO : Sec.1
in a constant Ratio , therefore it will accordingly have ei¬
ther a Finite or Infinite Sum : So that what remains to
be Ihewn is only the Correspondence of the several Cafes, in which it encreases or de¬
creases or is equal, to the Theorem ; which will easily appear thus, r ° ' If both the
Series encrease, or both consist of equal Terms , or the one equal, and the other en—
creasing, it ’s evident the Sum of any one of them is Infinite (by Theorem 2.) . and
A T
much mote is the Series of their Products so. Or thus, the two Ratio ’s-st dr are either
lei
both proper Fractions, or the one so, and the other equal to 1, or both equal to 1
AL
Wherefore
is either a proper Fraction , so that the Series of Products encreases so,
that constant Ratio , and the Sum is Infinite (Theorem -j.) ; or it is equal to 1, and so
the Products are equal, and here also the Sum is Infinite, (Theorem %.)
• 2°* If . both the Series decrease, e* one decreases, and the other equal ; then ^ -and
Z
•
AL
are"improper Fractions, and'hence
is an improper Fraction : Therefore the
Series of Products decreases in that constant Ratio , and so the Sum is Finite (Theorem 4 .)
3° ' If the one Series encreases, and the other decreases; We shall suppose that A :

Jf : C: encreases, so that
-

•

■

■t

• . ;tr

is a.'proper Fraction
-c

.

: m

and that L : AT: N;

Sec.

decreases,

that ^ is art improper Friction : Now the Ratio of die coropound-Serics AL : BM, c& .~
ao - ltts .' ri,ca stm 1a. .iKju.js c ' ' iut >
.
is.

so

Vf' InfiriithSe)i7s. Book
? . -

.,

;;•; •

:-ir : .- .•stfcnr-sestl off i

;:

V.
-'

k TlM’ wht°h, Isay , Is a proper Fraction when — is less riian — , but is . an. improper
njf
„
these Fractions reduced to one De>
for
-jstun
greater
or
to,
equal
is
•
J-nuoion when
at

e

/

ai

lestec ‘than fti B, consequently ^

,

X

Wherefore , ns ALh cqifci to. grearer

^ - *2 / ai^ j - g- J( - - ■

nominator,- tie
cfr

■

i . -i .. Ae\

.

( the Ratio of the Compound Series )

is either

f -)- apd
't- —
—- i ; it A L — E Al ( i . e. if JS
. ..
*■ |
r- , the CdrnpoundSeriekconlisls
; •‘in this Case
. -' I.

Al-

p a proper Fraction , if A L is left

of equal Terms , and so the Stun is Infinite : Or

than B M ( i. e. it — is less than — ) and then the Series encreases, so that 'the Sum is
• *• ?
1
L J
4*
,
is an improper Fraction , if A Z is greater than E As,
here alio.Infiuice : Or, lastly,

A
—
( 'i. c. greater

As

JPi’uU'*j
■t

so. the Series decreases , ayd the Sum is consequently
*
.
>
a

-

'
«.

;

'if

'

1

than j , ) aud

SCHOtIUMS

.

.. j
1

r. TF we suppose each Term of the one S. ries is multiply’d into each Term of the
, the Stun ot the products will be Infinite in ail Cafes , except when the two Series
■Other
d o both .decrease: for the Sum of all.these products is the Products of the Sunis of the two
Series; audit but any-one of them isEncrealuig, or Equal, its-Sum is -lufiv/te ; Whichtherefore mulripiy ’d into the Other Sum, whether Finite or Infinite, must make an It.fi'
mte troducl .: but both the Series decreasing, their Sums are .fiixite, and consequently
,
-. >
. •„ .
..
tb«« Product is -Finite,. t
* 2. i ho’ we have only ■seppos*d Series encrcaling or decreasing in one constant
Ratio , yet we may consider other Kinds-fof Series: s ^ , firji, we may suppose any Kind
of Series whose Terms continually F.ncrease, whether in one constant Ratio , or net ; and
firing put'instead df oner which is qf-7, in theErst Arriele of the Theorem,
aiiy sucisS
the Conclusion ,jvill be ihe . seime, .asdftnost evident , thp’ the Compound Series will not jbc»
~l. Again , in the second Article of the Theorem, we may supposea Series decreasing
IHhhidKqrinlleadstofonfe its *** - / '; and if two such fee multiply'd together, orone such with
g ^§Mes qf eqyal Terms , the Compound Series will certainly have an Infinite Sum ; because
each Term os this sugpos’d Series being greater than the Limiting Number , must have a
greater Effect than a Series of equal Terms equal 'to that Number ; but such a Hniirea
Serselprmiittply’iHtlco a Series decreasing in one Ratio , wili -have a.Finite Sum, bedausethe
Series decreasing limitedly will have a lesler Effect than a Series of equal Terms equal to
the j fsest Tetin -of this^Sertfes, which would make a FinitcjSum jn .the Series ofPrcducti.
Again , seppose tjyo.Series decreasing in Ratio ’s that ido also decrease, (comparing eaqh TeriW
to^the preceeding ) the Sum of the Products is Finite ; tvhich it is also if one -of the Series
i s such, ancf the other equal ot decreasing limitedly . • In the third Article of the Theorem
1 et us-'seqipose, first* a Scries cncreasing .se, that the Reciprocal Ratio ’s , do continually
crease, ( and so the Ratio ’s themselves decrease) and another decreasing by a Constant Ra¬
ils .; .tires , if the Erst Eatiopf she tzmeteahns Series jt ecjuahtp,p£ kssthaja the Rieciprqc^l
of the decrease ig one, the Sum of the Products is certainly Infinite ; for' they Will make
a Series eiicreasing, and whose reciprocal Ratio ’s will also encrease, because each Ratio of
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that Series will be gradually less and less than the reciprocal Ratio of the other : But tho’
the first Ratio of the encreasing Series is greater than the reciprocal Ratio of the de- '
creasing one, it will not be true that the Sum of the Products is Finite , unless all the fol¬
lowing Ratios of the encreasing Series be also greater. Again, secondly, suppose a Series
epcreasing in a Constant Ratio , and another decreasing, so that the reciprocal Ratios do
decrease, (and so the Ratio ’s themselves encreafe) then if the Ratio of the encreasing Se¬
ries is greater than the Reciprocal of the first Ratio of the decreasing one, it will be grea¬
ter than all the following ones ;. and consequently the Series of Products will decrease in
Ratios whose Reciprocals decrease, and so the Sum will be Finite . And if the Ratio of
the Encreasing Series be equal to the first Reciprocal Ratio of the other, then it will be
greater than all the following ones ( which decrease) ; and here again the Sum of the Pro¬
ducts will be Finite . But tho’ the Ratio of the Encreasing Scries be less than the first
reciprocal Ratio ef the other, the sum of Products is not Infinite, unless it be also less than
each of the rest of the reciprocal Ratios of the other Series ; for it may become equal
to someone- of them, or greater, and then the Sum of the Product will be Finite.
Thirdly, If the one Series encreases by Ratios that decrease ( or whose Reciprocals encrease) and the other by Ratios whose Reciprocals decrease, then if each Ratio of the first
Series is equal to, or less than, the reciprocal Ratio of the Correspondent Terms of the
second Series, the sum of the Products is Infinite ; but if greater, the Sinn is Finite . .
Fourthly, If the one Series encreases in whatever manner, and the other decreases limi- i
tedly, tne Sum of the Products will be Infinite ; because tins decreasing Series is greater than
a Series of equal Teuus , equal to the limiting Number.

THEOREM

VIII.

If from any quantity A we take away any proper Fraction of it, as

and tlien of what

remains take away rhe. fame Fraction , and so on continually ; the Sum of the Infinite Se¬
of Parts taken will be equal to the whole A, and the Sum of the Infinite Series of

ries

the Parts left at every Substraction is equal to ^ of
■

'J

i i

:

Taken.

a A.
b

^
^

Left.

-

A.
,

'

i

a X b — eryA _ayb — a ' yA , nyb — a* yA .
b
'
byb *
b%
'dbb

b — a yA

%A

b — a yA
b3

— a* y A
b*

; &d

i .il

Demon.
The
Series of the Parts taken and left are evidently these express’d
a
‘
‘
above ; for the first Part taken being ~
(—
)
remains is ~
S 0f ^
b of A what

(-

■a X A'

)

for |

~

— i.

Then of this Remainder we take again

h

~ Parts, which makes' ~ of
v
b
b a of A ^ — ^ X ^ a ~y^
k
j —Parts of which is ^ ~ WherebySeries left is the

b

J.

and there remains plainly the

it’s manifest, that every

Parts of the preceeding ; and every Term of the Series taken . is.
Nnn
the
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the —- Parts of the preceding Term of the Series left, or also the — y— Parts of the
preceding Term of the fame Series. Now these two Series proceed, each decreasing in a
coijfstant Ratio , which is the fame in both, viz. —~~ -; for every Term being — a cf
the preceeding, the Ratio of that preceeding to the following
applying the Rule of Pr

obi.

is the

reciprocal y— —anl
-

i , the Sum of the Series taken hA ,‘ thus,~ ^x

b
x,’ or bf-— a quotes A. Again ; the Sum of the Series left is.
And this divided by,—
’b - ft
a.
b
b
I —
" "A- 4 X
for
h—~ cFA:
.,
ogives
b — a : A, which divided by b — a
a GlA] for ■
b—a
of AObserve also, that the Series of Parts lest being demonstrated to be an Infinite De- .
ererfing Series, the other may be deduced from it, thus : Since the Series of Parrs left may' be carried on till there be a Term less than any assignable Quantity, hence it plainly >
follows, that the Sum of the Parts taken away shall, want less of the whole A titan any
aHignable Difference ; which is all that ’s meant- by faying, That that Sum is equal to A,..

Scholiums.
i ®»- If the Correspondent Terms of these two Series of the Parts taken
and lest are multiply’d together, the Sum of the Compound Series is Finite, and
equal to f — a- of A *; which is easily prov’d from the common Rules, thus : The com-r2b — ft.
mon Ratio of both the Series is j ~ ~~a , therefore the Ratio of die Compound.Series is.

b —a "
.
It

- -; but the
b’~ 2ftb-\- ft?

. b — ft
of
IS - ;-

A.

Hence

first

Term of the one Series is

of "A, and of the other

the first Term of the Compound Series is the Product of

• -p —- of A ‘■ or of
these, viz. —
b1b the
^
y
Ratio
the
by
this
mukiply

A\ And , according to Probl .

—
ft*

Product is A- " "— r~\— ?
2 ae -\ - ft‘

of

2ftb

again divided by the Ratio less Unity , viz . I ’-zab
ft r - ...
b
r. . .
. ft b — ft
_
- - of A .
Quote is —t -r— a of A1= —r
2 b — a

x,

we must

A‘ which
— a1

a *H '

^ a* “ 1 ~

the

2ftb

^

2 ° mIf

we suppose each Term of the one Series

multiply ’d into each of the other , the

Sum of the Products is Finite , and it is particularly equal to - a ■ of A ’ : For

b —a
Sum of Parts taken away

duct is

b — a.

is A,

and the Sum

of the Parts

left is

of

A,

the

and their Pro-

of Ah

3°*Hence
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q®- Hence we have these Proportions, or Ratios of the total Values of these
several Series viz. i ( ®*) the Sura of the parts taken is to the Sum of the remainders viz.
A: of

A,

as a : b — a. (d 3) the Sum of the Series taken, to the Sum of the

Terms of the two viz. A : \b "— a of A' ,’ as
Products of the correspondent
2 i : b-— -a,
r2
dt A : Ot 2 b — a : b — a. % A. 3 ( 0, ) The Sum of the Series taken, is to the
Sum of the Products of all the Terms of the one Series, multiplied into all the Terms
of the other, viza . A: »—>
a- **of A1,7as 1: ——a - of A, or a : b — a X A.
(4 0) The Sum of the Series of Parts left, is to the Sum of the first Products, vi %.
b
b —a
of A.
Sum of the Parts
)
(
a of A. The
a -- 2- .* b ——
2 b — aa of A ',1 as
- - — A : t - - of A* as 1 : A
left, is to the Sum of the second Products, viz. of
b —a
A 2, as a : 2 b — a.
-- ) The two Sums of Products, viz. 2 b —a of A1 : of
(
THEOREM

IX.

In the Arithmetical Progression 1, 2, z, 4, &c- The Sum is to the Product of the
list Term by the Number of Terms , i. e. to the Square of the last Term ; in a Ratio
always greater than that of 1, 2. But approaching infinitely near to it.
Demon.
B.

n2

4.)

The

5 . Chap. 2.

Sum of the Arithmetical Progression is K Probl.

And the Square of the last Term n is «*, therefore the Sura is to that Square as
n J- —1
n \ n 12
n : «’
n: : j - - 1 :. 2 k. But
v. :. 2 k1
- -f
n2
2«
.. . . . .
.

n:

K

21nAnd

decrease in-

as the Number of Terms , or last Term n encreascs, so does

finitely, therefore the Ratio approaches infinitely near to —
2.
■Observe if the Arithmetical Series begins with 0, thus, o, 1, 2, 5, then the Sum is to the
Product of the last Term by the Number of Terms , exactly in every Step, as 1 to 2, for
the Sum is in this Case, n But
2-

the last Term is n — 1, and its Product by the

Number of Terms n is d
n.2 —- a : 2

«, therefore the Sum is to the Product as —— 2 n : : 1 : 2.
THEOREM

n2—?/ .-

X.

take the
Or
any
to
Powers
of
Series
the
of
sum
the
take
again
Then
Be.
27,
8,
1,
o,
Cubes,
Number of Terms , and also multiply the last of the Terms summed by the Number
of Terms , ( reckoning always o for the first Term .) The Ratio of that Sum to that Pro¬
Take the natural Progression beginning with o, thus, o, t , 2, z,

Be.

And

Series of any the like powers of the former Series; As the Squares, o, 1, 4, 9,

Be.

duct is more than n ^ (' n being the Index of the Powers) i. e. in the Series of Squares
it
N nn 2
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it is more rfian.-f ; in the Cubes more than ; and so on : But the Series going
on in infin Iturn, we may take in more anl more Terms without er.d into the Sura ;
and the more we take, the Ratio of the Sum to the Product mentioned grows less
but approaches infinitely
• aud less ; yet so as it can never actually be equal to
near to it, er within Jess than any assignable difference.
The truth of this Theorem has hitherto , that I know of, been demon¬
Demon.
strated only by an induction ; or shewing that it is true in Squares, Cubes, and a few
more where an actual examination ef it' has been made-} aud then its concluded that
since it holds true in every Cafe where it has been actually tried, and no reason ap¬

pearing against this being an universal Rule or Lav/ in tire nature oi Numbers,
therefore it is true in all other Cafes. Ic must be acknowledged that where we rind
the fame general Law observed in a Variety of Cases of different Lowers, taken at Plea¬
sure, as in the second, third, fourth, tlie eighth, the thirteenth, the twentieth, and many
more taken up and down among the infinite Variety of Powers-; we have great Rea¬
son to believe that it’s a general Law in all Cafes, tho’ we don't fee a direct aud
positive Reason or Demonstration for it ; yet it's as certain that this is but an imper¬
fect Proof, or a probability of its being true. J gun, as to the Demonstrations given
of the particular Cafes whence the general- Theorem is deduced, they are also of the
fame nature, i. e. they are taken only from feeing the thing proposed, to be true in as
many Cafes as have been actually tried , i. e. the Series of any Power being summed p 2
Terms , or 3, or 4 it’s found to be always true, that tlie Ratio bf the Sum to the Product
but still diminishing as the number of Terms becomes
mentioned "is more than
greater ; and diminishing also in socli a certain , constant Tenor , as shews that if it
Now after having premised, this, con¬
proceed so, it will approach infinitely near
cerning the Method that has hitherto satisfied for the Demonstration of this Theorem,
I shall ihew how it appears in a few particular Cafes, and how it may by the lame.
Method be investigated in any other Cafes at.pleasure.
TLxamfle in Squares.
I . 2 . 3
Arithmetical Series. 0
I
• 4 . 9
Squares. 0
1
Sum of two Terms. 0 + I
0
Products. 2 X I
Sum of three Terms. x + 4 _
5
Products. 3 X •4 12
Sum of four Terms. 5 •4 - 9. _ „ J4
Products. 4 X 9
Z6
Sum of five 'Terms. 14 4 -116
30
Products, 5 X J16 ~ “ 80

And 1c fora Series of Squares-,
By taking the Sums, and
. 4. I'6. Ec. the Product of the last Term
summed, multiplied by the
Number of Terms ; the Ra¬
tio

is

in all Cafes equal to -i

- 1- a certain aliquot Fracti¬
on, which goes on. decreasing
by a constant addition of 6
(she Denominator of the first
of these Fractions) to the
Deriominator of the preced¬
ing; which Fractions, because

this Law is to be constantly observed, do therefore decrease infinitely ; so that the Ra¬
tio of the Sum to the Product approaches infinitely near to — by the infinite decreasing

3

ef the Fraction wheh is

still actually

~

in every step.
joined with —
i Exa.
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Exa . for Clibes.
Arithnx. PrdgreS. 0 • I ' • 3 - 0 ' > 4 &c.
Cubes. 0 . 1 . 8 . 27 . 64 &c.
Sum of 2 Terms.

Prod.
q Terms,
Prod '.
4 Terms.
Prod.

46 r

2° ' For Cubes. The Suras and Pro¬
ducts being taken and compar’d, as in the
Margin , the Ratio is continually4 .4 . an

aliquot Fraction, which goes on decrea¬
0 - J™1 __ I _ rl + J
2 x I
4 .
4 sing by a constant addition of 4 ( the De¬
,4
nominator of the first of tliese Fractions)
to
the Denominator of .the preceding ;
I -4- 8 _ 9 which
Law being constantly observd,
oc
4
8 that
X
24
Fraction join ’d to i becomes infi¬
nitely little ; ?. e. the Ratio becomes in¬
9P - 27
36 .
= - 4 - — finitely near to i ..
12
4 X 27 £08 4

Terms . 36 4 ° ^4 _ _ *00 _I
I
. Prod. ^ x 64320
4 ‘ 16
&c
&c ■
Scholiums.
I. If we examine the superior Powers, the same General Truth will be found in them ;
but the Fractions adhering to the.
wul not diminilh in the same manner as they have
been observ'd to do in the Squares and Cubes ; i. e. by a constant addition of the Denomi¬
nator of die. first of these Fractions to the preceding Denominator : Yet this I have
found, as far as I have examin'd them, that these Fractions decrease so, rhat their Ratios
to one another, comparing each to the preceding, d6 also constantly decrease■which
makes the Fractions themselves decrease.so much quicker than if they decreas’d in one con¬
stant Ratio ; Or if they decreas’d by Encreasing Ratios, as these in the Squares and Cubes
do ; which you’ll easily observe do so decrease, that their Ratios are the Series of the Reci¬
tr —
I ;—
I •. : 2
For
and
procal Ratios of the natural Progression 1 : 2 : 3 : 4.
0
12
1
I
also
and so also in the Cubes,
and
T~. •
18
12: : 18
24 : 4 ; 3
.
-V ' 4 ! ff ; : 2i
1
I
I
and
And it’s observable here too, that the first of
12 ~l6'
12 ‘
these Fractions, in the Squares being 4 , and in the Cubes 4 , they decrease faster in those
than in these ; 2. e. at the same distance from the beginning the Ratio is nearer equal to
.l- in the Squares, than it is to 2. in the Cubes. But , in the 4th and 5th Powers, and others
which I have actually examin’d, they decrease faster, because of their decreasing Ratios.
Another Way of proposing the Thedrem . ■
U. Some Authors ( particularly Shirmius) have propos’d this Theorem in another
View, thus : They make the Arithmetical Progression begin with 1, and assert the fame
Truth concerning the Ratios of the Sums and Products, viz. that it approaches Infinitely
near to —
: But any I have met with give us no other kind of Demonstration than
«+ t
what has been given above, i . e by , InduCljon, or arguing from a few Particulars : And
because their Method of investigating tliese particular Cases is somewhat different from
tlie preceding, I shall here explain it.

x°‘ For
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For Squares.
i . 2 . q . 4 . &c.
I . 4 . 5 . 16 . &c.
Sums. j Products.
: : 1
Tor z Terms . 14 : 27
: : i1 T
Tor 6 Terms , pi 1 216

+ t
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In the Squares take the first
5 Terms , and at every succeeding
Step twice as many, and the Ra¬
tio cf the Sum to the Product is
greater than 1 : z.
found
aiVVrtJICi glCcUCl
vjuuu always
*" ~T - 3 But so as to decrease, and become

fa

‘.

1 ; 3,
UlcUl

infinitely near to it ; because the
two Fractions that adhere to 1
(in the lesser Term of the Ratio ) are found to decrease in a Constant Ratio , which is
i in the first Fraction , and 4 in the second Fraction.
Whence Sturmy concludes the Argument in this manner, viz. Since of the two Fracti¬
ons adhering to 1 at every Step, the first is always i . of that in the preceding Step,
and the second is .1 of that in the preceding Step ; therefore these two Fractions
4 . r'Tj which belongs to the first Step,
are in every Step the Effect of subslracting from [_4 * ttt > ma khig 3 the Numerator of the second Part , be¬
this Series, 4 4 - T I 4;
, and so of the rest But this Series consisting
~ , and
cause
= i . . and
•of two Series, take their Sums separately, they are J. 4 - 4 4 4 - __|_T Qcc. — t 't >by Probl. 1. that Series being suppos’d to be Infinite ; whence,
in the last Case, or when the Series of Squares is infinite, the Fractions adhering to 1 are
'— t 't = °’d, because they are become 4 4 - -. t r“ “
■evanifh
As to the last part of this Demonstration, I observe, that it is superfluous; For the
Argument ought to be concluded immediately from this, That the Fractions adhering to 1
decrease in one Constant Ratio : For , in this Cafe, if we suppose the Series infinite,
these Fractions must decrease to nothing, this being the very Supposition upon which the
this
:
Rule is founded, by which we find the Sum of an Infinite decreasing Series And
Rule being used in the Argument to prove that these Fractions do at last evanish, it’s ma¬
nifest that the Thing to be concluded is already suppos’d.
z o. For Cubes.

4 " t 't : 3

Again ; in the Cubes take
the first 4 Terms , and then 8
Terms , and so on doubling the
Number ; and hereby' tis found
Sums, | Products.
that the Ratio of the Sum to
: : 1 4 't ' V rr : 4 the Product is always greater
For 4Terms . xoo ; 2^6
than 1 : 4. but approaching
+
: :
:
For8Terms . 1296 40516
Infinitely near to it , because
the two Fractions adhering to 1 ( in the lesser Term of the Ratio ) do decrease in a con¬
stant Ratio , vi%.I -- in the first, and £ in the second Fraction.
Sturmy concludes the Argument here the fame Way as in the Case of Squares, to
which die fame Observation already made is also applicable.
So far then you see an Agreement in this Form of the Theorem, and the preceeding
viz. that in the Squares the Ratio of the Sum and Product decreases faster, because
and the Ratios of these decreasing Fractions equal in both ; just as in
_i is less than
the preceding Fo'rm the Ratio also decreas’d faster in the Squares than Cubes, and by the
fame Ratios.
III. But again ; Tho ’ I have found no better Way of demonstrating the Theoremin(
either of the two Views of it explain’d ) as to its universal extension to all the different
Powers, yet as to the Demonstration of the first two particular Cases (which are the most
useful) viz, Squares and Cubes, 1 being the first Term , I shall here lhew you a new and
I . 2 . q - 4 : &c.
x . 8 . 27 . 64 : &c.
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easie Demonstration, deduced directly a priori from the Canons given in Cb. 2, for the
summing the Squares, and Cubes of the Arithmetical Progression.

oA DheH Demonstration
of the preceding
Theorem for Squares and
Cubes , supposing the Series to begin with x.
( l ° ) For

Squares- The

Sum of the Squares of an Arithmetical Progression

I . 2. z. 4 , supposing the Number of Terms to be N, is 1 - — (Prob .^ Ch.2)
and in the Arithmetical Progression the last Term is always the Number of Terms , there¬
fore the last Term of the Series of Squares is n' ; which multiplyd by the Number of
Terms w, the Product" is nf : Wherefore the Ratio of the Sum to the Product is
•+• 3 n2 4 ~n . n s . . 2ft14 " 3**4 n '
each Member by n) but
,l . _2L | for v— =

* 6m \

6m

2

- and

3

the less will these Fractions

- •'

4 - 3 ft - |- I _
bn-

6m2

m , 6nf

4 - 3 « 4 “ 1: by

2n
bfi 1

6«a

+

(

dividing
I

0l? l

2 n

J. Again ; it ’s obvious that the greater » is

» J

a

5’

be ; and1that they will decrease so, as to become in¬

st,My little , or less than any assignable Quantity : Therefore the Ratio of the Sum to the
Product, tho’ it’s always greater than -f ( being for the first two Terms 4 4 . J- 4- r .Lj
yet the Fractions adhering to -J- decreasing ( as now demonstrated) so as to become,infinite¬
ly small, the Ratio approaches infinitely near to
( 2° ) For Cut es. The
n 4f - - 2 «*T n 2

Sum of the

Cubes-

of the Arithmetical Progression is

(Frobl. 3, Cb. 2.) and the Product of the last Term

ber of Terms * n is a4 : So that the Ratio of the
n* : : ft*f - - 2w5p- - m 4:

n*p:

Sum to the

- - 2 ^ -j- i : 4 «*.

2 ft

by the Num¬

Product is

And

« *■
n4

+ 2 ft 4 - I
4nl 4

■42n 4
n% And because the greater that n is, the less
4 iv*
4 * 1,1
will — and—1_ be ; therefore, tho’ the .Ratio ofthcSim to the Product is always prea+

4 n%

2 «

4n %

1

,

3&

ter than i ( being for two Terms , -i •+■A
rT
‘ ) yet the Fractions adhering to the ±
decreasing infinitely, the Ratio approaches infinitely near to 4 . ■

THEOREM

XI.

Take the Series of the Squares of the natural Progression1. 2. 3. Sec. vi%. 1 . 4. 9. \ 6.8cc.
multiply any Term of this Series by the number of Terms from 1 ; from the Product fob-stract the sum of all the preceeding lesser Squareswhich
(
Sum will always be a lesser Num¬
ber than that product ) the Ratio of the Difference to the Product is always greater than;
2 : 3.- But approaching infinitely near to it, the farther the Series is carried, or the grea¬
ter the Square assumed,is.
Observe.
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Observe, Since the Number of Terms from i to any Term in the Series of Squares is
the Root of that Square therefore
the Product of the Square by the Number of Terms
is the Cube of the fame Root ; and therefore the Theorem may be propos’d thus : The
Ratio of the Difference betwixt the Cube of any Integral Number and the Sum of the
Squares of all Numbers less than that , to that Cubeyis greater than 2. : 3, but approach¬
ing infinitely near to it , as we chuse that Cube greater and greater.
E 'ia. 1. The Cube of 6 is 216, and the Squares of 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. are i . 4 . p. 16. 25,
x6 i
whose Sum is 55, then is 216 — 55 :l 6u And

216 = J as

you’!! find by.

2
£. 161
tr " ** -n
taking - out of
2. The Cube of 7 is 343, and the Squares of 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. are 1. 4. p. 16. 25. 36,
2<2 2
70
whose Sum is pi ; then 343 — pi = 252, and -r— r— - + - — , and this Fraction
■5
+3
3 1025?
is less than
— ' " -! ;
I 02P
046
Demon.
1 0' Let any Number be represented by u, -j- 1 , its Cube will be
</i 34 3-r -j. i ; and if we take all the Numbers lesser’than ?t A- 1 , they make the
Arithmetical Progression I . 2. 3, tic. whose last Term (and number of Terms ) is n and
;
the Sum of their Square is
Cube

of nf- 1, or

which is manifestlya lesser Number than the

4 . 3** -f 3®-J- 1.
2/2} f - -

3 # 3j

- ft

2®. Take the Difference propos’d, viz. >z*J - - 3n?f - - 3a 1
;^
— .
(yn%
J- - i8 «*-t- i8 # 4-6 2«3-4-3-v24- « 6«3-1-i8« i-h8 ^4 ~6 — 2%3—3«2—n
6
.6
6
= l 8i ,
15 n% ^
Now
compare this Difference to »H,
or, «3 3+
« r 4 . 3* 4 - 1, the Ratio is plainly 4a 5 4 - J 5 *2f - I7 « + 6:
6 «' 4 - i8« 2 4 -

or, gL±l

| gl±

^

± | , which is greater than | by

this Fraction i8 ^ 3+ ^
' aS y0U>ltfind by Abstracting- out of it, by
the common Rules. Now since in every Step the Ratio of the Difference to the Cube will
be the fame way exprefs’d, his plain it will always be gteater than - ; but if the Fraction
3

——

-4- I5” ~k .£ — adhering

i8 «s - 1- 54 «I -f 54 * - b* 18 .

to

it, grows infinitely little, or

able Fraction , then the Ratio approaches infinitely near to —.

less

thairany:aflipi> '
6 ..

What remains then

to be demonstrated, is only this Infinite decrease of the Traction adhering to the —which
3>
is

thus done : Were the adhering Fraction

it is equal to

, its infinite decrease

is easily

shewn, for ■

by dividing Numerator and Denominator equally by p«2, but n is gra¬

dually taken equal to i . 2. 3. 4, Be. and therefore
is gradually ~
^ , &e.
which manifestly decreases infinitely, or so as to become less than any assignable Fraction.
Again j

Chap. 3.

? £ JL I.5* i -i 5— q is a Fraction less than -~ L or — ,
i8 »*-f- <4M*--f- 54«-+-I
8
i8 >/3
2«

Again;
by the

4^ 5
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Comparison j wherefore if

which is

~~

as

is easily seen

does decrease infinitely as n encreafcs , the other

than “2« must also decrease infinitely.
COROLL . The Sum of the Squares of the Series 1 . 2.
ber of Terms , is to the Difference betwixt the Cube of the
Term , and the Sum of all the Squares, except the last, in a
near to 1 : 2. but still greater : For the Ratio of the Sum of
less

q . &<". carried to any Num¬
Number of Terms , or last
Ratio approaching infinitely
the Squares to the Cube ot

the Number of Terms approaches infinitely near to
but still greater ( by Theorem p. )
And by the present Theorem the Ratio of the Difference mention’d, to that Cube, ap¬
proaches infinitely near to

'j

therefore the Ratio

of

the Sum of the Squares to the Diffe-

rence approaches infinitely near to
S c h o t , This Theorem is proposd by some Authors ( particularly Sturmhis) in a very
difterent manner, which is to this purpose, vi^. If any Series(of Integers) begins with a fjua .e
Number , and decreases by growing Differences, which arc the Series of odd Numbers,
1. 3. 8c . the Sum of the Series carried down to o ( in which ’twill always end ) is to
the Product of that Square (which is the greatest Term ) by the Number of Terms , in a
2

Ratio always greater than — , but approaching infinitely near to it, as we take that Square
3
greater.
I snail first sliew the Coincidence of this and the preceding Proposition, and then giv*
you Sturmhis 's demonstration.
For the first, take the odd Series 1. q. 5, Be, the Sum of it to any Number of Terms is
the Square of the Number of Terms : or the Series of its Sums taken always from the be¬
ginning, makes the Series of square Num9 Bc. odd Numbers. bers. ( Coral. 4, Pr obi 5 , Cb 2 , B. 4 .)
7
3 5
Wherefore it is plain , that if from any
4 9 16 25 Be. square Numbers. square
Number we take successively as ma¬
2
5 Be. Roots.
ny Terms of the Series of odd Numbers
from 1, as the Root of that Square ex¬
presses, when the last Subslraction is made, there remains nothing ; and that Square, with
the several Remainders , is the Series propos’d Thus , beginning with p, it is p, 8, 5 ;
beginning with 25, it is 25, 24, 21, 16, p Universally
:
, it it begin with n 1 ic is « - ;
n x 1— ;
— 1 — q ; n 1—
1 — 3 — 5 ; Be. which again is the fame as
—j .
n* —
4
; n 1— p ; Be. the Series being carried to as many Terms as the Root a expresses;
And the Square Abstracted from zz1 in the last Term , being that next lesser than
« *, because tis the Sum of a Number of Terms of the odd Series less by 1 than n.
Whence the Coincidence of the two Propositions is evident ; -for the Number of Terms
being n, therefore the Sum of this Series is equal to the Difference of « » and 1
4 -f- p
Sic. carried to a Number of Terms equal to n —
X , and n %multiply 'd by the Num¬
ber of Terms n, is rr.
O 0 0

2° \The
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2° * The Demonstration that Sturmy gives us of this Theorem is only by Induction, in
the fame manner as in the preceding 7 heorems, thus : If there are three Terms , p, 8, 5,
whose Sum is 22, then is

than that of 2

27 (= 3 X 9)

2+ ~

Again ; —being

• 3>which is a greater Ratio

, he expresses it thus, 2 4 -

—- w: 3;

ff there are six Terms , 36: 35 : 52 : 27 : 20 : 11 ; their Sum is 161 ; and , 161 : aid

( — 6 X 3d) : 2 4 - ^ : 3 ; Or , as, 2
~
: 8 • So he goes on examining
more Cafes, taking at every Step double the number of Terms of the last Step ; and finds
that the Fraction adhering to 2 proceeds in a continued Geometrical Progression decrea¬
sing, thus, - — -V , — - , 7; -kr
: the first part decreasing in the. Ratio of
D2
'
18 4
72 8
288
ta
2 to 1, and the other in the Ratio of 4 to x ; whence he concludes the Argument in the.
lime manner as in Theorem X ; to which is applicable the fame Observation I made
upon that.
Observe: As to this last Method of proposing the Theorem., That it is accommodated to
a particular Use which Sturmy makes of it in Geometry : The Reason I chose the other
Way being, That in this Shape I found the direct Demonstration I have given of it.
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W HAT
a

is
, Notation
; what
a

Decimal
Fradion
and
its
also
DecU
malis, with
the whole
Operations
about
Determinate
Decimals,Circulating
has all been
al¬
ready taught : But, that the whole Doctrine of Infinite Decimals may be found
here together, some of these Definitions must be repeated.

D E F I NIT

I 0 NS.

I . A Decimal Fraction may be call’d Finite or Determinate , when it has certain and
determinate Numbers for its Numerator and Denominator ; i . e. when the Numerator
and Denominator have each a certain limited Number of Figures , as, . z — —2-

II . A Decimal Fraction may be call’d Infinite or" Indeterminate when the Number of
is Indeterminate, and encreafing without End ; whereby' the Numerator and Deno¬
minator are conceiv’d to be themselves infinitely great. So in this Ex a.347
.
f£ c. if we
suppose that there ought to be more and more Figures, in infinitum, annex’d to the right
hand of those here set down, thereby encreafing both Numerator and Denominator infi¬
nitely, or without end, we do hereby form the Idea of an Infinite and Indeterminate Deeh
mal.
. .
.
III. Infinite Decimals are of two kinds, which we may distinguish by the General Lenom’mations of Certain and Insert am}
Places
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A Certain Infinite Decimal is such whose Numerator runs into Infinity by a continual
'repetition of one or more Figures ; as in these Examples, .44, &c. .033 , &c. .455 , <kc.
wherein the fame Figures, 4, 3, <5 is constantly repeated : Also . 3^63^ 6, Le. where 356
is repeated ; and . C723 6464, &c. where 64 are constantly repeated. Such Decimals are also
particularly call’d Repeating or Circulating Decimals, from this continual repetition or
circulation of the fame Figures in the Numerator . Observe also, that the Figure or Fi¬
gures repeated may very conveniently and properly be call’d the Repetend.
Incertain Decimals are such whose Numerator goes on for ever without a constant cir¬
culation of Figures.
'
T

SCHOLI

UMS.

Ift. The essential Difference betwixt these two hinds of Infinite Decimals is this ; that the
Certain have a determinate, finite, and certain Value ; i . e. that there is a certain deter¬
minate Vulgar Fraction, which expresses the true and compleat Value of that Infinite De¬
cimal fas shall be demonstrated) whereas the Inceriaitt have no such finite and assignable
Value : And this is the reason of these Names.
Now ’tis owing to this Certain finite Value of a Circulating Decimal that they occur
in Practice ; for they are no other thing than the Result or Effect of reducing some Vulgar
Fraction to a Decimal : Or if they are brought into a Question by meer Supposition, yet
they are reducible to a Vulgar finite FraQion ; as all Vulgar Fractions are reducible into a
Decimal, either Finite or Circulating ( as will be explain’d afterwards). It is this Proper¬
ty also which makes these Decimals, tho' they cannot be limited in that Decimal form,
capable of such management in Practice, as that no Error can happen from the impossibi¬
lity of finishing and determining it in form.
2d. As to the Incertain Decimals, observe, that tho’ they have no determinate value, yet
their value is not Infinite ; for notwithstanding it encreases without end, yet (as shall be
shewn) they are so limited in general, as that tho’the whole Infinity could be actually ex¬
hausted, yet the value of the Fraction cannot exceed some finite assignable Fraction, as on
the other hand it cannot come short of some such Fraction ; wherefore we may justly say,
they have a finite, tho’ not an assignable value ; for if their value were assignable, they
would circulate Contrary to Supposition. But then also observe, that because their value is
not assignable, there is no possibility of supplying their Defects perfectly, so that we must
be content to do it nearly, or by way of Approximation.
Again observe, that tho’ no Incertain Decimal can ever arise from any finite assign’d
Fraction , yet they are not all so imaginary, but that they do in some manner, and in some
Cases, necessarily occur in Practice c£ Arithmetics . ,• as in the Extraction cf Surd

Roors.
Also, sometimes where we might have a Circulating Decimal, it maybe convenient to
take it imperfect ; as when in the reduction of a Vulgar Fraction to a Decimal, the Divi¬
sion has gone far on without coming to a Circulation ; then we may chuse to take it with a
convenient number of Places, and consider it as Incertain.
The last Remark I make here is, That Tome Decimals are Incertain as to their value
because they do not circulate ; yet, in another respect, they maybe said to be Certain ; for
we may conceive a Numerator consisting of certain known Figures, succeeding one another
in a certain order for ever, yet so as there be no Circulation . Exa. 34.
344 344^, Qc.
supposing that after 3 you have 4 repeated once more than in the preceding Step; or this*
- 34 345 3456, &c. beginning still at 3, and after it taking the natural series, in’order to
one place more in every step. But now, tho’ such Decimals should in any Case occur
(which yet seem to be rneerly imaginary) this Certainty of the Figures of the Numerator
does not make the Value certain ; and so we know no better how to manage them than if
O 00 2
there
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there were no such Certainty. dgain; As to these Incertain Decimals which express
Surd Roots , tho’ they are not always ot this hind , (and 1 don ’t know if any cf them was
ever found to be so, or if they can be) yet they have a Certainty of another kind, winch
is, that the Progress of the Fraction depends upon a certain Law or Rule , whereby the
Extraction is perform’d ( as has been explain’d in its place) ; And , because of this, they
are not purely imaginary and supposititious, yet, as to the Practice, they have no more Ac¬
curacy than the rest, except in the Cafe of raising them to the Reciprocal Power express’d
by the Denominator of the Root , when ’tis known of what Number they express the Root,
and in some Comparisons of them among themselves; but then these Comparisons are
manag’d not by means of the Decimal Expressions, but of the Powers themselves with
°
their Surd or Radical Indexes ; as explain’d in Book III.
IV . Circulating.Derimass (ot Circulates, as they may be conveniently call’d ) arc diilinguilh’d into pure and Mix d. x Q- Pure, when there are no significant Figures in the
Numerator , but what .belong to the Repetend ; i. e. when there' are. no Figures, or
tit,
.
none but o’s, betwixt the Point and the Repetend ,• as, . 3454 tic, OC44
,0460468c , . 003038c.
2° * Mix ’d, when there are significant Figures betwixt the Point and the Repetend;
as, . 3448c , . 304848 8c , . 0467272 8c . Which I call Mix 'd because they consist of
two parts, a Fvrile and a Circulate. So the first Ex a. is plainly the Sum of these,
. 3 -p . 044 tic, the second is . 30 -j- . 0048 48 tic, the third is . 046 4 00072 72 tic.
And here also Observe, that as Decimals are more generally distingnillfd into Simple
and Mix ’d, so , when we name a mix'd Decimal, it signifies a Decimal with an Integer;
but a mix’d Circulate more strictly regards only the Decimal part : Yet, to avoid too many
Distinctions, when a whole Number is join ’d with a Circulate, whether pure ot. mix’d,
this, 46 . 33 8c . or this, 238 .0044 8c . And as any
;
we may call it a mixed Circulate as
Integer may be reduced to a Fractional Expression with a Decimal Denominator, so the
finite part of all mix’d Circulates may be expresi’d fractionally, by taking for Numerator all
the Figures as they stand, from the highest place of the Integral part to the.Repetend , and
for the Numerator, 1 with as many o’s as.there are Places betwixt the Point and the Repe¬
. 032 tic. also, 374 .235858 tic. —4^ 3 -{-.0058 tie.
tend,thus,36 .032 328c . — ^4?
which in the proper Decimal form are 374 .23 - P .0058 tic. for tho’ 374 .23 has, in this
fonn , the Integral and Fractional Parts distinguish’d, yet they express decimally an Improper
Fraction , when all the Figures, neglecting the Point, are made Numerator ; a§ has been
explain’d in its place.
V . Circulates whose Rcpetends consist of 'the fame number of ‘Figures, and begin also
at the fame place after the Point, may he calld Like ot Similar Circulates, whether they
8c.
be both pure cr mix'd, or one pure, and the other mix' d: 80 these are Similar,33.
and .77 tic, and .these, 2 .3456 568c - . 004242 8c,
8 C H O L I U. M S» ,

i . If the Repetend be twice written down with an 8c . after it,this will clearly ihew that
there isa repetition , and what the Repetend is : But this we may do more conveniently,
by setting a Point over the first and last Figure of the Repetend once written down :
Thus instead of . 033 8c . write . 03 ; And for . 4 376 376 8c . write . 4 376' ; and so of
ethers.
Again;
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2d. Because of the different Views in which a Circulate may be taken, ’twill be
convenient to call the Ilepctend which is absolutely the first in any Circulate , The Given,
Repetend ; so here . 3434 8c . 34 is the Given Repetend . But as the fame Fraction
may. be considers! in another view, vi%. as a tnix’d Circulate equal to .4 -f~ *c4v (as
you'll find presently cxphin ’iU so the Repetend it has in this view may be cail’d for di¬
stinction the New Repetend: Also the Finite Part preceding the Given Repetend is the
Given Finite Part , and that preceding the New Repetend k the New Finite Part.

The Circulation of a Decimal may begin in the Integral part ; as, 3. 3 or 4. 23, cr
34,037 1 Now if there are no Figures but what belong to the Repetend , it's in that reipect
a pure Circulate : But as we have limited, that Name to the Fractional Part by it self, we
ihall leave this other kind of Circulate to the Class of tnix’d Circulates , as a particular
Species of it ; so that we must reckon the first Period of the Repetend , as it belongs to tile
Fractional part, to be that which begins first after the Point , thus, 4. 23 — 4. 23423,;
or rather 4 . 234 ; fee Tbeor. 3.
~d:

THEOREM

1.

Any Finite Decimal may be considerd as Infinite, by annexing c’s without end on the
right hand of the Numerator, making - o the Repetend ; thus-, . 34 — . 3400,8c . or
.240.
Demon. The Numerator and Denominator of the Given Fraction being equally
multiply’J by the o’s join ’d in infinitmi, the value of the Fraction is still the some.

T H E O R E M 2.
Any Pure Circulate may be consider’d as Mix ’d, and keep still the fame Repetend ; by
taking the given Repetend once or ofmer written down for a Finite Part ; and con¬
sidering the fame Repetend as circulating after that for the Infinite Part ; thus,
. 34 = . 34 + .0034 — . 3434 4 - 000034..
Demon.
The
Reason is obvious, since as far as an Infinite Fraction is continued,
so far the Value is finite and .determinate ; and the remaining partis still infinite, tho’cf
a Ids value than the given Infinite, because of what’s determin’d .and taken away.

THEORE

M

3.

If any Circulate has a Repetend of mere than one Figure , it may be transform’d"into
auotlier Circulate having a Repetend of the fame number of Figures, and also the fame
Figures, but in another order, i. e. by beginning anew Repetend from any Figure after
the first of the given Repetend ; and that taken either in the first or second, or any other
Period of the given Repetend , leaving all the Figures on the left of this new R epetend
to the Finite part ; whereby if the given Circulate was pure, it will in some cafes become
mix’d or
;
if it was mix ’d, the Finite part becomes always greater, and the infinite less ;

343 = *34 34 ; -4567 — .43073 = . 436736736, .0042 = . 00420
004200.
Demon.
In the first Example, since 34 is soppos’d to he repeated for ever, if, ,3 ;s
taken away, there must remain . 04 3 ; or, if 34 is taken away, there remains’. 034 ;
Since 3 iucceeds and 4 succeeds 3 for ever. The fame Reason is obvious in every
Case;,* which you 11 also find afterwards further confirm’d.
COROLLV
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COROLL . Any Circulate may be transformed into another, whose Repetend begins
after the given Finite Part.

at any distance

Schol

. If the Repetend of a pure Circulate has o’s in the first places , on the left hand;

then , whether it begins immediately after the Point, or have o’s betwixt it and the Point,
it ’s manifest that the changing of the Repetend , in the manner here explain’d,will not make
it a Mix d Circulate, if the new Repetend begins at the first significant Figure , or at any
of these o’s, in the first Period of the given Repetend ; but if it begin at any Figure after
the first significant Figure of the first Period , or at any Figure in any of the other Periods,
it will be a Mix ’d Circulate ; thus, . 0046 = . 00460 (a Pure Circulate) —004600
.

(a Pure Circulate) — 0046004
.
fa Mix ’d Circulate ) .
In any other kind of Pure Circulates a new Repetend will certainly make it a Mix d
■Circulate.
THEOREM

4.

Any Circulate may be transforms into another having a greater Repetend , z. e. one
having more Places ; by taking the given Repetend , or any of equal number of Places
into which it is transform'd by the last, as oft as we please, and considering all that as a

New Repetend , thus, . 4 — . 44 — . 444 ;

Also . 042 — . 04242 ; And . 0364

= . 0364364 = . 036436436
The Reason of this is obvious.
Observe ; When we speak of the Repetend of a Circulate without distinction, it’s al¬
ways to be understood of the least Repetend.
THEOREM

5.

Any two or more Circulates may be made Similar, by making all the Repetends begin
where that one of them begins which stands farthest from the Point ( by the Method explain'd in Tbeor. 3 , and Coral!) And , to make them end together, let each of them
have as many Places as the number of Units express’d by the least common Multiple of the
several Numbers of Places in all the given Repetends ( and, to find that least common
Multiple, fee Probl. 5 , Ch. 1, B. 5.) So, in both the annex’d Examples, that least com¬
mon Multiple is 6.
Demon.
The Reason of that Part concern¬
ing the Beginning of the new Repetends is plain
Ex . 1. . 436 = . 43636363'
from Theor. 3. And as to their ending together,
.047 — . 04777777
it's plain, that if they are all repeated so oft as that
the number of Places taken in each is a common
.29341 = - 29341341
Multiple of the several numbers of Places in each
given
Repetend ; Then , ?s that may be all taken
•Ex. 2.
. 4267 =
. 426777777
for a new Repetend , (by Tbeor. 4.) so it will make
4 . 932 = 4 . 932323232
them all end together, and be consequently Similar.
And, lastly, the Reason why we take their least
26 . 328 — '26. 328328328
common Multiple, is to have the Expression as
short and neat as possible. .

THEO-
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THEOREM

6.

Every Circulate has a finite assignable Value, thus :
Part 1 st. If it’s a Pure Circulate , it’s equal to a Vulgar Fraction whose Numerator is
the Repetend , and its Denominator x Number express’d by as many p’s as there are Places
in the Repetend , with as many o’s on the right hand as there are o’s betwixt the Point and
Repetend,
- 372,
00572
— - J-~~
’
99900
E ™- CO- 3 = \ 2d ( ) . 04 == ^ (3J) - 45 = *%(4 rI0
0046 cr 46
(5 th) . OO40
9999
9999
Universally. Let R express the Repetend , and a the number of 0’? betwixt the Point
and Repetend , the Sum is —
or —
'r ~a ( [Ca expressing that power of 10 whose
Index is a.)
Part 2<1. If it’s a Mix 'd Circulate , find the Sum of the Circulating Part , and add it
to the Finite Part : which total Sum being express’d all together as a simple Fraction , will"
have fir Denominator that of the Finite Value of the Circulating Part ; and for Numera¬
tor the Sum of these two Numbers, vi%. the Repetend , and the Product of the Numerator ,
of the Finite Part (express’d fractionally) by the fame Denominator , without the c ’s, if any
belong to it; 1. e. by a Number of ps as many as there are Places, in the Repetend.
46 X P a -l oHv
/
4 _ 46o X 9? i- 27
Ex a. 1)(
(2d ) 46. C.
■467
027990
—
3_X 99 4 - V(3d ) 8. 327461 _
" ^
999000
" ' ' '
99
Universally. Let A be the Numerator of the Finite Part, and 10* its Denominator, the

“W

?

3 FiCrhs

; <»UngiJ= ^ X?«:c. + Æ,

And Observe1 That as the multiplying by 9 (3c. isa very easy Operation , [ See Cafe 6, .
h 2d, Ch. 5 , E 1.] so the Multiplication , and Addition of R to the Product, may be done all
.at once very easily, thus : Subtract the first right-hand Figure of the Numerator A from the
first of the Repetend R and
;
so on in Order thus ; In the preceding Exa. 1 , the Opera¬

tion is 6 from 3 I cannot take, but from 13, and 7 remains ; thfn 5 from 6, and 1 remains ; lastly, 0 from 4, and 4remains ; and the result-is 417 — 46 XP 4 * 3. In Ex. od
it is 7 — 0 -tAE, 7. 12 — 66,= . 10 — 5 = 5‘ 6 ~ 1 = 5. 4 — 0 — 4. the re¬
sult being '4 °; 367 ce460 X99 -f - 27. In Exa. 3d it is 11 _ .7 — 4. 6 — 3 — 3.
4 — 3 — n . • "17 w—8 — 9. ’2 ——
’11
•83 — 0 4= 83. the result beiisg 83151134=
— 8327 X 999 461
+
. Iiv Exam. 4th it is 6 — 3 — 3. 34 — 0 — 34.. making
343 — 3 X 99 fi- - ctd. But had this last Example been 9. 46, it were' 16 ■
— 9 — 7.
94 — x= 93, making 937 — 9 X 994’- - 46. Thdfe Ekarfiples sufficiently illustrate the
Practice. Arid, to makt it clearer, do theseE -xampies'at large ; first tiiukipiying by p &c.
by the Method of the Rule refer’d' to, then ;addjd^ ^B^ petend, . . .
I) e>m o -N. For the First Part. Every ^ure Circulate is, from the nature of a De¬
cimal Fraction', &' Series oFtJecrbafirit' Fractions whose Numerators: are all the same, viz.
the given Repetend , and their Denominators are a Geometrical Series cncreasingi.i the
constant Ratio express’d by 1, with as many o’s as (i . e. whose Ratio is a Power ot 10, ha¬
ving for its Index) the number of Places in the Repetend (taking here the Ratio as the
-fi¬ ~2_ I_ 7_
Quote ofthe 'greater Term divided by the lesser) thus, . 33 (£c. —
-

0c.

;C: | >.! ; ; ! ,

le

the Ratih of the Denominators being x. :..XD; Also . 0024646, &c.

100

.

'

1000

46
X00000 H+

4 ’> ■
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4?2
4r>

6c.

the Ratio of the Denominators being x : ioo . Again;
4
4 rr 6c . But Fractions having acorn~10000
~ ~f— 6c . or 100
0104 6c . = too -f- 10000
men Numerator arc in the Ratio of their Denominators reciprocally; wherefore the
several T erms or Finite Decimals, of which a Circulate is compos'd, make an Infinite decreasing Geometrical Series, whose common Ratio is the Ratio of their Denominators,
which may be express’d universally ic m, supposing as many o’s as the Repetend has Fi¬
gures, or tn to be equal to the number of Places in the Repetend . Again : Let R repre¬
sent the Repetend or common Numerator of this Series of Fractions, and io n the Deno¬
I 0000000

minator of the first Fraction, which therefore is io « ■ then, by the Rules of Infinite Se.
.. R
t ics, the Sum is' p -. -J- icjm X io >« — 1 [ for 7 being the greatest I X I 1, and r the Ratio,
R
X I0"!, the Multiplier io ™being
in the Dividend
— ,] .
the Sum is rl 4- - r Now
the Ratio , it ’s manifest it cannot have more Places than 10", the Denominator of the
greatest Extreme ; but it may have fewer, or the fame Number . If it have the same,
i.

e.

if n —

m,

then is

if n is greater than
;
X io « (or 12") =R but

tn,

his evident

that io " must have as many more o"s as the number of o’s from the Point to the Repetend.
— - ( n—m exTherefore in this Cafe the Product --10 « 1- ic mmay be simply express’d —
12 " — m v
pressing the number of o’s from the Point to the Repetend ).

And if we take a — n — m

it is — . Then for the Divisor io m—j , it's plainly — ? 6c . taking as many ?’s as there
X0J
10 — 1 = ? ; 100 — I — ?? , and so on). From all which it is
(
are o’s in 1C”1for
dear , that the Sum is universally^

if there is no o betwixt the Point and Repetend;

^
a, the Sum is
io <its Denoand
,
Part
Finite
the
of
Numerator
the
express
A
For the 26 Part ; Let
AK
minator, which Part is therefore y — ; then the Circulating Part being 9Tn__
10* ',
X the
c& . L
B
Ax 9 &c. 4 - R _
R
. , which by due reduction is
Sum is
4~
&
c.
9
. xlO a
&
?
C
J
I0
1 98c C. X 10
10 “
^0
&c*~t~
9
(taking B—A x
COROLLARIES.
X. If the Repetend of any Circulate is 9, the Value or Sum of that Se¬
but if there is, then the Number of them being =

ries is an U .iit of the Place next that Repetend on the left hand, so, .9 = 1, 0. ? = . 1
.co ? = . 01, and

so

on.

=:
The Reason is plain from the Theorem ,- for .9 1,
9I

9
—
.09 ——
100
10 , .00? "?oo
90
'
2. If a Mix dCirculate is such that it has no other Figures than what belong to the
Repetend , which therefore begins in some Integral Place, it’s turn'd into a Vulgar
Fraction by making the Denominator as many Places of 9 's as the Repetend has Places;
and the Numerator is that Repetend with as manyo’s on the right as there are Imegral
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_
4420.
34200,
Places in the given Circulate : So, 3 .4 = 34 ?. 34- J34r
343 -4 —
and so on. The Reason is plain ; for if in any of these Examples you suppose the Point!
set on the Left of all the Figures, it becomes a Pure Circulate , whose Finite Value has
for its Numerator the Repetend , and as many 9’s for its Denominator : Wherefore if the
Point is set forward where it was at first, that removing it forward is in effect multiplying
it by 1 with as many o’s as the number of Places on the Left of the Point in the given
Position • so that as many o’s must be set on the Right hand of the Repetend , to make the
Numerator of the Finite Fraction sought.
id. If the Denominator of a Vulgar Fraction consists of 9’s, or 9’s with o’s on the
right hand, the Numerator not having more Figures than the p’s in the Denominator,
(after equal o’s are taken away from Numerator and Denominator) that Fraction resolves
into a Fart -Circulate, whose Repetend is the Numerator , with as many o’s on the left as
the difference of the number of Places in the Numerator , and 9’s in the Denominator;
betwixt which Repetend and the Point there must be set as many o’s as stand after the p’s
in the Denominator ; so that if the Denominator is 9 &c. without o’s, the Repetend be¬
gins immediately after the Point.
=

* 54 5

( 2.) | |

--

- 026 ;

(4 .) — — — = .0006567 ; ( 5-)

( 3.)

=

-

. 0032;

- - — .063;

The Truth of this Corollary appears from its being plainly the Reverse of the Theorem ;
for such Circulates being form’d, as here directed, their Finite Value will, by the Theo¬
rem, necessarily become the suppos’d Fraction.
4th. Suppose a Vulgar Fraction as in the last, but let its Numerator have more Pla¬
ces than the 9’s in the Denominator ; that Fraction will be a Mix d Circulate : More par¬
ticularly if the Figures which the Numerator has more ( on the right hand) than the number
of 9’s in the Denominator, be any of them a significant Figure, or other than 0, the Circulate
must be sought by actual Division : But if these Figures be all o’s, the Circulate has no

other Figures but what belong to the Repetend , which begins in some Integral place :
And, to find this Circulate , suppose these o’s last mention’d to be taken away, then it be¬
comes an Example of Coroll. 3 ; by which find its Circulate, and multiply this by 1 with
as many o’s as were taken away, i. e. remove the Point as many places to the right hand.

- ---- o ' U
(2)

24OOO

§>99

gives 24.6)

3- 4
•

( for

=

*

24 -0 •

24. 0 ( for
24000
( 3.) 99

. 34 ; and this multiply’d by 10 is 3. 4
*

— . 240 ; wwich multiply’d by 100j

242. 4

Scholiums.
(1 .) If the Numerator of a Vulgar Fraction consist of the fame Figures compleatiy re¬
peated, rhe Denominator having as many 9’s as the Figures in the Numerator, ' that
Fraction is the same as if it had but one Period of the Figures repeated , for its Numera¬
tor, and as many 9’s for its Denominator, ( with the o’s belonging to the given Denomina¬
tor, if there were any) thus , cLL64 __ £4 For by Co--. :>-H ?4
, 2424 = 24 = £4
' 99 99
99 ’
}
v 99 99
99
Or thus ; 24 : 99 : : 2400 : 9902 ; therefore 24 : 99 : : 24 24 : 9999, from the
Property of Proportionals. Hence ~
And
— 2i_
This is plain

fom«h. «b«

93

9999

P PP

99990 990

Where-
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Wherefore , if such a Fraction occurs, reduce it first to the Cafe of Corel and by that
find the Circulate fought. _
(2d.) If a Vulgar Fraction has a Repeating Numerator, , the Repetend bavin

Places as the 9 s in the Denominator ; or with someo’s after so many places in all the
Periods of the Repetend ; or in them all but the last on the right ; that Fraction is Equal
to the Sum of two or mere others, each of which will turn to a Circulate by the Rules of
CorolJ. zd and 4th , whose Sum is therefore the Circulate sought. Thus,
32
3 .:
__ 32£ + '42
32 .32, +
(Exa. 2,)
= 1S0030 f 25o
99
99
~
99
99
99
' 99
4500

232^.25, + 2. 5 - <Z)

f_

990 \

4VA , 4I _ ; ;

,

-

99 }
990
4t » " -045
5th. From this Tbeorem we also learn, that no Surd Root can possibly be a Circulate ■
for Surds have no finite assignable Value, as has been demonstrated in its place, but Circu¬
lates have : Wherefore all Surds are necdiarily Infinite Decimals of the Incertam
Kind.

THEOREM

7.

Every Vulgar ( finite) Fraction is reducible either to a Determinate Decimal, or to a
Circulate.
Demon.
In
the reduction of a Vulgar to a Decimal Fraction, after a Decimal
Point in the Quote, we set as many o’s, less by 1, as are necessary to make the Numerator
equal at least to the Denominator ; and then the division begins, by which the Numerator
of the Decimal is found ; the Operation being continued by setting o’s to the Remainders
successively
, and at every Step finding a new Figure in the Quote : But now in Division,
how great soever the Dividend be, or however many Figures the Quote contains, the Re*
mainder must always be less than the Divisor : Therefore we can never make so many
Steps in this Division as the Divisor expresses
, till either we find0 remaining, or two Re¬
mainders the fame : For otherwise it would follow, that there are as many Numbers less
than the Divisor as the Divisor it self expresses; which is manifestly absurd. Now in the
reduction of a Vulgar Fraction, if the Division comes to o Remainder , the Decimal is
plainly determin’d : But if two Remainders in the Work are found equal, then ’tis certain
there must be a Circulation ; for the Work will go on for ever, as it has done before be¬
twixt these two equal Remainders , because the Figure to be prefixd in the next Step is o,
which was also prefix’d to that preceding, and must be to all the succeeding.
ScHO

HUMS.

I . If it happens that there is a Remainder equal to the Given Numerator ; then it’s
plain that all the Figures already set in the Quote will continually circulate, and so be the
Repetend , having the same number of Places as that Repetend would have, which would
be found byrnarrying on the Division till two Remainders are found equal ; for it’s plain
rhat this would happen after you have made as many more Steps in the Work as the num¬
ber of o’s which make the Numerator equal-to the Denominator ; as the annex’d Exam¬
ple ihews.
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Again ; If a Remainder occurs equal to the Nume¬
21 — .24761- (— . 04761504) rator with any o’s on the right, then also you have
already the Repetend , which is all the Figures set in
Operation.
the Quote after the Point , excluding as many o’s next
21) 10304761524
(.
the Point as are in number equal to these o’s on the
84
right of this Remainder . The Reason is manifest.
163
2d. If an Improper Fraction is given, it will also
resolve into an Improper Decimal, either Determinate
or Circulate ; the fractional part being the Resolution
of the fractional part of the given Improper Fraction,
and the integral part the same in both.
190
189
100

J4

16

C O R O L L . The Repetend in any Circulate
can never have more Places of Figures than the Num¬
ber express’d by the Denominator, less by 1, of that
Vulgar Fraction in its least Terms , which is equal in
value to the Circulate ; j . e. which , being reduced,
will turn into it : But it may have fewer, as one

Example strews, thus ; ~ 538461
— .
; And this is limited to a Vulgar Fraction in its
least Terms , because it’s plain that the fame Fraction, in whatever Terms , being the fame
or equivalent Quote, must reduce into the very fame Decimal, and consequently if it’s a
Circulate, the Repetend must be limited by the Denominator of that Fraction in its least
Terms .
5
THEOREM

8;

Part I. If the Denominator of a Vulgar Fraction , in its lowest Terms , has in its com¬
position no Primes but 2 or 5, that Fraction will reduce into a Determinate Decimal,
whose Denominator is 1 with as many o’s as are express'd by the Index of the highest
Power of 2 or 5 (whichever of them has the highest) in the composition of the given De¬

nominator.
a.

=

.075 , whose Denominator is ioco ; and 40 — 2 X 2 '/ 2 X 5 I & that
2 has the highest Power in the composition of 40, its Index being 3, the number of o’s
in looo.
Ex

Demon*

Let the Vulgar Fraction be

AT

then because D has in it no Prime but

2 and 5, it may be thus represented ; Z) = 2» x 5" (n,m being either equal or different)
N
that the Fraction is
Now suppose, according to the Rule of reducing a VuL
2» X 5"
gar to a Decimal, that N is multiply’d by some Decimal Denominator , or Power of 10,
thus, N % io r ; if this Index r is less than n or m, then 2" X 5mcannot measure
ior (Theor. 10, Ch. i .) ; But ifr is equal to n or m, whichever of them is the
greater, Then 2n 5™must measure -Vx io r ; for io r = 2r X 5r ? wherefore ior is the
so

Denominator of a Decimal equal to ff. .
Ppp

2

Part
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Farl II . If the Denominator D of

a Vulgar Fraction —, in its

least

Terms , is any

other Prime , or has in its composition any other Prime than 2 or V (tho’it has these also)
that Fraction must resolve into a Circulate . And, the number of o’s neceflary to finiih the
Reduction, and discover the first Period of the Repetend , is equal to the number of Places
in the Denominator of the finite Value of that Circulate, taken in the Expression of
Th . or. 6.
66

8c . or. 6

The Denominator has in it no Prime which is in the composition of
Demo n .
the Numerator ( because the Fraction is in lowest Terms ) and it has some Prime other
which is therefore in no Power of 10, wherefore it cannot measure the Pro¬
than 2 or
duct of that Numerator by any Power of 10 [ Tbcor. 10, Cb. I .] and so cannot make a
Determinate Decimal, consequently must turn into a Circulate [Tbeor. 7.]
Again;
— by Thi'cr. 6, Fart ad ; in which 9 Qc. hath as
—3 .7
<->
9 esc- X
many Places as the Repetend of the Circulate, and 10s as many as (i. e . a is equal to)
the number of Places betwixt the Point and Repetend : Wherefore his plain that the
X I0 a are precisely as many as the o’s ' used in order to
1 laces of this Denominator
finiih the first Repetend ; Because for every such 0 there is some Figure placed in the Quote
after the Point.
S c H o l . If a Fraction is not in its least Terms , and the Denominator have in it
Primes neither 2 nor. 5 ; yet if the fame Primes, in the fame or a greater Power, be also
in the Numerator ; Then , because these Primes are out of the Denominator when the
Fraction is reduced to least Terms , the Fraction becomes a finite Decimal. Also if any
is net, or is in a lower degree, in the Nume¬
Prime in the Denominator, not 2 nor
rator, that Fraction becomes a Circulate ; because, being in lowest Terms , such Primes
ate all out; of the .Numerator*

LEMM

A.

Let O be any Number in whose composition there is neither 2 nor 5 ; I lay, there is
some Number express’d by p’s, as, p , pp, ppp , 8r . which isa Multiple of D ; i -e. take
the least Number of p’s, which, wtitten one after another, makes a Number not less than
D (which will neceflarily consist of as many Places of p’s as there are Places in D) ; divide
that by Z), and.to the remainder prefixp, and then again divide ; go so on, to every re¬
mainder prefixingp, and dividing by D, there will at last be no remainder ; so that the pa
used, written one after another, is a Multiple of Z).
Exa . 3X7
Demo

n.

=

21, and 999999 — 21 ~

-jj is a Fraction in its

least

47619

Terms ; and D having neither 2 nor 5 in

its composition, this Fraction must reduce to a Circulate \Theor. 8.] whose finite value;

— — wherefore these are : : /, 1 :B : : D : p £?r.
or —
according to Tbsor, 6, is
p tSf. X 10
9f.
'
0 PC
or p 0 c. X io a ; hut 1 measuresB, therefore D must measurep Uc. or 9r@ , X I0J . If it’s
the first Cafe, the thing propos’d is prov’d.; if it’s the other; then, because. io d has no
Primes but 2, 5, D, which has neither 2 nor 5, is Prime to I0 a, and consequently it must
measurep Vr. [_Th : or. 6, C' b. 1 .]

COROL-
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COROLLARIES.
ist. IF we take a Number cf 9’s written successively one after another, and whose Num¬
ber is a Multiple of the least Number of that kind which D measures, D will also measure,
that assumed Number.
D measure 99, it will also measure 9999 or 999999,
Ex a. If
id. If a NumberD has neither 2 nor 5 in its composition, then there is some Number
express’d by a Number of 3’s written successively one after another, as, 3, 33 , 333 , gc.
is a Multiple of Z) ; Forand also a Number express’d by i ’s, as, 1, 11, 111,which
either D has in its composition some Power of 3, or not : If it has not, then take
Prime to one another,
§>,
99 8cc. — 9 X 11 &c- a Multiple of D ; and because D, are
but Z) measures 95?&c. — 9 )< 11 8ec. consequently D measures 11 &c. And hence again
it must measure 33 &c. = 3 X 1 1 &c- Again ; If D has any Power of 3, let £ >= 3" X a
And if we take 3”+ 2 X a, this measures some Number 99 Sec. = 31 X i l &c. And di¬
viding them equally by 3% it follows that 3" % a measures n &c. and therefore also it
must measure 3 X 11 &c* — 33 c.&

9.

THEOREM

IF a proper Fraction in its least Terms has a Denominator which is not measurable by 2
nor 5, it will reduce into a Pure Circulate whose Repetend begins immediately after the
Point , and has as many Places as the least Number of 9 's, which written one after another
is a Multiple of the Denominator ; which is also the number of o’s necessary to be used, in.
order to find or bring out the first Period of the Repetend.

; and 999999 is the

— —.
Ex .'t. 238095

least

Number cf 9’s which is a Multiple

of 21.

JV
Demon.

being

the given Vulgar Fraction , B measures some Number 9980c.

this kind that D measures, take
A,
must measure
99
it,
unmuic
since. iD/ measures
j. v muu
.. . N
yyu Sec.
uiuraiu
unu
inui
v , then
these : : I, D : 99 Sec. : : N : R;
therefore R is an Integer ; for else Ax q ( q being an Integer, the Quote of R ~ K -j
1
of two Integers, a Mixd Number, which,is
would be a Mis ’d Number , i . c . the1Product
R
AT
But by Carol. 3 , Th car. 6,
~ — —
impossible. Again ; D : N : : 99 Sec. : R, and

( per Lem .) And, supposing 99 c& . the least Number of

R
t0 a Pure Circulate whose Repetend . begins immediately after the Point,
99 &c ’*3
and is R with as many o 's on the left as the difference of the number of places in R gird
99Sec, so that it has as many Places as this 99 Sec. whence the number of o’s necessary in
the reduction to find!: the first Period of the Repetend is plainly equal to that number of 9 ’s.
Nor can this Repetend possibly contain in it a lesser Repetend beginning immediately after
the Point ; for supposing that lesser Repetend to be A,, and the Denominator 9 Sec. then is
E— — —— ( SccrScbol. 1 , Tbeor . 6.) and N , D being incommensurable, Z5
9 Sec. v '
99 Sec.
L>
measures 9 Sec, which having fewer 9 ’s than the other 99 Sec. this other is not the least
which D measures , contrary to Supposition : Wherefore 99 Sec. the least number of 9 ’s
that is a Multiple of D, is the number of Places in the least Repetend of a Pure Circulate

.. . N
which -j. resolves : which

is also the least number of o’s necessaryi;i the reduction to
Repetend.
the
of
Period
first
the
finish
Schot.

to
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S c h OX. 'IF an Improper Vulgar Fraction is given, takeout the Integral Part, and
the Theorem applies to the remaining Fraction : Or that Improper Vulgar becomes an Im¬
proper Decimal orMixt Circulate , whose Fractional Part, taken by it selfj is a Pure Circu¬
late : So that every Vulgar Fraction ( proper or improper ) whose Denominator is not
mcasiirable by 2 nor 5, becomes a Circulate whose Repetend begins immediately after the
Point.

THEOREM
If

the Denominator of a Vulgar Fraction

io.
in

its lowest

Terms , has in its compost!an

any Powers of 2 or 5 with other Primes, take out all these Powers of 2 and 5, and take
the Result or Product of all the remaining Primes, i. e. divide D by 2 and 5 as oft as pos¬
sible without a Remainder , and mark the last Quote ; the given Fraction will reduce to a
Circulate, Pure or Mixt, whose Repetend has as many Places as the least number of p’s,
which is a Multiple of that last Quote ; and it begins after so many Decimal Places as are
express’d by the Index of the highest Power of 2 or 5, whichever cf them has the highest
Power involv’d in D.

Exa. 3

= . 030575238. and 420 = 2 X 2 X 5 X 1 X 71 out of which all the
2’s and 5’s being taken, there remains z x 7 = 21, and the least number of p’s, which is
a Multiple of this, is pppppp
N
Demon,
resolves
into a Circulate , becauseD has in it some other Prime than
2 or 5, [ Thsor. 8.] but again D being suppos’d to have in it some Power of 2 or 5, or of
both, may be represented thus ; D = A x 2", or A x
or A X 2" X 5“ [ which last
may represent all the Cases; for if the Index n or m is 0, that Factor is expuiig’d ] so that
A is a Number .which has in it no power of 2 or 5 ; Then is ^
Ax 2»
^ x
1
, .
r
but
being a Fraction whose Denominator has no Prime but 2
2s x
A2 "x 5
or 5, it is ( by Theor. 8 .) resolvable into a Determinate Decimal whose Denominator is
1or (r being — n or m, which soever of them is the greater) and may therefore be exprels d tiius, —
io r : Hence —D — — x —-r
10 s =

—-— — io r. Again ; —Aj— may be
N a
an Improper Fraction, but cannot be an Integer ; for, if it is, then
ior
is necessarily an Integer, or a determinate Decimal; either of which is impossible, because
is suppos’d to be such that it resolves into a Circulate : Wherefore A being a Number

l- A

not measurable either by 2 or 5,

if it ’s a proper Fraction, resolves into a Pure Cir¬
culate, whose Repetend begins immediately after the Point ( by Theor. 9 ). And if it’s
an improper Fraction , it resolves into a Mixt Circulate, whose Finite Part is an Integer,
and the other Part a pure Circulate ; and therefore the complete Quote is a Mixt Circulate
whose Repetend begins immediately after the Point. Now this Decimal Quote being
divided by ior (as ^ f -j- 10 r directs) it’s plain the Figures of it will not be chang’d ; on¬
ly the Decimal Point will be remov’d as many places to the left hand as there are
Units

Chap . 4.
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in r the
:
Effect of which is plainly this, that whereas the Repetend began immediately
after the Point , it begins now after so many places as r expresies; which is the tiling to be
shewn. Observe also, that as
makes a Pure or Mixt Circulate, so does
the rea¬
son of which is manifest; for in the first Cafe the Point is remov’d by setting only o’s on
the left hand of the Repetend ; and in the other Case the Integral part supplys all or some
of those places of o’s before the Repetend , and consequently makes a Mixt Circulate.

Problem

To

add

i.

Circulates.

Rule.
Make them all Similar, ( by Theor. 5 .) then take the Sum of the Repetends upon a separate Paper, and divide it by a Number consisting all tf p’s, as many as
the number of Places in the Repetend ; the remainder of the division is the Repetend of
the Sum, to be set under the Figures added, with o’s on the left hand if it has not as many
Places as the Repetends : The Quote is to be carried to the next Column, and the rest of ’
the Addition done by the common Rules.
Exam. 1.

2.

Ex . 2. reduced.

>453

3. 04

3. 0444

. c68

67 . 345

8. 456

6. 4566

8 . 621

23- 3738

'• 24

- 327
- 946

1 . 796

Ex.

2Z. 38
. 248

3.

Ex.

• 2484

. 8

Ex. 4 . reduced.

267 3456
.

267 - 445600

39 . 888888
.672727
307 . 907216

67 • 345454545
9 . 621621621
. 242424242
.888888888
78 . 098389298

33 - i2 34

Ex. 4.

Ex. 3. reduced.

Ex.

5.

.47836
.8725
• 3?

Ex. 5 . reduced.

. 47836000000

. 87157257257

• 39393939393
1 . 74487x96651

Explanation of the Examples.
,
Exa . 1. the Repetends are all upon one Figure in the same place, and their Sum
is 24, which contains two p’s, and 6 remaining ; and so 6 is set in that Sum as the Repe*jcnd, and 2 carried to the next Column. In Ex. 2d reduced to Similar Circulates whose
Repetends have rtvo Figures, the Sum of these Repetends is 232, which divided by 99,
the Quote is 2, and 34 remains, so that 34 is the Repetend of the Sum, and 2 is carried
next Column. In Ex. 3d reduced to Similars, the Sum of the Repetends is 2389296,
which divided by 999999 , the Quote is 2, and 389298 remains, which is the Repetend
0t 1
anc* 2 carried to the next Column. In Ex. 4th & 5th there is a finite Deci¬
mal, which is also reduced to the form of a Circulate by o’s annex’d to it, which, observe,
are
down only for Form fake, since they do not alter the Sum. And in such Examples
« the
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the Similar Repetends will always begin after the last Figure of that Finite Decimal which
has the greatest number of Decimal Places.
Observe also, That if the Repetend of the Sum consists of the fame Figure repeated
, the
true Repetend is but that one Figure ; as in the following Example , the Sum, according
to the preceding Rule , comes out . 822 , which is the fame thing as . 82
Es ample.

’ 3-0
- 475

. 822 — . 82
D e m o n . By Theorem 6f the Finite Value of a Pure Circulate is a Fraction whole
Numerator is the Repetend , and its Denominator a Number of as many Places of p“s,
with as many o ’s on the right as there are o’s betwixt the Point and R epetend . New let
the Similar Repetends .of several Circulates be added, their Sum is a Numerator ro the
common Denominafor , and this Fraction is the Value of the Sum of these Circulates. Call
the Numerator , or Sum of the Repetends ,

s,

and the Sum sought is — -— -— —
^
pp oCC
*x 10 &c»

=

—~ r~ of — 2—
so that the Sum sought is the Fraction — 2- — refer’d to an Unit
PP &C.
10 &C. ’
° pp
&c.
cf the Value of the Place next the Repetend on the left hand : Consequently as oft as the
Denominator pp &c. is contain ’d in the Numerator s, that Fraction is equal to so many
Units of the Value of that next place ; and the Remainder is the Numerator of a Fraction
having the fame common Denominator pp &c. and to be refer’d to an Unit of the lame
Place or Value : Wherefore ’tis evident that the remainder of the Division (of s7- - pp &c)
being placed as a Repetend in the fame places as the Repetend added ( supplying what pla¬
ces it wants with o ’s on the left hand) and the Quote being carried to the next place, the
rest of the places added in common form, we have the true Sum fought in all Cafes, whe¬
ther of Pure or Mis ’d Circulates.

Problem

2.

sultraB Circulates.

To

Rule.
_
jMake
the Subtrahend and Subtracter Similar Circulates, and subtract as
they were Finite Decimals : Then , if the Repetend of the Subtracter is a leffer Number
than that of the Subtrahend, the Figures in the remainder that stand under the given Re¬
petends (i . e. that are their Difference ) is the Repetend of the Difference sou'ght ; But
if the Repetepd of the Subtractoris greatest, subtract 1 from the Repetend of the remain¬
der, and the Figures that stand, after this 1 is subtracted, under the given Repetends , make
the Repetend of the difference.
Es

a.

1.

Ex,

2.

Ex.

3.

Ex.

4.

8 . 467"

24 . 384

. 427

4 - 37

•735

9 -072

• °34

- 17

1$ . 312

.391

4 . 20

7 .732

Chap. 4.
5-

Ex. 6.

XS.V. 7.

3-

. 742

3 - 8564

2 . 414

. 418

. 0382

* 3737

1 . 122

-

3 . 8181

. 0902
. 09

I . 12

it.
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These Examples are

or 3 . 81

.4637

so easily compared with the Rule , I shall not insist upon

Demon.
If
two pure Circulates are Similar, and if the lesser is to be
sub¬
tracted from the greater, the Reason of the Rule is manifest. But
in mixt Circulates
the Repetend of the Subtractor may be greater than
of the Subtrahend ; and in this
Case to follow common Rules, we should add the that
common Denominator of the Fi¬
nite Value of the Circulating Parts, ^vith relation to an Unit
of the place next the
Repetend , the common Denominator is §>9, &c. consisting of as
many p’s as the places
of the Repetend (as has been already explained ; ) But by
Subtracting
in the common
way, ’tis plain we do add 10, 8c . the o’s being as many as the
Places of the Repetend ;
now it’s evident, rthat if instead of pp, 0c . we add 100, 0c . (this
having as many o’s
as the other has p’s) we have added 1 too much ; and
therefore 1is to be taken from
the remainder according to the Rule ; the rest is obvious. So
in Ex. 3. the Repetend
having two Places, the Finite Values of the Circulate Parts are
— 'of . 1 and 21
99
99
of . 1 ; but 34 cannot be taken from 27, therefore I Subtract in
I do add 100 to the Repetend 27, which makes the remainder common Form , whereby
93 : But becauseI ihould
only have added 99, I take one from the remainder aud it is 92
; then because in Sub¬
tracting the Circulate Parts, 1 was borrowed from the next Place (
for we considered the
Circulate Parts as Fractions referred to an Unit of that next Place)
therefore x added
to the next Place of the Subtracter, and so the Work is carried
on.

Problem

3.

To Multiply Circulates.
Rule.
Express Circulates by their Finite Values, and then
of Vulgar Fractions, reducing and compleating the Answer as Multiply by the Rule
the Question requires:
And particularly, carry on the Division of the Product of the
by that of the
Denominators till o remain ; or till you come at a Repetend . Numerators
But if this does not soon
happen, then it may be left off at any place you please : But if you
are content to have
the Product in a Vulgar Fraction, you have it already
compleatly
in the Product of
the two Finite Values of the given Numbers.
The Reason of this Rule is manifest ; because it ’s
which is demonstrated in its place; fee the following reduced to that of Vulgar Fractions,
Examples.
Exam. 1 . To Multiply 8.47 by .68, having reduced the
first to its Finite Value it
is pO , which Multiplied by .68 or ~ produces —
Iw
'O
9000 which being reduced to a
Decimal , is 5.7648 as ^ in
Margin.
Fat the Divisor being
Q q q
9000

V.
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? 300, I first take off three places' from the Dividend , which is

76
6§

stOOO) 51 .884,

5.7848
0104

4578

dividing it .by X000 , then I divide this by 9 , which gives for a
quote 5.764 and 8 remains , to which 0 being prefixt, the next
Figure in the quote is 8, and 8 again remains , therefore
8 is repeated.

51884
Being reduced to their Finite Values they
6016
which being reduced to a Decimal is.
are and ~r whose Product is
po
900
All that needs be said as to the
3.500691358024
6916
Operation is, that in the Division of 31 .5062 by
283 .558.
4i
9, when we have got the quote so far as 3/5006
31 .5062
then to every succeeding Remainder the Repetend 2
6916
prefixt ; and so the Work is carried on , till there
is
3.5006- 135822
27664
is a Circulation as marked in the Example.

Exam. 2. To Multiply 7 .684 by -45 .

183556

Exm. 3 . To Multiply 65.723 by 4.6 ; the first reduced to its Finite Value is
equal to this Decimal
produces
by 4,6 or
^1588 wllich Multiplied
- • found thus : for the two o’s in the Denominator 990x10 I take
302 .3268 . which is
off two Places in the Numerator , and then divide by 99;
which gives for a quote 302 .32, and 68 remains , which
29930 .38
65066 99
2268
being — of an Unit of the Value of the last place of
4f
__
390396
302 .3268 the quote , is therefore to be placed after it as a Rcpe ->
260264
tend.
2993036

Observe: the dividing by 99 is here done by Case<. 2§ . Cb«p 6

Book

1 . with-

and
this difference only , that I have here placed the Figures of the Operation
nor
and
first,
the
under
Figure
quote
every
and
;
Dividend
also the quote below the
the last Figure of the Dividend , as is there done.

Exam. 4 . To Multiply 74-0367 by 4-75 5their Finite Values are
I ^ I1 ° 7 whose Product is ^QQ
^ Cj^Coo
*

73624 X 428 r= 31511072
then
9 31511 .072.

99

which reduced is 35 .365961840628507295173
For having taken three Places from the Pro¬
duct of the Numerators for the three o’s in
the Denominator ; I proceed to divide first by

3501 . 2302222222222222222222

36595x8306
6 4

and 4J_

8407 94 *7395
1
5

9 which quotes 3501.2302 and then I divide
by 99 , which gives the quote mentioned; for
it ’s plain, that having brought the Divisionso far as is here ses down, tire last remainder

LL'LL" H « p£f fe1Id's

lion : Wherefore all the Figures in the quote,
from the sixth which is 9, do Circulate.
S C H O t.
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. As this Pule is universal, so it is easily kept in mind, if you but
Scholium
remember the Rule for finding the Finite Value of Circulates ; nor is it much more
tedious than the Multiplication of Finite Decimals, considering how easily the Finite
Value of a Circulate is found ; and how easy it is to divide by their Denominators,
which consist all of p’s, or with o’s ; as the preceding Examples shew.
There are other Rules for this Multiplication, in some things different from the gene¬
ral Rule , but little or nothing easier or shorter in the Operation ; and therefore I
might reasonably pass them over. Yet that you may know the different ways of
managing Circulates, and chuse as you like best, I shall here also explain the Mul¬
tiplication of Circulates in two particular Cafes, in order to which ; mind that we call
that given Number the Multiplier which has fewest significant Figures.
Cafe 1 . The Multiplicand being a Circulate, and the Multiplier an Integer or Finite
Decimal, Simple or Mint.
Rule . Multiply by each Figure of the Multiplier, Thus ; take first the Product of
that Repetend (of the Multiplicand) and divide it by a Number consisting all of p’s, as
many as the Number of Places of the Repetend : Write down the remainder in the
Product, and carry the quote to the Product of the next Place, and go on with the other
Places in common Form : And observe that this remainder is a Repetend in every par¬
tial Product, and if it has not as many Places as the Divisor, or Repetend of the Mul¬
tiplicand, you must supply the Defect with o's on the left ; and in this State set it in
the Product as the Repetend . When you have thus got all the partial Products for every
Figure of the Multiplier ; make all rhe Repetends similar, which is done by drawing
them all out as far as the first ; then add them by ProM. x . the Sum is the Product sought,
in which set the Decimal Point according to the common Rule.
Ex. I.

2*

In this Ex. 2d. 23 X 6 — 138 which divided by
pp , quotes x and 39 remains ; therefore zp is the
Repetend of the Product, and 1 is carried to the next
4.6
Place, or to the Product 6x7, and so that Line is car¬
6782'
364339 ried on.
Again 23 X 4 = = 92 which divided by pp, the quote
2628929 is o, and p2 remains ; which is therefore the Repe¬
50866
tend of the Product, the rest of which is found by the
5.7648
302.3268 common Rule . But to make this similar to the other,
it’s reduced to 2p ; then in summing the two partial
Products, 3p - j- 2p — 68 being less than pp, is the Repetend of the Sum, and o
carried to the next Column.
8 . 47
. 68

65 -723

Ex. z.

52.7678
•

43

1583036

Here 678 x 3 = 2034 ; and this divided by ppp quotes 2, and 36
remains, therefore the Repetend of the Product is 036, and the quote
2 is’carried to the next Place. Again, 678 X 4 — 2712 which divi¬
ded by ppp quotes 2, and 714 remains, which is the Repetend of the
Product ; The rest of the Work is obvious.

21107x47
22.69018*3

H 4 Y2

Cafe
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The Multiplier being a Circulate, whatever the Multiplicand is. Rule. Take
the Finite Value of the Multiplier, and by its Numerator multiply the Multiplicand,
by the Method of Cafe i. then divide the Product,by the Denominator.
Cafe

2.

To Multiply 7.684 by .4.5 = dl
.

7.684
41

9°) Zi 5-Z6'2
•© 3.500691358024

768^

30737*7

the Product is 3.5006691358224 com¬
pare this with the Ex . 2. to the general
Rule , it is the same Example, and the
Answer the same. And the Reason and
Method of Operation being also obvious,
L shall insist no more upon it.
/

315.062
P R O B L E M 4-

To divide Circulates.
Rule.
Express
Vulgar Fractions.
Example. To

Circulates by their Finite Values, and then apply the Rule of

divide 22.692183 by 52.7678 ; being reduced to their Finite Values,

they are ~

and — ■ - »and the first being divided by the other quotes ^667493
999000
9990 '
^
52715100:
{for the two Denominators having 9990 as a common Factor, the quote is reduced tothis) whose Value in a Decimal is .45.
Scholium
. As Multiplication was explained in two particular Cafes differing',
from the general Rule , so may Division ; thus,
Cafe 1 . The Dividend being Circulate, but not the Divisor ; Rule. Divide
as they
were Finite Decimals, carrying on the Operation by applying the Repetend so oft till
either the Quote circulate ; or till you have a sufficient Number of Places : But because
in many Cases the Circulation of the Quote will not happen till after a very long Opera¬
tion , if you would have a compleat Quote, you must take. it by the preceding general.
Rule in a Vulgar Fraction.
Ex

a,

.68) 5.7648' (8.47

5 44

324
272
528.
A76'

5?

Exa. . . :
.
8) 46.5287 ( 5.81609 1,
40
65

tL
12
■8

42
->8
0072
72

oc8

8

T
In
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In Exa. x. the Repetend is 8 ; For the Quote haing brought to 847, the Remainder
is 52, which is the fame as the preceding Remainder ; to which the fame Repetend 8
being prefix’d, the same Quote 7 must continually come out.
In Exa- 2d, after one Period of the Repetend is employ’d, we come at this Quote
58160 ; but to come at a Circulation in the Quote, we -must proceed two Steps farther, by
employing again the fame Figures of the Repetend in order ; and after the two first, viz.
2 and 8, are used a second time, we have the same Remainder o which was upon the
third preceding Step, and therefore the fame Figures will repeat again, and so the Quote
is 5 . S16091
Cafe 2d. If the Divisor is a Circulate, whatever the Dividend is ; take the Finite Va¬
lue of the Divisor ; and by its Denominator multiply the Dividend, by Froli. zd, (either
by the general Rule or the particular Cafe i) ; then divide the Product by the Numerator
(according to the preceding Case, if that is Circulate) and you have the Quote sought.
Exa. x . To divide 5 . 7648 by 8 . 47 —
First I multiply 5. 7648 by 90, the
Product is 51 . 884 , which divided by 763 quotes . 68.
Exa. 2. To divide3 .500691358024 by 7 . 684.= I

multiply 3.50065?! 358024

by poo, the Product is-31.50 . 62, which divided by 6916 , quotes . 45
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D E F I N I T I O N.

£Ogar
.

contriv
’d

it him are
Numbers so
and
adapted to other Numbers that the Sums'
and Differences of the former correspond to, , and iliew, the Products and .Quotes of
the other, and also their Powers and Roots.
Sghox. 1 . This Definition expresses in general the Design and Use of the Num¬
bers call'd Logarithms ; but, for the more strict and etymological Sense of the Word Loga¬
rithm , and other Definitions deduced.from it more immediately, they will be better un¬
derstood after we havecxplain ’d.the Foundation of their Contrivance ; which you have.

in

this.

LEMMA

..

Take any Geometrical Progression of Numbers beginning with 1, whose second Term
call a , the Series is 1 ; a' : a* : a 1a*
: c: & . :
whereof every Term after 1 is
some Power of the second Term a, their Indexes being a Series in Arithmetical Progres¬
sion, which express the Distances of the several Terms after 1.
From the nature of this Geometrical Series, and what has been explain d in Book z,
1 beor. 6, 7,8 , these Consequences,are manifest, viz.

COROLLARIES.
ijt. The
Product or Quote of any two Terms is a?so a Term of the Se¬
ries whose Index ( or Distance after 1) is the Sum or Difference of the Indexes of these
two Terms . Exam . a* X
= sP. a 1 -ft a 3 =r a\ Universally, an
— an + m,
an - n
id.

Any

II.

4
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id. Any Power of any 'of these Terms is a Term of the Series whose Index is the
Product of the Index of that Power by the Index or Distance of that Term from i.
Exam. The Square of a 3is a6 Universally
;
; the n Power of amis a «m. Reversely If
;
the Index of any Term is Multiple of any Number, then, being divided by that Number,
the Quote is the Index ot a Term in the Series, which is such a Root of the Term whose
Index is divided as tire Divisor denominates. Exa. The Cube Root of a 6 is a 1. Uni¬
versally ; the n Root of am is amAr”.
i}d. If from the double of any Index, or the Sum of any two Indexes, be subtracted
the Index of another Term , the Difference is the Index of a Term in the Series which
is a third or fourth : : / to the 2d or 3d Terms whose Indexes are given.
Exa. i st, a 1- : as : :
: a» • where 8 —Z - |- 5 — 2. Ex . id , a1 : :a( : : ad : a 10;
where 10 —5 -st- 7 — 2. Universally ; a” : ama: ^ - n are / ; for by common Rules
a third to a* : amis a” x am ~ a” ; but a’”
= d1™, and a2la rr a — a' m~ . »
Again ; at ; an : : ar ; a”‘-{-r- n ■for m X ax — am.j_r, and slm-fr 4 . an — a'”P- r.

Schoi.
2 . Here then we have the Fundamental Grounds of the Invention of
logarithms: For ’tis obvious that the Indexes or Distances of the several Terms of a
Geometrical Series from the first Term 1, are Numbers answering to the preceding De¬
finition os Logarithms, for those Numbers that make the Geometrical Series ; which I
shall more particularly explain and apply : But first Observe, that from this Foundation is
deduced the common Definition of Logarithms, viz . Numbers in Arithmetical Progress
fion answering to others in Geometrical Progression. Again , observe, that in the more
strict sense of the Word it signifiesa Number of Ratios: And , to understand the reason
of its application here, consider, That in a Geometrical Series the Ratio of the Extremes
is compos’d of as many equal Ratios as the number of Terms less 1, or as the Number
expressing the Distance of the one Extreme after the other ; which Distance is therefore
calld the Logarithm of the Ratio of the one Extreme to the other ; and if one Extreme
is 1, it ’s call’d simply the Logarithm of that other; but it strictly signifies the Logarithm of
the Ratio of 1 to that other.
Let us now suppose a to be any Number, as 2 ; the Geometrical Series from 1 : 2 is
1 : 2* : 22 2: 3c: & . or 1 : 2 : 4 : 8 : 16 : &c. And if this Series is carried to
any length, and the several Terms be dispos’d orderly in a Table , and against them be set
their Indexes or Distances from 1, (vi%. their Logarithms) setting o against x, because it’s
not distant from it self, as in the following Table ; then from what’s explain'd it is evident
that we can, by means of these Indexes or Logarithms, find the Product or Quote of any
two Terms of the Geometrical Series, without actual Multiplication or Division ; also any
Power or Rational Root of any Term ; and, lastly, a third or fourth Proportional to any
two or three of them, supposing the Table carried to a sufficient extent, as in the follow¬
ing Examples ; the Rules of which are contain’d in the Consequences to the preceding
Lemma, and which ’twill be useful to repeat here in somewhata different form, with a di¬
rect Regard to the Practice and Use of Logarithmick Tables, under the Title of

The Fundamental General Rules
for the Use and Traffice of
Log a rithms.
I. Add the Logarithms of any two Numbers, the Sum is a Logarithm, against which
in the Table stands the Product of these two Numbers:
Exa. 8x32— 256 , whose Logarithm is 8 — 3 4 5>the Logarithms of 8 & 32.
II . Take the Difference of the Logarithms of any two Numbers, it is that Logarithm
against which stands the Quote of the greater divided by the lesser of -these two Num¬
bers.
.
.
"
"
Exa.
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£V,i. 2048 -4 - 128 = I<3, 'vhose Logarithm is 4 = 11 — 7, the Logarithms of
20 18 & I 28.
ill . Multiply the Logarithm of any Number by any Number , the Product is a Loga¬
rithm against which stands that Power of the Number whose Logarithm is multiply'd, de¬
nominated by the Multiplier, 7-/4. the « Power, if the Multiplier is n.
Exa. 16 3=
4096
, whose Logarithm is 12 — 4x3 the
;
Logarithm of \ 6 (v/4. 4)
multiply’d by ?, the Index of the Power sought.
IV . Divide the Logarithm of any Number by any Number, and if there is no Re¬
mainder rhe Quote is a Logarithm against which stands that Root of the Number whose
Logarithm is divided,.denominated By the Divisor, viz. the n Root of the Divisor is n.

,(viz,
iW 12 ) divided by the Divisor* 3*
LogaAhm is 4 = i 2 -f 5, the Logarithm of 4^
V, From the Double of the Logarithm of any Number , or the Sum of the Logarithms
of any two Numbers, subtract the Logarithm of any Number, the Difference is a T
rithm against which standsa Number that is a third or fourth Proportional to these
three given Numbers1 u or
Exa . i) 4 : 16 : 64 are —I, whose Logarithms are 2 . 4 .6 —( 44 - 4 - 2)
Exa . 2) 8 : 32 : : 256 :1024, whose Logarithms are 3 . 5 . 8 . 10 ( = 5 4- g j _ , ■
)

Ta e l e whence
N °-

1
2
4
8
16
_

these

Examples are taken.

N°Log. No- Log *0
64 6
4096
1 128 7
8192
2 256 8
16384
3 512 P
32768
4 1024 10
65536
5 2048 11 [131072

Log.
12

13
14
15
16

17

ScHOl.
3 . Any Arithmetical Progression beginning with 0 may be appiy’d as
Logarithms to any Geometrical one from 1 : For tho' they will not be Logarithms ac¬
cording to the stricter meaning of the Word , (i . e. the number of Ratios "from 1) yet
they will answer the other Definitions, and the preceding Fundamental Rules : Which
will be manifest from the common ProGeom. 1 : A : B : C : D : E : F :c & . perties of Arithmetical and Geometrical
» •■
1
,
»
/ • o,~ Progressions : For any three or more
l erms, tax en in either Series, are continuedly proportional in their kind ; and
any four Terms are proportional, whereof the first and second are as far distant as the
third and fourth . Whence the Correspondence of the Arithmetical , as Logarithms to
the Geometrical, according to the preceding Rules , is plain. Thus , By . C — E for
1 : B : : C : E- Also bj- - c — e for o . b : c . e.
Again, F 4 - D = B for
X : B : : D : F. Also / — d ~ b for o . b : d . f.
The Rule for Powers is deduced thus ; iV — D for 1 \ B ‘ B • T) ; also 2b — d
for o . b : h . 'd. Again
, B 3F,—
for 1 : B : D : F are ~~ I ; then 3 yib = f,
for o . b . d . f are -H-1. And so it goes on thro' all the rest of the Powers , And the
Rule for Roots is but the Reverse of this.
For the finding a jd or 4th Proportional, the Rule must also still be good, because the
Rules for Multiplication and Division are good.

5aiO.L•
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S c H o i . 4 . Any Aritlimetical Progression whatever may be apply’d as Loga¬
rithms to a Series geometrical from 1 ; but if the Logarithm of 1 be any other than 0,
tire preceding Rules will not answer, and instead of them we must put these :
i ° * From the Sum of the Logarithms of two Numbers take the Logarithm of
Unity , the difference is the Logarithm of the Product.
2° ‘ To the difference ot the Logarithm ot two Numbers add the Logarithmofi,
the Sum is the Logarithm of their Quote.
„
The Reason of these Rules is plain from the Proportionality of the Terms with 1 for x is to the Multiplier as the Multiplicand is to the Product ; op, i aud the Multiplier
are at the fame distance as the Multiplicand and Product ; So also the Divisor and Divi¬
dend are proportional with, or at the fame distance as the Quote and Unity ; but the
corresponding Terms in the Arithmetical Series are also arithmetically proportional;
whence the Rules are clear. So, in the preceding Example, suppose the Logarithm of 1,
(viz. 0 ) to represent any Number ; then, as Ey . C —
E , so &-\ - c o— — e; and as
F + D — B, so/ — d + o_ = L
.
.
.
g0, The Rule for finding a gd or 4th Proportional is the fame in all Suppositions,
and the Reason the fame.
4° - For finding the Power of any Number, multiply its Logarithm by the Index of
the Power, (viz. n) and from the Product take the Product of the Logarithm of 1, multiply’d by n — 1 ; thus 23J — D, whose Logarithm is d — 2b o— (becauseo . b : b . d. )
Again, F 3 ~ F, fof 1 : B : D ( .= B * ) : F\ then o . b : d also
./,
d 2— ^ —0;
Whence o . b : 2b — c.f and sb —
2 X 0 —f, the Logarithm of F, when o is the Lo¬
garithm of 1, and b the Logarithm of B. The Reasoning will proceed in this manner
for ever- Or , the Demonstration of this Rule may be made Universally, thus ; Let any
Number in the Geometrical Series be A, then 1 : A : :
: AnM ; And if the Loga¬
rithm of 1 is 0, and that of A is a, then , acoording to this Rule , the Logarithm of
yl 11is n a — n 1
— <3. Now if this Rule is good in one Case as the n Power, it’s good
in the next as the nf- - I Power ; For 1 : A and A n A nJr l standing at the fame
distance in the Geometrical Scries, so do their corresponding Terms in the other Series:
Call 1the Term corresponding to
then is 2 at the fame distance from n a —n ~ ut
(the suppos’d Logari thm or Term corresponding to A n) as a is from o ; that Q
O • a \ n a — n — 1. I ( — nf- 1a — na , by the common Rules) which is therefore
the Logarithm of A »+ ‘ according to this Rule . Rut the Rule is lhcwn to be true for
the square and Cube, and consequently’tis true for all above.
To find the Root of any Number; to the Logarithm of the Power add the Pro¬
duct of the Logarithm of Unity by « — 1, and divide the Sum by n, the Quote ( being
integral ) is the Logarithm of the Root . The Reasm of this is contain’d in the last
Rule ; For if / is the Logarithm of the Root , and 11 that cf the Power whose Index is n,
then is ll = nl — n 10
—
is the Rule.
ScHOL. 5 .
decrease, thus,

.

Hence

11

Q - n 10
—

— n {, and ^

1*
° —. 1, which

A Geometrical Series may not only encrease from Unity , but also
: s f:

: 1 : 2 : 4 : 8; Universally, si (I*
L i : -si. fl a :ax: at ; a*8cc
And to these Terms decreasing from Unity their Distances are also Logarithms, with this
Variation only in the Practice, That we^ nust consider them as negative Numbers, or
Numbers less than o, because,their distance from 1 is upon the opposite side to that of
the Integral Terms : And hence we must apply the Rules with a Regard to this, i. e. by
observing

Ghap. 5.
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observing the Rules of the Addition , 8r . of negative Numbers, as explain’d in Book I.
6c . which reduced to
:t >
Suppose az = 2, then the Series decreasing is 4 t :
the whole Series encreasing
Decimal Fractions, are . 5 .* . 25 : .125 : 0625 , &c. And
and decreasing with their Logarithms, stand as in the following Scheme.
And these Logarithms being thus taken positive upon the one side of o, and negative

on the other, make still a Series Arithmetical wheresoever you begin it, and so must
answer to the Rules.
; " 2 .000 = 2, whose Logarithm is 1 = — 3 + 4 or 4 — 3,
JSxa. 16 X -i2 >
rhe Sum of the Logarithms of .125 and 16
Ex . 2. 4 X .2625 = . 2500 — . 25, whose Logarithm is — 2 = — 4 + 2, the
Sum of the Logarithms of . 0625 and 4
But Observe that the Logarithms of such a mix’d Series may be made all positive to
Term of the Fractional part, by making o the Logarithm of any of the Fractions,
and then the Logarithms of all above are positive; or by applying any Series of positive
Numbers in Arithmetical Progression as Logarithms ; for these will answer according to
the Rules explain’d in Scholium 4, and for the Reasons there also demonstrated. Thus,
Supposec the Logarithm of . 0625 , then the Logarithms of the rest above it are as in
this Scheme : And 16 X *125 = 2,
: X : 2 : 4 : 8 : 16 whose Logarithm is 5 = 8 -{- 1 — 4
.0625 : . 125 : . 2$ :
: 2 : 3 : 4 according to Rule i,Schol. 4 ; 8,1,4
2 : — 1 :o 1:
being here the Logarithms of 16,
■- ^
.X25, 1
Arithmetical Progression we apply to a Geometrical one,
S c H o t . 6. Whatever
they are Logarithms only to that Series to which we apply them , and answer the Ends
propos’d only for these particular Numbers ; so that if we have Logarithms adapted only
to particular Geometrical Series, they would be of little Use. The great End and De¬
sign of Logarithms is, the Ease and Expedition of Calculations, by saving the Laborious
Work of Multi p- lication , Division, and ExtraSlion of Roots: But this End could ne¬
ver be compleatly reach’d, unless Logarithms could be adapted to the whole System of
Numbers , 1 . 2 . 3 . 4 ■8c . And as here lay the Excellence and Merit of the Contri¬
vance, so also the Difficulty ; for the Natural System of Numbers, 1 . 2 . 3 . 4 . 8c. being
an Arithmetical , and not a Geometrical Series, seems rather fit to be made Logarithms,
than to have Logarithms apply’d to it : Yet this Difficulty the Excellent Genius of the
Renown ’d Author, and Unrival ’d Inventor of them, [the Lord Neper] conquer ’d. And
in order to understand his Method of Constructing these Logarithms, Consider;
Tho ’ the Whole Natural System of Numbers, 1 . 2 . 3 . 4 . &c. makes not One Geo¬
metrical Series, and cannot by any Means be brought within one such Series of Determi¬
nate Numbers, yet they may be brought near to it, within any assignable degree of Ap¬
proximation ; which may be conceiv’d in general, thus : Suppose a Fraction infinitely
small represented by x, and a Series Geometrical arising from 1 in the Ratio of 1 to ict- x,
this Series is represented by 1 : t / : Tlsle 11: 4 x31: 4- .*4c: & . some of whose
Terms must coincide, infinitely near, with the natural Numbers 2 . 3 . 4. 6c - because
among Numbers that arise by infinitely-small Increments [ as it is in this Cafe, since the
common Ratio is infinitely near to a Ratio of Equality ] some of them must exceed, or
come short of, any determinate Number by an infinitely little Excess or Defect : Where¬
fore if in the places of the Terms of this Series, that do approach infinitely near to any
of the natural Numbers, we suppose these natural Numbers themselves, then the Series
not Pera
(
will be a Geometrical Progression to an exactness, which I call Indefinite and
feSI) because the approximation of its Terms to the natural Numbers can never end, but
goes on in infinitum.
R rr
Now,
any
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Now, as this Jmagin’d Geometrical Series comprehends infinitely near rh'g whole System
of Numbers i . 2 . 3 : &c. so their Indexes comprehend a complete System ef Lcgarithms
for the natural System of Numbers, extended to any length we please; and do answer to
all the preceding Definitions and Rules : For , tho’ the natural System make not by them¬
selves a Geometrical Series, yet they are conceiv’d as a part of such a Series; and so the
Logarithms are the Indexes of their Distances from Unity in that Series ; or, more gene¬
rally, they are the corresponding Numbers of an Arithmetical Series apply’d to that Geo¬
.
metrical one.
But again observe, that since we cannot assign an infinitely-little Fraction, therefore in
the actual construction of Logarithms we must be content with a dete rmina te degree of
Approximation : Whence , according as we take x, so in the Series 1 : 1-p * : f -j-i 2: &c.
the Approximation of its Terms to the natural Numbers will be in different degrees ; for
the lesser,v is, the nearer will the Approximation be ; but then the more are the Involu¬
tions of 2 -J- x necessary to come within any determinate degree of nearness to any. of the
natural Numbers.
Thus then we may conceive the absolute Possibility of malting Logarithms to the natu-'
ral System 1 . 2 . 3: c& . to any determinate degree of exactness, vi%. by assigninga very
x, and taking
small Fraction for *, and actually raisinga Series in the Ratio of 1 to 1
for the natural Numbers such Terms of that Series as are nearest to them, and their In¬
But observe also, that to construct Logarithms in this man¬
dexes for the Logarithms.
ner, to such an extent of Numbers, and degree of Exactness, as would be necessary to
make Logarithms of any considerable use, is next to Impossible to us, because of the al¬
most infinite Labour and Time it would require : This , however, is an Introduction for
understanding the Method of the Noble Inventor, who , as he ( no doubt) took the Hint
ef Logarithms from the Consideration of the Indexes of a Geometrical Series, so, to com.
pleat the Invention, he behov’d to lay before him the Idea of a Geometrical Progression
comprehending, infinitely near, all the Terms of the Natural Series ; but, that the Labour
of constructing these Logarithms might not be insuperable, he went to work another Way:
For,
From the Foundation already laid down in the Consideration of an Infinite Progression,
this Conclusion was obvious, viz. That if the natural Numbers were comprehended in
this Series to an infinite ot indefinite degree of nearness, there must also be an infinite or
indefinite number of Means betwixt any two of the natural Numbers, or such Terms of
the Progression in whose places we substitute them : And upon this Principle he constructed
his Logarithms ; the Method of which I shall explain in the following Problems.

Problem

i.

Betwixt any two given Integral Numbers, an indefinite Number of Geometrical Means
being suppos’d, ’tis requir’d to find one of them so approximate that it be within an at
fign’d difference of a given Number which lies in the natural System, betwixt the former
two given Numbers.
greater) and the
(
lesser) and E the
(
Let the given Extremes be call’d Athe
Rule.
A , B admit not
if
and
;
Mean
Geometrical
one
find
B
A,
betwixt
,
given Mean C \ Then
a rational Mean, find the Approximate to any number of Decimal Places : Call this Mean
if D is greater than C,
;
D ; and, if D is less than C, find a Mean betwixt £> and B but
find a Mean betwixt D and A : Call this second Mean E ; then , as E is lesser or greater
than C, find a third Mean betwixt E and the first Mean D, if this is contrarily greater or
lester than C\ or betwixt E and the opposite Extreme B or A, if D is of the fame quality
with E ( ?'• e. greater or lester than C, as E is ) : Call this third Mean F; and , as it is
lesser or greater than C’, find a fourth Mean betwixt it and that one of the preceding
Means
~
'
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Means which is next greater than C; but if all the preceding Means are of the fame
quality with F , find a Mean betwixt F and the opposite Extreme B or A. In this man¬
ner go on finding Geometrical Means approaching till you find one within any Difference
you please.
Exams. To find a Mean in the Infinite Series betwixt i and io , which approaches to
o within a Difference of - ^' 1000000

Operation. Betwixt i and io there is not a Rational Mean ( for io is not a Square
Number , and the Mean is the Square Root of x X to or io ) but I find one approximate
to 7 Places of Decimals (viz. the Number in the Denominator of the Fractional Diffe¬
rence) which is 5 . 1622777 &c. which being less than p,betwixt it and io I find another
approximate Mean , which is 5 . 6234132 &c. which being also less than 9 , I find be¬
twixt it and 10 another, which is 7 . 4989421 &c. and this being also less than 9, I find
betwixt it and 10 another, 8 . 6596432 &C. which being yet less than 9 , I find another
Mean betwixt it and 10, vis*. 9 .3057204 &c. which is greater than 9 , therefore I find
a Mean betwixt it and 8 . 6596432 , (the next lesser Mean) which is 8 . 9768713 Scc.
which being less than 9 , betwixt it and 9 . 3057204 &c. ( the next greater Mean) I find a
Mean 9 . 1398170 &c. greater than 9 , wherefore betwixt it and 8 .97687x3 &c. ( the next
lesser) I find a Mean 9 . 0579777 &c. greater than 9. Going thus on, you 11 find at the
25th Step this Mean , 8 . 9999998 Lc . which wants of 9 this Fraction,
10000000
1
which is less than the propos’d Difference,
5000000
1000000
So much of the Operation as is here explain’d you fee placed in Order, as it was
wrought , in the Example of the following Problem 2 , which will give a clearer view of
it ; the rest of the Steps are easily imagin ’d by these : But Observe, that the Means being
all Approximates which requir’d Decimal Places in the extraction, therefore the given
Numbers 1,10 are taken in the Operation with as many o's as the Approximate Mean
ought to have, which has the lame Effect in the Operation , since 1 : 10 : : 10000000 c
: 100000000 ; so that a Mean betwixt 1,10 is the fame as betwixt 10000000 : x00000000
Demon.
All
that's necessary to be said as to the reason of this Operation is , in
short, this ; That if at every Step of the preceding Operation we conceive the Series to
be fiH’d up betwixt the given Extremes , in the Ratio that every new Mean makes with
the Terms betwixt which 'tis taken, we can thus carry on the Number of Means in infinitum so
;
that the Means thus found are still a part of the infinite number of Means fuppos’d to lie betwixt these Extremes : Wherefore , by assuming any two Numbers of the
Natural System, we can thus find Approximates to all the intermediate ones within any
astign'd Difference , and such too as shall make a Geometrical Series indefinitely near.
ScHot.
7 . Let us now suppose any Series Geometrical from 1, as, 1 : 2 : 4: c& . or
1 : 10 : xoo : &c. it is plain how , by the Method of this Problem , we can find Mean
Terms betwixt each of these, so nearly approximate as to make of the whole one Geome¬

trical Series, to an indefinite degree of exactness ; and among which we can find Terms
approaching within any Difference of any of the Intermediate Natural Numbers . But:
Observe also , That if the Construction of Logarithms requir’d the finding the Approxi¬
mates to every one of these Intermediate Numbers , the Labour would still be intolerably
great ; which is prevented by the Consideration oF the Fundamental Principles and Rules
Logarithms j as in the next Problem. .

Rrr i
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Problem
To

2.
to the Natural

Construct : or ■Find Logarithms
of Numbers

1 . 2 . 3 . 4 . & c . carried

SOLUTION

V.

SyBem

to any Extent.

:

1. Take the Geometrical Progression, i : id . ioo: Scc. to which apply as LogaT
rithms the Arithmetical Series 0 . x . 2. 3 : &c. r'H - 0 the Logarithm o£ I , x the
Logarithm of xo, and so on ; then
2. For the Logarithms of the intermediate Numbers, the General Rule is this : .
Find , by the preceding Problem, a Mean betwixt 1 apd 10, or 10 and 100, or any two
adjacent Terms' of the Series betwixt which the Number propps’d lies,,so approximate
that it be within the ptopos'd Limit of the Number whose Logarithm ’ is fought.; for
swhereby; if it ’s taken left than that Numexample, ib near that it want not - -ber, ’twill necessarily have in the Integral part a Number wanting 1 of it, and the Deci¬
mal part will have 9 in 6 Places immediately after the Point : But if the Denominators of
the limiting Fraction has any other Number of o’s, the approximate Mean must have as
many p’s immediately after the Point .] Then , betwixt the Logarithm of 1 and 10 ( or
other two Teams betwixt which the’Number lies) find as"many Arithmetical Means in
the fame order aS you found Geometrical Means betwixt 1 and id ;and thus you find gra¬
dually the Logarithms answering to each Of these Geometrical Means, and consequently
the Logarithm of the Mean approximate to the Number propos’d, which we therefore
take for its Logarithm.
Logarithms thus found to all the Intermediate Numbers betwixt
That
Demon.
the Terms cf the Series 1 10 : xco : fct. are true, and must answer to the preceding
Rules , is clear, because they are found by those vefy fundamental Priiiciples, whereby the
Logarithm of a Geometrical Mean betwixt any. two Numbers is-.necessarily an Arithmeti¬
cal Mean betwixt the Logarithms ,of these two Numbers ; And as all the Geometrical
Means thus found are past of the infinite number pf Means suppos’d betwixt any two
Terms of this Series, so the Arithmetical Means thus found must likeways be their Cor¬
respondents. among .the infinite number .of Arithmetical . Means lying betwixt the Loga¬
rithms 'of these two Numbers ; and hence, tlse, Log 'irithffis,are truly found, according tp
.. .
the determirt’d degree ‘of approximation;
Observe also in the following Exampje, that because Ui .halving,'the Ttfy» of two Loga¬
rithms to find the Arithmetical Mean there will be'Fractions , Therefore , either to pre¬
vent this, or to find them in Decimals, the Logarithm of 10 is made 1. 000000 (instead
of 1) ; that is, 1 with as many o’s as arc in the Denominator of the limiting Fraction
within which the *approxirndte-Mfeafo Es determin’d ; Whence!all' the other Logarithms
"will.have as 'mfirijr'DecimaTPl&fc^ . f Ahd ;the iLog £fririmis.' Thus fopnd may be confider’d
-either as altogether Ve/xo/v Nuifibers/dr P ‘mix's, for the Isfsect:will be tjle fame ; because
’) iEey ^fe' onjy the ecju&HProdncts of what they are
’Nfiiiifchrs
-by considering tl>em 'air
When consider'd the*oHfher way'; ’afid'flieteforp^ either ;Way‘pthdy are correspondent Terms
of an Infinite Aritfufierical IhOgrestipn Adapfod tp^anl ^ifiriitfe geometrical one ; for if they
are so when -consider’-d as mix it Numbers , orwhOn the Logarithms of 1 : io : 100 , &c.
are 0 . 1 . 2, Sec. they must be so when considef’d as Ihtbgral, or when the Logarithms
of i : 10 : 100, &c. are oooooo . 1000000 . 2000000, &c. since an Arithmetical
Progression, equally multiply’d, continues still Arithmetical.
In
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In fie following Scheme you see the Order of the Operation , whereby the Logarithm
of p is found, carried to the 8th Step, which is sufficient to illustrate and make plain the
rest of the Work for this or any other Example.

Order of the Operation whereby is found the Logarithm of 9.
Numbers.
Given

A

i

Logarithms j

x .0000000

•

\

0 .OOOOOOO
>
F

Numbers. [Logarithms.
8 . 6570432 0 . 7375000

Mean C 3 . 1622777 0 . 5000000 5th G 7 . 3057204 0 . 7687500
Given B 10 . 0000000 I . OOOOOOO B 10 . 0000000 I . OOOOOOO
G 7 . 3257204 0 .7687500
~C 3 . x622777 0 . 5000000
2d D 5 . 6234132 0 . 7500000 6th H 8 . 77687x3 0 . 7531250

ist

3d

4th

B 10 . 0000000 I . OOOOOOO

F

8 . 6576432 0 . 7375000

D

H

8 . 7768713 0 . 7531250

7 . 4787421 0 . 8750000 7th /
B 10 . 0000000 I . OOOOOOO G
I
E 7 -498- 421 0 . 8750000

7 - 1398x70 0 . 7607375

F

9 -0577777

5 . 6234x32 0 . 7500000

E

7 . 3057204 ‘o. 7687500
7 . 1378170 0 . 7607375

8 . 6576431 0 - 9375 000 3th K
B 10 . 0000000 I . OOOOOOO H

8 .7768713 0 . 7531250

Which carried on, the 2 5th Mean is

8 . 7777778 | 0 . 7542425

0 . 7570312

In the fame manner may we find the Logarithm of any other Number betwixt 1 and 10,
or betwixt. 10 and 100, &c. Observe also, that having found the Logarithm of any Mean
betwixt I and 10, &c. we may either use the fame Extremes 1, 10 for finding any other
Mean and its Logarithm , or we may use any other two Extremes whose Logarithms are
already known. Thus , having found the Logarithm of p, To find that of 8, or 2, or any
other , we may use 1, 10, or i, ’p. Aud if we have the Logarithms of 7 and 5, we may
use these for finding that of 6 ; and so of other Cases: And it will be best to chuse the
Extremes as near to ope another as we can. The Reason of the Work is still the fame,
because betwixt any two Terms of the natural System we suppose an indefinite number of
Means.
Again Observe, That tho’this General Rule is good, yet to find all the intermediate
Numbers betwixt 1 and 10, 10' and ioq, c& . in this manner would be an endless Labour,
winch is fav’d by the following
'

"Particular Rules.

-

.... ..

l ° * Having by the General Rule found the Logarithm of any Number, the Logarithms
all the superior Powers of it are found by simply multiplying the Logarithm of that
Nutnber into the Series of Indexes of alt the superior Powers, vizi z3. .-4 . Lc . which
•
produces

©f
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produces the Logarithms of its square, Cube, A .
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The Reason of this is contain’d in the
Third General Rule: So having the Logarithm of 2, we have the Logarithms of its
Powers, 4 . 8- 16 . &c. if we multiply the Logarithm of 2 by 2, z, 4, Sec. succes¬
sively.
20* Having found by the General Rule the Logarithm of any Power, divide it by the
Index of the Power, and the Rule is the Logarithm of the Root : The Reason is con¬
tain’d in the Fourth General Rule . Thus having found the Logarithm of A,its half is the
Logarithm of 3, the square Root of 9.
30* Having found the Logarithms of any two or more Numbers, ( as of 2 and 3 ) we
have the Logarithm of their Product (6 ) by adding their Logarithms into one Sum ; as
in the First General Rule.
4°* Having the Logarithm of any Number , and of another which measures it, we
have, by the Second General Rule , the Logarithm of the Quote or Number by which the
1ester measures the greater; Thus, from the Logarithm of 10 take that of 2, and the re¬
mainder is the Logarithm of 5.
From these Rules therefore it’s plain how, with much less Labour than applying the
General Rule to every Number, we can compleat a System of Logarithms : And to go on
regularly with the Application, the natural Method is obviously this, viz.
Apply the General Rule to Prime Numbers, and then by these find the Logarithms of
their Powers and Products, thus ; By the Logarithms of 2 and 3 we find that of 6, 12, 24,
and all hi that Progression : Also of 18, 54, 162, and all in that Progression: And, lastly,
of 36, 216, 1296, and all in that Progression: Other Applications are easily conceiv’d
by this .
Observe also, that the Prime Numbers , 2 and 5, do not both require the Gene¬
ral Rule, because we have the Logarithm of 10 affum’d, and 12 is — 2 X 5- Again;
it ’s sometimes as convenient, or rather better, to find the Logarithm of the Square of a
Prime Number by the General Rule, and then the Logarithm of the Root by the Parti¬
cular Rules ; so we may chuse to find the Logarithm of 9 by the General Rule, and then
its half is the Logarithm of 3.
Scholium
8 - Upon the Foundations, and by the Rules now explain’d, were
the Logarithms first calculated, which we have in our present Tables, (tho’ they have
been constructed anew by Methods incomparably easier). It’s true indeed, that in the
First Logarithms made by the Lord Neper, the Logarithms of 1 : to : ioo &c. were
other Numbers than 0 . 1 . 2. c & . but afterwards he chang’d them into these,
which were, after his Death , further compleated and carried on upon this Foundation
by Mr. Henry Briggs , by a Method also somewhat different from Neper ’s, yet equally
laborious.
VVhere-evcr you find Tables of Logarithms, you’ll find also Directions for the Use of
them ; And therefore since I refer you to other Books for Tables ( and you have Books
containing nothing but Tables, as Ozanam’s and Sherwins, which last are the best extant)
I ssiall add nothing to the general Rules already delivered, which do sufficiently strew the
Practice and Use of Logarithms : For what is more to be said as to the Use of Tables
relates only to the different Methods of disposing the Numbers and Logarithms in the Ta¬
bles, which every Book of Tables explains; but still there remains a few Articles to be ex¬
plained, concerning the finding Logarithms for Numbers that are not contained in your
Tables, or Numbers corresponding to Logarithms which
;
being the resell of an Opera¬
tion with Logarithms found in the Table , are not themselves exactly found in the Table:
These things I ssiall explain in the following Problems ; but firstI’ll dispatch these Obser¬
vations.
1. That there may be great Variety in the Systems of Logarithms, which depends
in general upon these two things, viz. The fundamental Geometrical progression, whose
Logarithms we affume; for that may be i ; 2 ; 4 : 8, &c. or x : 3 : 9: 27, &c. or 1 : 10 :
- —■
xooj
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100 : 1000, Be. Then the different Aritbmetrical Progressions we may assume for the
Logarithms of this Geometrical one : For thus Logarithms may be varied infinitely ; yet
they will not be all alike convenient. The conlideration of which obliged the Inven¬
tor to change his first Logarithms into others, whose fundamental Progression is i : xo :
IOO: Be. and the Logarithms 0 . 1 . 2. Be. which are those now used.
2. The great Advantage and Conveniency of the Logarithms now in Use is this,
That the Integral part in every Logarithm ihews how many Figures after the Place of
Units the corresponding Number contains, whence that Number ' is called the Index or
Char aft eriftick of the Logirithm. Thus
all the Numbers from i to io exclusive, con¬
sist of one Figure : For the Logarithm of i being 0, and that of io being i , there¬
fore the Logarithms of all the intermediate Numbers must be Decimal Fractions, and
so have o for the Integral part or Characteristick. Again ; the Logarithm of io be¬
ing x, and of X00 being 2 ; all the intermediate Numbers must have 1 for their Inte¬
gral part or Index ; and so on. The Benefit of this is remarkable in finding the Loga¬
rithms of Numbers that are in a decuple Progression, having the Logarithm of any one
of them, (and consequently for Decimal Fractions) because the Logarithm of 1 being o,
that of 10 being 1, and that of 100 being 2, and so on ; it follows that the Logarithm of the
Product or Quote of any Number by xo, is had by adding 1 to, or substracting1 from the
Logarithm of the given Number A because
;
1 : 10 : : A 10
: X A, whose Logarithm
is therefore the Sum of the Logarithms of A and 10 ; and 10 % A — 10 — A whose
Logarithm is the difference of the Logarithms of xo X A, and of xo.
From this it is plain that the Logarithms of Num¬
Numbers.
Logarithms. bers in a decuple Progression, differ only in their
Ex a. 674
.800
^.82917 ^1 Indexes, which differ gradually by 1.
674800
5.8291751
A further Application of this to pure Decimal
67480
4 .829x751
Fractions, you'l find in the following Pr oil. 5.
6748
3.8291751
674.8
2.829x751
1.8291751
67.48
6.748.
0.829x751
Problem

2-

To find the Logarithm of an Integral Number exceeding the Limits of any Table
of Logarithms ; for Ex a. exceeding 10,000 ; to which our common Tables are car¬
ried.
Rule.
Take as many Figures on the left hand of the given Number as you can
find in the Table [i. e. 4 of them if the Limit of the Table is 10,000 ; or 5 if it is
100,000] and in place of the Figures cut off from the right hand, annex o5s, so this will
expressa Number Jesi than the given Number : Again, to the Number express’d by the Fi¬
gures taken on the left hand add 1, and on the right of the Sum annex as many o's as
the Number of Figures cut off the right hand of the given Number , and this will te
a Number greater than it : Then take the difference of these two Numbers, which are the
one lesser, and the other greater than the given Number ; also the difference of the given
Number, and the Number lesser than it (which difference consists of the Figure cut olf
the right hand) and make this Proportion.
As the difference of the Numbers greater and lesser than the given Number
is to the difference of the Logarithmswhich
[
can be found by the Table#
and the preceding second Observation.]
So is the difference of the given Number , and that lesser than it
To the difference of their Logarithms, which therefore added to the Loga¬
rithm of that lesser Number, gives the Logarithm of the Number propoled.

Eva;
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find the Logarithm of 123459 from a Table carried only to iooco . The
Exa. To
two Numbers lesser and greater than 123459, taken according to the Rule are 123400,
and 123500, whose Logarithms are 5.09x3152 , and 5.0916670 , for the Logarithm oi
1234 is 3.0913152 ; to which add 2, the Logarithm of 100 (because 123400 — 1234X100)
the Sum 5.0913x52 is the Logarithm of 123400. Also the Logarithm of 1235 is
3.0916670, and so that of 123500 is 5.0916670 ; and the Proportion is

from 123500
take 12.3400

5 . 0916670
5 . 0913152

123459
123400

59 to . 00020756 &c. which added
100, is to . 0003518 , so is
As
is 5 . 09x52276 &c, the Logarithm
Sum
the
123400,
of
Logarithm
the
to 5 . 0913152 ,
of 123459 nearly. But if we used a Table carried to 100000, the Logarithm sought
would be 5 . 09152278 nearly : And still the more of the Figures of the propos’d Num¬
ber we have in the Table , the nearer or more exact wiU the Logarithm be found.
The Reason of this Rule is founded upon this ; That the greater any
Demon.
Numbers are in respect of their Differences, the nearer those Differences are to being
proportional with the Differences of their Logarithms, To understand which clearly,
Consider, i °* That if we take the natural System 1 . 2 . 3 • 4. 2tc. the farther it is
continued , the Terms are the nearer to a Ratio of Equality ; for - is greater than —,and 2^
34
2
greater than —; and so on : Whence , the farther from the beginning we take any two ad¬
jacent Terms ^ the nearer they stand together in the infinite Scale of proportionals from 1.
Thus since 1 : 2 : : 3 : 6, therefore there fall as many Means betwixt 1 and 2, as betwixt 3
and 6, and consequently more than betwixt 3 and 4 ; and so it is thro’ the whole natural
System, considered now as a part of the infinite Progression from 1. But again, 20, the
Logarithms of these Numbers are their distances from 1 in the infinite Progression, i. e.
the number of the intermediate Ratio ’s ; (or they are in proportion to one, another as
these Numbers ;) so that the difference of the Logarithms of any two Numbers, is
the Number of intermediate Ratios in the infinite Progression betwixt these two Num¬
bers ; and from hence, with the preceding Article, it plainly follows, that the differences
of the Logarithms of the natural System do continually decrease, q0. The Ratios of
the several Terms of the natural System do so grow, as that if we take any three adjacent
Terms ; the farther they are taken from the beginning, the pearer they approach to being
Geometrically proportional : Thus , to 1, 2 a tliird proportional is 4, which exceeds 3 by 1.
,
To 2, 3 a third 44/ is 4 L which

exceeds4 by

To 3 : 4a third -VrI is 5 -i which

to any two Numbers adjacent in the Series
exceeds 5 by — , and so on, the third
exceeds the third Term in the Order of the Series, by such an aliquot part of LF
nity as is denominated by the least of the given Numbers ; consequently these excesses
> &c' *• e' e”
become less and less; for this Series does constantly decrease f- .
very Term of the Series wants less and less of being a true third r?l to the two preceding
Terms ; and what they want being certain determinate Fractions which grow infinitely
little , or less than any assignable Fraction, therefore the Terms grow infinitely near to
being ~~ L From whence 4° - The differences of the Logarithms of the several Terms
of the natural System decrease so as to approach infinitely near to being equal. And
since the differences of the Terms of the natural System are all equal : Hence it follows,
50* That taking any three Terms in the natural System (tho’ not immediately adjacent)
the
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the difference of the Extremes Is to the difference of the Mean and either Extreme in a
Ratio which approaches nearer and nearer to the Ratio of the differences of the Loga¬
rithms of the fame Terms , the farther these Terms are taken from the beginning , and the
nearer they stand together at the lathe time , i . e. the greater the Numbers are with re¬
spect to their Differences . And this also thews the Reason why the Rule is more exact
and true in finding the Logarithm sought, the more of the Figures of the given Number
we have in the Table ; for, by this means, the Numbers are the greater, and their Diffe¬
rences the lesser.
Observe If
;
the Number given is compos’d of two or more Numbers within the Table,
then the Sum of their Logarithms is that sought : -But if it is a Prime , we must either use
the Method of this Problem , or Problem ad : But this Problem, as ’tis eafier, so his exact
enough for any Numbers we can have Use for, which are not in Tables , these being car¬
ried to 10000 , and some to 100000.

Problem

4.

To find the Number corresponding to any Logarithm , which being the Result of aii
Operation with Logarithms found in the Table , is not it self found exactly in the Table.
l ° * If the Characteristick and first 4 or 5 Figures of the Fractional Part of your Loga¬
rithm is found in the Table , that's near enough for common use ; and the Number found
against such a Logarithm , or that one of several such that is nearest to the given Loga¬
rithm, you may take for the Number sought. But if you would have it exacter, or that
you cannot find a Logarithm having so many of the Figures of the given Logarithm j
Then,
2° * Take the two Logarithms in the Table which are next greater and lesser than the
given one, and also their corresponding Numbers , and make this proportion:
As the Difference of the greater and lesser Logarithms
is to the Difference of their corresponding Numbers,
So is the Difference of the given and next lesser Logarithm
to the Difference of their corresponding Numbers .
[ Which Difference
added to the Number corresponding to that lesser Logarithm , makes the Number cor¬
responding to the given Logarithm nearly.]
Demon.
Reverse.
Exa. Given
Tables ) are .
the Proportion
from
take

The

Reason of this is in the last Problem , of which this is but the

this Logarithm , . 4669347 ; the next lesser and greater ( in Sherwms
3010300 , the Logarithm of 2, and . 477x213 , the Logarithm of 3 ; and
is thus form’d;
. 4771213
z
. 4669347
. 3010300
2
. 3010300

As , '. 1760193 , is to 1 , so is . 1659047 , to 194215
to 2, makes 2 . 94215 &c. the Number sought nearly,

&c.

Which

added

But we may work another Way , and somewhat more exactly, thus : Seek among the
Logarithms , two whose Fractional Parts are next lesser and greater than the given Loga¬
rithm ( which is a Fraction ) these are 4 . 4669269 , the Logarithm of . 29304 ; and
4 - 46694x7 the Logarithm of 29305 : But, taking away the Characterifticks, the Fractio¬
nal Parts are Logarithms to these Numbers , 2,9304 and 2 . 9305 ( according to what
has been explaind in the Scholium after Probl. 2 .) Wherefore the Operation is

8sh

from
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front . 4669417
take . 4669269

2 . 9305
2 . 9304

. 4669347
. 4669269

. ocoi , ibis . 0003078 to . 000032 : Bat the Re¬
As, . 0000148 is to
mainder of the Division is such as makes the nearest answer . 000033 ; which added to
2 . 9304 , makes the Answer or Number sought 2 . 930453 ; which is less, and more
exact, than the former Answer.
From this Example , duly considered, there will be no Difficulty to solve any other ;
wherefore I shall only add this general Direction, vi%. If the given Logarithm is a mix'k
Number , we may find a Number answering the Fractional Part of the Logarithm , by this
last Method, and then multiply this Number by 1 with as many os as there are Units in
the Index of the Logarithm ; the Product is the Number sought The Reason is obviousfrom what is explain’d.
3P- If the given Logarithm has a greater Characterislick titan any in your Table , seeka Number answering the greatest Index in your Table with the Fractional Part of your
Logarithm , by the Method of one-of the preceding. Articles ; Then multiply that Num-,
ber by 1 with as many e’s as the Number by which the given CharacteristLck exceeds the
greatest in your Table , and that is the Number sought.
But, in some Cases, we can find the Number sought more exactly, thus ; Seek a Loga¬
rithm whose Fractional Part is nearest to that of the given Logarithm , without regarding
che Index ; then take the Number corresponding to that Logarithm , and divide it by 1
with as many o’s as the number of Units by which the Index of that Logarithm exceeds
tire given Index. See an Example of this in the following Rule for reducing a Vulgar to
a Decimal Fraction..

Problem
To

5.

find the L o g a r i t h m of a F r a c t i on ; and Reversely r
a Fra c t 1on from ^Logarithm-

There - are various Ways of finding and expressing the Logarithms of Fractions.
1ji Method. Subtract the Logarithm of the Denominator out of that of the Nume¬
rator, the Remainder is the Logarithm of the Fraction : But, Observe, if it is a proper
Fraction , then , because the Numerator is less than the Denominator , so is its Logarithm
less than the other’s Logarithm , and consequently the Subtraction is impossible: Where¬
fore we must subtract the Logarithm of the Numerator out of that of the Denominator,
, is the Logarithm sought.
, taken negatively
and the Remainder
-Z- ^ is 1 . 2833698 ; for the Logarithm
The Logarithm of iff. 19
3802112, which eyceeds the other by.
.
1
of 463 is 2 . 66338x0 ; and that of 24 is
x . 2833698.
Exa. 1 .

Ex

a.

2.. The Logarithm of ^

is —1 . 0667791 ; for the Logarithm of 74 is

> . 8692317 , and that of 863 is 2 .' 9360108 ; and their Difference is 1^ 0667791
Demon.

Let

-g express any Fraction, then is B : A : 1 1 : "g > whose Loga¬

rithms ate therefore in Arithmetical Proportion ; that
;
— Log. l But

is,

Log . A —Log . B^ Log . -gr

—
the Log . of 1 is = 0, therefore Log. A Log

=
. B Log

;
. g And
there;
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therefore , if A is less than B, the Log . of -g is their Difference taken negatively : By
which is shewn, that the corresponding Number is below Unity as far as the Reciprocals
of that Number is above Unity , in the infinite Series of Proportionals, the Logarithm of
that Reciprocal being the fame Logarithm taken positively. So, the Logarithm of
being — i . 0667791 , the Logarithm of
is 1 . 0667791 ; For as
: 1 :-~ *
bo 3
&
74 063
74
arerf/ , so — 1 .0667791 : o : l . 0667791 are -j- /.
For the Reverse of this Problem, vi%. If a Negative Logarithm is given to find its
corresponding Fraction , find a corresponding Number to the Logarithm , consider’d as
positive, and by that Number divide 1, the Quote is the Fraction sought. The Reason
is plain ; for if two Numbers or Logarithms consist of the fame Figures, but the one Posi¬
tive , and the other Negative , their Sum is o ; Also the Product of two reciprocal Fractions
is 1 ; or 1 divided by any Number, makes a Quote, which multiply^ by that Number
produces x ; wherefore if 1 is divided by the Number corresponding to any Logarithm
taken positively, the Quote is the Number corresponding to the same Logarithm taken
negatively.
But the finding the Fraction from the Logarithm is not so convenient by this Method
as by the following.
2d Method. Subtract the Logarithm of the Denominator from that of the Numerator;
and if it’s a proper Fraction, when you come to the Characteristick or Integral part, sub¬
tract that of the Numerator from that of the Denominator ( after adding to it the 1 bor¬
rows in the preceding place, if there was x borrow’d ) the Fractional part of this Re¬
mainder is taken positively, and the Integral part negatively; and the negative Sign set
over it , to Ihew that this part only is negative.
Exa. The
Cm
O

%0

74
86z

Logarithm of

1 . 8692317
2 . 9360108

is z 9332209
.

;

as

below, in the Margin.’

DemoN.
This is in Effect the fame Logarithm as
was found by the former Method ; tor we may take it thus.

9332209 — 2, which being resolv’d by Subtraction, is
1 . 0667791 , viz. the difference of z and. 9332209
taken negatively. That the Methods must coincide in all
Cases, I shall demonstrate Universally, thus :

N 21

863

IS

2 . 9332209

Let any proper Fraction be
the Logarithm of N be call’d A JB
+
(A the Cha¬
racteristick, and £ the Fraction) ; the Logarithm of Mbe C -f- D ( C the Characte¬
ristick, and D the Fraction) ;
Leg . of N— B
^ +
=
— l -f - B
Then > fy :he lst Mechod> the
°f M = C ~\- D. Log
. of — isA + B - C— D.

tog . of % = * + B - C- D. bnOMefcod.
— B
D — C_ A — V
=c B f- - 1 —. D c— -p i —Ai.

Mettloa>

^F„f fcA
thod, we shall first suppose that
Z ) does not exceed B; then the

Log . of 2^ - by that Method
D — v — A; for we first subtractD fr om B, then we take A from C3 and take this
Remainder negatively, which makes B —D —G^ A —B — D ~ CJrA — A+ B— C- Z),
,as before. Again If
;
D is greater than B, in this case 1 must be taken from A and
Sss 2
"
added
B
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added to B so
; that it is A - 1- B — A — if - i
b. Now , if we first subtract D from
i -f- jB, the Remainder is Es- - i — Z) ; and subtracting A1—- ( becausei was before
taken from it and added to B) from C, ot A from C -\~ i , which is the fame thing, the
Remainder is C — A -j~ i = : C ~j- i — A winch
;
being taken negatively, or subtracted
from the former part, ( vi%. L
x — D )it
is A -j- I — Z) — C 4- i — A = z
= w6-{•- x — Z) — C — i -\- A ^ A -\ - B — C —
Z ), as before.
S c H o L. As the preceding Rule is General, relating Co all Fractions,so it compre¬
hends Decimal Fractions ; and because the Denominator of every Decimal is in this Series
ic> . ioo . iooo . &c. whose Logarithms are pure Integers in this Series x .2 . 3c.. &
Therefore it's evident, that to find the Logarithm of a Decimal Fraction , having found
the Logarithm of the Numerator, the Fractional part of it is the Fractional part of the
Logarithm sought ; and for the Index, apply with a negative Sign the Difference of the
Indexes of the Logarithm of the Numerator, and the Logarithm of the Denominator So
the Logarithm of 64 being 1 . 8061800 , the Logarithm of . 064 must be 2". 8061800 ; for
the Denominator is 1000 whose Logarithm is 4, then 1 — 4 — T’: Hence again it is
plain, That the Index of the Logarithm of a Decimal Fraction shews in what Place after
the Point the first Figure on the'seft hand of the Numerator stands; and that Distance,
therefore, does shew, reciprocally, what the Characteristics of the Logarithm is. And if
we take any Decimal, pure or mix’d, i. e. a Decimal Fraction , proper or improper, the
General Rule for finding the Logarithm is plainly this, viz. Find the Logarithm of the
Numerator ( i. e. of the Number express’d by all the Figures, in order as they stand, neg¬
lecting the Point) the Fractional part of that Logarithm is the Fractional part of the Lo¬
garithm sought; And for the Index, ’tis.the Number which expresses the Distance of the
last Figure on the left hand, after the Place of Units of the Integral part, if it’s a mix A
Decimal ; or the Distance of the last Figure on the left hand after the Decimal Point, if
it ’s a purs Fraction.
Observe also, That if we take the fame Number, and multiply it continually by 10, also
divide it continually by 10, whereby we form a Geometrical Progression in the Ratio of
1 to io , the Logarithms of this Series will have all the fame Fractional part, and differ
only in their Characteristicks, which will be an Arithmetical Progression differing only
by 1 : So that when in the descending Series we are come to a Term whose Logarithm
has x for its Index, the Index of the next must be o ; and all after that are the preceding
Indexes, 1, 2, 3, &c. taken negatively, as in the prefix’d Scheme,:
Numb . Logarithms Which is all but the application of what has been explain’d, parti.4048337 tularly of what has been said in the Consequences last deduced
25400
2540
254
25.4
2.54
'254
.0254
»00254

4048337
.4048337
4048337

from this Method of finding the Logarithm of a Fraction compar’d with what was formerly obsery’d in the General Schorr
Hum 8-

4048337
4048337
4048337
.4048337

For the Reverse of this Method, (viz. finding a Fraction from its Logarithm ) the
Rule is , Take the Logarithm as altogether positive, and find the corresponding Number;
to which applya Decimal Point on the left hand of it, so that it's first Figure on the left
stand in such a place from the Point as is express’d by the Index of the Logarithm ; And
this is the Fraction sought^ reduced to a Decimal Fraction,

Exam.
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Exam , The given Logarithm 2 . 8061800 ; the corresponding Number to the Log.2 . 8061800 is 640 ; and, to adjust it to the negative Index
it is . 0640 = . 064 :
Observe : IF the corresponding Number first found be a mix’d Decimal, the rest os the
Work is the same ; for we neglect the Point in that first Decimal : So, if the given Lo¬
garithm is “ . 6707096 . the corresponding Number to 2 . 6707096 is 468 . 5 ; and, be¬
cause of the negative Index, it is . 04685
The Reason of this Rule is evident from what has been explain’d in the preceding
Scholium.
C O R O L L . From this we have learnt the following

Rule

for reducing a Vulgar to a Decimal Fradlion.

Find the Logarithm of the Vulgar Fraction by this 2d Method , and then find its cor¬
responding Decimal Fraction by the Reverse.
^d Method■ Subtract the Logarithm of the Denominator From that of the Numerator,
borrowing ( viz. 1 from the next place) wherever the Figure of the Subtractor exceeds
its Correspondent in the Subtrahend, even to the very last place, tho’ the Subtractor be a
greater Number than the Subtrahend. The Remainder , or Number thus found, is the Lo-'
garithm sought, and is all positive.
Ex a. The Logarithm of
is 3 .9332209 , as in the Margin:
Log . of 74 — 1. 8692317
of 863 — 2 . 9360108

Demon.
The Foundation of this Method, (whichgives the Logarithm in a System different from the com¬

mon one) is this, viz. That as a decuple Progression
maybe taken both ascending and descending from 1 ;
thus, -vol , . oi , . 1, 1, 10, 100, 1000, &c. So we'
may apply 0 as the Logarithm of any of these Terms we please, whereby the Logarithms
of the rest will be, in the ascending Series, 1 . 2 . 3. c& . and for the descending Series,
they will be — 1, — 2, —3, &c. Flow suppose we chuse 1 in the icth place of Deci¬
mals, viz. oooooooooi
.
, from whence to begin the Logarithms ( i . e. whose Logarithm
we make 0 ) then is 1 the Logarithm of 1 in the 9th place, or . 000002001 ; and so
on till we come to I whose Logarithm is 10 ; Whence the Logarithm of 10 will be 11,
the Logarithm of 100 is 12, and so on ; So that the
Numbers*
(Logarithms. Logarithms of all Numbers above . oooooooooi are'
.000000000001
—2
positive ; the Indexes of ah from . oooooooooi to
.00000000001
—I
.000000001 beingO ; from . 000000001 to .oooooodi
.oooooooooi
o
being I-; and ib on. But the Logarithms of all
.000000001
X
Numbers below . oooooooooi are negative ; or their
.00000001
2
Indexes at least, according as they are taken by the
.0000001
J
preceding lfi or id Method.
.000001
4
Hence again, The Logarithm -of 1 being 10,
.00001
5
every Index from 10 upwards belongs to the Loga.0001.
6
rithm of a Number integral or mix’d : And if we
.001
7
take 10 from any Index -greater, the remainder Ihews •
.01
8
in what Place after that of Units (of the integral
.1
9
part) the first Figure on the left hand of the cor1.
10
responding Number stands; But if the Index h less
10.
11
than 10, then, as it belongs to a Decimal Fraction,
100 12
so, if it’s taken from 10, the Remainder Ihews' in’w
what
8 . 9332209
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Kh that? p£
5 l' of FiguresSffollow of
after
, ’W „„s
« the P„i«
ttce ,1because
number
a, , ™
whatever
m their
fj „ds in
Logarithm
Index
preceding Place on the left So ail
they cannot make the whole equal to an Unit in the
stands in the first Place afr7,
Decimals, whose first Figure ot the Numerator , on the left,
1 f
r and r
betwixt
Intermediates
are
}
the Point , (as . 3, or . 47, or . 5067
second
the
in
Figure
All whose first
for the Index of their
8 ; fn ! ToT
lJS
intermediate betwixt ox and 1, and so the Index ofLir number of Figures fJ ! » '
And this is to be understood, * 0 there were an infinite
for then the VaiS ofthaJ
Place after the Point , unless that infinite number were all
rather to be written
ought
and
left,
the
on
Infinity 1S an Unit in the preceding Place
, differing f Cm
Logarithms
of
System
new
a
have
we
thcn
s
T^
;
thus, . oppp Le - 71
s
LoMrirhm
every
in
these,
exceed
winch
,
Indexes
their
in
the common ones only
oareffi™
^
of Numbers ii/decuple
equal excess of 10 ; and consequently the Logarithmstheir
Indexes, which differ gradually
differ as in the common Logarithms , Uy . only in
by 1.
to find the Logarithm of a
Now, for the Reason of the preceding Rule , consider, that
, we must argue thus ;
Fraction ( which does not fall below . 0000000001 ) as ^
af; wherefore the Logarithm of the Fraction is the Remainder
86a : 74 : : x :
<363
of 74 and 1 : But,
ter the Logarithm of 86 ; is taken from the Sam of the Logarithms this new System, be
in
,
must
Logarithms
these
of
Indexes
by whafis now explain’d, the
the Logarithm of 1 (n/4 .10)
more by 10 than they are in the common form ; and , because
will be 21 ( for 11 is
Subtrahend
the
in
Index
the
therefore
,
74
of
is to be added to that
will be 12 , whence
Subtractor
the
in
now the Index of the Logarithm of 74) and thatis 20 added to the Index of the common
there
because
But
:
8
is
that in the Remainder
(which is but 2) ’tis the fame
Logarithm of 74, ( which is but 1) and xoto that of 863
of 863, and add only 10
Logarithm
thing in Effect if we take the Index of the common , and is therefore just. The like
prescribes
Rule
the
thing
the
is
to that of 74 ; which
Reason is obvious in all Cafes.
of a Decimal whose Nume¬
Observe again , that 0 may be also apply’d as the Logarithm
the Logarithm of 1 in the ppth
then
and
;
Point
the
after
Place
100th
the
in
1
is
rator
Logarithm will be 100,
Place after the Point will be 1 ; and so on to 1 Integral , whose
Indexes found in the
the
to
and that of 10 will be xor , and so on upwards : Wherefore if the common Index of the
,
consequently
and,
;
added
common form there will be 100
, we must add 100 ; Or , it
Number wants more than 10 of the Index of the Denominator
, according as the Rule
another
to
Place
is the fame thing if we add 10 gradually from one
directs.
of a Fraction to find the
As to the Reverse of this Method , viz. From the Logarithm
Fraction , which falls not
a.pure
of
Logarithm
Fraction ; Consider, that as the Index of the
is some Number below 10 or 100,8s.
,
Decimals
of
Place
.
Er
,
100th
or
10th
the
in
1
below
and the Logarithm of r,
So, if we take the Difference betwixt the Index of the Logarithm
part of the Logarithm,
Fractional
the
to
Index
the
as
2/4 . jo , or 100, Er . and apply that
qualifie it again by setting a
and
Lagarithm,
that
to
Number
corresponding
the
find
then
Figure on the left stand as far from
Decimal Point on the left hand of it, so that the first
Fraction fought.
the Point as the Index expresses, we shall have thus the Decimal

9

.
Logarithm

’
stands

Phr^
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the further application of this Method, obsefv?, that as the
-. For
Scholium
are taken in a System different (at least in their Indexes)
Fractions
of
Logarithms
from the common ones ; so in all Operations with such Logarithms, regard must be had
to the Logarithm of Unity , which is now io , or ico , iic. For Eva. If two Fractions
are to be Multiplied, and if they are such that their Logarithms are both taken out of the
System, wherein the Logarithm of i is io , then take the difference betwixt io (the Loga¬
rithm of Unity ) and the Index of the Sum of these Logarithms ; and if that Sum was
greater than io , the difference strews how many places to the left of the i whose Lo¬
) the first significant Figure on the left of the Decimal
.
garithm is o (viz.0000000001
fought must stand ; and consequently taking this difference from io , the new difference
strews how many places from the point this first Figure stands; but if io is greater than.
the Index of the Sum, the difference is to be taken negatively, and strews that the first
Figure on the left of the Dccinjai stands so many places to the right after the i whoseLogarithm is o ; so that adding io to that remainder, the Sum strews in what place after
the point the Decimal begins. Observe also in this last cafe, that you’ll find the fame
Number by subtracting the first remainder from 20. Exam. If the Index of the Sum of
the Logarithms of two Fractions (taken out this way) is 14, then the corresponding
Decimal Fraction begins in the fourth place after the point ; but if the Index is 8, the
Decimal begins in the 12th place.
Again ; tiro’ it is a certain general Rule , that the Logarithms of two Numbers which
are to be Multiplied together, are to betaken out of the fame System of Logarithms ; yefc
that is not always necessary, because other Circumstances save it ; as air Example or two
will explain.
Suppose the Logarithm -of one Fraction is 5.5768340 (belonging to that System where
in io is the Logarithm of 1,) and of another 12.3742067 (belonging to that System where
in 100 is the Logarithm of 1 ;) if we reduce them to one System, the first is 53.5768342,
and then their Sum is 105.9510407 ; from which take ico (the Logarithm of 1) the re¬
mainder is 5.9510407 , whose Index 5 taken from 100, the difference 95 Ihews at what
place after the point the correspondent Decimal begins. But suppose we do not reduce
she first Logarithms, adding them as they are, the Sum is 15.9510407 , from which if.
we take 10 ( the Logarithm of 1 in the one System) the remainder is 5.9510407 as before r.
The Reason is obvious; for as here one of the Indexes is po Ids than in the other Method,,
so there is po less subtracted from the Sum, which must give the fame difference.
If an Integer and Fraction are to be Multiplied, then it we consider the Integer Fraction
ways, making 1 the Denominator , taking its Logarithms out of any System, it will be the
fame as when we take it out of the common System as a whole Number ; because what
we add to the common Index is taken away again by subslracting the Logarithm of the
Denominator 1 ; and therefore from the Sum of the Logarithms of an Integer, taken cut
of the common System, and the Logarithm of a Fraction taken by this third Method,
we are to take the Logarithm of 1 (as it is in the System out of which the Logarithm of
that Fraction was taken) the remainder is the Logarithm of the Product ; tire difference
of whose Index and 10, if it’s greater than 10, or their Sum if its less, Ihews in what place
from the Point the Decimal begins.
Exa. Suppose the Logarithm of any Integer is 4.3720679 (taken out of die common
System, wherein the Logarithm of 1 is o) and the Logarithm of some Fraction is
3.2578006, (taken out of the System where 10 is the Logarithm of 7) the Sum of these
Logarithms is 11.6298685 from which take 10 (the Logarithm of 1) the remainder is
1.6298685 whose Index taken from 10 the remainder is 9, strewing drat the corresponding
Decimal begins in the ninth place after the Point.
But at last observe as to both this and the preceeding Method, that if Fractions are
given Terms in a Question which is to be solved by Multiplication or Division, we need
nor,
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not , in order to the Operation by Logarithms , take out the Logarithms of these Fractions
separately ; but, considering the. Method of Working with the given Numbers , we shall
need only to take out the Logarithms of the several Terms as whole Numbers, and apply
them to one another by Addition, so as to have at last but one Simple substraction; and
then if a greater Logarithm is to be taken out of a lester{which gives the Logarithm of a
Fraction) we may do it either by the preceding second or third Method, and then
find the corresponding Fraction in the manner directed : The following Questions will
illustrate this : For
I sliall finish this Chapter with a few Examples in the Practice of Logarithms
for a further illustration of the Rules ; where you’l also find some further useful In¬
structions

In Multiplication.
Logarithms.
Exa. i . To Multiply 39674!^ 4685 , I find the Sum
of their Logarithms ; which having a greater Index than
of 4685 = 3 . 6707096
any in the Tables , I find the nearest Logarithm to
Of 39674
4 . 5985060
8.2692156 which is 4.2692093, whose corresponding
Number is 18587 ; and because the Index of the Loga- of 185870000 — 8 . 2692156
rithm whose corresponding Number I want is 8, I multiply the Number found by 10000
and it is 185870000, which is less than the true Product, this being 185872620 . If we
we had Tables carried to a greater extent than 101000 ( which is the extent of Sherwins
Tables ) then we should find the Product true to more Places.
Logarithm.
Exa. 2 . To find the Product of 268 by -5Z I add
542
of 268 = 2 . 4281348
the Logarithm of 268, to that of 57 and froth the
57 1=
. 7558749
Sum take the Logarithm of 342, and the Number
Sum 4 . 1840097
corresponding to the remainder nearest is 44.667 ; the
of 342 — 2 . 5340261
true Product being 44.666, fise. having 6 circulating in
Infinitum so
;
that the Product found is a very little
more than true. I have also wrought it another way, of 44 . 667 = 1 . 6499836
to thew the correspondence of both ; thus , I take the
of -3Z — 1 . 2218488
342
Logarithm
by the second Method of the prece¬
of 268 — 2 . 4281348
ding Problem, which isT2218488 which added to the
Logarithm of 268, the Sum is die same Logarithm as
Sum
1 . 6499836
was found by the other Method.
Logarithms,
Exa. 3. To Multiply
by
I add the Loga¬
of 7 = 0 . 8450980
rithms of 7 and 23, also those of 59 and 478 ; and sub¬
23 = 1 . 3617278
tracting this Sum from that, as directed in the second
7 X 23 = 2 . 2068258
Method of the preceding Problem ; the remainder is
the Logarithm sought, viz. z . 7565459 whose cor¬
59 — I . 7708520
responding Number I find, thus, I seek a Logarithm
I478 — 2 . 6794279
whose Fraction is nearest to .7565459 , and this I find
to be .7565448 , and the corresponding Number is 57088, 59 X478 — 4. 45 027?9
which qualified according to the Index 3 , is .0057088;
7565459, Oif.
which exceeds by a little the true Product, for this is
whose
Value
reduced
is
-0057008, Le .
~
'
- -- - - this Decimal .0057088.
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In Divijion.

Exa. i . To Divide 4762 by 24, I substract the Lo¬
Logarithms.
garithm of this from the Logarithm of that , the re¬
of 4762 = 3 . 6777894
mainder is 2.2975782 to which the nearest Logarithm in
24 — 1 . 3802112
the Table (setting aside the Index) is .2975656 which is
the Fractional part of the Logarithm of 1984s ; but' 1198 -41 r= 2 . 2975782, diff.
applying the- Index 2, the corresponding Number is
198 . 41.
Exa. 2 . To Divide 74568 by 4.37 ; having found the
Logarithm.
Logarithm of 437, whose-Fractional part is .6404814, of 74568 = 4 . 8725525
the Index due to make it the Logarithm of 4.37 is 0;
4.37 = * o . 6404814
therefore taking the Logarithm of 4. 37 from that of 74568
17103 = s 4 . 2320711
tlie remainder is a Logarithm, whose nearest in the Table has for its corresponding Number 17103, which exceeds the true Quote, for this is
17063.615, &c.
Exa. 3 .

To divide 5670 by

7
456- because the Quote

Logarithms.
is equal to 5670 X 456 - 1- 37, therefore I add the Loga¬ of 5670 3= 3 . 7535831
rithm of 5670 to that of 456, and.from the Sum take the
456 = 2 . 6589648
Logarithm of 37 ; the Logarithm ‘in the-Tablewhich is
Sum 6 4125479
nearest to the remainder, has for its correspondent Num¬
of 37
1 . 5682017
ber 69879 , the true Quore being 69878.918, £&•. wanting
very little of the former.
of 69879
4 . 8443462
To Divide a Fraction by a Fraction is multiplying the
Dividend by the Reciprocal of the Divisor, and the Operation by Logarithms is the
same therefore as in Multiplication.

In finding Proportionals.
Exa. 1 . To find a 3d in Geometrical Proportion to
these 14 : 359, I take the Logarithm of 359, and from
Logarithms.
the double of this Logarithm take the Logarithm of of 359 — 2 . 5552944
14, the remainderj is a Logarithm whose nearest in
its double 5 . 1121888
the Table has for its correspondent Number 9205.8,
of Ii .= I . 1461282
which is the 3d Proportional sought nearly, this being
of 9225 .8
9205 .78,
9642608 diff.
"
Exa . 2. To find a fourth Proportional to these
Logarithms.
24 : 367 . 29 : : 5348 . 6 from the Sum of the Loga¬
rithms of the second and third Terms , I take the Loga¬ of 5348 . 6 = 3 . 7282401
rithm of the,first 24.; the nearest Logarithm to the re- . of 367 . 29 — 2 . 5652091
quinder has for its correspondent Nuqiber 81854/ which
Sum 6 . 2932492
exceeds the,true’foqrth a little, this beiqg '$ 53.63
of 24 — 1 . 3822112
' ''
:! •>' . ,
.
',
of 81854 — 4 . 9132382
1 i n ,..

2
'

1. — •
V .'

-I

d - •

\

T -t t -4
' v jO50-

-p
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■. .
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To find a fourth Proportional to these

Logarithms,
of 5 = 0 . 6989700
of 25 = I . 3979400
of 14 — i . 146 x28a

: : — ; Ily the common Rules this is had by

9
14 37
this Operation, viz. 5 X 25 X 14 -f- 9 X Z7 X IZ,
wherefore having added together the Logarithms of
5, 25, 14, also the Logarithms of 9, 37, 15, I take this
Sum from the other : And seeking a Logarithm in the
Table whose Fractional part is nearest to 6066504,
its corresponding Number is 40425 , and because the
Index of my Logarithm is i~ therefore the Number
sought is .40425 , which is the true fourth Proportional,
true in all these Figures.

Sum 3 . 2430380
of 9 — 0. 954 2425
of 37 — I . 5682017
Gf

13 “ 1 •

11

37434

Sumj. 6363876
of .40425.= 1 . 6066504 dissi.

If in Multiplication , Division, or finding a third or fourth Proportional
any of the Terms is a mist Number, either reduce it to an improper Fraction, or the
Fractional- part to a Decimal, and then proceed.
Observe.

For Involution.
This being no other than Multiplication ; the practice of it by Logarithms is the
fame also as that for Multiplication.

For Extraction

of

Roots.

Exa. 1 To extract the Square Root of 1156 : I find its Logarithm to be 3.0629578,
whose half is 1.5314789 , and the correspondent Number is-34, which is exactly the Square-

Root of 1156.
Exa. 2 . To find the fifth Root of 32768 ; I find-its Logarithm 4.5154499 , and the
fifth part of this is .9030899 , &c. the nearest Logarithm to which in the -Table is
.9030900 whose correspondent is 8, the true fifth Root of 32768.
Exa. 3 . To find the Cube Root of 13839, I take its Logarithm which is 4.1411047,
whose third part is 1,3803682 , 8 ?. The Logarithm whose Fractional part is nearest to
this is .3803741; and its corresponding Number is 24009, but because of the Index 1, it
is 24.009, which is an excessive Root , for the Cube of this is 13839.578 , &c. The In¬
tegral part of which Root 24, is the Root of the greatest Integral Cube, which is contain¬
ed in-13839.
the given Number whose Root is-sought is greater than any Number in
Observe. If
your Table , use this Method ; take a Number lesser, which is a Power of the proposed
Order , by which divide the given Number ; if the Integral Quote is a Number within
your Table (and if it is not, you must chuse another Divisor of the fame kind that wilt
bring the Quote within the Table ) seek the proposed Root of the Quote, and multiply it
by the Root of the Divisor, the Product will be the Root1sought, or near to it.
Exa. 4 . To find the Cube Root of 262144 because it ’s greater than can be found
in the Table , I divide it by 8, (the Cube of 2) which gives for a Quote precisely
32768 , whose Logarithm is 4.5154499 , and the third part of this is 1.5051499 , and
the Number corresponding to that Logarithm which is the nearest to this in the Table , is
32 ; which multiplied by 2 (the Cube Roet of the Divisor 8) produces 64, the true Cube
_
Root fought.
a Power,
The Reason of this Rule you have in B 3 , Theor . 2a. For if any Number iser,
whose
as An and if it is divided by a Similar Power A", the Quote is a Similar Pow
—
A B"
Root is the Quote of the Roots of the Dividend and Divisor. So A 1, -7- B"
?,
byJ
are A -^ B % B = A, that is, the n Root of the Quote of A* B " multiplied
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the Root of the Divisor B", produces A, the n Root of the Dividend A>‘. If the Divi¬
dend is not a Rational Power, or the Divisor is not an aliquot part of it ; you can only
expect to find a Root nearly true : But as Involution is easier than Evolution , having
found sucha Root as your Logarithms will give, prove it by actual Involution, and by an
Allowance for what it errs, and one or two Trials , you may bring it near enough for com¬
mon Applications : And in the Extraction of high Roots , where the common Rules prove
very tedious, This will with much less Trouble bring out a Root sufficiently near.

Appendix

, j.hewing the Reason of

Rules

the

the number of Terms in a Geometrical
Sze

In Problem 4th having the Extremes a,

I,

and Ratio

The Rule given by Logarithms is this ; n 1—
of which

is

—

r,

Tdr

ogress on.

4, 6, 9,

Chap.

III,

Book

IV.

to find the number of Terms n.
^Cog

r^e Demonstration

this, I — ar n~i ( Cor. 6, Troll. 3, Chap. III . ) whence r»- 1 — —
; And
A

consequently, Log . r n—i Log
—
_

Prcbl.

given for fitiding

Log . a and
;

. — . But, by Prob .^. preceding, Log . L — Log . / __

by the 3d Fundamental

Rule

of Logarithms

, Log . rn - i ~

n _ -

y

X Log. r ; Wherefore n — 1 X Log. r — Log./ — Log. a} and, lastly, u — 1 z=
Log. I —
L og, a
Log . r ~
In Problem 6th the Rule is n —
1

—

_ ^ g 7 — '/ ' t^le Reason of which

is this ; By the preceding part of that Problem it

is

strewn, that r L=

- ——^ ;

Whence,

Log . r —
Log . s ~ °'i Log
—
. s — a Log
—
. s — I, which being put in the pre¬
ceding Rule for Log . r, makes the present Rule .
_
In Problem 9 we have this Rule ;n — x — —
Lt- " . The Reason
Log . r
of which is this ; *Ti s there strewn, that a
rl f- - s — rs; so that this Rule is only put¬
ting Log. rl
s - Tps for Log. A, hr the Rule of Problem 4.
We have also this Rule , n — 1 — L
~ _ 0^ ' .a the
Log . r
Reason of which is, that I = — ■
— Log . rs -\- a — s Log
—
Problem 4.

g ~ s.} whence Log . 1= Log. rs

a

s—

. r ; which is put in place of Log. /, in the Rule of
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CHAP.
Of

the

Combinations

VI.
of Numbers.

definitions.
I. / ~' Onibinatirns of Things are, the Various Ways a number of Things may be taken
and join ’d together, either in respect of the Order of the Whole , or the Choice
of a number of Particulars out of the Whole . But this will be more clearly un¬
derstood by the Species into which Comlinations are distinguiih’d, viz. Permutations,
EleSUons, and Compositions
II . Permutations , ot Changes, or( , as feme call them, Alternations) are such Com¬
binations of any number of Things wherein respect is had to the Order ot the Whole,
either as to Place or Succession, thus. (i Q) In regard of Place : Any number of Things
being proposd, the number of different W7ays these Things may be disposed in an equal
number of determin’d Places, so that they shall never be all in the same Places, is-calsd
respect of Place). Exa . Suppose 6 Things A, B , C, D, E , F,
their Changes in(
are to be dtlpos’d in 6 Places : This may be done various Ways, according-to the.different
Places every one may posiesi, Regard being still had to the Whole ; i . e. if any two, or
more of them change Places, that makes a new Alternation or Order of the Whole , tho’
all the rest remain unchang’d.
(2 0) In regard of Succession: The different Ways several Things maybe taken or
order'd in Succession one after another , are also call’d Changes, or Alternations, as to Or¬
der of Succession, depending upon the taking of A, or B, or any one of them, ist or
2d, &c. And as the taking any one. of them ist or gd, &c. may be call’d putting them
in the ist, od, So. Place of the Succession, this shews the Coincidence of these two
Ways of ordering Things , as to the Number of Changes ,' For they are both reducible
to one Notion cf Place, either as it relates to Space, which is more strictly call’d Place ;
, as to the Number of Changes, is the fame ; for Place y;
Or to Time and SucceJJionwhich
cannot be better distinguissi’d than by numbering them xst, ad, 3d, &c. and the Order cf
Succession of Things is distinguishable no other Way, than by marking which Thing is
1st, 2d, 3d, £&-.
III . EleElions or Choices are Combinations which regard not the Order of the
Whole , but the Way cf taking a particular Number out of the W7hole. Thus, Suppose
a lesser number of Things is to be taken out of a greater, and we are at liberty to take
them out of any Part of the Whole ; the number of Ways this may be done, so that
seme (-one at least) shall be different in every Choice or Combination , is call’d the Choices
of that number of Things ,in the other. Eta. If 4 Men are to be drawn out ot loo,,
the number of Ways this can be done, so as some one of them shall be a different Man,
is the Choices of 4 Men (or any other Things ) in 100.
COROLLARIES.
1ft. The Choices of 1 in any Number is equal to that Number ; and any Number
can be taken out of itself but once, or one Way.
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If any Number iVis equal to two Numbers, A j+ 5, the Choices of A and B in
are equal : For , since the one being taken, the other is left ; then as many Choices as
you can take away of the one, so many you leave of the other.
^d. If two Numbers differ by i , as A and A j - - x, the Choices of A in A 4- - i is
—I ; because the Choices of i in A J- - i is A ~\~ i , and the Choices of
equal to ^ —j
A and i are equal.
zd.

JV

IV . Compositions are limited Elections. Thus , conceive two or more different Setts
(or Systems,) cf Things , containing each the same, or a different number of Things;
then suppose we are to chuse out of the whole a number of Things , either equal or un¬
equal to the number of Setts, so that we take some Part out of every Sett [ if possible,
i . e. if the number of Setts be not greater than the number to be chosen ; for then we
may take any Choice of a number of the Setts equal to the number to be elected [] the
number of Choices thus limited is call’d the Compositions of that number of Things out
of that number of Setts. Exa. Suppose x6 Companies of Men, 16 Men may be drawn
out of these various Ways, taking only I Man out of each Company, and the number of
Choices we can make with this Limitation of I out of each Company, is tilt Compojitions
of 16 in the x6 Companies.
THEOREM

i.

If any Number vVis resolv’d into two Parts, Af- - E, the Changes of N or A -]- E
are equal to the Product of the Changes of A, and of F ; and the Elections of Aor( E y
which are equal by CoroL 2 . to Defi’i. 2d) in -Ast- - B.
Exa. If the Changes of 4 be 24 , and of 6 be 720, and the Elections of 4 in 10
( = 4 ■{- 6 } be 2x0, then the Changes of 10 will be 24X 720 X 212 = 2158S00.
Demon.

Conceive

a number cf Places equal to A st- - B represented;
by Points set in a Row , as in the Margin : wherein there are

dtstinguilh’d a Number equal to A on the left, and the remainder equal to B on the right : It 's certain that in every
. one of the Changes cf Af- - B Things in-all these Places,
.
some one particular Election cf a number of Things equal to
-y 1"“ ",
^ must possess that individual number cf places equal to jt
B 10
A
which lies first on the left hand. Suppose any one Election
of A Things to possess these Place;, it’s plain they can continue there so long , and no
longer, than till all their Changes in these Places be join ’d with ail the Changes of the
remaining B Things in the remaining Places on the right hand ; and t life fe wii! make so
many different Changes cf the whole, viz. a Number equal to the Product of the Chan¬
ges of A into the Changes of B : But then every Election cf A I hings out of the whole
will possess these A Places, that lie first on the left hand, as often, or in as many diffeient
Clianges of the whole, as the first Election did ; and when every Election of A has pos¬
sess'd these A Places as often as possible, ( i. e. in as many different Clianges of the whole
as the Product cf the Changes of A and E) then all the Changes of the whole are finiih’d.
Consequently they are the continual Product os the Changes of A, and of B, and the
may be express’d in Characters, thus
:
B Which
Elections of A { ox B J in A
- st.
. A in Aso
c h : Af - - B ~ c h : A, XV h • Elect
—4

B6“ '

THEOREM

2d.

Let any Number jVbe equal to two others A 1-E, the number of those different Alter¬
nations ,of the wholeW, in which the Part A will possess the fame number oi certain deter¬
mines
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in’J Places, is equal to the Product of the number of Alternations of A by those
of B.
Exa. IF the Changes of 6 are 720, of 2 if they are 2, and of 4 they are 24 ; then a
certain Choice .of 4 Things will possessa certain Choice of 4 Places, 48 ( = 24 X 2 )
times or in 48 different Oranges of the whole.
D e mo n. It ’s plain that the Number A may possess an equal number of determin’d
Places as long as while all their Alternations in these Places be join ’d with all the Alterna¬
tions of the remaining Things B in the remaining Places, and no longer.
Observe; If you ask how long these A Things will keep these determined Places without
changing in them, then the Number is that of the Alternations of £.

it.

THEOREM

3d.

If a Number n ( — a -}- I) is to be elected out of a greater N, the Number of different
Elections, in which a certain Choice of a Things will cast up, is equal to the number of
Elections of b in N — a.
Exa. If the Elections of 6 in 10 are 210 ; and of 4 in 8 10
(—
— 2) they are 70 ;
■then chuse any 2 out of the whole 10, and that Choice will come up with 70 different
■Choices of 6 in 10.
Demon. Take
away any Choice of a from N , the Choices of b in the Remain¬
der N — a being join ’d with that Choice of a, make all the Choices of a j - - b in which
tliis particular Choice of a is concern’d.
THEOREM

4th.

The Elections of any Number A in another greater than it, N, ate equal to the Sum
■of the Elections of ^k and of A 1— in N— 1.
Conceive all the Units of the Number As to be disposed in
Demo
n.
a Row , and one of them to be taken off, from the left hand,
As
■so that there remain N — x on the right : It’s evident that
the Choices of A in N —
1
are a part of the Choices of A
..
&c.
in the whole N; and ’tis as plain that , having these, we
'—- -v—'
want none of the Choices sought (viz. of A in N) but those
A7"— 1
in which the Unit taken off is concern’d ( or makes one of
the Units chosen). And it's again plain, that these are had
by joining that Unit with all the Choices of A x—
in N — 1, because that Unit being
join ’d to A —
1 , makes the Number A and
;
being join ’d to all the Choices of A — 1 in
N —r , makes all the Choices of A in( As) in which that Unit is concern’d : Which
Number therefore being added to the Choices ot' A in N —- 1, makes the whole Choices
of A in N.
Problem
T0 find how many Alternations or Changes any Number of different Things is ca¬
pable of,
R v X. e. Take the Natural Series of Numbers from 1 (viz. I , 2, 3, 8c .) up to
the given Number ; multiply them together, the last Product is the Answer.
Exa. 1 . The Changes of 3‘Things are 6 ■
= 1 X 2 X 3> represented as in the Mar¬
gin, by 3 Letters, A, B, C.
Exa . id.
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Exa. 2d .
The Changes of 8 Things are, 40323 = :
1 X 2 X 3 X 4 X 5 X 6 X 7 X 8 , So that if there are 8
in a Company, they may change Places so, that the Orof the whole lhall-be varied 40,j 20 different Ways.

Demo
n. H the Rule is true in any one Cafe, (/. e. of a Number W, it’s true of
the next above, or of W -f- x Things ; and consequently of all above : But tis true ci 2
Things , A , B, whose Changes are only 2 = 1X2, for they can be order’d only thus,
A B or B A; therefore ’tis true of all Numbers. What remains then to be demonstra¬
ted is this ; That if the Rule : is true of W Things , it ’s true also of A7- }- 1 Things ',
which is demonstrated thus:
By Theorem 1, the Changes of W -+ - 1 are r= ch: Ny , ch: 1, X elect: W in W-f 1.
But the Changes of 1 are only x ; that is, one Thing can be taken but one Way : And
the Elections of Win W - f- 1 are W J- - 1 (Carol, 3 , Befin. 2 ) therefore the Changes
of W - J- 1 are — fB :WX -^ + 1 • But the Changes of W, according to the Rule , are

WxwT~t x W—2X&c-Xj, (or1x 2_X_3y &c.NJ-,and

if

this

is

right
, then

the Changes of W -f - x are W -J- 1 yNyN—
1 Sec.X x- (or 1X2X3,
Le . X W * 1.)
which being also according to the Rule , this is therefore right.
Or, this Article may be demonstrated independently of Thear. 1 , from the nature of
Alternations only, thus ,' In every Change of W - J- 1 Things , some one Thing must
posless the isl Place, and there it may continue til] the remaining W Things change Places
as oft as possible ; each of which Changes join ’d with that One in the isl Place, makes so
many different Changes of the Whole : And , since any One of the Whole may possess the
ist Place as oft, it follows that the Changes of W Things muldply’d by the Whole num¬
ber of Things , W -f- 1, gives all the different Changes of W - J- 1. _ Buc ch -. N — N X
X WZ1T &c. x 1.
Therefore ch: W - f- 1 = W -f- 1 %Ny W —1, fe . X 1 j which
is the Rule.

Scuo l. I . We have learnt how to find the Number of Changes of any Number of
Things ; but if it should also be requir’d actually to take them all out, or represent them,
for Example , by Letters ; there is one Certain Method of proceeding , by which we -can
go thro’ the whole with the greatest Ease and Distinctness, so as to run no hazard ( or the
least possible; of omitting any Change , or taking any one oftner than once. This Me¬
thod will be made clear by a few Examples.
Ex

a.

1 . For 2 Things A,

B,

the Changes

are

these 2, AB , B A.

Exa. 2 d. For 3 Things, A, B,C, the Changes are 6, which you see already taken
out ; only , to save superfluous writing , they may be order’d as in the Margin ; where,
because every Letter possesses the ist Place twice , iiz. till the
A B C\ B A C CAB
remaining two have chang’d twice , therefore I write that
Letter down but oncein the ist piace , supposing it to belong
B A
C B \ CA
to the ist Place of the next Change , which is left not fill’d up.

Exa. 3

abed
dc
c b d
d b
d bc
c b

d.

For 4 Things, a, b, c,

haed
c a b d da b c
dc
cb
d b
cad
bad
bac
d a
d a
c a
d a-c
dab
cab
c a
ba
I a

the Changes are 24, as they are here re¬
presented ; where every Letter possesses the
1 st Place 6 times , tv'4. till the remaining 3
have chang’d 6 times , whose Changes are
order’d the fame way as in the preceding
Example.

d,

Exa. i\ th.
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For 5 Things , a,b , c, d, e, their Changes are I2Q ( = 24 X 5) taken
as here represented. Where Observe, that because the Changes
b a cd e
abede
of 4 are 24, so, in taking out these of 5, every Letter must
ed
ed
postess the 1ft Place 24 times, i. tv till the remaining 4 Letters
dce
dee
make 24 'Changes ; tvhich are taken out according to the Me¬
er
€C
thod ' of Ex a. ash.
ec d
erd
I have carried tire Work no farther here than to 48 Changes,
dt
,d c
wQ. while the two first Letters, a, b, postess the lit Place each
24 times ; the rest are easily conceiv’d by these.
cade
cbd e
By these Examples the Method for any other Number may
ed
ed
easily understood, one depending always upon the preceding :
be
e
b
d
d ae
if there were 6 Things whose Changes are 720 = 120 %6
So,
da
eb
of them must possess the ist Place 120 times, vQ. till the
each
end
e bd
5 make their 122 Changes. And, Observe, that as
remaining
db
d a $5
every Letter has the 1st Place as oft as the Changes os the re¬
maining Number, so, while it possesses the ist Place, the Letter
db c e
dace
ec
next it in the ist Change of those wherein it has the ist Place
ec
cae
possesses that next (or 2tl) Place as oft as the number of Chan¬
c be
cJ a
ges of the remaining Letters after this one ; and then the next
ec
Letter is advane’d into that 2d Place ; and so on, till they are
•e a c
ebc
all successively in the id Place. The same is to be observ’d of
ca
cb
the 3d and 4th , &c. Places : Then , when all the Letters after
ac d
eb c d
the ist have postess’d the 2d Place, a new Letter is advane’d
dc
dc
into the ist Place, and so the Changes proceed with that Letter
cad
cb d
in the ist Place as they did before.
da
d b
Or , if we trace the Order from the right hand to the left,
dac
d bc
then observe that the two Letters on the right hand ( in the
ca
,c b
1st Order of -the given Letters ) having -chang'd twice, a new
Letter is advane’d into the 3d Place ( counting now from right
to left) and what was last in the 3d Place is put in the 2d Place ; and this new Letter in
the 3d Place is there till the 2 on its right hand change twice, and then the ist Letter (on
the right) is advane’d to the 3d Place : Then , when the first 3 Letters have thus poffess’d
the 3d Place, each of them twice, i. e. as oft as the Changes of the remaining 2, a new
Letter is advane’d into the 4th Place ( by making the Letters in the 3d and 4th Places
change) and there it continues till the remaining 3 Letters make all their Changes : And
so on till all the •Letters are advane’d to all the Places from the right .to the left Hand.
An attentive Consideration of the preceding Examples will make all this very clear.
But Observe again , that the Number of Changes grow so fast upon the Series of Num¬
bers, that the Changes of a small number of Things can never be all represented. For
Example: The Changes of 10 are 3628806 ; and allowing a Man to take out 300 of
them every Hour , it would cost him 304 Days to finissi them all, tho’ he works at it
Night and Day without Interruption : But if we only double the Number of Things,
i . e. take 20, the Changes are 187,146,308,321,280,000 ; so greata Number, that if a
Man could take out 500 of them every Hour ( which yet I doubt any Man could do )
it would take him upwards of 42 thousand million of Years to finish them all. For , di¬
vide the Changes by 300, the Quote is 374292616642560 Hours ; which divided by 24,
quotes 15595525693440 Days, which makes 42,727,330,666 Years 70 Days.
Exa, 4 th.

. 1. In this Problem the Things to be chnngd are fuppos’d to be so many
Schoi
distinct Individuals; which, tho’ equal or alike in some respects,yet are distinct and different
from one another in that respect upon which the Variety of Change depends ; and lo are
capable
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capable of a real Difference, and Variety of Order : But if two, or more, of them are the
same, or like in that respect upon which the Change depends, so that they admit of no
Variety among themselves; Then the Number found by the former Rule must be cor¬
rected. I shall first explain this Likeness and Difference of Things.
Whatever Likeness we suppose among Things , while we consider them as only numeri¬
cally different, this is a sufficient Foundation for all the Variety of Order or Change in
the preceding Problem : But if we make the Subject of the Change any Thing which
they have all in common, or which is common to any Number of them, the Case is

different. For Example ; Suppose 3 Letters, whereof 2 of them are the fame as to
Sound, as A, A, B, these are not capable of all the Variety, in respect of the Order and
Succession of Sounds that 3 different Letters have, because the two A's having no Variety
of Sound, admit of no Change betwixt themselves, as two different Letters do : So the
Changes here are only 3, viz. A AB , ABA , BAA; whereas 3 different Letters
have 6 Changes . But if we take two different Characters, as A, a, and make the Change
regard only the Places of different Characters, without regard to Sound, then it ’s the
fame thing what Sounds they represent, they are 3 different Things as to Shape, and so
have all the Variety of any 3 different Things as to Order of Place.
Take another Example: Suppose 4 Bells, whereof 2 of them have the fame Note or
Tone in Musick; then, if we consider the Changes these 4 Bells are capable of in the
succession of their Sounds, as Notes of Musick, they have not so many as were they all
different Notes ; because the two that have the same Note cannot change with one ano¬
ther , and so it 's no matter which of them is first struck, it makes the fame succession of
Notes. Indeed if we consider' em only as 4 Sounds, emitted from 4 distinct Bodies, they are
in this respect capable of all the Variety of any 4 different Things , tho' they had all one
Note ; but the Variety in this respect is not to be perceiv’d by the Ear , unless the specifick
difference of the Sounds be all different, and then the Changes may be said to turn upon
that , otherwise the Changes of them can only be mark’d by different Names to the
4 Bells.

Problem

2 d*

To find all the Changes of any number of Things , whereof 2 or more are the fame,'
in that respect upon which the Change depends:
Rule . Find the Changes of the Given Number, and also the Changes of that
Number of them which are the fame, or like, by Prohl . 1; divide the former by this, the
Quote is the true number of different Changes. But if there are more than One Part of
the Given Number that consist of Things like among themselves, ( One Part being still
difserent Things from another) then take all the Parts( i.e. all their Numbers) which consist
of like Things among themselves; find the Changes of each of these Numbers by Prohl. 1.
then multiply them continually together, and by the Product divide the Changes of the
Given Number found by Prohl. 1, the Quote is the true Number fought.
Ex a. 1. Of 6 Things , whereof 3 are the fame, the Changes are 120 : For the Chan¬
ges of 6 different Things are 720, those of 3 are 6 ; then 720 — 6 = 120.
Exa. 2. Suppose 8 Notes of Musick whereof 3 are the fame, and 2 are the fame
but different from the former 3, and both different from the remaining 3, as,fa,fa,fa,
sol, sol, la, mi, fa, the Variety in the succession of these 8 Notes, is 3360 ; thus, the
Changes of 8 different Notes are 40320 ; of 2 there are 2, and of 3 there are 6 ; then
2 X 6 t= x2} and 40320 -j- 12 = 3360.

uu

Demo

jt .’
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Suppose any number oFChanges N — A 4 - B, by Tbeor. 1, ch: —
Demon.
— cb : A % ab: B X Elect . Aor( B) in N ,' therefore if any Number, as A, of these
Things has but one Order , (as when they are like Things , or the lame in that respect up¬
( B) in N: that
on which the Variety depends) in this Cafe ch'. N —ch: B X Elect. Aor
’d as different
consider
A,
cb:
by
divided
be
to
is
i.
.
Probl
by
found
Number
the
is,
Things . Again ; if there is another part of the given Number all like Things , as, sup¬
pose B ■—C-j- Z), and that the Number C are like Things , then, by what’s already lheivn,
thech .' B, taken by Pr obi. 1 , must be divided by cb:C ; Consequently, the cb: N ( by
Probl. 1 .) are to be first divided by cb: A, to correct the Error arising from A being like
Things ; and this Quote again divided by cb: C, to correct the Error arising from C being
like Things ; and so on, however many Parts are like Things : But it’s the fame to divide
cb.N continually by any Numbers one after another, or all at once, by the continual Pro¬
duct of these Numbers. Wherefore the Rule is true.
zd-

Problem

To find the EltBions vf any lesser number of Things out of a greater number of
Things all different.
Take the Series 1, 2, 3, Scc. up to the Number to be elected, and multiply
Rule.
them continually together 5 then take a Series of as many Terms , decreasing by 1, from.
the Number out of which the Election is to be made, and multiply them continually toge¬
ther : Divide this Product by the former, the Quote is the Number fought.
Ex

a.

1 . The Choices of 2 in 6 are 15

1A

2

— $9
a

Exa. 2 . The Choices of 4 in ? are 126 —
Ch oices of A in B are expres. ’d th us;
■fee. 'AB — A — 1
B X B :zr l % B — 2 X
. &c. x A
x
4
X
z
X
xa2

Universally, the

.’ Suppose B ~ A- j- D,then , by Tbe or, 1, cb'. B— clr.A x cb: D x Elect.
DemoN
cb: B r - ch:A x rk-. D. Now , by Probl i,
( B)
A (in B) ; Hence Ele ctions A in
cb: B — B x B -^ ~7 x B — 2 &c. x 1 ; And ’tis evident, that in this Series there must be
one Term equal to D ( sinceD is less than B) And therefore this Series may be thus express’d, cb: B — B X £ — i , Scc. X D x B 1— &c. x x . But sinceZ5 — A -4- Z) Aid
D — B — Aj_ therefore the Term of this Series next above D or fi —A is B — A -\- i—
B _ 1&c. x
—
— R — A _1 ; therefore the Series may be also thus exprefs'd, ch B Bx
- i &c. xi . Now the ch : D " Dx P 1— &c. x I , the refore
- ivstxD
cb : B being divided by ch: O, the Quote is = . B x S —1Scc. xB — A 1— ; also
, the last Quote being divided by this, the Quote is
ch -A 1— x 2 x 3 Scc. x A. And
. A in B.
—
is — ch : B -1. eh-. A x ch: D Elect
\ which
1 x 2 Scc. x A
Which beirig according to the Rule , ’tis therefore right.
But we may also demonstrate this Rule independently of Tbeor. 1, from the Nature of
Elections only, thus:
If the Rule is true in any one Cafe, (/. e. of the Elections of A in B) it s therefore
in any
true of the next Cafe, or of A 1■+■ in £ • But the Rule is true of the Choices of 1 Num.
-
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Number B, which, according to the Rules, are ® — B, which is the true Number , (as
has been observ’d in Carol, i , Definit. 3.) Therefore the Rule is true of the Choices of
2 in B, and consequently of 2, and every other N.umber : What is to be demonstrated
then is this ; That because the Rule is true of any Number A in B, it's therefore true of
A -+- 1 in B ; which I thus demonstrate.
Take any one Choice of A out of B, there remain B — A things ; and if each Unit of
this Remainder be severa’ly combin’d with that Choice of A, we shall hereby have as many
Choices of A as
the Number B — A exprelies. Again ; If we take every other
Choice of A, and combine them with every Unit of their several Remainders, for every
one we {hall have as many Choices of A 4- 1 as B — A exprelies ; i , e. in the whole a
number of Combinations of A4- - j , equal to the Product of the Cho ices of a in( B) by
B — A ; which , according to the Rule , is ? *
fCC
’ X B T' f f. - —1 x B — A =
_
1 x 2■sec.
x A
B x B 1— Lc. y B — A 1— V JB— A
n. .
. ^ ^ .. .
^
—-...
>
cut
now
these
Combinations ot Ah- x
ix
2 Sec. x A
that we have thus fuppos’d are not all different ; and to find how many of them are so,
take any one Election of A 4 - 1, and call it the first; then conceive all the Elections of A
that arc in this first Election of A 4 -1 ( which are so many of the Elections of AmB) to
be combin’d with each Unit of their Remainders in B, these make so many of the pre¬
ceding Combinations of A + I ; and it’s plain, that with each of these Elections of A
(in this first Election of A Ar i ) so join ’d with each Unit of their Remainders in J3,
there will arise one Combination of A
1, Coincident with this first Election of A + 1;
for each Election of A, in this Election of A + 1, being join ’d with the remaining Unit
in the fame Election of A 1-|- , coincides with it : Wherefore as many Elections of A
as are in this first Election of A I■
+ ■ (which are in Number Af- - 1) so many of the pre¬
ceding Combinations of A -4- 1 are coincident, and therefore not different Elections of
A A- 1.
But the fame is, for the like reason, true of every other really-different Election of
A A~ 1 in B • so that for every really-different Election of A j- - 1 in B, there arc —
|—1
Combinations of A - 1 Things taken in the preceding Work , which are coincident
Elections of Aj- - 1 Things ; wherefore we must divide that first Number of Combina¬
tions of A -f- i Things by A 1
(which is done by multiplying the Divisor of that
Operation by A +
1 ) the Quote is the true Nu mber of the different Elections of Aj - - 1
in B, which is this, ^ - - L
~A exactly according to the
Rule.
In the following Scholium you fce yet another Way of demonstrating this Rule.
ScHol.
1 . The Elections of any Number in any greater may be found and
dispos’d in a Table (where they may be afterwards had by Inspection) which may be car¬
ried on in infiiitmn ,' whereof you have here a Specimen; the Construction of which is
obvious, every Column being made of the Sums of the preceding so far, or of the Sum
cf the preceding Terms of the fame and the preceding Column The Numbers to be
elected stand on the head of the Table , the first Column being the Numbers out of which
the Elections are to be made, and the several Numbers of these Columns shew the Elections
cf the Number on the head in the corresponding Number of the first Column.
Ex a. The
Elections of 7 in id are 120, found in the Column .under 7, and against
10 in the first Column.
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of

Numbers.

Numbers to be elected.
6
7
5
4
3

8

9

Numbers of Elections.

1

3 3
4 6
5 10
6 15
7 21
8 28
9
10
11
12

Combinations

1

4
13

1

5

20

i5

35

35
70

56
84 126
36
45 120 210
55 165 33°
66 220 495

1
6
21

1

7

z
8

28
126
84
252 210
462 462

36
x20
33°

792

792

56

924.

1
9

45
165

I
13
55

495 220

The Construction and Use of this Table being thus explain’d, I shall next demonstrate,
that it contains the true number of Elections, according to the Rule for using it, thus:
If i , a, b, c, iic. represent the numbers of Choices of any Number », in the several
Terms of the progression of Numbers from n upwards , then the sum of this Series of '
are the several Choices of * -f- 1 in the seve¬
a p- 6,
Choices, viz. i , i -f- *, I
ral Terms of the progression of Numbers from
f - i upwards. This is plain from Theor. 2,
u
f- 1 : n -f- 2 : n 3-{:
h nproves, that the Choices of a in s
which
i .* a : b : c
are the sum of the Choices of a and a — i in
1
n i— ; i. e. that the Choices of nf- - i in
any number of the Series from n 4-1 is the sum
of the Choices of n f- - x and n in the preceding lesser Number ; But the Choices of # axe
in the Series x, a,b,c, &c. and the Choices of n i- |- in n -f- I are x ; Therefore the
a, i -f- a , -+>£ &c.
Choices of # -pi,in all the Numbers greater,are in the Series I , I
; i. e. are the
Number
that
to
equal
are
,
But again ; The Choices of i , in any Number
natural Series i , 2, z, 4, tic. consequently the Choices of 2 in the Series of Numbers
from 2, are the Sums of the preceding Series ; and the Choices of 3 in the Series of Num¬
bers from 3, are the Sums of the last Series of Choices : Which makes exactly the pre¬
ceding Table of Elections.
Observe now, That this Table of Elections is the fame as the Table of Triangular
Numbers explain'd in Chap. 2, H2. ( only differently dispos’d ) where it is ssiewn, that the
a Triangular of the b Order, ( or the b Triangular of the a Order) taken from a Series
the Schol. after
(
n— ? Z.2 JL£ See
of Units , is 1
i , Ch. 2.) Now , in this Table of Elections, if the Numbers to be elected are
compar’dwith the Numbers out of which the Election is to be made, the difference of
them is always 1 less than the Place of the Number of Elections in its proper Column :
Thus , the Difference of 4 and 10 is o, and the Elections of 4 in 10 are 2x0, the 7th
Term of the Series of Elections of 4 .- But the Elections of any Number in another are
this
the fame as those of its Difference from that other. Also the several Columns ofTable
- '"

Pr

obi.
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Table are the several Orders of Triangular Numbers, which because as Triangular Num¬
bers chev are reckon’d frem a Series of Units , the Number of the Order is i more than
the Number on the head of the Table : And, because also the Place of the Number of
Elections in its proper Column, is i more than the Difference of the Number on the head
of the Table and the Number of the first Column out of which it is to be elected;
Therefore 'th plain, that the Elections of any Number a i— out of ano ther n Ele¬
(—
ctions of a —
out of n) are the same Numbers as the n — a — 2or( b) Triangu¬
n
lar of che a Order ; which,by the Rule of Triangulars, is I X “ X
1
2 '
3
a~~ 2 and which, according to the Rule of Elections, expresses the
X &c- X a - —- ’
Elections of <r _ i in n so
;
that the Rule being good for Triangulars , ’tis good also for

*x ^

^Or

if we compare this Table of Elections with theTable

of a Binomial

of

Coefficients of the Powers

Root , ( See Book z , Ch- 2, H I .) ’tis the very same , wanting

the Column

of Units : But the « — » — 2, Coefficient of the n Power, is i X “ X ~rr~
v nthe
-_ __
*

Æ— i

*

x

&c- X

Elections of « — a — i in n ( — Electi ons of a — a in n)
n—I
n —a
X &C. X
according to the Rule of
a— i

same as the

which therefore are

n
I

Elections.

Now at last Observe That as the Demonstration of the Rules of Triangular Numbers
or Coefficients is a Demonslratron of the Rule of Elections, so the fame Rule behi <£ monftrated for Elections, from the Consideration of Elections only, is also a Demonffia-

KStaV

" C°eflide"tS;W

“

Numbe,

S c H o l . 2. If ’tis reqnir’d to take out all the Elections of any Number out of a
greater, the Certain and Regular Method Of doing it will be easily understood by the fol¬
lowing Examples.
Exa. i ft. The Elections of 3 out of 5 Things , a, b, c, d, e, are 10,
a de
as in the Margin, which are taken out thus : I take out the first 3 Let¬
abc
ters as they stand in order, abc ; then I put another in the first place
a b d bed
(on the right) succeilively in the order of the Letters, till there is not
abe
bee
another behind ; then I put a new Letter in the second place ( on the
a c d,b d e
right) keeping it there till I change all die Letters in order that are in
the first place; and then I put a new Letter in the third place, keeping
a c e <c d e
it there till I change all the Letters in the second place as oft as possible,
i . e. so as there remain enow behind to make out the Number ; and
with each of these in the second placeI change all those in the first place ■and so on,
if there are more Things elected; as the following Example will further clear.
Exa . 2d. The Elections of 4 in 7 Things : a, b} c , d, e,f , g, are 35, viz.
^

tio tu ‘k, vcV , txo

’Xs

«

»*

<uV .

3K3

*

'*->">

^ ^

‘S

se' 1" , &o best' s

^

*>0 a®

s-ss", ^

r5i

Xss

Vi

The Order of these, carefully considers , is sufficient Direction for any other Case.
add this Observation in the last Example;
That wheng comes in the first
-place

I shall only

In
all
35
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(on the right) the Letrer in the second place is chang’d, and there it stands til) g
comes again in the first place, and then it is chang’d again, and so on till f comes in the
second place ; and then the Letter in the third place is chang’d, and so it stands till the
same Changes as before fall upon the first and second places, i. e. till/ , g come together in
the first and second places ; and then the Letter in the third place is again chang'd ; and
so it goes on till e comes in the third place ; and then the fourth place is chang’d ; and
so on till sucha Letter comes in the last place, that what are behind in the Order of the
Letters do just make up the Number elected.

place

S c H o l . z . The Things out of which an Election is to be made are suppos’d to
be all different, else the Number found by this Problem must be corrected. For example;
If we suppose that out of 4 Notes of Mustek, 2 are to be elected ; and, that 2 of the 4
are equal, or in the seme degree, as fa fa , sol, la, then it is plain that we cannot make
.as many Choices of 2 Notes, that shall be all different Choices, as we could do out of 4
different Notes ; for in 4 different Notes we have 6 Choices of 2 ; but here we have
but 4, viz. fa , fa ; fa , sol ; set, la ,- sol, la. Now ., this being a Limitation upon the
Circumstances of the Election, is a kind of Composition( which is a limited Election)
and the Rule for it will be better understood after the General Rules for Composition;
and , till these are explain’d, I refer it.

Problem

4th.

To find the Sum of all the Choices of every Number that is in any Given Number of
Things all different, (i . e. the Sum of the Choices of 1, and of 2, and of 5, (£c. in any
Number N) without finding the Choices of any of these particular Numbers.
Find the Sum of a Geometrical Progression proceeding from x in the RaRule.
tio 1 to 2, as 1 . 2 . 4 • &c. whose Number of Terms is A7, the Given Number out of
which the Elections are to be made ; That Sum is the Number sought. Or , Find soch
a Power of 2 whose Index is N ,- subtract 1 from that Power, the remainder is the Sura
or Number sought.
Ex a. The Sum of the Elections of every Number that are in 12, is, 1 -f- 2 -4 - 4 -| ~ 8

-1 16 -f 32 - f-

64

-f - 128 -1- 256 -j- 512 4 - 1024 4 - 2048 = 4095 — 2' 1 1—

. a or b,
b, all the Choices here are only 3, vi%
otab ,- if we join another Thing , to make the whole 3, a, b, c,
. h c . d
then ’tis plain, that the preceding Choices in a, b, are so many of
a b ac ad
the Choices in a, b, c, and we want no more of them but these
be b d
wherein c is concern’d, which are only it self, and its Combinations
be ed
with all the preceding ( set in the 3d Column). Again ; join ano¬
ab d
ther, making of the whole 4 Things , a , b,c,d\ the Combinations
a cd
already found in a, b, c are so many of these sought, and we want
bed
only these in which d is concern’d, which are only it self, and its
abed
Combinations, with all the preceding ( sot in the 4th Column). The
someway does the Work go on, by joining one Thing more, for ever.
But it is plain, that the Number of Combinations or Choices in the several Columns
are in Geometrical progression from 1, in the Ratio I to 2; for the first Column has but
one, and every following Column has as many Terms as the Sum of all the preceding, and
one more ; because the Thing on the head of the Column is join’d with all the preceding
Terms : And this is the Property of a Geometrical Progression beginning with 1 in the
Demon.

Suppose only 2 Things a,

Ratio of x : 2 ; for the Sum of sucha Progression is

f ; r being the Ratio , I the
greatest,
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,
rl — n _
i , then is - f I— — 21 I— 10
greatest, and a the lesser ertreme ; but if r is 2, and a =
Wherefore the Sum
that every Term is x more than the Sum of all the preceding. Wherefore
Rule, is the Number
the
in
as
,
progression
Geometrical
a
of
e.
of all these Columns, i.
fought.
Sc h o LI u M t . If several of the things given are the fame, or like (as explained
upon die preceding Problem) this Rule is to be corrected ; and how to do it you’ll find
afterwards.
2d. As we have shewn a Correspondence betwixt the Coefficients of the Powers of a
Binomial Root , and the Number of Elections of" one Number out of another ; so if we
pursue the Comparison, we learn that the Sum of all the Coefficients after the first of any
one Power, is the Sum of all the Elections of every Number given, in a Number equal
to the Index of that Power ; for jExample, The Coefficients of the fourth Power are
X, 4, 6, 4, i ; and the Elections of I , 2, Z, 4 severally in 4, are 4, 6, 4, I ; and
so in any other Case, as is clear by comparison of the Table of Coefficients with that
of Elections, which is the very fame, only wanting the Column of Units , which are
Coefficients of the first Term in every Power. Wherefore it follows that the Sum cf
all the Coefficients, after the first of any Power is the Sum of as many Terms of &Geo¬
metrical progression proceeding from 1, in the Ratio 1 : 2. or taking in the first it is
the Power of 2, whose Index is that given ; as it has been also formerly lhewn in Book 3.
Again , taking the Rule for the Sum of the Coefficients, as it is already demonstrated,,
then the Rule for the Elections is demonstrated from the Cbrrespondence; yet it was sicto demonstrate it also from the nature of Elections.

Problem

5.

To find the Compositions of any Number in an equal Number of sets, the things be¬
ing all different.
Rule. Multiply the Number of things in every set, continually into one another ; the
Product is the answer.
Exa. 1 . Suppose four Companies, in each of which there are nino Men ; to find
how many ways nine Men may be chosen, one out of each Company ; the answers'
is 6561 =pxpxpx9.
all Cases where the Number in each set is equal, the answer is always
Observe. In
such a Power of that Number whose Index is the Number cf Sets, or of other things to be
chosen; which is here the fame.
Exa. 2 . Suppose four Companies ; in one. of which there are six Men, in another
eight, and in each of the other two, nine ; in this case tire Choices ( by composition) of
four Men are 3888 = 6x8xpxp.
Suppose only two sets, it’s plain that every Unit of the one set being
Demon.
combined with every Unit of the other, make all the Compositions of two things in
these two sets; and the Number of them is plainly the Product of the Number in the one
set, by that in the other. Again, if there are three sets, the Composition of two in any
two of them being combined with each Unit of the third one, makes all the Compositions
of three : That is, the Compositions of two, in any two of the sets being multiplied
by the Number of the remaining set, produces the Compositions of three in the three,sets;
which is plainly the continual Product of all the three Numbers in the three sets; and
because it’s no matter in what order several Numbers are continually multiplied, therefore
it ’s no matter which two sets we had supposed to be first taken. For the same Reason the
Rule .is good. for 4, 5, &c. sets. Wherefore , universally, if a }b, c , &c. represent the
Num-
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Numbers in so many sets of things ; the Compositions of as many things out of these
Sets arc, a s b x c x, &c.

Problem

6th*

To find the Compositions of any Number in a greater Number of sets, i. e. how to
chusea Number of Things out of a greater Number of sets, taking but i Thing out of
i set ( the tilings being all different.)
Rule. Find the Elections of the Number to be chosen (n) in the Number of sets
(N) by ProH. 3 ; then find the Compositions of a, in each of these Elections ; by the
last Problem ; the Sum of all these Compositions is the answer. But observe, that as the
Number of Individuals in each set are supposed to be equal or not, there is a difference in
applying the last part of the Rule, thus:
(i ° ’) If the Number of Individuals is equal in each set, call it m • then the Compo¬
sitions in every Election of the sets are equal ; and by Probl. 5 . they are mn; and this
being multiplied by the Elections of n in A7, gives the Number fought.
find the choices of 3 Men out of 5 Companies, which have each 4 Men, so
Exa. To
as to take out 1 Man out of 1 Company, the Elections of 3 in 5 are 10, and the 3d Power
of 4 is 64, then 64 X 10 = 640 the Number fought. But as there are 20 Men in the
whole 5 Companies, if the Choice were unlimited, the NunAer would be 1140.
(2° ') If the Numbers in .each set are not equal, we must actually mark out all the Elections ; and take the compositions of each separately, because they cannot be all equal9
their Sum is the Number sought.
Exa. Suppose5 Companies whose Numbers are a — 2 , b — 3, c — 4, d — 5, e ~ 6,
out of which are to be chosen by Composition 3 Men : The Elections of 3 in 5 are 10,
which being marked out, with the Compositions of 3 in each, the total Sum is 490, as here.
a, b, c
a, b, d
a, b, e
a, c, d

a, c, e
a, d, e
b, c, d
b, c, e ;
c, d, e

Demon . The Reason of every part of
this Rule is obvious from the nature of the thing,
30
2, 3, 6 o
and the preceding Rules9 and need not be further
36
upon.
2, 4, 5 8 & 43 insisted
2, 4, 62. u 48
2. 5, 6 %* 60
60
3>4) 5
72
/ J
3> 4,
J 20
5 6>
4>
2, Z, 4

24

490 total.
Problem

7th*

To find the Compositions of any Number As in a lesser Number of Sets æ, oF things
different, so as some part be taken out of each set.
Let the sets be represented by the Numbers in each ; then ( i °\) distri¬
Rule.
bute die Number N into as many parts as there are Units in n, and do this as many
Avays as poffibie ; after which ( 20') make out all the Alternations of the Terms or
Parts in every distribution, and ( 3° *) compare each Alternation (taking their Terms in
one order, as from left to right) with the Numbers of the several sets, (taken 1!\ the fame
order). These Alternations in which any Term is greater than the Number ot the cor¬
responding set are to be rejected; for this shews that these parts cannot be taken out ot t e
sets in that order 9 and for every other Alternation, you are to do thus. (4 y Pm
all
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the Elections (by Probl. 3 .) of every Term of the Alternation out of the Number of
the correspondent Set ; which multiply continually together, the Product is so many of the
Choices sought : Then lastly, the Sum of all these Products, made for every Alternation of
every Distribution , is the Number sought.
Exa, 1. . Supposet\ vo Companies, the one of 5, and the other of 7 Men, out of which
are to be chosen 4 Men, so as a part be taken out of each : How many Choices are
there ? The Answer is 455 ; found thus,

0 The

^sets are 5 and 7, and the Number 4 has two distributions into parts,
1 -st 3 and 2 -st 2. (2° ') The Alternations oi these 2 distributions are only these,
1 -f- 3, 3 -st 1, 2 -st 2, then f3 ®‘) Comparing these Alternations with the sets, there
is none of them to be rejected ; and ( 4°*) the Elections of their parts in the Correspon¬
dent sets being taken and Multiplied, and the Products added together, as you see done be¬
low, the total Sum is 45 5.

■viz.

Sets.

5 - 7

Sets.

Sets.

5 - 7

5 • 7

„

075

Prod.«j 70
.4 210

Astern. 1 + 3
Astern. 3 -st 1
Astern. 2 -st 2
Elect. 5 x 35 = 175* Elect. 10 X 7 = 70. Elect . 10 x 21 = 210

455 sum

Ex/t. 2 . There are three Companies of
6, 7 Men ; out of which 5 Men are to
be chosen by Composition ; the Answer is 6055, found as in the following Work.

i 0> The distributions of 5 into 2 Parts are only 1 + 1 + 5 = 5
_
1 - st 2 -st 2 = 5
2°- The Alternations of the distribution 1 -st 1 -st 3 are these 1, x, 3 : 1, 3, 1, and
3, 1, 1; of the distribution I -st 2 -st 2, they are 1, 2, 2 : 2, 1, 2, 2, 2, 1, each
of which can be taken in order out of the sets, 5, 6, 7 : and the Elections found, mul¬
tiplied and added, make in all 6055.
Sets.
5 - 6 : 7
Astern, i -st 1 -(- 3 — <5
Elect. 5 x 6x35 = 51050.

Sets.

Sets.

5 - 6 :7

5 - 6 : 7

Astern, j -st ^ -sti
Elect. 5 x 20 x 7 = 700

Astern. 3- sti 4 - 1
Elect . 10x6x7 420
=

Sets.
Sets.
Sets.
5 : 6 : 7
5: 6 :7
5 -6 :7
Astern. 1+ 2 ct-2
Alt. 2-stl -st2
Alt. 2 -st 2 "st 1
Elect. 5X 15X21= 21575. Ele . 10x6x21 = 1260. Efe. 10x15x7 = 1050.

'

IO50

"

1

iii .

.
1 ... r ■r.

■ ,? ■

'

.'

3
T3
a
kL

700
420

I 575
1260
1050

r,

- - ■

Sum 6055

~

r
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Exa. 3 . Suppose 9 Men are to be chosen by Composition out of 3 Companies, of 4,
, 0 Men.
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If each of these Series of alternations (of the several distributions of the Number 9)
is compared in order with the Numbers of the Setts, 4, 5, 6 (in order to which I have
set these over the Alternations) then we find that none of the ist distribution are usefi.il, because 7 is greater than it's Correspondent Sett ; of the 2d distribution, the 'ad, 4th,
5th, 6th alternations are also useless, because 6 corresponds to the Sett 4 and 5, out
of which it cannot be taken ; also the 5th, 6th alternation of the third distribution ; and the
4.! of the 5th, are useless, all the other alternations serve: And Observe, That the distribu¬
tion which has one part greater than the Number of any of the Setts, is useless, au<j
therefore we need not take out it’s alternations ; nor the alternations 01 any other distribu¬
tion , wherein any part is greater than the Correspondent Sett out-cf which ,it should
be elected ; and therefore taking only the useful distributions and alternations, the whole
Work is as follows; where I have set the Elections not under, but in a line with tire
the Numbers elected; thus, the Elections of 1, 2, 6 (in 4 . 5 - 6) are 4,10, -1.
Setts.
Setts.
Elections.
4 - 5 -6
4 .5.6
f 1 • 2 . 4X10X1 = 4° j ’ C1 - 4 - 4
ist
3d <4 1• -4
6X 5X1
l 2 -i£4 . 4 . 1
, = 240
C 1 . 3 . 5 4X12X6
80
s2. 2 .5
.
2d >1 . 5 . 3 4X 1X27
2. 5. 2
11
Distributions.
>3 . 1. 5 !4 * 5X6120
=
24
X6
4
mX
.
( 3.5
5th 3 - 3 - 3
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Setts.
Elections.

4 15 • 6 j Elections. .
2 - 3 - 4 Ax 10X15 - 922
2 * 4 * 3 6x -5x20 —600
,4 , 3 - 2 - 4 4X12X15 - 622

’

4X 5X15= 3°°
IX 5Xi 5 = 7 i
IX 5X 6— 30
6xtoX 6= 360
6X IXI 5 - 90
4X12X20 = 800

7 3-- 4 4

X 5X15 300

4 . 2 . 3 1x10X20 = 200

^4 - 3 - 2 1X10X15 - 150
2750-

7 :

!

51
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The Snm of all these Products is ^34 -f- 1655 - se 2750 — 4739 ; the total Elections

of 9 in the 3 Companies, whereas a free Choice out of 15, the Sum of the z Com¬
.
_
panies is 5005.
tho’ this Work be indeed tedious in most Cases, yet it’s vastly easier
Observe, That
than the actual marking out of all the Choices out of the Setts ; which still would require
the distributing the Number to be chosen, andtlwn electing.
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n . Some Part of the Number to be elected must. be taken out of each Sett,
Demc
■which is the reason of distributing that Number into as many Parts as there are Setts, and
doing this as many Ways as possible: But then the Parts of these Distributions may be apply’d variously to the Setts, which is the reason of taking all their Alternations and apply¬
ing them to the Setts ; for ’tis manifest that each of these different Applications or Ways
of taking the Parts of the Number to be elected, among the Setts, must make a different
Choice . But again, In each of these we are also to consider in what Part os the correspon¬
ding Sett it is taken, for that also must make a difference; so that the Elections of every
Number in its corresponding Sett being found, 'tis plain that we can join any Choice of
the Number taken out of one Sett with the Choice of the Numbers taken out of the other
Setts ; and consequently the Variety, in this respect, is the continual Product of the Num¬
bers of Choices of the several Parts of any Distribution out of its corresponding Sett.
Therefore , lastly, the Sum of all these Products is the Number sought

Problem

8t]l-

To find the EhElions of any Number n in another Number A7, of Things which arc
not all different, in that respect which makes the Variety of Choice.
R u J. e i ° ‘ Of the Number A7"take the several Parts that are like Things , and
.reckqn each of these Numbers as so many Setts; and all the remaining Things in N as
another Sett : Mark each Sett by its Number , and also by some Letter , ( because different
Setts niay have the fame Number, but, being Setts of different Things , they must have
another Distinction) and because all the Setts, except one, are fuppos’d to consist each of
like Things , (rho' different Setts consist of different Things ) distinguish that one by some
Mark . Then,
2° ’ Findall the Elections of n that can be had in that Sett which consists of Things
different, and for each of the other Setts reckon but one Election : But, if the number of
Things in any of these Setts is less than n, there ’s no Election. Then,
3° ’ Find and mark out all the Elections of every two Setts, of every 3, 4, &c. (as far
as the Number n) by their Letters and Numbers ; And,
4° - Find the Compositions of n in each of these Choices of different Setts, by Pr obi. 5,
6, and 7.
Lastly, The Sum of all these Compositions, and of the Elections in Article sd , is the
Number sought.
Exa. 1 . Suppose.4 to be elected out of 11, whereof 5 are like Things , and 6 disse¬
: The Choices of 4 in 5 ave 5 ; but the 5 being here all like Things,
ct b' rent
,is but one Choice ; then in the 6 different Things there are 15, both
ac there
make 16- Next there is but one Combination to be made of the
a d which
, because there are but two of them. Now, the Distributions of 4 into
a e Setts
Parts, with their Alternations, are 1 -j- 3, 3 + 1, and 2 + 2; and the
a f 2
Choices of these out of two Setts make in all 41, ( as in the annex d Opera£
) where the Sett 5 being of like Things,
Setits* 5 .6 tion
Choices in it are reckon’d but 1 ; And ro
_
1the
41 add the preceding 16, the Sum is 37,
eg 1 X 20 these
13 '

1 :■la. 15,5= 4

41 .
But if each of the Setts contains like Things , then the Answer would be only 5 ; For
there is 1 Choice in each Sett, and 1 for every Alternation of the Parts of 4 ; and if the
Things ' to be elected are 6, then the Elections are 6 ; for there is no Election in the one
Sett,
X xx 2
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Seer, and there is but 1 in the other : Then the Distributions of 6 arc - 1 -f- 5, 2 + 4,
3 H-- z, and the two former have2 Alternations
, but each of them has butxElectionin the two Setts, which make in all 3 ■and this, with the former 1 in the Sett 6, is
in all 6.
Exa. 2 d. To find the Choices of 4 out of i 3, whereof 6 are like Things , and 5 also
like, and 7 different : The Answer is 201, which is found as in the following Work ; for
the understanding whereof nothing needs be said, but that the Sett 7r which consists of
Things all different, is distinguiih’d by a Cross.
A . B
6 5.

4 •4

C
7
4

-4
A. C
6 7-

B
5

1 4 14 -35 = 37,the
funx of the Choices of
4 in the several Setts.

4B .C
5 -7

:

-4A . B . C.
6 - 5-7

1 + 3* iX -— 1 1-H erf1X 35 i -+-3crf iX35 i -bi -f-2^ I XI X 2I
iji 1 X I — i 3+ ijS I X 7 3+ 1^ 1 X 7 x f 2-1-14 1 Xi X 7

3 4

2 -4 - 2W 1 X i — 1

24 - 2^ IX 21' 24 -2” 1X 21 2 fi + i Wi Xi X _7
63
- .64
. ; 35

Then 37 4 - 3 -f- 63 -f~ 63 -f - 35 =

201, the Number sought.

Demon.
The
Reason of this Rule consists all in this ; That when any Number n
is to be elected out of any Number N without limitation ; and if the Number ■As,1*s any
how distributed into Parts A 4 T 4 6, &c. then it ’s.certain that every Choice of
?/ out of the whole Sum must either be taken out of some 1 of these Parts, or out pf some
2, or 3, ©r. of them ( proceeding to a Number of Parts equal' to n, for we canndt distri¬
bute it into more Parts than n has Units , and find some Part of n in each Part of N .)
Then , for the Manner of takingn out of these Setts or Parts of A7, the Reason is con¬
tain d in the Problems refer’d to.

Problem

9tJlI

.

To find the Sum of all the EleSlions of every Number in any Number N, which are
not all different Things , without finding the Elections of any particular Number,
Rule.
Separate the Number N into Setts, as in the last Problem then
;
find the
Aim of a Geometrical Series from 1 in the Ratio of 1 : 2, whose Number of Terms is
the Number of Things in that Sett which are all different Things : Next take one of the
Setts which consists of Things all like, and by its Number multiply the preceding Sum,
and to the Product add that preceding Sum, and also the Multiplier : This last Sum mul¬
tiply by the Number of another Sett of like Things , and to the Product add the last Sum,
and also the Multiplier : and thus go on, multiplying the last Sum by the Number of ano¬
ther Sett of like Things , adding the last Sum and Multiplier to the Product till you have
gone thro' all the Setts : The Sum of all these Sums is the Answer of the Question. ■'
Exa. To elect every Number out
4 different, the Answer is 253.
are (by Pr obi. 4.) 12
+ 4+ 8=
then 47 x 3 = J41 . and 141 4 - 47
tire Number fought.

of 9 Things whereof 2 are like, and 3 are like, and
For , the whole Elections in the 4 different Things
15 ; Then 15 X 2 — go . andzO - sxZct - 2 = 47.
-j * 3 =
Lastly, 15 4 - 47 4 ~ iAi — 253,
DEMON.
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However many different Things there are in the
ist Sett, the Elections sought in that Number are ac-

bc . bd . be . bee .fb , bff . bfff f ; 2 or
more of them are the fame, the combining
abc . ed
these
with
each of the preceding, will produce only
abd
the same Elections : But then taking 1, or 2, or 3, £«?r.
&c.
acd
of these like Things ( to the greatest Number of them)
bed
what
you take consider’d by it self, and also join ’d
abed
with each of the preceding Elections, makes so many
new Elections : And thus going thro’ them all, we
have the whole Election sought, according to the Rule,
as the annex’d Scheme will easily shew.
Problem

i ot!l-

To find the Compositions of a Number out of an equal number of Setts ; When the
Things in the several Setts are different ( i . e. there is nothing in one £ ett which is in
any other) but the Individuals of the same Sett such, that 2 or more of them are the same
or like Things , which may obtain in any one or more Setts.
Rule.
Each Sett, whose Individuals are all the same Things , are to be rcckon’d
as if there were but one Thing in it : And if in any Sett there is any Part consisting of
the fame Things , reckon all that Part as it were but one Thing ; then apply the Rule of
Problem 5th.
Ex a. Suppose 3 Setts of Things , one of 6 Things ! all different ; another of 4, but
which are all the same Things ; another of 8 Things , whereof 5 are like, and 3 are like.
To find the Compositions of 3 in these three Setts, we must reckon the 2d Sett as having
but 1 Thing , and the 3d as having 2, and then the Number sought is6 X I x 2 — 12.
a
b
c

b
b
b

d h
e

f

m The
Reason of this Rule is obvious. So, in the preceding Example, we
m can join each Thing in the first Sett with h, and with m, or with n nor
;
have
m we any more Choice, since every h, m, and n are the same.
m
n
n
n

Problem

ii ^ *

To find the Compositions of any Number in a greater number of Setts, Circumstance?
being as in the last Problem,
Rule.
Reckon all the Things that are the same, or like, in any Sett, as but one
Thing , and proceed by Probl . 6.
Pro

b le

m

12

th*

To find the Compositions of any Number A7'in a lesser Number n of
stances being as in Probl. 10.

Setts, Circum¬

Rule.
Apply the first 3 Steps of the Rule of Pr obi .7 ; and for the third Step
(i . e. taking the Elections of the Parts of N out of the corresponding Setts) we must
distinguish thus : i °, If any Sett has all its Individuals like,' there is but one Election.
But,
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But, 2°, if they are neither all like, nor all different, find the Elections of the correspon¬
ding Part of IV in that Sett by Pr obi. 8.
The Reason is obvious.
Schoi.

In

the Matter of Compositions we have hitherto suppos’d, that there is

no Thing in one Sett which is the fame, or like to what is in any other Sett : But now,
if we suppose it otherwise, i. e. that there are several Things the fame, or like, in several
Setts, this is a new Limitation , and more difficult than the former, and indeed is such as
1have not found lnw to bring under any General Rules : Some particular Cases have
their proper Rules, that will be easily discovert! when they occur, but what has been al¬
ready done being the principal Part of this Doctrine, and the Foundation of what else
relates to it, I shall not insist much further on these Things , only add one Problem more,

T/p.
Problem

13

th-

The Individuals of several Setts of Things being the fame or like Things , i. e. the
Things that are in any one Sett, ( however like or unlike among themselves) being the
fame, and the seme in Number , as are in all the other Setts ; To find the different Com¬
positions of a number of these Things equal to the number of Setrs,
i 0i If any of the Things is oftner than once in the seme Sett, reckon as
Rule
it were but once ; Then , 20, take the Arithmetical Progression j , 2, 3, Sic. to such a
number of Terms as the number of different Things in each Sett ; take the Series of their
Sums continually from the beginning, the last of them is the number of Compositions
fought in two Setts; Again ; Take the Sums of their Series continually from the begin¬
ning, the last of them is the number of Compositions in three Setts. Go on thus taking
the Sums of every succeeding Series of Sums, and the last Term is the Number for a
number of Setts equal to the number of Series from the beginning of the Work.
If there are 2 Setts, and 4 Things in each, the Compositions of 2
Thus :
are 10 ; if there are 3 Setts, the Compositions of 3 are 20 ; and
• 2 • ^ • 4
so on.
,3 . 6. 10
.
. 4 ID.
&c.

20

a a a
b b b
c c c &c.
d d d

Df . mon

.

Suppose only

2 Setts ; then the first Letter

a of the

second Sett may be join ’d with each of the first. Sett; but the second
Letter b is not to be join d with the a of the first Sett, because that
coincides with the Combination of the a of the second, and b of the
first Sett ; and se>the b of the second Sett is combin’d only with the b of
the first Sett, and with all below. For the seme Reason the c of the
second Sett is join ’d only with the c of the first Sett, and with all below,

and so on thro’ the other Letters . All which joinings, taking the whole Combinations
of each Letter of the second Sett with all from the same Letter downwards in the first Sett,
as one Term , makes an Arithmetical Series 1, 2, 3, &c. to a number of Terms equal to
the number of Things in the Sett ; and it’s plain, that the Sum of them is the total Com¬
Again ; For the seine Reason the a of the third Sett
positions of 2 in the two Setts.
will join with each Composition of 2 in the preceding two Setts ; but the b must begin
only to be join ’d with bb of the preceding Compositions, and with none in which a is;
i . e. it will be in as many Compositions of 2 as are in two Setts which have one Thing
fewer, which must be the next lefler T erm of the second Series : And the c of the third
Sett wist in like manner be join ’d with cc, and all the Compositions of 2 in the preceding
two Setts which have neither b nor a, ( i. e. as many as the Compositions of 2 in two
Setts which have two Things fewer than the last) which must be the next lesser Terra
of the second Scries ; and so on thro’ all the Letters of the third Sett : So that the total
Compositions of 3 in the three Setts is the Sum of all the Terms of the second Series.
The seme Reason is manifest, however many Setts there are.

A KITH .

